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ABSTRACT 

This thesis examines and discusses the construction, reconstruction and alteration of 

ideological framing in the production and translation of news discourse by two 

transnational media outlets. It incorporates an interdisciplinary approach, drawing 

insights from the fields of translation, critical discourse analysis studies, 

communication and media studies, and corpus linguistics. The thesis studies how a 

frame is constructed by these news institutions in their coverage, including the 

reason for deciding to frame an event in a particular way and how that constructed 

frame has been reconstructed when it is translated into another language with 

different socio-cultural conditions. The data, which is about the conflict in Yemen 

over a period of two years starting from the beginning of the conflict, was collected 

from the English and Arabic news websites of the BBC and Al-Arabiya. To maintain 

consistency of coverage, the data collected from both news institutions reports on the 

same events in the conflict. 

The research implemented a corpus-assisted critical discourse analysis approach to 

identify the quantitative features of the corpora and qualitatively analyse the example 

accordingly. For the purposes of this study, a critical discourse analysis model was 

designed and adapted based on two different approaches, combining elements of 

textual analysis and cognition to compare and grasp how and why the original frame 

and its translation has been constituted. The focus is on the representations of the 

parties in the conflict and how they are portrayed in light of the different stances of 

the news institutions chosen. Thus, triangulating the focus of the analysis towards 

these representations has allowed for a precise and concentrated effort in assessing 

how and why the conflict has been framed in the production and reframed in the 

translation of news discourse.  

The results and findings of this thesis reveal how a frame is constructed and 

reconstructed in the translation by accounting for the discursive methods and 

translation strategies that constituted that frame. The findings also identified two 

types of frames on the Macro and Micro levels of discourse production implemented 

by both news institutions in their coverage of the conflict.  It also demonstrates that 

the news institutions’ view of their readers, in addition to their own aims of 

discourse production, governs the constitution of how world events are viewed and 

displays how the conflict has been differently framed by the BBC and Al-Arabiya. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Translation studies is a relatively young interdisciplinary field, compared to other 

linguistic disciplines, of language and culture studies which should not be perceived 

as strictly a linguistic transaction between two linguistic systems without considering 

other important factors. Gambier states that ‘The popular assumption that a text to be 

translated is nothing more than a linear sequence of words or phrases no doubt 

explains why translation has long been considered as inferior, subordinate to the 

original’ (2016: 888). In other words, cultural differences and similarities must be 

considered in the translation process to inform the choices made in order to produce 

an acceptable target text. Cornin argues that translations which aim to homogenise 

end up erasing the diversity and creativity of the translation (2003:91). In today’s 

globalised world, news agencies report almost every significant event in different 

languages to a variety of cultures, and translation is an essential part of this process. 

Sometimes these translations are motivated by an ideological attempt to highlight a 

certain power’s domination in a society. Hence, it is important to study and analyse 

this area of translation to explore its foundations and parameters, particularly in the 

case of English-Arabic translation. Therefore, in order to broaden the horizon of 

translation studies, researchers should explore new approaches to it, implementing 

various tools and considering multiple factors in an interdisciplinary study. This 

research will embark on such a course in order to answer the questions raised in this 

study, utilising theories of translation, frameworks of critical discourse analysis, 

media studies, and corpus analysis to provide statistical analysis from the data. 

Ideology is an important concept that has drawn ample attention in translation 

studies, among other disciplines, because of its controversy and vagueness. This 

study is drawn to the concept as well and will examine ideology in relation to 

translation. Ideology often has a tremendous influence over translation and 

translators, especially in relation to highly sensitive texts with conflicting opinions 

between source and target cultures. Thus, this study will consider ideology as the 

main focus of analysis in translations between English and Arabic. This concept is of 

great interest especially due to the recent political events and changes occurring in 

most Arabic and Islamic countries and their depiction in Western and Arabic news 

media. Ideologies are judged based on their social impact rather than on their true 

values (Fairclough, 1995: 76), which is why investigating ideology in discourse can 
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provide insight into this phenomenon. However, as ideology is a vague concept, one 

must focus on how and why it is employed in discourse in order to understand it. 

Therefore, this study will focus on framing as one of the primary aspects of 

impeding ideology in translation. Framing texts means to set the stage from start to 

finish to serve a certain view and present it to an audience. Translations reframe to 

either spotlight or challenge the source, depending on cultural differences, translators’ 

beliefs, and institutional aims. Among the different tools of framing discourse, three 

main elements are chosen as focal points in this study. Baker (2006) notes that these 

elements are the most prominent in researching ideological framing in translation: 

discursive labelling, selective appropriation, and participant repositioning. These 

elements represent the most salient and effective devices used in framing discourse 

to serve certain ideologies. These are most prominently used in news media, as will 

be shown later in this study (see section 3.5).  

This research analyses news media in relation to ideological framing and translation. 

As argued by Bielsa and Bassnett, translation is an influential element in 

multicultural communication, and the translation process is considered to be an 

invisible process within news dissemination (2009: 23-29).  There are two reasons 

behind choosing news media by which to study ideological framing through 

translation. The first is the highly saturated content of news discourse with 

ideological views, which often requires the translated text to be manipulated in order 

to be presented in a different cultural context. The second reason is the global and 

multicultural reach of translated news through websites that can be accessed almost 

anywhere with an Internet connection. Gambier states, ‘On-line news journalism 

may have a profound effect on the way foreign-language news is translated’ (2006: 

13). Thus, the data for this study (see section 4.1) will be collected from the websites 

of two prominent news agencies in both the Western and the Middle Eastern cultures: 

The Arabic and English websites of both the BBC and Al-Arabiya news agencies 

will be the focus of this research.  

Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) was chosen as the analytical tool for the collected 

data. It is the most appropriate method of analysis for this research because it is 

designed to uncover links of ideological framing in translated news reports. As 

stipulated by Schaffner, ‘Studying texts and discourse and their social context 

provides evidence of ongoing processes, such as the relationship between social 
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change and communicative or linguistic change, the constitution of social identities, 

or the (re)constitution of knowledge and ideology’ (1996: 1). Among the various 

CDA frameworks, this study will utilise and implement two CDA approaches that 

are best suited for it. These approaches are Fairclough’s CDA approach, which 

focuses on how social realities are presented to people through discourse, and Van 

Dijk’s socio-cognitive approach, which concentrates on how discourse is perceived 

in a socio-historical context (see section 4.3). Both approaches complete one another 

in the sense that they account for the macro and micro levels of discourse, bridging 

the gap between texts and society. In terms of translation studies, both approaches 

are similar to the notion of formal and dynamic equivalence, taking into 

consideration not only the linguistic aspects of texts but also connecting them to their 

intended socio-cultural conditions. As Orengo (2005: 169) describes 

Within the news world, particularly, the opposition or interaction between globalising, 

localising and tribalising forces, constitutes a paradox that at first seems to contradict the 

global nature of news translation but which, after a closer analysis, defines and sheds light 

on the complex nature of globalisation itself: such a paradox consists of the very fact that 

what is global is such not because it is the same everywhere, but because it has been adapted 

to infinite numbers of different cultural and social contexts. 
 
This research will investigate this paradox in relation to the news coverage of the 

conflict in Yemen and their translation to a different socio-cultural context. 

1.1 Aims of the Research 

This research will endeavour to achieve the following objectives in its findings:  

1-Identify the framing methods utilised to ideologically frame Arabic-English news 

translation.  

2- Recognise the main types of framing used in news translation in the BBC and Al-

Arabiya by Comparing and contrasting their coverage of events and their translations.  

3- Identify how the BBC and Al-Arabiya frame their translations for the target 

audience.  

4- Distinguish the benefits of Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) in researching 

ideological framing in news translation in addition to corpus linguistics tools.   

1.2 Research Questions 

1- What are the methods used by the BBC and Al-Arabiya in the framing of 

translated texts? 

2- What are the predominant types of framing implemented by the BBC and Al-

Arabiya through translation to influence their views on the target culture? 
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3- How effective is corpus-assisted CDA as an approach to analyse and uncover 

ideological framing in the translation of online news discourse?  

1.3 Contribution to the Field  

Based on the previous aims mentioned, this thesis will fill the gap in this 

interdisciplinary field by attempting to understand the role of ideological framing in 

translation studies in general and English-Arabic translation in particular, especially 

in the news media. Studies of ideological framing conducted on online news 

reporting about conflicts utilising critical discourse analysis are virtually non-

existent, which is why this research will prove to be of great importance to the field 

of translation studies. This is especially significant in contemporary times, when 

almost every event is translated and presented on a global scale from different 

perspectives depending on the ideological beliefs of the news institutions and the 

socio-cultural expectations of their readers. This research will investigates and 

identify the framing tools employed by the news institutions chosen in their 

production and translation of discourse. It will show how the same conflict has been 

reported in English and Arabic to each respective readership, exploring how the 

conflict was framed and reframed in the translation to shape readers’ view of the 

world. 

Hopefully, the findings of this study will enlighten the field of translation with 

regard to this issue and provide suitable answers that will assist in improved 

understanding of it as well as informing translators about how to deal with it. Also, 

this study highlights the need for more attention to be paid to this type of ideological 

framing in news translations; it seeks to establish a new trend in this growing 

phenomenon and proposes ways to address it in the field of translation studies. It will 

also provide a valuable insight into the framing process of news translations 

implemented by the BBC and Al-Arabiya news institutions. 

1.4 Research Data and Methodology 

The data for this study will focus on two news websites in both English and Arabic. 

These websites belong to two notable international news institutions: the BBC and 

Al-Arabiya. The data will mainly concentrate on their coverage of the Yemeni 

conflict that started in January 2015 and has escalated since then. This event was and 

still is being reported on a global scale, because of the coalition formed by the Gulf 
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Countries (GCC) in support of the weakened Yemeni government. It is considered as 

a turning point in the political situation in the Middle East. It is an event that has 

marked an unprecedented and unanticipated action, which sparked a global 

discussion about it between those who support it, those who oppose it, and those 

trying to understand the reason behind it.  

Considering the recent and swift impact of this event, it is viewed to be more than 

suitable as a case study for this research. Also, choosing online news media as a data 

source for this research was not arbitrary: Online news possesses a vast reach across 

borders more than any other form. Particularly, with the use of social networking 

sites such as Twitter and Facebook, to post links that takes you to the news 

institution sites, maximising the exposure of their coverage of events to more readers. 

The collected data will comprise 35 to 40 articles and their translations from both 

news institutions. Some of the articles will be translated from English to Arabic and 

others from Arabic to English, providing diversity in the data in order to investigate 

the translation exchange from both angles.  

Therefore, choosing to analyse online news is more than adequate for the purposes of 

this research, especially considering the lack of extensive studies on this 

phenomenon in relation to English-Arabic translations, ideological framing, and 

CDA. Furthermore, technological advances in corpus linguistics software would help 

to navigate and present sufficient and thorough data for the analysis in order to 

project a clear picture and demonstrate the credibility of the findings. It will help to 

produce statistical evidence that supports and spotlights the findings of the analysis 

and clearly proves the results. Corpus analysis allows for certain framing patterns to 

be more visible, which will improve the results of the research and present it clearly. 

This will hopefully refute any criticism of bias or predispositions that studies 

conducting CDA as their methodology are usually accused of.      

It is Fairley known that Fairclough’s and Van Dijk’s CDA frameworks (see sections 

4.3.1 & 4.3.2) are founded and introduced by two of the figures in the field of 

ideology: power and discourse analysis. The reason for choosing these two 

approaches, instead of others established in CDA paradigm, is that they are built on a 

foundation similar to those of translation studies, which are linguistics and culture. 

In other words, the chosen approaches utilise theories of linguistics and sociology in 

order to identify ideology in language and its impact on society. The historical side 
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of this framework is important in providing information about the cognition of a 

society its beliefs, customs, and conflicting powers in a certain time and space. 

Moreover, they are established and equipped to uncover ideologies in language, and 

will provide the tools necessary for the analysis to find elements of ideological 

framing in news institutions like the BBC and Al-Arabiya. Adding to this the use of 

qualitative analysis using corpus linguistics (see section 2.3.4) that would make 

sense and provide guidance for the CDA qualitative analysis.  

Combining these approaches allow this study to preform not only a textual analysis 

of discourse, but also to examine the socio-cultural aspect in the analysis, thus 

providing an in-depth understanding of the ideological framing process from more 

than one perspective. Fairclough’s approach helps to understand how news discourse 

is produced and their ideological connotation from a textual point of view. In other 

words, it focuses on the medium of communication, which is discourse, and analyse 

it rigorously to uncover how social realities are represented. Van Dijk’s approach, on 

the other hand, helps to provide an understanding of the cognitive process involved 

in the production of news discourse and its intended aim, mainly, how discourse 

presents the different actors involved in it. Therefore, for the purposes of this study, 

these approached in addition to corpus-assisted software (wordsmith) have been 

carefully chosen as the methods of analysis for the collected data. A more detailed 

account of the data and analysis approach of this thesis will be outlined in the 

methodology chapter.   
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Chapter 2: Review of the Literature 

Overview 

The following sections will mainly discuss the literature on ideology, translation, and 

critical discourse analysis. We will start with the concept of ideology, its definition 

and effect, examined from different points of view. This will be followed by a 

discussion of how one should research ideology in order to fully comprehend it. 

Many scholars argue that in order to research ideology, one must link it to the study 

of language that conveys it, as the literature will show. Then there will be a 

discussion of the appropriate methodological course to use as an analysis tool in 

researching ideology in discourse.   

The second section will review the literature on translation and ideology. Many 

studies have embarked on this endeavor (Baker 2006, Munday 2008b, Schaffner 

2003), each with its own approach. Almost all of these previous studies show a clear 

and realistic effect of ideological markers in translated texts, especially those of a 

political nature, to influence the target readers towards certain aims. This section will 

discuss the previous literature concerning translation and ideology. 

The third section will examine the literature on Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA). 

It will provide an overview of how it was established and for what purpose, as well 

as its approaches. This section will also provide a brief description of the CDA 

approaches used in this study and offer a connection between CDA and power in 

relation to how ideology is implemented in discourse.  

The final section will briefly address the issue of framing and how it is used in 

discourse. It will also show the different framing devices that are used in 

implementing it, among which are those used in this study: discursive labelling, 

selective appropriation, and participant repositioning. Finally, a brief discussion on 

the nature of news discourse and how it is constructed will be presented in order to 

promote full understanding and analysis. 

2.1 The Concept of Ideology  

Thompson (1984) argues that ideology is a concept of rigorous controversy and 

negative connotations, which reflects how ideology and those associated with it are 

perceived. The historical background of this concept reveals that the term is tainted 
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to the point where saying that a persons’ view is ideological is meant as a criticism 

rather than an observation. Thus, previous approaches towards and studies of this 

concept were based on various conflicts and controversies. However, views of 

ideology have evolved recently, and studies of ideology have been linked to 

language in order to improve our understanding of it. In other words, studying 

ideology is in a way linked to the study of language uses in society in general. Thus, 

Thompson explains the study of ideology as the study of ‘the ways in which 

meaning (or signification) serves to sustain relations of domination’ (1984:130). On 

the other hand, Eagleton (1991) claims that scholars have yet to provide an adequate 

or comprehensive definition for ideology, and that it is nearly impossible to do so. 

His argument to support this claim is that the term ‘ideology’ entails a vast variety of 

meanings (i.e. text production, legitimacy and domination, systems of beliefs, 

discourse and power, framing social realities, etc.) (p.1). According to Eagleton 

(1991), it is impossible to combine these meanings among others in one definition, 

and to do so would be a waste of time because of the many meanings it entails based 

on their context. Similarly, Van Dijk (1998:1) states that studies about ideology 

routinely point to the vagueness of the concept and the theoretical ambiguity that 

may result from its analysis. This view is shared by Kress (1985:29), who argues that 

the meaning of ideology spans a spectrum beginning with certain perspectives, ideas, 

and beliefs to relations of power and domination.  

Therefore, Eagleton suggests that rather than imagining a global theory or definition 

of ideology, scholars should concentrate on examining how it functions in a society 

to identify what to focus on and what to discard in the study of ideology (1991: p.7). 

Gerring (1997) agrees with Eagleton’s view on the abundance of definitions of 

ideology, yet they do not provide an adequate general realisation of the concept. 

However, he disagrees with Eagleton’s claim that it is impossible to define ideology. 

According to Gerring, without a definition, how can scholars decide what to include 

or discard when researching ideology, and how can they determine the relevance of 

something (1997: 965)? Moreover, according to Gerring, the problem with defining 

ideology will not be resolved with simple semantic choices nor by a historical 

account of the term. Rather, any definition must contain certain core elements 

(location, function, subject, position, etc.), and through these collective elements one 

can assemble a general definition appropriate to the term ideology (p. 966-967). 
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Therefore, he stipulates that defining ideology must be contained within a particular 

geo-political, temporal, and methodological frame, whereas the multiple and varied 

definitions of the term will provide various perspectives, filling the gap and leading 

to a general definition of ideology. On this note, Wodak (2007a) argues that there is 

a controversial stand which assumes that ‘ideology is an unavoidable moment of all 

thinking and acting’ (p. 2). It could be argued that hidden ideologies are as important 

as they are dangerous compared to clear and direct ones, because they are more 

difficult to resist while concealed; news discourse is  an example of such ideological 

concealment (Reah, 1998:54).    

Moreover, Mannheim (1997) contends that in order to gain a better understanding of 

ideology, an analysis of the sociological and historical aspects of the term must be 

performed. In order for this to be conducted, one must collect the various meanings 

of the term in contemporary use, which will show that there are two types of 

ideology in terms of meaning. The first is ‘particular’, which refers to what we 

perceive as ideological disguise and misconceptions from an opponent. This means 

that because he/she is an opponent anything he/she represents is a deception serving 

a hidden agenda. The second is ‘total’, which refers to a socio-historical group (i.e. 

Nazis, communists) which has its own ideological agendas to serve and elevate its 

own power (Mannheim, 1997:49). These two aspects of ideology share some 

common ground, mainly that they do not take for granted what is presented. In other 

words, the apparent meaning of the words is not taken into consideration; rather the 

‘life-situation’ of the person who expressed them is taken into account in the eyes of 

total and particular ideology. This means that what is taken into account is not the 

interpretation of what is actually being said on its own, but rather the history of the 

person or institution that is putting the words into a discursive context. Mannheim 

stipulates that previous research and theories of ideology have not distinguished 

these two types in their attempts to study this concept. Thus, it is highly 

recommended, according to Mannheim, to separate these two ‘particular’ and ‘total’ 

understanding of ideology in order to allow a better comprehension of this 

phenomenon. Because where the ‘total’ part points to the existence of an ideology, it 

is the ‘particular’ aspect that allows for an analysis in order to identify it (Mannheim, 

1997:50). According to him, studies of ideology are concerned with uncovering 

hidden agendas and interests, mainly through questioning the authenticity and 
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legitimacy of what has been asserted. Social epistemology is concerned with how 

these agendas and interests are introduced to different societies with variant beliefs, 

languages, and cultural backgrounds.  

On the other hand, Althusser (2014) suggests a general theory of ideology that is not 

limited to certain beliefs, but rather involves ideology as a whole. He claims that 

ideology as a concept has no real history, unlike certain ideologies such as fascism 

and communism, where in order to examine them one must study their social forms 

and structures in addition to their history and the people who started them. One must 

also study the ways in which those ideologies were produced and introduced in those 

societies. Without both these processes it would not be possible to construct an 

effective research to understand them. Thus, contrary to Eagleton (1991), Althusser 

introduces two theories for the study of ideology. The first is a theory of the notion 

of ideology in general, with no specific historical or social elements attached to it. 

The second is a theory of particular ideologies specific to certain beliefs and political 

views (i.e. socialism, capitalism, fascism, etc.) which takes into account the socio-

historical circumstances as well as the discourse production modes in a given social 

structure (2014:174-175).  

Althusser stipulates that the concept of ideology is eternal in the sense that it is 

‘omni-present’, and as such it maintains its form indefinitely. This argument could 

provide an understanding of how ideology works and functions on its basic level, 

‘The Individual’ (2014: 176). Furthermore, he claims that in order for certain 

ideological powers or authorities to sustain their status or achieve a higher one, they 

must limit the knowledge of their society to their ideological beliefs. Therefore, 

Zizek (2012) describes ideology as a ‘MATRIX’ that keeps changing and 

reconditions itself, shifting how people perceive reality (p.1). According to him, this 

shift can be observed when a new form of social event occurs and/or an old one 

resurfaces. It would mostly be misperceived, as it does not fit and corresponds to the 

dynamics of the current ideological system of society. Zizek states that ideology is a 

notion of vast and ambiguous nature; it can be described as an attitude towards a 

social reality of beliefs, which attempts to implement any change in a society. Thus, 

in order to identify the meaning and ideological motive of a certain act, it must be 

analysed based on its historical discursive context. This methodology would enable 

identification of the ideological function of such an act. Contemporary critique of 
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ideology tends to shed light on controversial elements of social forms in order to 

paint it as wrong and strange to other forms of society, causing societies to eliminate 

such forms. Logically, for an ideology to be effective, it must conceal itself within a 

truth or hide its true intention behind another. In order for it to be normally absorbed 

it must be, as Zizek states, ‘lying in the guise of truth’ (2012: 6). Furthermore, he 

claims that many of the approaches in the study of ideology, even though appropriate 

to some level, still do not provide a vivid picture of it or give it a form outside its 

‘social circumstances’ (p. 6).  

2.1.1 Ideology & Language 

Verschueren examines ideology in language using a new framework and utilising 

theories from multiple disciplines such as pragmatics and discourse analysis. The 

power of ideology and how it shifts perspectives causes it to be a subject in need of 

thorough examination in different social disciplines (2012). Therefore, he points to 

the need for a methodological criterion to research ideology and how it functions in 

practice. Verschueren argues that ideology is associated with beliefs and ideas, yet 

these are not necessarily associated with ideology. In other words, ideas and beliefs 

relate to processes of thinking, whereas ideology relates to implicit meaning, 

interpretations, and views of individuals (2012: 7). He contends that ideologies are 

without a shadow of a doubt a socio-cultural-cognitive phenomenon, and this is 

evident in studies of ideology, where the focus is shifted between society, culture, 

and cognition. A point that has been expressed by Halliday (1978) where he argues 

that meanings are consequently established by social systems, and as such these 

social systems become open to analysis through their semiotic systems as the source 

of meanings (p.141).  

Moreover, empirical studies of ideology, as Verschueren states, should mainly be 

concerned with one particular element which is meaning and the way that meaning 

was established; hence any methodology in such studies must ‘enable interpretation 

with due regard for what can be inter-subjectively established to count as evidence’ 

(p. 21). According to him, in order for such research to be successful and avoid any 

bias that would affect the findings and results, one has to set clear and decisive 

questions about the subject for the research to answer. This could allow for a 

systemic analysis of the collected data leading to results that would remain the same 

for any other identical study. Verschueren also defines what is considered to be 
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ideological as any elements of meaning in relation to framing social realities while 

appearing reasonable. Hence, any given ideology is bound solely within a specific 

society even if they are spread to another (i.e. prejudice, stereotyping, identity, etc.), 

perceived and interpreted differently in different societies (2012: 10). Therefore, 

assumptions of domination should not be the starting point for examining the subject 

of ideology. Because different perspectives of non-dominant groups arise and so 

affect social behaviour even though they are not dominant, they are nonetheless 

ideological (Verschueren, 2012: 10). Similarly, Freeden (2003:1) argues that 

ideologies are often mistakenly viewed as sets of ideas synthesised and manipulated 

by certain powers in order to sustain their domination or to be dominated upon 

others. According to him, everyone is an ideologist whether they are aware of it or 

not, in the sense that they have an understanding of the socio-political reality in 

which they live and interact in and have their own views in regard to it. Ideologies 

guide us in the socio-political environment in which we live; they are important as 

we cannot comprehend our environment without them. It does not necessarily mean 

that it is neither good nor bad, but rather it helps us interpret the political situations 

that we encounter.  

Freeden mainly stipulates that ‘ideologies are political devices’, and when the term is 

used outside the political realm it merely functions in a metaphorical sense to refer to 

different cultural and traditional practices (2003:4). Heywood agrees to this point in 

the sense that people ‘use political ideas and concepts whenever they express their 

opinions’ (2007, P.1). He states that the problem with ideological terms (i.e. liberal, 

conservative) is that they are used in a broad manner without a clear and fully 

comprehensive understanding of their meaning. This view is shared by Freeden 

(2003), who argues that the problem with the term ideology is that it is often used in 

a manner that is neither precise nor clear, which leads to its vagueness. He claims 

that in order to comprehend an ideological belief, a functional approach must be 

adopted to highlight its role in a socio-political environment (p. 32). Indicating the 

importance of repeated patterns from a political perspective, highlighting evidence of 

an existing controlling power and not just some anomaly that occurs every once in a 

while. Freeden mentions that there may be some truth to what has been stated by 

Althusser (1970), that ideologies maybe knowingly spread by individuals. However, 

he counters that view by agreeing with Mannheim (1997) that ideologies are 
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undoubtedly social products (Freeden, 2003: 33). He also points to the argument 

raised by Geertz (1973) which sees ideology as a symbol, which in practice acts as a 

metaphor communicating social meaning. The importance of this view of ideology 

functions as a ‘MAP’ for individuals in their social life. Freeden states that 

‘ideologies are collections of symbolic signposts through which a collective national 

identity is forged’. He cites an example of this as the signing of the Magna Carta in 

1215 (2003:42). 

Ideology is a matter of point of view expressed through language as argued by 

Simpson (1993), who states that in order to find the true meaning of a text in any 

genre one must understand the ‘angle of telling’ (p. 2). He argues that in order for 

any research to fully comprehend the meaning of a text, the analysis must have a 

dynamic relationship with the language of the text. Understanding the ‘point of view 

of a text’ uncovers the ideological positioning and social framing employed in it 

(1993: 4). Most often dominant ideologies in society are expressed by institutions 

such as political parties and the media through discourse, hence language is 

interrelated with the social and political situation in which it is used. In other words, 

language operating within a discourse of social beliefs and institutions would project 

and possibly construct ideology to hold and reinforce dominant beliefs. Therefore, an 

analysis of the discursive interactions in these instances will reveal the impeded 

views and challenge them (Simpson, 1993:5). 

Billing (2002) contends that the role of language and its power manifesting through 

ideology is clearly presented in contemporary studies of the theory of ideology. He 

argues that individuals inherit language, and as such are bound to use it within 

socially accepted codes. Therefore, it is language that shapes patterns of thought in 

regard to specific subjects depending on the social mode in regard to those subjects 

(i.e. religion, ethnicity, criticising the government, etc.) (2002: 136). Hatim and 

Mason (1997) argue that ideology in language refers to beliefs that are not in 

accordance with and differ from the cultural norm. They define ideology as 

‘assumptions which reflect the beliefs and interests of an individual, a group of 

individuals, a social institution…, and which ultimately find expression in language’ 

(p.186). Thus, ideology is a part of social interactions within a discourse that reflects 

certain attitudes towards a given subject, meaning that ideology is consolidated 

within discourse (Hatim and Mason, 1997:120). Verschueren (2012) argues that 
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focusing on implicit meaning in language is not sufficient for the study of ideology, 

but rather a systemic analysis of the explicit function of meaning in relation to how it 

was introduced would highlight the concealed ideology (i.e discourse analysis, 

critical linguistics, etc.). He states that the importance of studying ideologies in 

language lies not only in its effect on social structure, but also in its impact on 

scientific views through which language is perceived. Ideology manifests in 

language through its usage, hence it should be studied in relation to that usage and 

within the discursive practice that reflects it. Furthermore, it is fair to say that it is 

almost impossible to observe and analyse people’s thinking. However, it is also fair 

to say that it is possible to analyse their thinking through its use in discursive rhetoric, 

where certain framing and shaping of ideological views are vividly drawn to 

manifest as social realities (Verschueren, 2012). 

2.1.2 Ideology & Power 

Van Dijk stipulates that the relationship between power and ideology should be 

focused on, arguing that ‘If there is one notion often related to ideology it is that of 

power’ (2000: 36). According to him, power is a force which seeks domination and 

intends to control people’s actions and perspectives to align with it. Therefore, 

ideology can be seen as a power enforced by a single group to impose on other 

groups; thus it is utilised to give legitimacy to acts of dominance by a group in any 

social context. Van Dijk states that ‘ideologies provide the principles by which these 

forms of abuse of power may be justified, legitimized, condoned or accepted’ (2000: 

35). On that same note, Fairclough defines ideology as ‘representations of aspects of 

the world which contributes to establishing and maintaining relations of power, 

domination and exploitation’ (2003: 218). Furthermore, he contends that texts have 

the ability to change the social perspective of the world including its beliefs, 

knowledge, and attitudes, among other aspects. The complex bond between a 

language and its social reality can be observed through social circumstances (i.e. 

texts), social practices (i.e. order of discourse), and social structures (Fairclough, 

2003). 

Moreover, Blommaert sheds light on the importance of linking ideology expressed in 

linguistic forms to social, political, and cultural beliefs (2005). This link could reveal 

answers to questions of how ideology in language can be used as a tool to those 

seeking power within a certain situational frame. This view is shared and expressed 
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by Gee (2008), who claims that we see and react to reality within a frame set by the 

social group, and that language is undoubtedly bound to ideology. Hence, one cannot 

examine and analyse ideologies or comprehend them outside a linguistic frame, 

especially that of discourse, which shows how language is used in every context, 

particularly those that project ideologies (2008: 4). He also contends that culture is 

another element one must account for when investigating ideologies in language, in 

the sense that people view the world in accordance with their cultures’ perspective (p. 

29). 

Furthermore, according to Woolard, any research which focuses on ideology in 

language would be a prominent study, for it would link linguistics with social studies. 

Such research could connect the links between socio-cultural and political power 

expressed in language through discourse (1998: 27). As stated by Milani and 

Johnson, in order to understand how ideas and beliefs are spread through society by 

linguistic means, a comprehensive analysis of texts and the production conditions of 

those texts must be applied (2010: 4). This is particularly applicable to the language 

of media, for they are considered as a representation of power in societies, and as 

such they provide a rich source for an analysis of ideology in language (2010: 5). 

Thus, understanding the strategies, aims, and limitations by which media institutions 

operate is an imperative aspect when studying the intricate relationship of ideologies, 

language, and mass media discourse (Milani and Johnson, 2010: 6).  

2.1.3 Discourse & Ideology 

According to Allen, language is the medium by which people construct their realities; 

therefore it is through understanding the role of language that scholars can identify 

ideological powers in different cultures and societies (2012). Eagleton contends that 

scholars have observed that ideology underlies a naturalisation of social reality 

which extends to discourse instead of the society of which it speaks (1991). For him, 

the classical notion of ideology mostly refers to the process by which aims and 

interests of a certain type become covered, naturalised, legitimated and rationalised 

for certain political powers. Similarly, Fairclough refers to ideology as ‘the prime 

means of manufacturing consent’ (1989:4).  Moreover, Eagleton contends that the 

connection between ideological discourse and particular social interests is 

complicated; it may point to a struggle between conflicting powers in society or at 

other times signify certain forms of social power. According to him, it is important 
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to note that ideology is not as much a matter of language as it is a matter of 

discourse, representing the points filled with interests of power illicitly inscribed 

within the discursive practice (1991: 9).  

Hatim and Mason differentiate between three linguistic concepts which are text 

language, genre, and discourse, where the latter is important for researching ideology 

in language. They define discourse as ‘institutionalised modes of speaking and 

writing which give expression to particular attitudes towards areas of socio-cultural 

activity’ (1997: 144). Hatim defines discourse as ‘the use of language in speech or 

writing to relay attitudes and negotiate meaning in the light of such conceptual 

framework as ideology’ (2001:229). Hatim (2009) argues that discourse is the most 

relevant factor in studying ideology, and that texts and genres are not used only for 

communication but rather serve as carriers of clashing ideologies. Therefore, Hatim 

states that by combining the text within the appropriate genre and discourse in an 

analysis, it would clearly present ideological markers in language. He points to the 

heavily politicised language of news media that is driven by ideological beliefs 

which shape its discourse (ibid: 48).  

Evidently, the notion of ideology strives to uncover the link between discourse and 

its temporal and geo-political conditions. This serves to view them from a power 

conflict perspective in order to establish its effect on social reality. As stated by 

Freeden, discourse is a communicative act through which ideology is presented; on 

the other hand a discourse could replace and even depoliticise the notion of ideology 

(2003). In other words, ideology could be a form of discourse; however, it is not 

completely confined within it (2003: 106). Freeden claims that ideological meanings 

can be found at the junction between constraints of logic and culture. Hence, 

ideological meanings can be seen through detailed analysis, the flexibility of the 

language in question, and the temporal context of the discourse (ibid: 109). 

According to Fowler, language is a semiotic code, meaning that people can say the 

same thing in multiple ways, without being arbitrary alternatives. Thus, he stipulates 

that anything which has been uttered or written about the world has been done from 

an ideological point of view. Language is a framing structure, and by recognising 

this point one could present through analysis the ways in which this structuring 

process functions in discourse (Fowler, 1991: 10). Advances in discourse analysis 
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have developed forms of analysis that are specifically geared to explicating what is 

significant in texts with regards to their historical and social contexts (ibid: 223).   

One particularly valuable method of analysis for understanding the role played by 

language, ideology, and power is critical discourse analysis, which can uncover 

meanings of different texts for the betterment of societies (Allen, 2012:3).  There is a 

special aspect of CDA which makes it very valuable for such research—its trans-

disciplinary approach, which has the ability and flexibility to combine linguistics 

with other factors such as sociological and political elements of the texts under 

scrutiny (2012:8). Also, as important as an analysis of text production is to 

understand the dynamics of the ideological meaning in play, an analysis of text 

consumption by its society is of equal importance to develop a complete picture of 

such an analytical process (2012: 17). Thus, Fairclough stipulates that examining 

language forms can reveal the social and ideological representations in a given 

discourse, which consequently leads to identifying the power relations in a given 

society and culture. As stated by Wodak, CDA sees discourses as the use of language 

to serve and benefit institutions as well as structuring social behaviour (2008: 6). 

Therefore, Van Dijk suggests that the study of ideology should be performed within 

the boundaries of discourse analysis, because ideology is expressed through 

language, whether written or spoken. He continues by stating that other theories of 

researching ideology have failed to grasp the ‘socio-cognitive nature and structures 

of ideologies and their discursive reproduction’ (Van Dijk 2006:115). Also, 

according to Hodge, the use of the concept of discourse has many productive 

advantages compared to language. This is because of the various meanings it covers 

and the contradictions it allows, incorporating social interactions and exchanges 

(2012: 3-4). Similarly, Wodak and Meyer agree that discourse has many genres and 

meanings; therefore, the appropriate method must be chosen for any given study in 

order to identify the meaning of discourse in accordance with the aims of that study 

(2001).   

Blommaert extends this point by arguing that CDA has broadened the view of how 

discourse analysis is linked to society. It has also proved to be a sound systemic 

approach towards society, language, and the institutional powers that influence them 

(2005: 6). A particularly prominent aspect of CDA is that it is ever evolving and 

keeping up with cultural studies (i.e globalisation, translation). However, one must 
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note that even though it is a multidisciplinary approach, it is mainly based on a 

linguistic framework (2005: 28). According to Wodak, what draws the focus of CDA 

scholars is the daily ideological interactions and its functions in social life (2008:8). 

In other words, it is through the use of CDA that one can identify the why, who, and 

how of ideological existence in language use through social interactions (see section 

2.3). Finally, she describes CDA as ‘fundamentally interested in analysing opaque as 

well as transparent structural relationships of dominance, discrimination, power and 

control as manifested in language’ (2008:10). 

2.2 Translation & Ideology 

The previous review of the literature discussed the concept of ideology and how it is 

conveyed in language and in discourse. This section of the literature review will 

present how translation is considered to be a fertile ground for ideological 

manipulation. It will discuss what translation scholars have argued regarding the 

issue of ideology in translation from different points of view.  

Lefevere describes translation as ‘a rewriting of an original text. All rewritings, 

whatever their intentions, reflect certain ideologies and poetics, and as such 

manipulate literature to function in a given society in a given way’ (1992: xi). He 

continues to argue that this act of rewriting is deliberately influenced and associated 

with dominating ideological power, and consequently this influence results in 

inserting and presenting new concepts among other things to the target culture. Kelly 

notes that when researching the decisions of translators in their translations, she 

found that in many cases some ideological elements have been introduced to the 

target texts. These elements aim to reflect positively on the ‘self’ and negatively on 

the ‘other’ (1998:58). Lefevere aimed to present the issue of ideology in translation 

and its relation to power and change in society, causing the act of translation to be a 

‘shaping force’ (1992: xii). He claims that throughout history translation has served 

powerful cultures and societies to spread their influence over those less powerful and 

indigenous to them.  

Moreover, Tymoczko argues that when researching translation studies in relation to 

politics, ideology, and post-colonial contexts, one must link them with power and 

representation. An example of these representations can be observed in 

advertisements and news reports in which translators use certain strategies aimed at 
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ideological representations (2007: 114). Ideological representation is usually the 

main aim of a translation, which would affect the translator’s choices and strategies 

in order to shape the aimed ideological perspective in the target text (TT). This 

representation process has become a subject of great importance in relation to 

translation research, most prominently in the case of such mass media 

communication as the news (2007:115). According to Tymoczko (2007), 

representation is mainly related to comprehending the constructing and 

deconstructing processes of the translation act.  This process of ideological rewriting 

and representation in translation still occurs increasingly in contemporary times, 

which is the reason behind the significance of studies related to this process of 

manipulation in translation (Lefevere, 1992; Tymoczko, 2007). 

According to Lefevere, rules of translation and translators’ freedom can differ 

depending on the source text. He points out that some texts and genres have more 

value and importance than others depending on the culture itself, like the holy 

Qur’an in Muslim cultures (1992:1). Thus, in order for translators to gain the 

acceptance and trust of their readers, they must take into account the relationship 

between translation and dominance especially in sacred texts. Therefore, the act of 

translation is not solely contained in the translator’s choices, but rather readers’ 

reactions must be taken into account, as they are the ones who will judge it (ibid: 5). 

From a functionalist view in translation studies traditions, those who commissioned 

the translation ‘patrons’ are the ones who control its outcome, and translators merely 

do as they are told (p. 6). These patrons determine the ideological borders for 

translators and present them to target cultures. Chesterman builds on this view by 

stating that ‘Translators have enormous manipulative power’ (1997: 39). However, 

they are also manipulated by the constraints of the translation itself, which limit their 

choices considerably. He also contends that these constraints are not only bound to 

translation, as Lefevere argues, but rather any form of writing, paraphrasing, and 

editing may also be affected by them. He asserts that the only constraints that may be 

exclusively applicable to translation are the differences between original and target 

languages (1997:79). Therefore, he suggests that translators need to understand the 

relevance of the translations’ choices and their intended goals in order to achieve 

maximum results (1997:80).  
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Furthermore, Schaffner argues that ideology and translation are linked to one another 

on various levels, from the choice of the source text to the lexical and grammatical 

choices implemented in the translation and the social conditions of the target readers 

(2003). This, according to her, can be clearly shown in the case of political texts, due 

to their natural relationship to power, dominance, and social acceptance. She argues 

that the role of translation in text production on an intercultural level is decisive for 

an ideology to spread its wings and migrate from one culture to another. Evidently, 

this is presented in the target texts, which can be observed through a discursive 

analysis that will show the impact of an ideological influence tailored to the social 

conventions and norms of the target readers. 

Moreover, Lefevere points to the need for focusing on those people and institutions 

who commission translations and their link to ideological groups and dominance 

over other cultures with different beliefs (1992: 10). Munday adds to this point by 

calling for the need to thoroughly examine the roles played by institutions in 

mediating ideologies in translated texts. According to him, translation, among other 

socio-cultural activities, has been utilised to serve political, economic, and cultural 

purposes. He builds his argument on Van Dijk’s (2007) concept of macro and micro 

contexts and how the former influences the latter (Munday, 2007:49). Also, Hatim 

points to the change of view in translation studies, where the new focus is on the 

intricate relationship between language, society, and culture and the importance of 

linguistic devices used in analysis to the study of translation. This indicates the 

expansion of focus from linguistic meaning in translation to account for other 

contextual parts (2001). This is precisely the point raised by Munday (2007), who 

contends that by accounting for the macro context, researchers can understand the 

reason behind the choices used in the translation as well as the socio-political and 

cultural elements affecting those choices (2007: 49). He states that ‘Political and 

other sensitive texts are instances where ideology in its purest, or crudest, form may 

be at the center of the translation process’ (2007:151). 

Also, Baker argues that translation has a vital role to play in legitimizing certain 

views and perspectives, particularly in contemporary political contexts where 

clashing ideologies strive for people to agree with them (2006:1). She also argues 

that through translations of ideological discourses, the translation act has become a 

major factor in managing international ideological clashes. In her argument she 
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points to the use of narrative theory in a socio-communicative frame, because of its 

simple conception and understanding. However, Lahlali argues that theories of 

narratives cannot stand on their own without the use of discourse analysis. On the 

one hand, there is the event and story presented, while on the other hand, there is the 

projection of the story by media institutions to the masses, which is consequently 

linked to discourse and the way it is presented (Lahlali, 2011:152). Similarly, Venuti 

tackles the point made by Baker regarding the simplicity of narrative theory as an 

analytical tool. He focuses on the model presented by Baker (2006) showing the 

need for particular knowledge in order to perform any ideological criticism (2012: 

395). Also, Harding (2013) argues that the use of narrative theory in translation 

studies is considered to be premature, especially in the case of news media 

translation and framing. The reason for this is that narrative theory is still young and 

lacks the knowledge required for it to be applied to translation studies; it needs to be 

developed further in order to be a suitable and appropriate analytical tool (2013:109). 

Baker points to the ethical choices of translation that translators must abide by in 

their work; they either transmit the ideology of the source text or suppress it in 

respect of the target readers (2006). This mainly concerns the strategies that they use 

depending on the ideological views of the source text towards the target culture. 

Hence, translators cannot be objective in this concern, because they must have their 

readers in mind (ibid: 105). She states that translators have the ability to apply 

strategies to either enforce or weaken impeded ideologies in the source text. Munday 

argues this point by contending that even when general translation strategies are 

applied in accordance with the social norms of presenting discourse, translators still 

sometimes face conflicting obligations between the linguistic choices of the 

translation and the way in which they position the target text for their readers (2012: 

40).  

Baker (2006) continues to argue that ideological translations assist in framing social 

realities; this framing helps ideological groups to reach their aims across cultures. 

Baker describes this framing process as ‘structures of anticipation, strategic moves 

that are consciously initiated in order to present a narrative in a certain light. 

Framing is an active process of signification by means of which we consciously 

participate in the construction of reality’ (2006: 167). She sheds light on some of the 

strategies translators use in order to achieve the framing process, such as 
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manipulating the meaning of vague terms, omission, addition, and lexical labelling, 

among others (2006:112). These strategies are mainly used in framing the narrative 

in accordance with a specific ideological perspective, and can be clearly observed in 

the analysis of political news media reports (Baker, 2006:139).  

2.2.1 Translation & Manipulation 

Munday explores the impact of a translator’s ideology on their translations, 

particularly the ideological manipulation from source to target texts. He points out 

the dangerous ramification of manipulated translations, and to the fact that people 

who read the target text assume that it is a replica of its source (2007: 196). This can 

be observed mostly in political texts, which usually undergo a process of 

manipulation in their translation to serve ideological goals, hence the importance of a 

detailed examination of this issue in translation studies. Therefore, Munday (2007) 

calls for a thorough analysis of the source and target texts in order to uncover such 

manipulations; otherwise they will pass unnoticed. Moreover, he argues for 

implementing CDA in order to discover ideological devices in the TT (p.199). In 

order for CDA to be successfully utilised in translation studies it must take into 

account the ideological beliefs of the translator and those who commissioned the 

translation, because there is a high probability that they will differ. He claims that 

every translation has a unique process and no one but the translator can say without a 

shadow of a doubt what strategies have been used (2007:200). He argues that CDA 

can point to and unmask any manipulation in translation; however, it cannot 

specifically point to the way those manipulations have been implemented. This idea 

is shared by Venuti, who states that ‘meaning is plural’, thus an analysis of semantic 

exchange by translators without accounting for the cultural and social circumstances 

of the translation would fail to shed light on the matter (2008: 13-14).   

Furthermore, Schaffner states that ‘Ideology both shapes discourse and is itself 

expressed in, formed or changed by discourse’ (2003: 31). Therefore, it is not exactly 

the same when it is translated, but rather slightly toned in the translation process to 

be accepted by the target socio-political norm. This toning is mainly presented 

through the lexical choices in the translation of the ideological concepts presented in 

both texts. Schaffner also argues that political discourses are built on the basis of the 

social epistemology and conditions of the target readers, thus they are usually written 

and translated in a socially acceptable framing for acceptance (1997b: 137). 
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Evidently, the focus in recent years towards the translations of political texts has 

gained ample attention. Schaffner contends that the term ‘discourse’ is mainly 

related to applied linguistics in order to analyse how language is used (2013: 47). 

This led discourse analysis to reveal the full picture beyond the linguistic frame to 

the ideological, social, and power relation in a given discourse. Schaffner argues that 

CDA possesses the ability to highlight the textual discrepancies in text production 

and translation. According to her, it can be argued that utilising CDA can further 

inform translation studies about how to deal with ideological and political texts. It 

can also help translators to avoid and prevent manipulating and misrepresenting the 

source text in the target culture (1997b, 2003). 

Venuti (1992) describes the act of translation as negotiating foreign aspects to a 

specific culture, confined to cultural, linguistic, and political conditions in addition 

to the translators themselves, as they are considered to be part of these conditions 

and must abide by them. He argues against the total domestication of translated texts, 

and claims that it leads the target readers to underappreciate it because they would 

see it as an original rather than a translation. Furthermore, complete domestication 

would erase any evidence of the original source text and render the TT under the 

ideology of the target culture. In other words, the target culture’s ideology would 

oust the ideology of the source culture and in the process lose the meaning of the 

source text. He states, ‘A translation is never quite faithful, always somewhat free, it 

never establishes an identity, always a lack and supplement, and it can never be a 

transparent representation, only an interpretive transformation that exposes multiple 

and divided meanings, equally multiple and divided’  (p. 8).  Therefore, he calls for 

the implementation of certain strategies in translation that would enable the ideas of 

the original text to be apparent, which will allow the transference of the linguistic 

and cultural values of the source text. Translation according to Venuti is a cultural 

practice in a critical position in a contemporary globalised world, where readers tend 

to accept more willingly texts that present ideologies that align with theirs.  

Venuti (2008) points to the difficult position that translators could face when they 

seek the ‘illusion’ of a fluent target text at the expense of its original. This fluency 

requires demolishing the ideological views and beliefs of the source culture and 

replacing them with the target culture’s ideological views, consequently erasing any 

socio-political and/or cultural differences that may have been there. Venuti claims 
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that the main aim of any translation is communication, but this aim is almost 

completely ignored in translation circles (2012: 5). He further explains this point by 

stating that translators erase any evidence of the original culture in the target text and 

present it in accordance with the target culture’s norm. Hence, communication 

ceases to be the aim of translation, and instead it becomes merely an act of 

inscription (ibid: 6). He sheds light on the ethical requirements of translation which 

call for preserving the original text. However, this preservation would still be 

domesticated in accordance with the target culture, leading to vagueness and critique 

associated with the translated text. Eventually, the communication aim of 

translations cause a rewriting of the source text, which serves to indicate a textual 

impression suited for the target culture.    

Moreover, Perez argues that translation has an important role in creating ideological 

framings which serves certain powers to dominate others (2003). These framings led 

to cross-cultural struggles in the past decade and continue to inflame due to 

globalisation aspects across cultures. She contends that in order to understand this 

struggle better, increased attention has been attributed to the study of ideology in 

various disciplines including translation studies. She also argues that CDA is a 

manifestation of such attention, because it is designed to uncover and explain 

ideological markers and devices in discourse (Perez, 2003). Furthermore, Perez 

stipulates that translators often translate in accordance with the ideological beliefs 

that they pose and upon which preform their translations. These beliefs affect their 

translations and allow for their ideological beliefs to influence their translation 

process. Thus, translation studies require a multidisciplinary paradigm that would 

allow for a clear view of the ideological factors in translation (ibid).   

Likewise, Tymoczko (2003) contends that translation has contributed to producing 

deceptive discourse, and translators are the responsible party contributing to social 

change. She seeks to examine and shed light on the benefits of implementing 

methods of discourse analysis by translators. She describes a translated text as a 

statement of source text, and as such the ideology of the source will be implicit in its 

content; this means that ideologies hidden in the source text would be disguised and 

represented for the target audience through the target text (ibid). She argues that 

translation is constructed in a place between places, where the between here refers to 

the translator’s mediation. This mediation has been influenced by different sources 
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including the target culture, producing an ideologically constructed discourse, which 

they deem appropriate.  

Moreover, Tymoczko claims that the construction of any ideological influence vary 

from one translation to another, including translations of the same source text, 

depending on the translator’s choices (2003:183). This is because ideology in 

translation is not solely confined within the source text, but also in the translator’s 

construction and framing of the target text. This is based on the assumption that 

different translators have different ideological beliefs that affect their translations. 

She continues to argue that in order for a translation to contribute to social reality 

and change, it must be associated with groups or institutions that seek ideological 

domination. This association on the part of translators, whether it is with dominating 

groups or certain cultural beliefs, would consequently direct translators to 

manipulate the translation. Therefore, because of such associations, translation 

studies have acquired a bad reputation that affects the whole profession (ibid). 

Furthermore, Darwish (2010) suggests that there are two levels on which translation 

functions upon. The first level is where discourse transfers from one language to 

another on a textual level. The second is rendering social behavior, which is guided 

by linguistic and cultural structures forming new social signals. These signals are 

built on the meaning of source texts and presented in the target meaning; these two 

types of meanings differ from one another in more than one aspect. He contends that 

news translation is critical for framing and conditioning discourse in accordance with 

certain views, regardless of whether or not it is intentional. This type of translation is 

surrounded with socio-cultural restrictions which surpass the textual differences 

between languages (ibid). It is impacted by multiple factors from the translator’s 

mediation to the ideological and temporal conditions surrounding the translation. 

Epistemological transfer of cross-cultural news discourse is controlled by ideological 

traditions that lead to some discrepancies in that transference. Therefore, the only 

way to point out those discrepancies is through the target text. Translated texts are 

most often received as originals that participate in social change, especially in news 

reports, as they are usually presented as originals rather than translations (Darwish, 

2010).  

He also claims that writing constructs reality and translation re-configures those 

constructions to other cultures based on their ideological beliefs and traditions (ibid). 
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The process of translation acts as a lens through which knowledge is projected, as is 

the case of news translation. This is true in the sense that it surpasses being 

informative to enforcing and presenting a cherry-picking reality for the target 

audience. News media translation is subject to, among other things, a 

transformational process impeded by different powers. Thus, it is the translator’s 

duty to analyze his/her translation and conduct informed choices. Darwish also 

believes that translators should first and foremost present a target text as close to the 

meaning of the original as possible, and yet at the same time being in compliance 

with the norms of the target culture. However, this process is consequently restricted 

by the conflicting differences between source and target cultures, which limits 

achieving maximum approximation of meaning (ibid). According to him, these 

differences allow ideology to play a role in justifying the translation choices as being 

cultural differences, when in fact they are ideologically based, which is an 

imperative distinction. In other words, similar to arguments raised by most scholars 

previously, ideology acts as a filter blocking the values of the original message and 

shifts the perspective of the target message (Darwish, 2010).  

2.3 Critical Discourse Analysis 

Critical Discourse Analysis is a method established and developed from critical 

linguistics and semiotics in order to analyse and investigate language and discourse 

(Van Dijk, 1995). Hodge and Kress (1974) published an article pointing to the need 

for a new approach to studying language in relation to cognition and society, instead 

of the descriptive observation of language analysis. This need has driven many 

scholars to explore and establish more than one approach to a critical analysis of 

discourse, based mainly on ‘Hallidayan Linguistics’ (Blommaert, 2005: 22). Hodge 

and Kress’ reasoning for this need was that social semiotics has failed to account for 

what they call ‘logonomic systems’, which express ideological elements seeking 

domination, whether on its context, use, and/or effects on social behaviour (1974: 5).  

CDA scholars such as Wodak and Fairclough (1997) regard language as ‘Social 

Practice’, and as such the context of language uses is imperative for any analysis 

(Wodak, 2001). Discourse, according to many CDA scholars like Kress and Van 

Leeuwen, is the knowledge of a reality that has been socially constructed in a 

particular social context and within the appropriate social norms (2001: 4). 
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Fairclough contends that discourses are socially constituted modes of action, 

representing people’s views and beliefs on various subjects (2003: 87). Wodak 

provides a more elaborate definition, considering discourse as ‘a complex bundle of 

simultaneous and sequential interrelated linguistic acts, which manifest themselves 

within and across the social fields of action as thematically interrelated semiotic, oral 

or written tokens, very often texts, that belong to specific semiotic types, that is 

genres’ (ibid: 66). From an analytical perspective Talbot (2007) distinguishes 

between text and discourse, where the former refers to ‘product of interaction’ and 

the latter refers to ‘the process of interaction’ (p. 9). In other words, the distinction 

between the two terms is between product and process, thus to analyse this process 

one must observe the context and interaction of the product (ibid: 10).    

Moreover, Wodak describes CDA as ‘fundamentally concerned with analysing 

opaque as well as transparent structural relationships of dominance, discrimination, 

power and control as manifested in language use (or in discourse)’ (ibid: 2). Roger 

elaborates on the benefits of CDA by stating that it is considered by many social 

sciences researchers to be the most appropriate method of analysis to be applied in 

order to uncover illicit ideologies in a written or spoken discourse (2011). Van Dijk 

describes CDA as ‘essentially dealing with an oppositional study of the structures 

and strategies of elite discourse and their cognitive and social conditions and 

consequences as well as with discourse of resistance against such domination […] it 

goes beyond the usual methodological criteria of observational, descriptive and 

explanatory adequacy’ (1995:19).  This view is shared by Fairclough, who contends 

that CDA utilises the ‘critical tradition of social analysis into language studies’, and 

it mainly focuses on discourse and other social elements linked to it, such as 

ideology, power, and institutions, among other elements (2012: 9).  

Roger (ibid: 1) and Van Dijk (ibid:18) see CDA as a ‘problem-oriented’ and 

‘transdisciplinary’ collection of approaches and theories that effectively contributes 

to the study of social issues. According to Wodak, it is used to analyse discourses of 

institutions, politics, and media in relation to power domination, ideology, and 

conflict (2001: 2). In agreement with this, Fairclough (2011: 357) defines CDA as a 

‘problem-oriented interdisciplinary research movement, subsuming a variety of 

approaches, each with different theoretical models, research methods and agenda’. 

Van Dijk states that CDA approaches must account for the role that discourse plays 
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in social change and not only serve as a descriptive guideline, but rather as an 

effective practical framework towards discourse in use (ibid: 19). Likewise, Wodak 

contends that CDA takes into consideration that discourses are produced and 

interpreted within a certain time and space, and that dominating ideologies are 

legitimised by institutions and groups of power (2001: 3). CDA approaches 

recognise that analysis into meaning is consequently an analysis about power, due to 

the fact that most of the problems faced globally are directly linked to issues of 

power conflict and inequalities (Roger, 2011: 1).  

There is of course more than one approach in the CDA paradigm; among the well-

known and established are the discourse historical method (Wodak, 2001/2005), 

systemic functional linguistics (Fairclough, 2003), and the socio-cognitive study 

(Van Dijk, 1993). Roger (ibid: 2) argues against total separation between these 

approaches because of their many overlapping similarities. Such similarities, 

according to Hodge, are a focus on ‘social functions and meanings, and scrutiny of 

features of linguistic form which other traditions treat as meaningless’ (2012: 2). 

Phillips contends that there are five common elements among the various CDA 

approaches (2002: 60-64). These elements are the discursive practice, discourse 

constitutes social behaviour and is constituted by it, linguistic analysis of language in 

social interaction, discourse is ideological and finally discourse is politically 

committed to social change. However, this does not mean that CDA approaches do 

not differ from each other, mainly in their views of ideology and discourse in 

addition to methodological approach in the analysis (ibid: 64). CDA can utilise more 

than one approach to analyse texts depending on the proficiency of the person who 

applies them (Fairclough, 2003: 7). In other words, researchers can use more than 

one CDA framework in the analysis of a given text depending on their linguistic 

skills (i.e. using Fairclough’s framework for text analysis combined with Van Dijk’s 

socio-cognitive framework to uncover the effects of discourse on society). A view 

shared by Van Dijk (2005: 732) suggests that there is more than one way of 

conducting a CDA in social sciences: Semiotic, historical, and/or multimodal 

approaches could be implemented. The synergy of these two approaches is outlines 

in chapter 4.  

Furthermore, another factor of CDA that allows it to be more successfully 

implemented than other analytical methods is that it is interdisciplinary, as well as 
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allowing for a wide investigating views that provide firmer results than other 

methodologies (Wodak, 2001: 16). The importance of this factor, according to 

Wodak, is that it is only through an interdisciplinary approach to research of media 

discourse that researchers could clearly account for the how, by whom, and to what 

end discourse was influenced (2001: 64). She also draws attention to one particular 

point regarding the collection of data for analysis, which is that in CDA traditions, 

data collection could be an ongoing procedure throughout the analytical process (ibid: 

18). One last point to discuss in regard to the concept and application of CDA is that 

it is not interested in showing which view is right and which is wrong. Rather, it 

presents and projects the choices presented in discourse in order to establish research 

credibility and not to be accused of any biases (Wodak, ibid: 65). Thus, Fairclough 

(2003: 14) states that in order for researchers to conduct an analysis of social 

discourses, they must detach from their social experiences and beliefs from those 

social events. Therefore, one must always keep in alignment with CDA principles as 

summarised by Fairclough and Wodak (1997: 271-80): 

1. CDA addresses social problems. 

2. Power relations are discursive. 

3. Discourse constitutes society and culture. 

4. Discourse does ideological work. 

5. Discourse is historical. 

6. The link between text and society is mediated. 

7. Discourse analysis is interpretative and explanatory. 

8. Discourse is a form of social action. 

 

Moreover, Al-Hejin points to arguments that could be raised by linguistic scholars 

regarding the use of CDA on translated texts. The main argument would be that 

CDA was originally developed as a monolingual analysis tool, and as such would 

not be suited for analysis of translations of original texts (2012). Fairclough (1999) 

sheds light on this issue by arguing that if the translated text was considered to be a 

part of the source culture’s context, then that would be problematic for the analysis, 

because it will not take into account the appropriate production process of the TT 

(p.186). Thus, Al-Hejin presents three main points to follow in order to successfully 

apply CDA in translation studies. First, the translation is considered to be a part of 

the production process. Second, each of the source and target texts is linked to their 
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social practices. Finally, utilising analytical tools from translation studies tradition in 

the analysis where applicable (2012: 312). Hatim and Mason (1990) share the same 

view, by arguing that CDA and translation studies share common linguistic features 

that could be implemented for an interdisciplinary analysis. Also, Munday (2007) 

points to an important issue to consider when conducting such an analysis, which is 

that when conducting CDA in translation, researchers must account for the new 

participants that play a part in the production of the TT (i.e. translator, TT editor).  

As argued previously, CDA considers languages as social functions designed for 

specific cultures through discourse in order to impact social behaviour.  Similarly, 

most translation studies theories share the importance of the cultural perspective 

throughout the process of translation; this similarity towards cultural aspects of texts 

creates an important relevance between CDA and translation studies for an 

interdisciplinary analysis. It is important to note that whether the person who 

produced the original text or the translator who translated it wanted to enforce an 

ideology or diminish it, is not relevant in order to identify ideological markers in 

discourse. CDA has many approaches that share the same aims but undertake 

different methods to reach them; the most important feature of any CDA approach is 

its ability to account for implemented ideologies in language use. Van Dijk argues 

that there are various methods for conducting CDA across social sciences: Semiotic, 

historical, and/or multimodal approaches, as will be shown in this study, could be 

taken (2004). 

2.3.1 Fairclough’s Approach 

Fairclough’s view of language and its influence is projected onto his CDA 

framework. Based on this approach, language has a considerable influence in 

discourse that enables it to control how people view the world. In other words, the 

ways in which global events are presented in discourse, what elements have been 

signified, added, or omitted, enforce ideological views or undermine them for society. 

This approach is established based on Halliday’s systemic functional linguistics, and 

it contains three main elements for the analysis to fulfil its aims, which will be 

briefly discussed here. 

The first element is the texts. In this element the focus is on the textual features as 

well as the thematic structures utilised in texts among other linguistic devices. 
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Second is the discursive practice, which focuses on the process of production and 

consumption of discourses. It serves to help give an understanding of how societies 

perceive what has been presented to them in discourse. The third and final element is 

the socio-cultural practice, which concerns the power relations in discourse and how 

it influences the way discourses operate in societies. These elements, according to 

Fairclough (1989), are the pillars on which ideological representations stand to 

project social events, thus they must be investigated in order to be understood clearly 

in discourse. Fairclough’s three-dimensional approach would provide useful insight 

into translation studies when analysing and comparing ST and TT production and 

translation (Valadon, 2007: 100).  

2.3.2 Van Dijk’s Approach 

This approach is built on the argument that ideology and ideological structures can 

be located in structures of social interaction and cognition. Therefore, the socio-

cognitive framework introduced by Tuen Van Dijk has been based on three elements 

of analysis in a given historical context. Society, discourse, and cognition are the 

three elements this approach focuses on; its main concern is the circumstances 

surrounding production and comprehension in a specific time period. What sets this 

approach apart from others similar to it is its cognitive aspect, which focuses on the 

mental process of discourse production and consumption towards an event linking it 

to a specific time and space. This approach maintains the socio-cognitive aspects of 

ideologies that mainly serve the interest of groups of power in society. Therefore, it 

provides a clear perception of the ways in which discourse is presented and 

translated, and the ideological influence in it. 

It is of paramount importance that in order to provide a clear account of embedded 

ideologies in discourse, one must understand and consider the cognitive state and 

predisposition of society (Van Dijk, 1998: 126). From a cognitive sense, ideologies 

govern and regulate forms of social representation (Schaffner, 1996: 3). This 

approach bridges the gap between the macro level of texts, which is society, and the 

micro level of texts, which is the individual. It is considered to be a multidisciplinary 

approach that combines psycholinguistics and sociolinguistics in addition to the 

cognitive element of discourse production and consumption.    
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2.3.3 CDA and Power          

Roger sheds light on the concept of power in relation to CDA, a central notion for 

any analysis. The notion of power in this instance refers to the unconstructive use of 

written and spoken discourse, which tends to serve goals of domination (2011: 3). 

Hence, she agrees with Blommeart’s (2005: 1) statement that CDA must account for 

the ‘effects’ and ‘outcome’ of the influence of power on societies. Power in general 

and institutional power in particular is considered to be a kernel element for CDA, 

and because discourse is a tool utilised to opaquely express asymmetrical power 

relations seeking dominance in society. CDA is considered to be an invaluable tool 

to unveil these expressions (Blommeart, ibid: 24-25). According to Weiss and 

Wodak, there is one important view that one must consider when implementing 

CDA in relation to any notion of power, which is ‘in texts discursive differences are 

negotiated; they are governed by differences in power […] determined by discourse 

and by genre’ (2003: 15).  Furthermore, Fairclough distinguishes between two types 

of associations between power and discourse. The first is ‘power in discourse’, 

which refers to discourse as a space where links of power are created and expressed. 

The second is ‘power behind discourse’, which refers to links of power that shape 

and constitute social discourse (2015: 73). However, Fairclough (ibid) argues that 

whether it is the former or latter type of power associated with discourse, one thing is 

absolute: Power is held by and enacted only through cultural contention.  

Furthermore, Fairclough also identifies a third type of discourse with inconspicuous 

ideological power relations expressed in it, where the producers may or may not 

share the same time and place as the readers of said discourse. This type can be 

clearly observed in media discourse, especially in news reports, and what 

distinguishes it from the previous types mentioned is that it is one-sided, causing it to 

be biased in nature, because there is no interaction between producer and reader in 

media discourse. Another aspect of media discourse is that it is designed for the 

masses, and as such it has a diverse readership that cannot be identified. Therefore, 

media discourse producers focus on an ‘ideal subject’, and it is the role of the 

readership to negotiate a link to it, thus allowing the discourse producers to project 

their ideological views on events for social consumption (ibid: 78-79). 

Similarly, Van Dijk states that ‘One of the crucial tasks of Critical Discourse 

Analysis (CDA) is to account for the relationship between discourse and social 
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power’ (1996: 84). As such, CDA must present how ideological power is produced 

and legitimised by groups and institutions like news media institutions. Van Dijk 

reiterates this view, stating that the primary task of any CDA approach is to expose 

relation of power and inequality presented in texts or speeches in social and political 

contexts (2001: 352). He argues that CDA must fill in the space between the ‘micro’ 

level of social construction (i.e. discursive interactions), and the ‘macro’ level (i.e. 

power relations in society) (ibid: 354). Shedding light on the ‘mental representation’ 

in discourse structures, whether on a global level as the main topic that people think 

they need to know about, or on a local level where discourses contain structures that 

relate to presupposed views (ibid: 358). This argument is shared by Fairclough, who 

points to the need to ‘link the micro analysis of texts to the macro’ (2003:16). This 

means that performing textual analysis on its own without uncovering the cause and 

effects of such texts would not provide solid results from the analysis. This point has 

been tackled by Philo in his criticism of CDA, claiming that it does not take into 

account the factors that play parts in affecting the production of media discourse. In 

other words, it is not enough to identify the power relations in play, but researchers 

must also identify the main issues that played parts and caused writers, journalists, 

and translators among others to project ideological representations in media texts 

(2007: 185). 

2.3.4 Corpus-assisted CDA 

Following the previous sections on CDA, the approaches chosen in this research and 

relations of power in discourse, this section will discuss the use of corpus-assisted 

CDA. Corpus-assisted was first suggested and coined by Partington (2004a). It is 

aimed assist any form of discourse analysis to research language as a 

‘communicative discourse which incorporate the use of computerised corpora in 

their analyses’ (Partington, Duguid & Taylor, 2013: 10). Partington contend that this 

analytical approach is not linked to any particular discursive approach, such as CDA, 

because of the difference perspective upon which each are built upon (ibid). On the 

other hand, Baker and Ellece argue that a corpus-assisted approach actually ‘tends to 

take a critical approach to analysis’ (2011:24). He based this argument on the fact 

that corpus-assisted approach utilises corpus software (such as wordsmith) to 

recognise linguistic patterns to uncover ideological attitudes within a large body of 

data (ibid: 25).  
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Moreover, Baker in a previous work also contends on the advantages of utilising 

corpus linguistics approaches, such as corpus-assisted, to minimise any bias that 

might affect the integrity of the analysis and the research findings (2006:10-12). This 

research tends to agree with baker’s argument regarding the critical nature of corpus-

assisted approaches and its usefulness in avoiding biases particularly in the heavily 

politicised news discourses, such as the data in this research. As argued by McEnry 

and Wilson that incorporating qualitative and quantitative approaches, as in this 

study, leads to a more accurate analysis (2001). The following table adopted from 

Marchi and Taylor (2009: 2) can help shed light on the difference between corpus 

and CDA approaches.   

Table 1 Characteristics of Corpus Analysis and CDA 

Corpus Analysis CDA 

 Quantitative Qualitative 

Data driven Theory Driven 

Representative samples Contextualised Examples 

Statistical relevance Social relevance 

Breadth Depth 

Generalizability Precision and richness 

objective Subjective 

Descriptive power Explanatory power 

 

Furthermore, it is appropriately applicable for a cross-linguistic research, such as this, 

in identifying how the ST discourse was constructed and then reconstructed in the 

TT. This argument is asserted by Partington commenting on the practicality of using 

corpus-assisted approach in translation studies as a form of comparative linguistic 

analysis to its original and the ideological implications that comparison represents 

(ibid: 188). Similarly, Hunston points that utilising this approach in translation 

analysis is proven advantageous to identify the translation strategies implemented 

(2002: 13-14). Based on this corpus-assisted CDA can help researchers process large 

amount of data and link them within their socio-political context in a highly efficient 

manner. A corpus-assisted approach can help CDA identify the findings and vie-

versa, establishing a ‘virtuous research cycle’ as argued by (Baker et al, 2008: 295). 

Following this argument, Baker (ibid) describes possible stages by which combining 

these approaches can be performed as can be seen in the following figure.   
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Figure 1 Stages of Corpus-assisted CDA adapted from (Baker et al, 2008:295) 

Therefore, based to these arguments one can design the manner in which to utilise 

this synergy of a corpus-assisted CDA in accordance with the aim and parameters of 

the research. Thus, this research will adapt an approach to analyse the data in which 

the corpus linguistics quantitative analysis will inform the qualitative CDA to reach 

its aims. This will be conducted by utilising some of the proposed stages in the 

previous figure. 

2.4 Media Discourse 

In order to perform a thorough analysis using CDA in this study, it is important to 

first describe the type of genre in question. News media discourse is unlike any other 

genre, as it is highly political, mostly prejudicial, and vastly spread. Van Dijk points 

out that the influence of media discourse, mainly news, in relation to power is not 

limited to its audience alone, but also to the social, cultural, and political order of 

society. He also points to the usefulness of the discourse analysis approach as a 

multidisciplinary field to be utilised as a methodological tool for such research (1995: 

10). In order to perform an appropriate analysis using this approach, researchers 

must account for the strategies and structures of news discourse. They should also 

account for the links between such discourses, the institutions that produced them, 

and the readers who consumed them. He also contends that in order to identify the 

power relations in media discourse researchers should draw a conceptual analysis to 
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some properties of the discourse, mainly social structures and institutional beliefs 

(Van Dijk, ibid).  

Furthermore, another aspect of the association between media discourse and power is 

‘access’. Van Dijk (1995/1996) argues that special access to such discourse allows 

for control over its contents, and as such controlling the social perception through it. 

This point is shared by many CDA scholars such as Fairclough, who raises questions 

as to who has access to such discourse in order to influence its projection of social 

views. These questions would help researchers understand more clearly the 

association between power and discourse in general and in media discourse in 

particular (2015: 89). He focuses on multiple elements that impact how content of 

discourse is represented in order to legitimise certain views (ibid: 98). Fairclough 

describes this impact as a projection of ‘common sense’ in media discourses, in order 

for people to accept it as a legitimate view of the world (1995: 63). On a global scale 

media discourses can influence the manner in which societies perceive events, based 

on the information presented in them (Van Dijk, 1998: 358). Therefore, the 

importance of questioning the issue of access in discourse is linked directly to the 

control of knowledge. This control is considered to be a resource for power, in order 

to dominate public opinions and pre-constituted views on certain aspects of social 

life (Van Dijk, 2003: 86). 

Similarly, scholar of postcolonial studies Edward Said has argued that the power of 

the news, particularly in Europe and the United states, choose what to report and 

how to report it from an ethnocentric perspective (1997: 52). According to him this 

ethnocentric view of the other in news reporting leads to an ‘absence of genuine 

perspective’ in the production of news discourse (ibid: 44). This argument relates to 

Van dijk’s ideological square of Us versus Them and representing the other (see 

section 4.3.2). Said’s contends that the ethnocentric bias reporting of the media acts 

as a filter that controls the epistemic content of the news to frame a view of world 

events in accordance with that ethnocentricity. His assertion was built on how the 

American and Eurocentric news institutions have represented Islam in their reporting, 

and how that representation is often fragmented and lacks objectivity (ibid: 48). He 

also raises a point similar to (Gitlin, 1980) argument that describe news reports as 

essentially being a product, as such they need to be packages and shaped within 

certain rules and conventions in order to appease to their audience frame of reference 
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(ibid: 49). As such, one can realize the importance of studying this phenomena of 

ethnocentricity that governs and frames the production and translation of news 

reports.           

Consequently, Lahlali argues that CDA approaches are the preferred method of 

analysis used in many studies of media discourse, because of two main 

characteristics of CDA in media texts. The first is its ability to highlight socio-

political factors in those media discourses, and secondly, it opens the possibility for 

utilising other disciplines in the analysis (2011: 122).  Lahlali contends that in most 

cases the final product of news discourse will project the ideological views and 

beliefs of the news institution that produced it. Pointing to the importance of linking 

the textual representations in discourses to the mental understanding of news (ibid: 

124). Similarly, Cotter (2001) argues that news content is mostly governed by 

politics and public opinion, causing it to function as a social record. She stipulates 

that media discourse contains two main elements: the text itself and the process of 

producing that text (p.416). On that note Johnson and Milani claim that the notion of 

power in media institutions requires social, textual, and ethno-graphic deconstruction 

in order to be explained. They also stipulate that media institutions are not always 

the ones holding the power, but often act as a conduit constrained by socio-political 

and economic actors (2010: 5). They also argue that in order for researchers to reveal 

the relationship between ideologies and media discourse, they must first understand 

and account for the strategies, self-interest, and constraints that take place in the 

discourse (ibid: 6). Thus, Mustafa reiterates the necessity of adopting an appropriate 

research method for the study of news media discourse that reveals its manipulation 

and discrimination, if there is any, CDA would be such a method (2010: 30-31).  

Matheson recognises two kinds of conventions upon which news discourse is 

constructed. First are the journalistic conventions that instruct how the texts are 

written and what information is provided in them. Second are the social conventions 

that shape the perspective and meaning of the news. He states that ‘News Discourse 

is therefore the result of the coming together of a variety of norms and principles and 

unstated assumptions’ (2005: 16). These assumptions, according to Grazia Busà 

(2013: 2), who refers to them as ‘rules of language use’, result in news discourse that 

differs from one culture to another in terms of framing the news event. In other 

words, the discourse of a news story about the Palestinian-Israeli conflict published 
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in the UK will differ in terms of perspective from one published in Arabic Muslim 

countries. As Fowler argues, news is presented by language and as a semiotic code; 

there are various ways of uttering the same thing (1991: 2). Similarly, Lahlali sheds 

light on the same point and emphasises that news texts have various discourses and 

genres governed by social norms. Therefore, any analysis towards them must be able 

to account for the socio-cultural elements surrounding news texts in addition to the 

textual analysis itself (ibid: 127). Fowler argues that news discourse is governed by 

‘cultural’ factors rather than ‘neutral’ (ibid: 13) ones. He states that news is moulded 

by the socio-political economics of the world, and that CDA is a prominent tool of 

analysis equipped to uncover the social and historical contexts that shape news 

discourses (ibid: 223).  

2.5 Framing and Ideology in Translation 

As mentioned in the previous literature, ideology is a vast and complicated notion, 

which is why it is out of the scope of this thesis to fully address its various aspect in 

translated discourse. Therefore, this study will focus on one particular aspect of 

ideology in translation, which is framing. As a concept, to frame something is to 

position it in a manner that serves a particular view or perspective. Framing can be 

achieved through the use of many strategies and procedures of linguistic nature or 

otherwise, depending on the goal of the framing process. According to D’Angelo and 

Kuypers (2010), many studies on framing have focused on how news reports are 

influenced to project and communicate certain views of events to serve specific aims. 

This process according to them is referred to as ‘News Framing’. They point to the 

importance of examining this type of framing, because ‘News is easily the most 

prominent discursive site in which communication researchers strive to understand 

what framing is and how framing works’ (2009: 1). They continue to argue that 

framing is a powerful element of discourse and should be analysed. Researchers 

must identify the discursive markers that give power to frames in discourse, as well 

as the strategies used to implement those frames (ibid: 2). 

Moreover, Reese defines the concept of framing as ‘Organizing principles that are 

socially shared and persistent over time, that work symbolically to meaningfully 

structure the social world’ (2001:11). He stipulates that researchers performing 

framing analysis should be well informed in their choices throughout the analytical 
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process in order for them to answer the questions raised, due to the eclectic and 

multi-perspective nature of frames. Likewise, Baker elaborates on this point, stating 

that framing can use linguistic (i.e. shifts, euphemisms, etc.) and paralinguistic (i.e. 

images, videos, etc.) resources (2006: 5). She argues that translation itself can be 

seen as frame on its own, which either reinforces the original message in the TT or 

(re)frames the TT for the target culture (ibid: 107). Liu states that in this sense, news 

translation can be seen as an act of discursive mediation or an act of transformation. 

Depending on what influences the translation process (i.e. translator’s ideology) 

news translation may be used as a means to reconstruct social reality through the 

ideological framing of news discourse (2013). 

According to Entman (1993), framing consists of processes of selection and salience, 

which serve to highlight certain information about an event more than other 

information. He points to the main elements of frames as identifying problems, 

causes, and providing solutions; these elements are projected using discursive 

devices (i.e. labelling, contextual references, etc.). Entman defines framing as ‘the 

process of selecting and highlighting some aspects of a perceived reality, and 

enhancing the salience of an interpretation and evaluation of that reality’ (2004:26). 

Gambier argues that framing projects an elaboration on this definition, stating that 

news media present ‘frames of reference’ and build on presupposed representations 

of events in order to allow for maximum exposure to the public (2006: 11). This 

process moulds the mental frames of readers through which they view the world 

around them. As Gambier contends, ‘They enable each of us to locate, perceive, 

identify and label’ (ibid: 11).  

Translation is the filter through which the frame of the ST is reconstructed in the 

target culture to be acceptable, in accordance with its expectation of the social event, 

while maintaining the ideological views of the ST (Liu, 2013). Muhawi describes 

translation as ‘not simply an interpretive frame but a performance that encompasses 

any number of interpretive frames’ (2006: 367). By performance, he means the 

implicit meaning in the translated discourse that is not to be understood literally by 

readers, but to be understood in a certain sense that is set through the frames 

embedded in the discourse (ibid: 366).  

News reports can be framed in various ways in order to promote different views, 

serving conflicting ideologies and creating a ‘frame ambiguity’, which is covered 
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and set in translation (Baker, 2006: 107). Those involved in the translation process 

(i.e. translators, editors, etc.) can employ strategies in order to illicit a slightly 

different perspective in discourse within the boundaries of the original framing (ibid: 

110). In other words, the translation process often results in re-framing of the 

original frame embedded in the ST. This re-framing process can utilise almost any 

linguistic and paralinguistic device in order to be achieved. However, due to the 

ample devices one may use in framing and re-framing in translation, Baker (2006) 

points to some key features to focus on. These are as follows: 

1- Discursive labelling, which is also considered to be one of the devices used in 

framing and re-framing, consists of using lexical items to describe a person, group, 

or place that could show it in either a positive or negative view. 

2- Selective appropriation, which consists of omission and addition, is another device 

used to present a certain view and spotlight it by epistemological cherry picking.  

3- Participant repositioning, aims to define affiliations of those producing the 

discourse and those mentioned in it (speaker/s). Expressions like ‘us and them’, ‘we 

and they’, and ‘here and there’ all serve to give a sense of affiliation and stance to 

persuade readers towards a certain conclusion.  

This thesis will focus on these three features in relation to translation of news 

discourse, and they will be prioritised throughout the analysis over other strategies, if 

any, utilised in the translation. 

2.6 Concluding Remarks 

This chapter has reviewed and discussed the literature pertaining to the conceptual 

framework of this research. Beginning with a discussion of ideology as a concept 

and its relation to power and its manifestation in language. Then this chapter moved 

to discuss how ideology play a role in the field of translation studies. It also 

discusses arguments by translation scholars regarding the most appropriate analysis 

tool to study this phenomenon in translation discourse. 

The second half of this chapter moved to review the literature on CDA and its role in 

uncovering instances of ideologies in language. It has also provided a brief overview 

of the CDA approaches chosen by this thesis to analyse the data which will be 

discussed more thoroughly in chapter 4 (see section 4.3). Following the discussion of 
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the CDA approaches, this chapter has argued on the benefit of utilising corpus-

assisted CDA utilising corpus software (wordsmith) in the analysis. 

Following the review of the analysis approach, this chapter has moved to discuss the 

characteristics of media discourse. It reviewed the literature and linking it to CDA in 

light of how news discourse is produced and translated and the suitability of CDA as 

an approach to investigate it. The last section of this chapter reviewed the concept of 

framing as discussed in previous literature and its connection to ideology, news 

discourse and translation. This is intended to connect framing with the different parts 

of the interdisciplinary literature reviewed in this chapter, and simultaneously pave 

the way for the following chapter which dedicated to review and discuss framing in 

detail and how it will be investigated in this thesis.      
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Chapter 3: Framing 

Overview 

The concept of framing in language interaction was first introduced by Gregory 

Bateson (1954) in order to describe how people understand and interpret verbal and 

non-verbal messages. However, it was Goffman (1974) who expanded the concept of 

framing; he distinguishes between different levels and types of framing to highlight 

certain perspectives in social interactions. Goffman argues that people interpret the 

experiences of their lives in order to understand them, the "schemata of 

interpretation", which are labelled "frames", enable individuals "to locate, perceive, 

identify, and label" (Goffman, 1974: 21). He differentiates between two types of 

frames in news discourse. The first refers to events that occur naturally, such as a 

volcanic eruption. The second type is social framing, which is the one this research 

focuses on. Social framing provides interpretive suggestions and implicated 

meanings affecting social reality (ibid: 22-23). This distinction by Goffman would 

arguably provide framing analysts with a useful tool to identify the news reports’ 

meaning and content for analysis.  

According to Goffman, discourse analysis is the key to understanding framing and 

uncovering its various layers (1981: 157). Entman argues that in order to study and 

analyse frames, researchers must adopt and incorporate an interdisciplinary approach 

utilising methods from the different branches of linguistics as well as social 

communication theories (1993: 51). Furthermore, he states that the concept of 

framing is inadequately defined in most cases, and thus is mostly inadequately 

analysed in discourse. In his view, in order to study framing on issues relating to 

political power, as in the news, an analysis of the content and data on that framing 

can prove to be valuable in understanding this process (Entman, 2009: 334).  

Many scholars consider framing to be one of the characteristics of journalistic 

practice in news discourse and that news discourse is constructed by framing. News 

media have specific criteria when it comes to framing in news. Price and Tewksbury 

(1997) pointed to some of them, including news that revolves around world conflicts 

and political figures. These criteria do not just determine whether they are covered in 

the news, but also from which perspective and the readers’ interest in them. There 

are various devices used in framing discourses in general, such as lexical choices, 
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syntactic structures, grammatical constructions, audio-visual materials and metaphor. 

Depending on the framing aim and discourse genre, one must identify the framing 

devices implemented to support the framing process and impacted social opinion. 

Selective appropriation is one of the most salient devices used in framing. Entman 

describes this as: ‘To frame is to select some aspects of a perceived reality and make 

them more salient in a communicating text, in such a way as to promote a particular 

problem definition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation, and/or treatment 

recommendation for the item described’ (1993: 52). Moreover, Edelman points to 

the power of persuasion that framing possesses through selecting and omitting 

information in order to affect receivers’ response and views (1993: 232). This means 

that framing through selection often achieves its goal not just as a result of the 

information provided but also by omitting information, meaning that the absence of 

information is just as important as that provided in discourse. 

This study is focused on one particular type of discourse, which is the news, and the 

implementation of framing and its translation. According to Gitlin, news framing is a 

procedure that consists of rigorous selection, lexical emphasis and omission. He 

states that framing allows news writers to ‘process a large amount of information 

quickly and routinely to package the information for efficient relay to their audiences’ 

(Gitlin, 1980:7). The importance of studying and understanding this issue lies in the 

magnitude of the news framing’s effect on public opinion and interpretation of social 

realities (de Vreese & Boomgaarden, 2003). This is because news discourse is 

considered a socio-cognitive production and receiving process defined by the geo-

political and temporal reality of discourse. In other words, ‘the domain in which the 

news discourse operates consists of shared beliefs about a society. These beliefs, 

despite the elusive nature of their content, are known to and accepted by a majority 

of the society as common sense or conventional wisdom’ (Pan & Kosicki, 1993: 57). 

Framing in news discourse plants the seeds for certain ideas and stimulates them in 

order to encourage public opinion towards certain beliefs (Price & Tewksbury, 1997).   

Many scholars believe that news discourse is the most prominent environment to 

research and understand how framing operates (see D’Angelo & Kuypers, 2010). 

The translation side of this study widens and deepens the concept of framing, or 

reframing through translation, and how it functions. Some scholars, such as Bauman 

(2001: 168), have gone further and classify the act of translation itself as a type of 
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framing because, in order to translate one must interpret, and that interpretation is 

framed in a way that makes sense in the target language. The following sections will 

further discuss the concept and definition of framing, how framing operates in 

translation, and identify the type of framing to be discussed and the framing devices 

it employs in accordance with the parameters and purposes of this study. 

3.1 Defining Framing 

As mentioned in the previous section, framing in discourse in general, and in media 

discourse in particular, is a process that is widely used, particularly for highlighting 

certain views that are mainly ideological in nature. The process of framing is 

achieved through the use of many strategies and procedures, often of a linguistic or 

visual nature, depending on the goal of the framing process. As suggested by Kinder 

& Sanders, framing operates as ‘internal mind structures’ and ‘devices impeded in 

discourse’. This is due to how framing is conceived and defined by different 

disciplines (1990: 74). Therefore, this section will define and clarify this concept 

from an interdisciplinary perspective that covers the basis of this study, and also 

identify the framing strategies to search for and analyse in the data. 

Tanner notes the various uses of the terms frame, framing and schema which are 

used to describe different issues in different disciplines; therefore, researchers must 

first clarify the meaning of the term in question to properly analyse it (1979: 138). 

The lack of an appropriate definition of framing, even though it has been studied in 

various disciplines, often hinders those analysing it (see Reese et al, 2001). Entman 

also examines this point by stating that literature on the concept of framing is often 

‘defined casually’, leaving room for assumptions and an incomplete understanding 

for readers and researchers (1993: 52). He reiterates this point in his later work, 

arguing that the difficulty in providing an appropriate definition for framing is not 

that it is only part of news discourse but is also a part of the socio-cognitive structure 

of society (Entman, 2004).  

According to the Routledge Dictionary of Language and Linguistics, the term frame 

reflects ‘a particular type of activity in which participants use framing devices (frame)  

that identify their position vis-à-vis themselves and others in the way they manage 

the production or reception of an utterance’ (2006: 418). From a discourse analysis 

point of view, framing provides a ‘point of orientation for participants’ through 
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which they interpret their interactions (ibid: 428). This understanding of framing is 

similar to the one suggested by Baetson (1972) and developed by Goffman (1974). 

Framing is a method of interpretation, according to Goffman, by which individuals 

perceive and label the events around them in a way they find meaningful, based on 

their mental pre-dispositions (1974: 21). Although he did not relate his work on 

framing to language to be implemented in discourse analysis until his later 

publications, Goffman’s analysis of framing or ‘schemata’ is of great importance for 

other scholars to develop the concept and improve their understanding of it (ibid). 

This definition was taken and developed by scholars of communication and 

sociology who argue that framing is a ‘central organizing idea or story line that 

provides meaning’ (Gamson & Modigliani, 1987:143). They state that framing core 

concepts related to social issues and expressed in public discourses is undertaken to 

steer the public position towards certain goals and aims. 

Moreover, in discursive practices, framing is considered an important strategy to be 

implemented in many genres, especially those of a newsworthy and political nature. 

Framing is used as a persuasion strategy that aims to shift and construct public views 

from certain perspectives. Reese defines frames as ‘… organizing principles that are 

socially shared and persistent over time, that work symbolically to meaningfully 

structure the social world’ (2001: 11). Framing is one of the most effective strategies 

as it affects how people perceive and interpret the discourse that they hear or read. 

Lakoff (2004) believes that ‘Frames are among the cognitive structures we think 

with’. In other words, frames function as a filter through which people interpret 

messages and at the same time guide their views. Building on this framing is a 

cognitive process in the mind of receivers and, at the same time, it is a strategy used 

in discourse (Kinder & Sanders, 1990, p. 74). Gitlin defines frames as ‘persistent 

patterns of cognition, interpretation, and presentation, of selection, emphasis and 

exclusion by which symbol-handlers routinely organize discourse’ (1980, p. 7). In 

other words, in order to understand framing and properly analyse it, it must be 

studied from both a socio-cognitive and a linguistic analysis of the discourse in 

question. Therefore, Eder suggests that ‘frames are the micro units of a discourse 

analysis’ because discourse analysis approaches identify the way in which frames are 

applied and reframed (1996: 166).  
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There is a common denominator clearly visible from the multiple definitions of 

framing by many of the scholars previously mentioned: they mainly describe 

framing as a method to understand and interpret what people see and hear. Processes 

of emphasis, selection, presentation and exclusion are the pillars that framing is built 

upon. It acts as a lens through which societies see, interpret, judge and understand 

world events. However, the point that previous scholars differ on is how research on 

framing should be conducted, and what type of analytical tool is most appropriate for 

it. Each has a different perspective on the issue based on the background of their 

respective disciplines, whether it is from sociology, journalism, linguistics or 

communication studies. Reese addresses this issue by stating that, ‘Given the 

eclecticism and multiple perspectives, the definitive framing study will never be 

found. So, the researcher doing framing analysis must make some well-informed 

choices about the best point of entry to answer the question at hand’ (2009: 17).  

This ambiguous understanding of framing led Cappella and Jamieson to set a 

criterion for framing that must be met in order to establish its existence and effect. 

First, framing must have clear and distinguishable linguistic features; second, it 

should be observed in common discursive practice; and finally, it should be 

positively recognisable apart from other frames (1997: 47). These criteria have been 

established so that researchers can identify the framing process, recognise its impact 

on public discourse, and assert that framing can be recognised by its audience, not 

just by those who are looking for it (ibid). This criterion provides practical guidance 

to locate framing in discourse and identify its socio-cognitive effect through data 

analysis. However, this still does not provide a general definition for the concept of 

framing, it only defines how it should be identified. Therefore, the following section 

will build on these definitions and previous studies to obtain a conceptual 

understanding of framing. 

3.2 Framing Conceptualisation 

There is an argument raised by many communication and media scholars that 

suggests researchers must identify the framing devices prior to the analysis (see De 

Vreese, 2005). Cappella and Jamieson criticise the broad description of framing 

found in many studies, stating that ‘any production feature of verbal or visual text 

would seem to qualify at least as a candidate for framing the news, this view is 
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clearly too broad’ (1997: 39). In other words, this understanding of framing must be 

narrowed down and more specific, otherwise every feature of discourse is considered 

as a framing feature. If features change from one discourse to another but are still 

considered a framing feature, this view is clearly unproductive in studying and 

uncovering framing and its effects in discourse. Cappella and Jamieson also discuss 

the issue of the use of the term framing across various disciplines, each with a 

different connotation. This causes ambiguity in the analysis of framing devices and 

the framing effect in discourses (ibid: 40).  

Many studies over the years have argued for a division of framing into types based 

on the issue and content of the framing process and event in question. Iyengar argues 

that there are two types of framing in the news, either ‘episodic’ or ‘thematic’ (1991: 

2). The first type sheds light on particular events salient in discourse, whereas the 

latter focuses on political events in a general manner (ibid). Similarly, De Vreese 

also characterises two types of frames: ‘generic frames’ and ‘issue-specific frames’ 

(2005: 52). Generic frames refer to news framing used in different topics at any 

given time or space, meaning it is not limited to a specific issue in a specific 

geographical place or a specific time. Conversely, issue-specific frames refer to 

framing of specific news events and topics in a particular socio-cultural context (ibid: 

54). This type of framing is often easily analysed due to its specificity (see Hertog & 

McLeod, 2001). These typologies of framing are the most common among other 

classifications of frames in news discourse (see Neuman et al., 1992 – Semetko & 

Valkenburg, 2000 – Tankard, 2001). 

Framing is implemented in news discourse through, amongst others, linguistic and 

audio-visual devices and it is through locating and analysing those devices that 

researchers can locate and understand the purpose and effects of the implemented 

frame. De Vreese points out that the typology mentioned in the framing literature 

merely serves as a ‘reference’ to identify the ‘nature’ of frames, but it should not be 

considered as a standard approach to analyse it (2005: 60). He also notes that, in 

order to conduct framing research, studies must identify the circumstances and 

conditions under which framing operated and their effect on social reality (ibid). The 

importance of researching this concept lies in its ability to provide an understanding 

of how news reports are produced and projected to the public. As argued by 

Hallahan, frames confine the meaning of the texts by shaping what people can 
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deduct from them (1999: 207). Similarly, Montgomery states that ‘the way speech 

acts are framed and presented conditions how we respond to what is said’ (1999: 12). 

Based on the previous definitions of the concept of framing, another issue that may 

be raised is the difference between it and the concept of ideology. The similarities 

between the description of framing and that of ideology are almost identical in the 

way they operate. Both are considered to be a way to understand and perceive the 

world based mainly on an individual’s socio-cultural background combined with 

other factors. Many scholars of sociology often use the term framing to refer to 

ideology (see Oliver & Johnston, 2000), and some suggest substituting framing for 

ideology. Nonetheless, these two concepts are different entities even though they 

may seem similar in some aspects. Snow & Benford criticise those who propose 

substitution and explain why these terms should be understood and distinguished 

from each other in any research (2000: 55).  

Based on the points that have been discussed in this section, one can argue that 

ideology is an idea incorporated into discourse through framing. In other words, 

ideology is the discourse blueprint and framing is the actual discourse structure. 

Ideology is expressed through framing and framing is constructed by ideology, as 

will be demonstrated in the analysis of this thesis. Hackett (1984) stipulates that the 

focus of any study in the media should be ideology and suggests that analysing how 

an ideology integrated into media discourse through framing is very helpful in 

understanding and uncovering the implicit implications of the discourse in question. 

The following figure, by which this section will conclude, represents the symbiotic 

relationship between ideology and framing. 

 

Figure 2 Symbiosis of Ideology and Framing 

3.3 Framing in News Discourse 

News production is a process of systematic framing consisting of ideological views 

and assumptions according to geo-political and social norms (Foss, 1996: 291). As a 

concept, framing something is to position it in a manner that serves a particular view 
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or perspective. Framing can be achieved through the use of many strategies and 

procedures, including those of a linguistic nature, depending on the goal of the 

framing process. It is a concept that is interrelated with the production of news 

discourse. Gitlin states that frames are a constant act of ‘selection, emphasis and 

exclusion’ (1980: 7), while Cappella and Jamieson argue that framing is a ‘general 

process’ which, nonetheless, is implemented through particular discursive devices 

recognisable in analysis (1997). They describe framing in news as ‘those rhetorical 

and stylistic choices, reliably identified in news, that alter the interpretations of the 

topic treated and are a consistent part of the news environment’ (ibid: 39-40). Thus, 

this study will focus on three devices used in news discourse that are utilised in the 

implementation process of framing. These devices are: selective appropriation 

(addition and omission) of information in news reports; participant repositioning (us 

vs them) in the discursive practice of the news; and discursive labelling (lexical 

labelling) used to cast judgement, construct a frame of reference to readers and steer 

them to desired conclusions. 

It is important to note that framing is not a simple question of whether news 

institutions are objective or biased in their reporting of global events; rather it is the 

subtle and implicit assumptions in news discourse that truly help researchers to 

comprehend ideological framing in the news (Hackett, 1984). Hackett asserts that 

framing is a useful concept for exposing ideological views of news reports (ibid). On 

the one hand, studies of bias and agenda setting look for the topic of the events and 

their impact on social opinion. It is considered as somewhat superficial because it 

neglects the content that affected social reality (Kosicki, 1993). Framing, on the 

other hand, allows for content analysis which leads researchers to understand how it 

functions and what devices it implemented in discourse (Reese et al, 2012: 255).  

Tankard reiterates this point by arguing that the concept of framing in the news is far 

more complicated and sophisticated than the concept of bias. This sophistication 

assigned to the concept of framing comes from its cognitive attributes. Framing is 

also capable of highlighting the event being represented in the news discourse, thus 

setting the theme of the event (2001: 96). In other words, framing may not provide 

new and unknown information about an event; however, it sways public opinion 

through a subtle effect on how to perceive and consider that event (Nelson et al, 

1997:226). This effect can be particularly noticed in readers who have yet to form an 
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opinion on a news event, allowing for the ‘framing effect’ to influence and develop 

their opinion on it (Johnson-Cartee, 2005: 26).  

Tankard also identifies a specific element within news discourse that is paramount to 

the study and analysis of framing, mainly headline, subheading, photos, photo 

captions, lead, source selection, quote selections, pull quotes, logos, statistics and 

charts, and concluding statements (2001: 101). These elements will not only provide 

insight into the production of the news discourse, but also the cause and effect of its 

projection on public opinion. 

Therefore, according to Pan & Kosicki’s argument, framing should be analysed as a 

process of constructing news media discourse (1993: 57). There is no doubt that 

news discourse in every society is mostly constructed on the beliefs shared in that 

society. Thus one may argue that news discourse is based on socio-cognitive 

parameters framed to communicate a specific perspective (ibid). Furthermore, as 

argued by Cappella and Jamieson, analysing framing within discourse has the 

advantage of studying the concept in terms of the devices applied in the production 

of such discourse (ibid: 46). In other words, using critical discourse analysis (CDA) 

to uncover framing processes provides a practical methodology for identifying the 

devices used in its implementation and their impact on society. As stated by news 

editor Steve Smith, ‘Choosing a frame for a story is the most important decision a 

journalist makes’ (Smith, 1997). Contemporary research shows the significance and 

magnitude of the effect of media on societies in general, what are the latest events to 

discuss, how to discuss them and how people should think about them. This process 

does not happen in a straightforward fashion; rather, it occurs in a very subtle 

manner–the systemic framing of an issue affects people gradually. First, it gives 

people an event to talk and think about, but not how to think about it; however, the 

constant framing based on people’s predisposition eventually affects their views (i.e. 

people who read a specific newspaper because it aligns with their views).  

News frames aim to ‘highlight and link data selectively to tell more or less 

conferment stories that define problems, diagnose causes, make moral judgments, 

and suggest remedies’ (Entman & Rojecki, 2000:49). This argument has been 

discussed by many scholars (see Van Dijk, 1988) who claim that the aim is to 

establish consistency in news discourse with pre-existing cognitive representation of 

its audiences in order to eventually affect public opinion and social reality.  The 
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framing structure of the discourse guides readers to interpret and view, consciously 

or otherwise, a social event from a certain perspective. This point is argued by 

Vreese, who proposes that framing is an aspect of political argument and journalistic 

practices. ‘They are alternative ways of defining issues, endogenous to the political 

and social world’ (2005: 53).  

As previously discussed, almost all the literature on the concept of framing in 

general, and news framing in particular, has a similar view but with some differences 

in using or describing the term; the only point of disagreement is how to study it. 

Many prominent scholars (see Entman 1993/ 2004/ 2009 & Pan & Kosicki 1993) 

have argued in favour of conducting a discourse analysis approach to analyse 

framing and the strategies used to implement it. This is particularly true of framing 

in media discourse. This point will be discussed later in this chapter (see section 3.5) 

including the framing strategies implemented in the production and translation in 

news discourse. 

3.4 Framing News Translation 

This section will discuss the issue of framing in translation in general and news 

translation in particular. Research discussing the issue of framing in translation 

discourse and how it is reframed through the translation process is limited. In 

contrast, research on the issue of framing itself, which has been discussed in 

connection with various disciplines, is more plentiful. Although practices of 

reframing news events through translation are a common everyday activity on a 

global scale, this issue has not received attention and research from a translation 

studies perspective. Usually, these practices are viewed as normal editorial and text 

management rather than an act of translation, which is odd given the amount of news 

reports translated and manipulated then projected to a targeted audience. Also, it is 

important to note that reframing the TT is primarily undertaken with the target 

audience in mind, as it is known that translation is not just a linguistic transaction 

between two language systems. It can be called a socio-cultural transaction and 

sometimes it is more of a compromise depending on the aim of the translation. Thus, 

a reframing process helps achieve this end either by foregrounding the original frame, 

weakening it, or even producing a new frame depending on the translation strategies 
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and choices implemented by the news institution, as will be discussed later in this 

study. 

News discourse is constructed with a specific audience in mind. It is, as argued by 

Fairclough and Wodak, ‘socially constitutive as well as socially shaped’ (1997: 258). 

Barkho (2007) agrees with this point. He investigated news reports in the Middle 

East from three news agencies, CNN, BBC and Aljazeera, and concluded that the 

differences demonstrated in discursive patterns between these agencies represent the 

‘network’s social and political assumptions and practices as well as economic 

conditions’ (ibid: 11). Many translation scholars refer to the changes that occur in the 

production of translated news discourse as ‘transediting’, which is a term coined by 

Stetting (1989) to refer to the tangled relationship between translating a text and 

editing it. However, the term itself does not provide a practical methodology that 

helps us understand this relationship and how it is applied in discourse, it merely 

points to its existence; it is there with only a few guidelines. Bielsa and Bassnett find 

the term ‘transediting’ merely serves as more jargon added to the translation studies 

index (2009: 63). Most of the contributions in the field of news translation are based 

on methods used in other disciplines and linked to translation studies. This is 

because this trend in translation circles is still relatively new and has not reached its 

full potential. Valdeon also shed light on this point by arguing that the term 

transediting does not provide a clear perspective on the strategies that shape news 

translation; therefore, translation should be distinguished from other practices used 

in the production of discourse (2014: 60). 

One of the disciplines with significant interest in the concept of framing in news 

production is communication studies. It has provided valuable insight into analysing 

and advancing the study of news production. Valdeon argues that translation is 

‘continuous in communication studies’ and deals with the cultural and linguistic 

exchange of a ST and communicating it to the TT (2014: 51). According to Valdeon, 

translation is viewed by communication studies scholars as merely word-for-word 

exchange and any other changes that may impact the production of news discourses. 

However, translation is a flexible discipline that can adapt and implement theories 

and concepts from other disciplines in a dynamic manner (ibid: 54). 

Therefore, Valdeon states that ‘the analysis of news texts requires an 

interdisciplinary approach that takes advantage of the research carried out in 
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disciplines such as communication studies, where concepts like framing have 

contributed to advance our knowledge of news production practices and agendas’ 

(ibid: 60). He reiterates this view in his later work, arguing that the gap between 

translation and communication studies is yet to be covered. This is where concepts 

like framing in communication studies can be researched in news translation and an 

understanding of the role played by ideological framing incorporated in the 

translated news discourse (2015: 648). Van Doorslaer emphasises the importance of 

this issue by stating that the selectivity of information and editing is overwhelming 

in news translation practices as it influences public opinion through its framing 

(2010: 181). Schudson contends that news discourse is a highly selective 

representation of reality; this selection is carried out by news agencies and enacted in 

discourse and then repositioned through translation (2003: 33). Baker is also in 

agreement with this argument, pointing to the advantages of the concept of framing 

and reframing translated news discourse (2006: 112). This would shed light on the 

ideological forces that guide the translation practice in news institutions and their 

effects, as will be demonstrated in later sections of this study. 

Translations, according to Toury, ‘are facts of target cultures’ and as such, 

translation research should shift its concentration to the TT rather than just focusing 

on the ST (1995:25). He argues that the context of framing in translated texts should 

be analysed from the target culture’s perspective to the source culture, not the other 

way around. His reason for this argument is that the framing process is aimed at, and 

governed by, the target culture’s norms and constraints as well as attempting to 

introduce new norms or views to it through framing the TT (ibid). Rosa clarifies this 

argument, stating that analysis into framing in translated texts should focus on 

translated texts in a particular historical context (2010: 99). In other words, 

researchers should understand the socio-political and historical context of the 

translated discourse in order to account for the framing embedded in it, its aims, and 

the strategies utilised to enforce it. This is an interesting perspective and one may 

agree with it in theory; however, as it is a translated text, researchers should always 

compare and contrast with the ST to see the full picture and understand how and why 

the translation and framing processes were implemented.  

Translated news discourse is highly constrained and influenced by the concept of 

(re)framing with regard to choosing what to include and what to disregard from the 
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news report. However, studies on this issue are rare. Very few scholars have looked 

into reframing in journalistic translation and established a discussion about it. Tsai 

raises an argument on this point, stating that the process of news translation is not 

influenced by translation studies, theories and practices, but rather, it is informed and 

dictated by journalistic practices in terms of what to include and omit (2015: 617). 

She points to Gitlin (2003: 7), who argues that news framing is a reflex of 

journalistic practice towards news events, meaning that news framing is 

unacknowledged, even though it is an undeniable norm of news discourse. 

Consequently, framing news translation could be an unconscious routine practice 

imposed by journalistic norms and conventions (Tsai, 2015: 619). Furthermore, Tsai 

suggests that framing research neglects the reframing process that news discourse 

undergoes when it is translated, and that it is through translation that this reframing 

can be observed and accounted for (ibid). Boyd-Barrett states that, ‘Through a 

process of “reframing”, what was once constructed as a “final” product becomes a 

component brick in the construction of a new frame’ (2007: 204). Gambier also 

tackles this point by raising questions regarding the impact of news reframing, which 

entails reconstructing social realities within the news discourse (2006: 12). Therefore, 

research into translation and framing must keep this in mind in order to distinguish 

between what was framed in the source and how it was reframed in the target text. 

The concept of framing and reframing allows us to widen our view of translation 

norms and practices to include journalistic norms and practices to elevate our 

understanding of news translation and production (Tsai, 2015:621). 

Furthermore, in his research into framing news media content, Darwish (2010) raises 

some arguments about the intricate relations between news discourse, framing and 

reframing, as well as its effects on social views. His argument is rather 

straightforward; essentially, he states that news translation consists of two parts. The 

first is translating the actual ST and the second is reframing the TT through 

translators’ mediation (ibid: 30). Although this argument is rather simplistic, over 

generalised and ignores the larger complex process of institutional aims that govern 

discourse production, among other factors, it still focuses on the heart of the matter. 

Darwish contends that the reframing of the original message is a direct result of 

translation strategies, aims and constraint throughout the mediation process (ibid: 

190). These strategies are implemented in order to maximise the impact of the news 
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discourse and domesticate the socio-cultural differences to obtain the required 

response from the audience. In this manner, translation of news discourse would 

prove advantageous for understanding how the process of reframing can impact and 

affect public opinion.  

As has been stated earlier, the main objective of reframing discourse is to familiarise 

the intended target audience with it, otherwise there would be no need for it. As 

argued by Gerzymisch-Arbogast, in order to project a new message to an audience, 

its content should be ‘framed’ in a familiar manner to the readers (1993: 31). This is 

based on people’s need to cognitively interpret and sort information that is familiar 

to them to make sense of the world on a daily basis (Tanner, 1993). Nonetheless, the 

selective information in the news discourse, along with the strategies used to arrange 

this information, although familiar with the target audience, serve ideological views 

and aim to spread them to the public. Thus, in order to uncover this selectiveness and 

audience manipulation, a comparative analysis of translated texts and their originals 

seems suitable. As argued by Entman (1991), without a comparative analysis of texts 

it would be highly difficult to identify frames and the strategies used to implement 

them (p. 6). 

Consequently, in order to detect and uncover the processes of (re)framing translated 

discourse, researchers must account for and analyse the strategies used to implement 

it. One of the main strategies used is selective appropriation of the information 

expressed in discourse. It entails the addition and omission of information across the 

translation act. This will be discussed in greater depth later (see section 3.5.1). Baker 

(2006) and Valdeon (2005) both argue that this is one of the most commonly-used 

and highly effective strategies when framing news reports. Its primary objective is to 

domesticate and familiarise the news report for the target audience. It also serves to 

present the report within the allowed space required on the news website (Valdeon, 

2005). Another strategy commonly used is lexical labelling, which is usually 

implemented to cast judgement on the event and provide ideological bias. This 

strategy is highly effective for a new event which the public still do not have enough 

information on, and the news institution is supplying this information to prejudice 

public opinion from the start.  

The final strategy to be discussed in this study, is participant repositioning, which 

mainly involves and targets the intended audience themselves. It is used to (re)frame 
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discourse in order to alienate some element or parties mentioned in the minds of the 

audience. In other words, it aims to draw a picture of US versus THEM, us being the 

news institution and their audience and them being the individuals and/or groups that 

the news event is representing. These are the main strategies that will be discussed 

and analysed in this thesis and will be discussed in more detail in the next section.  

3.5 Framing Strategies 

The framing literature and arguments discussed in the previous sections have 

provided a comprehensive understanding of what framing is and its impact on public 

discourse. However, without the appropriate strategies to implement it and maximise 

its effect, it would not have that impact on discourse, for it is the strategies used with 

a particular aim in mind that ensure the framing process reaches that aim. Entman 

states that many scholars share an argument that framing is a ‘mechanism’ that 

functions by using certain markers in discourse that serve to shift and bias the 

audience (2010: 333). Therefore, he suggests that looking into these strategic 

markers that give framing its effective power on public discourse, particularly the 

news, would clarify its meaning more (ibid).  

Moreover, it has been established from the previous arguments that there are three 

main foundations upon which the process of framing is established. The first strategy 

is the selection and deselection of the information (selective appropriation) included 

in discourse. It is considered as the first strategy in the production of news discourse 

that serves to highlight a particular perspective and neglect any other possible views 

of the news event. The second strategy to be discussed in this study is the use of 

lexical items (labelling) that serve to cast judgement on the event, guiding the 

audience to specific conclusions. The third framing strategy to be addressed is on 

that causes a divide between the parties mentioned in the news discourse and the 

readers (participant repositioning), using speakers and sources to create an ‘Us’ and 

‘Them’ point of view aimed to bias readers against whoever ‘Them’ are.  

It is important to note that these are not the only strategies used in order to frame and 

reframe discourse. As mentioned previously, there are many other strategies, such as 

audio-visual devices. However these are the most salient linguistic strategies utilised 

in the process of framing and reframing in the production of news discourse, as 

shown in following figure:  
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Figure 3 Strategic foundation of (re)framing 

The following sections will discuss these strategies at length, starting with the 

selection strategy, followed by labelling and positioning, and linking them with the 

CDA frameworks chosen for this study. 

3.5.1 Selective appropriation 

One of the first steps taken in any translation process is selecting the ST and 

choosing the appropriate approach to adopt it in the TT and its socio-cultural context. 

This step creates a perfect opportunity for manipulating and conditioning the 

translated discourse from a framing point of view. Selection by adding and omitting 

information is one of the main foundations upon which framing is built. Kahneman 

& Tversky argue that studies have demonstrated that frames select a particular aspect 

of reality and simultaneously shift attention from other omitted aspects, meaning that 

what is omitted is just as important as what has been selected in discourse (1984, p. 

343). Baker states that the process of selection of textual materials ‘suppress, 

accentuate or elaborate particular aspects’. This directly affects the social reality of 

events in the readers’ mind (2006: 114). This strategy, according to Van Dijk (1988), 

is one of five central processes of that allows for recontextulisation of news 

discourse in a multi-linguistic exchange. Van Dijk suggests that the first process that 

news agencies undergo is selection of the news based on their specific criteria of 

what is considered newsworthy, then the reproduction of the selected news based on 

the amount of information, and to meet the space constraints for it by a process of 

summarisation, where deletion is used on what is considered unimportant or non-

relevant information. The last two processes that he mentions are local 

transformation, which utilises different linguistic strategies to frame the news text to 

meet the point of view of the news agency, and stylistic re-formulation, which 

mainly involves semantic change, among other strategies, in order to force certain 

opinions and points of view in the news discourse (ibid:115-118).  

Basically, this re-contextualisation process is mediated between the ST and TT, 

taking into consideration the cultural and ideological differences as well as the 
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(re)framing aims of discourse by selecting the information included in it. In addition, 

Blackledge argues that any discursive strategy that relates to perspective and point of 

view expressing judgement, bias, and arguments is a strategy employed for 

discursive framing (2005: 25). Scammell contends that re-contextualisation is a 

standard practice in the production of news discourse for a foreign audience (2018: 

24). She also agrees with some translation scholars (see Clausen 2004, 2009; 

Gurevitch et al. 1991), who argue on the similarity between processes of re-

contextulisation and domestication as both are aimed to suit the discourse with the 

target readership (ibid). Therefore, it is imperative for any study to analyse this 

strategy in the production of the (re)framed discourse and link it to the intended 

audience in order to understand the how and why behind it. Considering this, 

Valdeon (2008) argues that selection processes utilise but are not limited to adding 

and omitting information that serves to alter the message and to manipulate how it is 

interpreted. Addition and omission are amongst the most popular methods applied by 

translators. One may argue that this strategy is inevitable in any translation due to 

linguistic differences between languages and/or the cultural barriers that translators 

come across that render literal translations unintelligible. However, in the case of 

framing news discourse, this method is invaluable for manipulating the translation in 

order to censor information and include different perspectives by adding information 

in the TT.  

This manipulation, as well as the rearranging of the order of discourse in the 

translation, is applied to suit the ideological frame intended for the translated news 

report (Valdeon, 2008: 313). Similarly, Richardson proposes that research into news 

discourse should not only consider the content alone, but also how this content is 

formed, presented, and consumed in discursive practice (2007: 76). Consequently, 

this strategy often creates a degree of ambiguity in discourse due to the omitted 

information, because one must understand the difference between the real and 

reported facts. This ambiguity, according to Schaffner and Bassnett, is purposely 

created to play on the predispositions of the intended audience to interpret the 

reported discourse and lead to particular views (2010). However, this process is not 

achieved through one text, but by a process of intertextuality with previous and 

future news discourses that signal the same meaning regarding an event throughout 

its coverage by using selection strategies in the translation (Hatim and Mason, 1997: 
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p.219). For example, consider the following headline from the BBC website and its 

translation from the BBC Arabic website: 

 

Clearly in the English headline one can observe that it is generalised and ambiguous, 

only hinting of an association between Al-Qaeda (terrorist group) and the Gulf 

Cooperation Council (GCC) coalition in Yemen, framing that they are joined and 

have the same goals. In the Arabic headline, additional information is added, and 

some is altered and specified as can be seen in the underlined parts of the example, 

holding the same connotative meaning of its original but not with the same degree of 

ambiguity. This is just a brief example of this strategy; a more illustrated analysis 

will be discussed in a later section of this study. Valdeon contends that the 

manipulation of facts in news translation helps to ‘construe a certain image’, whether 

it is to foreground or supress its original meaning depends on the news institutions’ 

aim (2008: 318).  

3.5.2 Semantic labelling 

This technique implies the use of lexical devices like descriptive terms and 

metaphors in order to describe and identify elements such as events, groups and 

places in news discourse and portray a certain image about these elements (Baker, 

2006: 168). Semantic labelling aims to divide groups and events and link them with 

socio-cognitive categories and judge them based on that categorisation. Gambier 

refers to this as a ‘frame of reference’ aimed to steer the view of the intended 

audience of the discourse and build on that reference to increase its effect (2006: 11). 

This strategy is often used in conjunction with positioning of speakers because 

labelling helps pave the way for the positioning strategy to reach its maximum effect. 

Valdeon states that semantic labelling projects certain frames to the readers that call 

upon their predispositions towards those frames (for example, communist, terrorist, 

and extremist) (2008:300). Schaffner agrees with this view, contending that 

translated news discourse is a prolific arena for ‘strategic use of political concepts, or 

keywords, for achieving specific political aims’ (2004: 121). However, she also 

argues that the different approaches to discourse analysis have yet to utilise concepts 

  Yemen conflict: Al-Qaeda joins coalition battle for Taiz 

ي معركة ضد 
 
ي اليمن "عىل جبهة واحدة مع التحالف السعودي" ف

 
مسلحو القاعدة ف

 الحوثيي   "
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of translation studies in their analysis even though they were conducted on translated 

data findings if there were any. In other words, more attention should be focused on 

the cross-linguistic exchange in translated news discourse, comparing and 

contrasting from a translation point of view.  

The labelling process depends mostly on the context of the event (who, what and 

why) in order to project a judgement on it and the parties involved. However, the 

degree of judgement may vary or even differ depending on the social context of the 

news readers. As stated by Al-Hejin, ‘it is nevertheless reasonable to assume that the 

diverse texts each news organisation reproduces and adapts are ultimately subject to 

an editorial policy that reflects certain social practices, ideologies and orders of 

discourse’ (2012: 302). Moreover, differences between source and target cultures 

also provide an opportunity for translators to mediate the text using the lexical items 

that they consider most appropriate for the context. According to Lopez, semantic 

labelling using cultural elements draws upon the knowledge and beliefs of that 

culture creating ‘social scenarios’ based on the cognitive frames of that culture (2002: 

312). In other words, labelling strategy allows journalists and news translators to 

communicate elicit meanings to their readers based on their cultural knowledge and 

beliefs using semantic units that may be interpreted differently in other cultural 

contexts, because it is based on the knowledge structures and represents the 

viewpoint of that culture. 

Furthermore, this point raises an argument regarding the translators’ ethics and their 

moral duties towards the texts and readers. Whether they utilise this strategy or not 

depends on many factors including the news institution’s agenda, the discourse itself, 

and the translators and their own ideological beliefs. This research acknowledges the 

importance of translation ethics and that translators should have a moral compass to 

guide them; however, the point of the analysis of these strategies is not to question 

the translators’ morality but to uncover how the processes of ideological framing 

operate in news discourse and their socio-cultural influence. As argued by Munday 

(2007), whether the ideological manipulation inserted into a discourse is applied 

consciously with a specific purpose in mind or not is irrelevant, the main issue that 

the analysis should focus on is gaining an understanding of how this manipulation 

occurred by uncovering the methods used to insert it.  
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There are many examples of this cultural labelling in news discourse. For instance, 

the term ‘occupied’ is often used to describe the West Bank in Palestine in Arabic 

media, whereas in most Western media it is rarely used based on the news 

institution’s ideological views. Similarly, an example of this from more recent events 

is the terms used to describe the so-called ‘Islamic State of Iraq and Syria’. While it 

is infamously known as ‘ISIS’ in most of the non-Arabic-speaking world, in the 

Arabic-speaking countries the same terrorist group is known as ‘داعش ', Da’esh, and 

the name is very popular socially; it is not only used to describe the group, but also 

people with the same ideology as that group. Van Dijk argues that semantic labelling 

of groups, geographical location, and events is not merely based on their evaluative 

description, but also on the socio-political position of the group producing the label 

(1995: 259). Consequently, these cultural labels help readers to identify, interpret, 

and form an opinion on issues and events. Hence, it is an important process in the 

production of news discourse to choose the appropriate label for the intended readers. 

The following figure, presented by Shahi & Talebinejad (2014: 32), discusses the 

manipulation by labelling between English and Farsi in Iranian news outlets.  

 

Figure 4 Framing by selective labelling 

The data in this figure were collected from four Iranian news agencies’ English/Farsi 

websites. The figure clearly shows how labels are being substituted in discourse 

based on the target audience’s beliefs and the ideological views of the political 

regime in power. Although the news articles covered different conflict events (i.e. 

Israel, Syria, Bahrain), the consistency of the labelling process in translation is 
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represented in the discursive practice, which proves intended systematic labelling 

throughout the translation process.  

3.5.3 Participant (re)positioning 

This strategy is concerned with how the discourse positions participants in the 

interaction, which impacts how they are viewed as well as affects how the readers of 

such discourse position themselves (Baker, 2006:132). Participant (re)positioning 

establishes a link between discourse producers and consumers wherein they relate 

and unite with one another for a common purpose or against an enemy, leading to 

social bias. This bias is used in situations of conflict to frame an Us versus Them 

scenario in an effort to promote the intended ideological agenda of the frame. 

Fairclough points out that ‘texts do not typically spout ideology. They position the 

interpreter through their clues so that he or she bring ideologies to the interpretation 

of texts’ (1989, 71). This strategy is not limited to how readers interpret and position 

themselves by what has been projected to them, but also includes the position of the 

writer and translator of the news discourse and their personal beliefs on the matter. 

Hyland examines the interaction between writers who try to convince readers of their 

argument, and readers who try to fill in their lack of knowledge and form opinions 

derived from the argument raised by those writers. He describes this strategy as an 

engagement between writers/translators and readers in which the former focuses the 

latter’s ‘attention, acknowledging their uncertainties, including them as discourse 

participants, and guiding them to interpretations’ (Hyland, 2005: 176). In other 

words, readers can think and form their own opinions regarding issues; thus, writers 

must persuasively interact with them through discourse and base that interaction on 

shared knowledge and predispositions to position them as intended. Davies and 

Harré argue that positioning is a dynamic process in the sense that people can be 

positioned by the discursive practice or they can position themselves based on their 

reflection of the discourse (1990: 48). 

Furthermore, there is no exact method for applying this strategy in discourse; rather, 

to be implemented successfully throughout the discursive practice, it utilises multiple 

devices ranging from visual elements to simple pronouns on different levels of 

discourse. This is because discourse meanings differ and vary depending on the 

context and the information it includes and the socio-cognitive schemata of its 

readers (Schiffrin, 1993: 256). Kelly (1998) contends that, among other tools used in 
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the translation process of public discourses, lexical choices affect the representation 

of the ‘self’ and ‘other’ in a positive and negative manner by including ideological 

elements (p. 58). She states that this is not just between translations from and to 

different cultures, but also between neighbouring cultures with many similarities 

(ibid: 63). It is important to note that positioning strategy can have a positive impact 

on public opinion by opening a dialogue about an issue for people to self-reflect, 

understand the other, and take a stance on issues. It can also be used as a 

manipulation strategy to steer public opinion towards a particular aim (Hyland, 2005: 

177).  

An example of this can be observed in the news prior to the invasion of Iraq, where 

the only issue was, and to some degree still is, ‘the War on Terror’, which was used 

to legitimise the war in the eyes of most of the world. A more recent example would 

be the crisis of the Syrian refugees in the European Union and the United States, 

where public opinion is polarised. On one side, public opinion is for welcoming 

them with open arms and integrating them into society, while on the other side, 

opinion leans to closing borders and banning the refugees from entering, citing 

security issues. Based on this, Richardson argues that CDA researchers must not be 

neutral in their analysis of such instances where social injustice is carried out in 

public discourse. They must uncover the misguided ideological views framed in 

social discourse in order to raise awareness and reduce conflict (2007:2). The 

following figure, taken from Zaidan (2006: 162), provides some examples from the 

Telegraph newspaper that represent this strategy and clearly depict the meaning of 

positioning the readers into an Us vs Them dichotomy. 

 

Figure 5 Framing By Re Positioning adapted from (Zaidan, 2006) 
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This figure presented by Zaidan and taken from the Telegraph newspaper in the 

wake of the events of September 11, 2001 paved the way for the invasions of Iraq 

and Afghanistan. The importance of the positioning in this particular case was to 

induce the Western society to rally in support of the wars to come against the others 

as described in these examples. 

3.6 Concluding Remarks 

This chapter has been dedicated to provide an in depth review and discussion on the 

concept of framing. Beginning with defining the conceptualising what framing is to 

draw a clear understanding of the concept for the purposes of this research. It also 

distinguishes the difference between ideology and framing to avoid any overlap 

between these two concepts. Then the chapter moved to review how framing is 

manifested in news discourse and how that manifestation is implemented in the 

production of news reports.  

Following this, the chapter has moved to link framing to translation in the news by 

drawing on previous literature from the fields of translation and communication 

studies as well as CDA. The last section has provided an account for the most 

prominent framing strategies utilised to implement frames in the news, illustrating 

each strategy with examples in order to paint a clear picture for each one of these 

strategies before the analysis. 

The following chapter outline the methodology for this research starting with the 

collection of the data and ending with the analysis model constructed and adapted by 

this thesis.  
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Chapter 4: Methodology 

4.1 Collection of the Data 

The data for this study comprises a collection of online news articles that cover and 

report on the conflict in Yemen. These news articles were collected from the BBC 

English and Arabic website, and the Al-Arabiya English and Arabic website. The 

period the news articles cover starts with the beginning of conflict in March 2015 

and ends in January 2017. The reason for this long period of time is that the conflict 

is ongoing, and to collect every article published would be beyond the scope of this 

study.  

Therefore, and for the purposes of this study, the articles collected have covered 

various main events that occurred at different times along the timeline of the conflict, 

since the start of ‘Operation Decisive Storm’ by the GCC coalition. It also covers 

other events to provide a better understanding of why and how this conflict started 

and the parties participating in it. One of the main events that was extensively 

covered was the funeral bombing in October 2016 and its aftermath. This study will 

examine 83 articles and their translation. 43 articles in English and their translation 

from the BBC and 40 articles from Al-Arabiya and their translation. 

One of the aims of the data collection is to find and include news reports from both 

institutions covering the same events and dates as closely as possible. The two news 

agencies were chosen because of their status as transnational news agencies that have 

different broadcasting practices and opposite views regarding this conflict, as 

manifested in their coverage. These agencies were chosen to analyse how they utilise 

the framing strategies in question to provide completely different views about the 

same events and to identify how these views were reframed for the target culture 

through translation. The following section will provide an idea of how translation 

plays an important role in online news translation and how the process itself occurs, 

particularly at the BBC.  

4.2 Translation in online news  

Following the description of the data collected for this research and before 

describing how this data will be analysed in relation to the CDA approach designed 

for this study, this section will elaborate on the mechanism of translation in online 

news. This section was included in this chapter rather than the previous chapters 
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because it related directly to how the data under investigation came to be, thus it was 

necessary to include it in the methodology of this thesis as it related to the how the 

analysis model is designed in terms of the elements of analysis chosen. 

Translation of news in general, and online news in particular, is a peculiar subject in 

research. Some may argue that it is problematic because the news producers 

themselves do not consider news reports on the same events in different languages 

with the same information, structure and other discursive similarities to be a 

translation. Although news translation has become a sub-area of research in recent 

years (see Valdeon, 2015; Bielsa & Bassnett, 2009), news agencies rarely write the 

name of the translator or the journalist who has a command of more than one 

language and engages in transferring news between languages as they do not 

consider their act as translation but rather news reporting to different audiences with 

a different language, culture and beliefs. This is a key issue for any researcher 

attempting to study the issue of translation in news production. It is an issue that this 

study will address in this section and attempt to prove through the argument 

presented that, although news institutions do not acknowledge the use of translation 

they they deal with it regularly when reporting events in different languages. As such, 

research into news translation should take into consideration the shifts in translation, 

its cognitive aspects, and the socio-cultural elements in the translated discourse 

(Valdeon, 2015: 446). This section will address the issue of online news translation 

in general and that of the BBC and Al-Arabiya in particular.  

In an article in 2012 discussing translation of the BBC online news, Al-Hejin 

conducted a comparative analysis between the English and Arabic websites of the 

BBC. He noticed that, ‘The webpage provides no indication of it being a translation 

from Arabic and no reference to the original on the BBC Arabic website. Readers are 

basically led to believe that the author and principal are the same person having none 

of the insights presented in the previous sections’ (2012: 326). Solohubenko points 

out that the BBC news reports are translated into other languages and published 

through their intended language service. He state that this process is completed ‘with 

little input into what was being broadcast by any of the language services themselves’ 

(Solohubenko, 2009). This point is also addressed by Podkalicka (2011), who states 

that the BBC organisational structure views the newsroom as a ‘central hub of 

worldwide communication’, gathering and producing news and then transferring it to 

its other language branches to be translated and reported (2011: 14).  
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However, the process of translation in the news itself is often neglected and 

marginalised without even discovering if a report is translated or not. Bielsa points 

out that this negligence is because the translation is undertaken by journalists rather 

than translators (2007: 135). On this point, Loupaki (2010) argues that translation is 

often not acknowledged in the production of news because those who complete the 

translation are not professional translators, or they do not consider themselves as 

such. They could be journalists, editors or other journalistic staff working in any 

news agency. Thus, they do not perceive their work to be a translation; rather, they 

simply see it as reporting the news (2010: 55). Nonetheless, according to Loupaki, if 

one were to analyse the discourse in question and its process of production from a 

translation studies’ view, it would be justifiable to call the news discourse a 

translation and those who did the translation could be called the translators (ibid). 

Bassnett adds that those people who translate the news identify themselves as 

journalists, not as translators and, as such, they consider this process as reporting in a 

different language rather than a translation (2009).  

From a journalistic point of view, in the process of news production, writing and 

translation are joined together in one process, making it difficult to recognise which 

discourse is a translation and which is an original, except for those who produced the 

news (Van Doorslaer, 2010: 183). According to Doorslaer, this journalistic process 

is highly unorthodox in translation research traditions where distinguishing the 

author from the translator in the news is difficult to achieve because of the 

ambiguous production process that the news discourse entails (ibid). Hence, Pan 

states that the only way to uncover and understand the existence and impact of 

manipulation in news translation is by analysing the news discourse in question and 

comparing it with its counterpart in the other language (2014: 247).  

Furthermore, news agencies regard translation as a part of the journalistic process. 

Thus, they tend to hire bilingual journalists rather than translators (Bielsa, 2007: 

136). Although translation is an essential part of news reporting to multilingual 

platforms, it is greatly marginalised. This can be observed in news institutions in 

many ways, one of which is failing to mention when a news report is actually a 

translation from an original in a different language and also who translated it. In 

other words, news agencies neglect to mention the name of the translator on a news 

report, but they also neglect to mention the name of the author on those reports as 

well; it is as if the news report appeared from nothing. On this point, Cornin 
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stipulates that multilingual news agencies like the BBC strive for efficiency and 

speed in their news coverage; therefore, news institutions incorporate translation in 

their reporting process rather than it being a process by itself (2003). Cornin states 

that news agencies globally circulate news events with a high degree of efficiency 

which renders the translation process invisible, and strive for the point where it 

becomes almost instantaneous in order to cover the increasing demands for news 

translation placed by the contemporary increase of globalisation and information 

flows (Cornin, 2003: 49).  

However, despite the news agencies’ efforts to minimise their dependence on 

translation, it is considered to be of significant value and importance in the process 

of gathering, producing and presenting news events (Bielsa, 2007:138). In other 

words, even though news agencies marginalise the role translation plays in their 

coverage to a point where they neglect to state whether an article is actually a 

translation of an original or not, it is still a pivotal process of news production and 

reporting.  

The implementation of the translation process in news agencies, according to Bielsa 

and Bassnett (2009), differs from one news agency to another in terms of how it is 

applied and what it entails. They also argue that the main aims of translation in these 

agencies are almost always the same: manipulating a ST for a particular audience in 

line with their socio-cultural and political journalistic norms (2009: 84). This means 

that translation in global news agencies is utilised to domesticate the news discourse 

for the target audience and that they differ in the way this domestication is 

implemented. In an interview conducted by Jaber & Bauman with Hossam El 

Sokkari (14th Dec 2007), the former head of the BBC Arabic service stated that the 

vast majority of news reports presented by the Arabic service of the BBC are 

collected from the BBC world service, as is the case with all other language services 

of the BBC (2011: 177). El Sokkari also stated that the different presentation and 

content of the news by the different language services of the BBC is due to what they 

perceive as the norms and expectations of the target readership (ibid). This 

transposition of news can be observed in many reports presented on the BBC Arabic 

service online website after they have been reported first on the BBC world service 

website in English. Even though this observation is not concrete proof of the 

translation process, it is still empirically considered a reasonable argument that news 

reports on the BBC Arabic website are translated from their English counterpart.  
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Barkho and Richardson (2009) also interviewed El Sokkari and he stated that the 

Arabic service, as well as other BBC services, must refer to a glossary of English 

terms in their reporting, and use equivalent terms in other languages. He stated that 

70% of the news reported by the BBC Arabic service is a translation from English 

reports presented in the English service (ibid: 8-9). Barkho and Richardson 

concluded that even though their interviewee explained that the BBC is trying to 

speak with one voice across its services, this is evidence of the BBC world service’s 

influence over its other services. The BBC dictates the discursive and socio-cultural 

patterns to be used in their reporting of the news (ibid: 13). 

On this point, one may argue that the act of translation helps this discursive control 

in the BBC world service over its other language services by giving them a news 

report to translate rather than the actual news feed. It also sets the parameters of the 

translation, which ensures that the intended discursive elements (i.e. textual factors, 

cognitive aspects and translation strategies) are presented for the target readership. 

Therefore, in order to understand how and why this discursive manipulation occurred, 

a comparative analysis of the English and, in this case, Arabic news reports 

presented by the BBC must be analysed, taking into account the socio-cultural and 

geo-political differences in the production and translation stages of these reports. 

Using CDA as the methodology for this analysis would provide valuable insight into 

the news translation data collected, unveiling their strategies and social intentions.  

4.3 Overview of CDA approaches 

Drawing on the literature regarding ideology (Chapter 2) and framing (Chapter 3) the 

researcher found that CDA would be the most appropriate approach to adopt in the 

analysis. Therefore, the methodology for this study is corpus-assisted CDA, which is 

an analysis tool established in order to uncover the relations of power and ideology 

in public discourse. CDA approaches were developed from the fields of critical 

linguistics and based primarily on Halliday’s systemic functional linguistics. In CDA 

traditions, language is a social practice and, as such, social opinions and relations are 

represented, manipulated or contested, and serve different ideologies in historical 

contexts. As argued by Janks (1998), CDA’s aim is to ‘explain the relationship 

between language, ideology and power by analysing discourse in its material form’ 

(p. 195). There are different approaches established in the CDA paradigm, the most 

prominent of them being Van Dijk’s socio-cognitive approach, Fairclough’s three-
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dimensional approach and Wodak’s discourse historical approach, with similar 

foundations and concepts. However, each of these approaches focus on a different 

technical aspect of discourse to analyse and uncover the relations of power and 

social inequalities in the discourse in question. As stated by Luke (2002), ‘CDA 

involves a principled and transparent shunting back and forth between the 

microanalysis of texts using varied tools of linguistics, semiotic, and literary analysis 

and the macro analysis of social formations, institutions, and power relations that 

these texts index and construct’ (p. 100).  

The corpus software chosen to quantitatively analyse the collected corpora is 

Wordsmith version 7. One of the main reasons for choosing this particular software 

is that it could analyse Unicode-compliant corpora (Scott, 2016). This ability, aside 

from saving much time and effort in the quantitative analysis, produces a more 

accurate quantitative results particularly in regards to the Arabic corpora. It is one of 

the most popular corpus software tools in the market (Gutiérrez & Sánchez, 2015: 

287). The simple platform of the software as well as its functionality in terms of how 

words in the corpora came to be was more than sufficient to choose it for this study. 

Adding to this its ability to allow researchers to investigate bilingual corpora, such as 

in this research, with accuracy and in a parallel view made it an appropriate choice to 

assist guide the CDA qualitative analysis.          

Furthermore, this study utilises two CDA approaches in its analysis. These were 

chosen because of the strategies that this study set out to analyse and uncover. These 

approaches are Fairclough’s three-dimensional discourse analysis, together with Van 

Dijk’s socio-cognitive CDA approach. The chosen approaches are similar in many 

ways, but what makes them interesting together is that where the first focuses 

primarily on textual analysis to uncover instances of power relations and ideological 

expressions in texts, the other approach focuses on presenting how different 

ideologies are implemented through various linguistic structures and the social 

impact of discourse and how it affects public opinion. By combining them as a single 

analysis method, they allow analysts to move between the text and its social structure 

to uncover and understand the links between them. Thus, combining the two 

approaches will enable and improve the quality of the analysis stage to uncover the 

ideology behind the framing process, its aims and its social impact, as stated by 

Wodak, it provides an understanding of how ‘discourse does ideological work’ 

(1996: 17).  
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Because discourses are viewed differently by different audiences and in different 

contexts, these CDA approaches will deconstruct the news discourse in question and 

provide a clear explanation of its aims, strategies and consumption. In addition, from 

a translation studies perspective, a comparative analysis should be conducted 

between the links of the source and the translated discourse in terms of their 

similarities and differences in regard to the strategies mentioned in the framing 

chapter. The following sections will discuss these two approaches at length, 

identifying their similarities and differences and their value to the study, as well as 

how they will be implemented in the analysis, particularly with the framing 

strategies previously mentioned in the framing chapter.  

4.3.1 Fairclough’s three-dimensional approach 

Fairclough argues that the relationship between societies and texts can be realised 

through the notion of ‘order of discourse’, which was established by Foucault in the 

early 1970s (Fairclough, 1993). He contends that the aim of his approach is a 

‘contribution to the general raising of consciousness of exploitive social relations 

through focusing upon language’ (Fairclough, 2001: 3). This aim is consistent 

throughout his later work and the development of this approach. The theoretical 

basis of this approach is derived from sociolinguistics and focuses on ‘language in its 

social contexts’ and its relation to dominance and power (Fairclough, 2001:1). He 

also contends that language is a social practice governed by social norms and, as 

such, discourse is the practice of production and consumption of texts in that social 

context (ibid: 20). 

Based on this, Fairclough urges CDA researchers to go beyond the text and the 

processes of the production and consumption of the text, and move to focus on the 

links between texts, their processes of production and consumption, and the social 

conditions governing them, while keeping in mind their social contexts and norms 

(ibid:21). He points to the need for a multi-functional perspective of texts, 

considering its social representation, interaction and knowledge in any analysis and 

contends that this multi-functional perspective would assist analysts to foreground 

their claims about the discourse in question (Fairclough, 1995: 6).  

Therefore, Fairclough constructed his analytical model based on three dimensions to 

focus on in any communicative event. The model covers not only the discourse in 

question, but also links it to the processes of its production and consumption within 
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its socio-cultural context. He combines Foucault’s (1971) concept of ‘order of 

discourse’ and Halliday’s (1978) meta-functions of language, ‘textual, ideational and 

interpersonal’. This model is textually oriented largely based on functional 

linguistics and, as such, is regarded as highly effective in the textual analysis of 

discourse. Yet it is lacking when it comes to linking the discursive practice of 

discourse to its social dimension, particularly when analysing a large amount of 

textual data. 

The first of these three dimensions is the text, which is the first phase of the analysis 

focusing on the text’s genre (i.e. news discourse) and the lexico-syntactic structures 

among other linguistic properties of the whole discourse. It is imperative, according 

to Fairclough, to identify the genre of the text before conducting the analysis. This 

helps in understanding the ‘social activity’ of the text and the means of its production 

(Fairclough, 1993: 138).The second phase is the discourse practice, which focuses 

on how the discourse presents itself to readers, its social impact, and the processes 

undertaken by the institutions that produced it (i.e. news agency). The third and final 

phase is the social practice, which is concerned with the socio-political norms, 

cultural identity and institutional power in the society where the discourse under 

scrutiny is being presented to the public (Fairclough 1995: 58-62). Before going into 

further elaboration and explaining of each phase in detail, the following figure 

represents Fairclough’s three-dimensional CDA approach:  

 

Figure 6 Fairclough's three Dimensions CDA approach (Waller, 2006:12)  
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1- The text 

The text (communicative event) is the central concept of the analytical process in 

this model, where the main concern is linguistic analysis of the text. Shedding light 

on how the language is used in terms of semantics, grammatical structures and the 

overall cohesion and structure of the text (for example, metaphors, passive voice, 

and problem and solution) to create the discourse (Fairclough 1995a). Fairclough 

stresses the concept of ‘intertextuality’ in this dimension to understand how the 

discourses are linked together and how these links are presented in the content (i.e. 

patterns of repetition and collocations) (Fairclough, 1995b: 8). He contends that 

knowing the type of genre for the text in question is the first step to take on the 

analysis path because it determines the conditions of its production and traditions 

(for example, style, strategies, presentation, syntactic structures) (Fairclough, 2005: 

81).  

Another important point to focus on is the context of the text, understanding the 

story behind it to establish a basis for the arguments and perspectives that the text 

raises. Identifying these aspects helps analysts to determine the how and why of the 

framing process in a text (Janks, 2005). Moreover, Fairclough states that an 

important aspect of the textual analysis to focus on is knowing not only what has 

been included in the text, but also what has been excluded from it. He stipulates that 

even though analysis of texts provides valuable insight on what is represented in 

them, ‘what is absent from a text is often just as significant from the perspective of 

sociocultural analysis’ (Fairclough, 1995b: 5). This can be achieved by reviewing all 

the data in question to establish what topics have been addressed regarding an event 

and what topics have been disregarded. This would help analysts to understand the 

aims of the framing process and what particular views they choose to project and 

omit to their readers. The following analysis elements on the text level (see 

Fairclough, 1992: 234) will be utilised to analyse the data for this research: 

- Interactional Control: This aims to identify and describe the news agencies’ 

control the interactions in news reports, including the positioning of speakers, 

order of syntactic structure and how the topics of each reports are controlled 

in their production and translation.  

- Cohesion: This aims to identify how each text is interconnected through its 

clauses and sentences, in order to project certain views and narratives. 
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- Transitivity: this aims to identify the news agencies’ favoured processes in 

their production, such as active or passive voices, in order to assign blame 

and causality towards a particular individuals or groups. 

- Theme: This aims to identify the thematic structures of a text that form a 

pattern and the presuppositions that this pattern is based on to reveal its 

objective.  

- Wording & Word Meaning: This aims to identify the manner in which 

meanings are structured through word, in addition to the key words of a text 

that have global and/or local importance. 

2- Discursive practice  

Another focus of this approach is the ideational aspect operating within the discourse 

practice. Fairclough states that language is an activity of a social nature, and as such 

it represents the social norms of its society (1995a). In this dimension of analysis, 

researchers locate the factors of discourse that influence how an event is projected 

and interpreted. Thus, the ideational aspects of text address this issue: how texts 

shape social reality and at the same time are shaped by it. In other words, the 

ideational aspect demonstrates how ideology and social beliefs are framed and 

represented in texts, and how the texts project them based on socio-cultural 

knowledge (ibid: 134). The concept of ‘interdiscursivity’ plays an important role on 

this level of analysis. It shows researchers how different discourses regarding the 

same issue or event are related in their representations (Fairclough, 1995b) and 

establishes a connection between ideologies that ‘constitute the outcome of past 

events and the conditions for current events’ (ibid: 72). All of these points, in 

addition to the institutional power and the time and space conditions that govern the 

event of the discourse in question, are taken into consideration when analysing how 

these discourses were produced and translated, and then interpreted and consumed. 

The following analysis elements on the Discursive Practice level (see Fairclough, 

1992: 232) will be utilised to analyse the data for this research: 

- Interdiscursivity: This aims to identify and understand the type or genre of 

discourse and its features in order to analyse and interpret texts in light of 

those features.   

- Intertextual Chains: This aims to locate the links between texts and identify 

the epistemic background of those links in the production of discourse.     
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- Condition of Discourse: This aims to identify the social practices of 

production of news reports, particularly the way news reports came to be and 

their intended audience.   

- Manifest Intertextuality: This aims to question and recognise the effect of 

news reports on one another in terms of their representations and 

presuppositions. This element links the text level to the discourse practice 

level of analysis.   

 3- Social practice 

The last aspect or function to focus on in the analysis is the interpersonal, which 

reflects the link between those who produce the text and those who consume it. This 

aspect seeks to understand how the writer (news agency) and readers within a socio-

cultural environment identify themselves on the social level, and how the dynamic of 

this relationship contributes to social change and affects public opinion. It sheds light 

on the power relation of a society and their reaction to and views on aspects of life 

and events in general (Fairclough, ibid). This level of analysis helps the researcher to 

explain why discourses are produced to communicate particular ideologies to service 

certain groups and marginalise others. By explaining the why at this level, 

researchers are able to see how discourse shapes its social contexts and how it affects 

how readers view world events. Fairclough contends that the analysis for this level 

comprises a mixture of the linguistic form of texts and their intertextuality (ibid: 4).  

When addressing this level of analysis in relation to news discourse, Fairclough 

points to three important conditions of news in the social context: economic 

conditions, power relations and ideological beliefs, and cultural norms. Economic 

conditions necessitate the distribution of the news to the largest possible number of 

readers. News institutions, at their core, are businesses that want to profit by 

providing the news. This ‘economic pressure’ affects how they voice their discourse 

(ibid: 62). Power relations and ideological beliefs, which are inserted in the news 

discourse and presented as the popular and logical views (‘common sense’) and how 

readers should react to events. This insertion comes in the form of a frame through 

which society perceives events around them. The last condition is the cultural norms 

that govern the news discourse, the assumption that the news discourse is a reflection 

of reality and represents the popular social views. These three aspects, textual, 

ideational and interpersonal, according to Fairclough, are simultaneously present, but 

one may take priority over the others depending on the analysis (ibid: 6). In short, 
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this level of the analysis studies the conditions upon which the news institution 

identifies itself and connects to its readers based on the circumstances surrounding 

the event. The following analysis elements on the social practice level (see 

Fairclough, 1992: 237) will be utilised to analyse the data for this research: 

- Order of Discourse: This aims to identify the relationship between the 

discursive and social practice in terms of style, genre and norm and what 

affects this order or change it.  

- Ideological and Political Effects of Discourse: This aims to pay attention for 

particular ideological and/or hegemonic impact of discourse pertaining to 

social relations, identities and beliefs.   

4.3.2 Van Dijk’s socio-cognitive approach  

Van Dijk’s CDA approach, which is similar to Fairclough’s and other approaches in 

the CDA paradigm, seeks to uncover instances of ideology, power and prejudice in 

discourse. However, as mentioned previously, each CDA approach has its own way 

of conducting the analysis. For this research it is the unique difference between these 

approaches that draws interest. This uniqueness between the approaches allows the 

researcher to look at and analyse the discourse in question with a wider selection of 

tools at hand. What distinguishes this approach is the socio-cognitive aspect that 

mediates between the text and its target society (Van Dijk, 1993a). This approach 

bases the analysis on three aspects: discourse (communicative event), cognition, and 

society. Van Dijk focuses on understanding how the macrostructures of discourse 

affect its microstructures. The macrostructures of discourse represent the dominance 

of power, ideology, social inequalities and predispositions whereas the 

microstructures represent discourse, language use and communicative interactions 

within a social context (Van Dijk, 2015: 468). Van Dijk contends that, in order to 

succeed in connecting the macro and micro structures of discourse, one should 

integrate linguistics with theories of cognition. In order to understand the 

interrelationship between discourse, cognition and society, Van Dijk stresses the 

need for focusing and deciphering the cognitive phenomenon that links the discourse 

to its society (Van Dijk, 2009). He reiterates this point in his later work (2013: 18), 

contending that social structures can only be affected by discourse through a ‘mental 

interface’ that connects what is being represented through texts or speeches to the 

mental representation of social structures.  
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Based on this, he stipulates that there is more than one way to bridge the gap 

between the social macro and micro structures; hence, researchers should identify 

each of them in the analysis in order to have a clear picture of the event. He points to 

the context of the communicative event, understanding the geo-political and 

historical context at the macro level, and how it is represented in discourse and frame 

its narrative (Van Dijk 2008: 19). This can be observed before and during the war in 

Iraq, where at the macro level, the US government wanted to go to war over fear of 

weapons of mass destruction. On the micro level of public discourse and speeches, 

they wanted to liberate the Iraqi people from a dictatorship. To this end, they even 

named the operation ‘Iraqi Freedom’. Van Dijk (ibid) mentions a similar example 

regarding the UK government. This shows that, for researchers to truly bridge the 

gap between these two levels of structure, a clear picture of the context of the 

discourse in question must be realised. The following analysis elements on the 

cognitive level (see Van Dijk, 2014) will be utilised to analyse the data for this 

research:  

- Discourse Topics: this aims to focus on how the semantic macro-structures 

of discourse highlight certain information more than other in the production 

in order to trigger a particular opinion or view, thus affecting how people 

perceive the discourse.  

- Presuppositions: This aims to identify old propositions in discourse that are 

based on the background knowledge and beliefs of the intended audience of 

discourse.  

- Implications: This aims to identify new propositions in discourse that are 

constituted based on general knowledge and explicit propositions based on 

the context.   

Moreover, this approach recognises an important aspect regarding ideological 

framing in discourse which is of paramount importance for this study. Van Dijk 

(2000a) proposed the concept of ‘ideological square’ to identify how a 

communicative event represents Us vs Them. This concept reflects the expression of 

conflict of ideologies and social traditions in discourse, allowing for one side to 

express their superior ideals and morality over the other. It is based on four points: 

the emphasis on the positive about ‘Us’ and on the negative about ‘Them’, and also 

de-emphasising the negative about ‘Us’ and the positive about ‘Them’ (ibid: 44). 

This concept could be utilised in the analysis of all levels of structure in discourse 
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because the dialectic nature of emphasis and de-emphasis in discourse creates 

various possibilities through which this can be presented in the discursive structures 

(for example, semantic, quotes, metaphors). For this study, the notion of the 

ideological square and social cognition can be very useful in the analysis, 

particularly with regard to the positioning strategies of framing which were 

discussed in the framing chapter. The following figures can simplify this approach: 

 

Figure 7 Adapted from Hart, 2010: 15 

 
The first and last level of analysis in both CDA approaches introduced by Fairclough 

and Van Dijk are similar and have the same basis of analysis. Therefore, we will not 

go further in describing what has been discussed already; rather, we will focus on the 

socio-cognitive level of this approach.  

 

Figure 8 Linguistic representation (adapted from Van Dijk, 1987, cited in Khosravinik, 2010) 

4.3.3 Socio-cognition component in CDA  

Cognition is the analysis level that connects discourse to its social context and is the 

level on which these approaches differ. Fairclough’s approach has its discursive 
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practice, which has been previously explained. Van Dijk, on the other hand, proposes 

social cognition as the link that connects discourse to society, and it is this level that 

is used in the analysis for this study. Van Djik defines social cognition as ‘socially 

shared representations of societal arrangements, groups and relations, as well as 

mental operations such as interpretation, thinking and arguing, inferencing and 

learning’ (1993a: 257). In other words, Van Dijk claims that the only way one can 

connect discourse to its social structures is through the ‘mental representation of 

language users’ (2015: 64). Wodak stipulates that, from a socio-cognitive 

perspective, ‘representation’ refers to political affiliations and frames of reference 

rather than simple semantic terms (2006: 181). Thus, she suggests that in 

interdisciplinary research such as this, analysts should utilise socio-cognitive notions 

in order to identify how discourse reflects social identity and affects opinion (ibid).  

Cognitive aspects of this nature primarily deal with mental models, memory and 

socially shared epistemology, which are involved in the processes of discourse 

production and comprehension (Van Dijk, 2015). Mental models reflect the 

individual experiences stored in mental memory, through which individuals identify 

themselves, and can be reflected in language through semantic and syntactic 

structures. Conversely, social epistemology reflects the knowledge and attitudes 

shared by a society, or groups within it, towards the world and the various events 

that happen in it (ibid: 66-67). Based on this, analysts could theoretically identify 

how a discourse has been constructed and translated and the meaning it signifies and 

communicates in accordance with the socio-cognitive properties of its context. Van 

Dijk adds an important point to affirm this argument: if there was not a cognitive 

mediation between discourse and society, then all discourses regarding the same 

social issue would be identical (ibid). Knowledge is the foundation of cognition; thus, 

Van Dijk argues, how we understand discourses and interact in them is considered a 

‘system of knowledge’ of a society (ibid:68). The relationship between knowledge 

and discourse is symbiotic because we acquire knowledge through discourse and, at 

the same time, discourse is produced and consumed based on socially shared 

knowledge, as is the case in news discourse. Therefore, discourse structures can be 

explained in accordance with the presupposed knowledge of their intended readers. It 

can also explain why these structures can differ in translated discourse compared to 

the original (ibid). By identifying the socially shared knowledge of a society or a 

group, CDA analysts can understand why and how discourse structures are viewed in 
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different ways by different people based on their shared knowledge (Wodak, 2006: 

182). As such, they show instances of ideological framing towards issues that, on the 

macro level, can be perceived as negative or positive (for example, war, immigrants, 

racism). For CDA to uncover power relations and ideological manipulation in 

discourse and its social contexts, we must consider the cognitive mediation between 

them (Van Dijk, 2015:70).  

4.4 Analytical Model Adapted for the Study  

Based on the CDA models discussed, together with the translation aspect of this 

study, a new model that meets the requirements of this research has been adapted for 

the analysis of the data. It is designed based on Fairclough’s and Van Dijk’s 

approaches, with some modification, creating a new model addressing the questions 

raised in this study. Before starting the analysis using the hybrid CDA model, it is 

imperative to consider every interdisciplinary aspect of this research. Thus, based on 

these two approaches, the analysis model will utilise elements of analysis from each 

level that will provide answers for the research questions; however, not all elements 

of analysis in each approach will be used, only those that are useful for the study.  

Furthermore, Fairclough’s approach will inform the analysis of the linguistic aspects 

of the texts and their translation. It will also help to identify the ideological features 

of those texts and inform how the strategies specified are utilised in the translation. 

This includes how texts are controlled and what has been included and excluded 

from them, and how the participants in the texts are voiced and interact. Van Dijk’s 

cognitive aspect will be used for an overall analysis of the data to analyse the 

thematic structures of the source and target texts and their role in the framing 

represented in each of them. In other words, while Fairclough’s model operates on 

the micro level of text analysis, context and social views, Van Dijk’s model operates 

on the macro level of analysis, viewing the overall frame(s) of the event to the public 

and their macro propositions. This will guide the analysis with a clear understanding 

of each news article presented in the data about the Yemeni conflict, and of the entire 

thematic and framing projection of the data as a whole. 

Applying Fairclough’s model, which is highly effective and elaborate in its textual 

analysis using the concept of intertextuality to study each event, combined with Van 

Dijk’s cognitive model, which is effective when looking at macro thematic structures 

and implications of discourses on a large amount of text to locate the overall 
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schemata of the whole event, will be very informative for analysis on the socio-

cultural level to understand the cultural manifestation of the discourse in question. 

The aim of the analysis will be to focus on the production of news discourse and the 

translation processes involves in it. Production here means the practices of the news 

institutions chosen in this research, BBC and Al-Arabiya. It also involves the social 

conditions, among other factors, that affect how the media produce their discourse 

and how it can contribute to social change and alter social perception of events.  

The first step of the analysis is a comparison of the linguistic features of the source 

and target texts collected from the two news institutions. This step will focus on the 

similarities and differences between the original news discourse and its translation. It 

will also be useful to identify the translation strategies implemented by both news 

institutions to understand the choices made in the translation process of the whole 

data. The comparative analysis will provide a clear picture of how the news texts are 

linguistically structured in both English and Arabic. The second step of the analysis 

will focus on the discursive practice: how the context of each text is presented in 

discourse both for the source and target cultures. On this level, the focus is on the 

production of news text within a social context and comparing the differences and 

similarities between the original and translated contextual representations of events 

to understand how discursive norms are governed by social ones and vice versa. On 

this level of analysis, among other elements one must identify the type and features 

of discourse. The analysis will also strive to locate the position of the two news 

agencies under scrutiny, based on their production and translation of discourse, to 

uncover their projection of the event.  

The third step is taking into consideration the entire thematic structures of the whole 

data presented by the BBC and Al-Arabiya on the cognitive level, locating how both 

agencies frame the same event for the viewers. This level seeks to project the overall 

meanings of discourse based on socially shared knowledge and how it is represented 

in the process of discourse production. It links the discourse to its socio-cultural 

practice through analysing cognitive concepts such as presupposition and coherence. 

Cognitive analysis does not draw conclusions from single texts; rather, it focuses on 

macro propositions of texts that control their meaning and structures.  

The last step of analysis will deal with the social effect in both the source and target 

culture based on the relations of power and ideology represented in the news 

discourses in question. This step also focuses on whether these relations are 
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expressed with equal means and values in both source and target cultures. This level 

provides explanations towards the aims of the previous levels of discourse and the 

manifestations of those aims on a social level. In other words, it uncovers how 

ideologies and instances of power relations influence social change based on the 

beliefs and self-representations in the social structures of those societies. 

 

Figure 9 CDA Model adapted for this study 

It is worth noting that some elements of analysis on different discursive levels may 

be similar and it may appear that there is an overlap between the different analysis 

levels. Fairclough addressed this issue, arguing that an overlap between different 

levels of discourse is inevitable. This is because analysts try to interpret and describe 

texts and their production and then reinterpret them in their social level (Fairclough, 

1992: 231). This overlap between analysis levels should not be considered as an 

inefficient hindrance; rather, it makes for a stronger result in the analysis because of 

the consistency of the finding on the different discursive levels. Similarly, Van Dijk 

argues that discursive structures such as coherence and presuppositions cannot be 

interpreted and understood within the textual level and need to be analysed based on 

their socio-cultural knowledge (Van Dijk, 2014: 224). The next section will discuss 

the elements of analysis for the study and provide an illustration for those elements 

on each discursive level.  

Furthermore, the analysis in this research comprises both qualitative and quantitative 

parts to corroborate the findings. The model of analysis mentioned represents the 

qualitative aspect of the analysis. It will be concerned primarily with the linguistic 

tools and strategies used and their meaning and representations, including the 
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ideology and overall framing of the data. In addition, a quantitative analysis was 

conducted using a software program that included the complete data both in English 

and Arabic, which reveals instances of repetition and use of lexical items, among 

others, in the data. Consequently, provides statistical evidence that helps to 

corroborate the results of the qualitative analysis, and provides a clear picture about 

the corpus collected in its entirety. The use of both these stages of analysis is meant 

to discard any notion of bias and lack of objectivity that studies into ideology and 

CDA are often accused of and criticised for.  

4.4.1 Combining approaches  

This section elaborates on the use of a combined approach for the purposes of this 

study. Both levels of analysis and their use in their analytical approaches have been 

discussed previously. However, what concerns us here is where they meet and depart 

from one another in order to apply them in the analysis with maximum efficiency. It 

should be noted that many consider cognitive science a branch of language studies in 

its own right, and many scholars like Hart and Lukes (2007) and Wodak (2006) have 

called for synergy between CDA and cognition. That is what this research is 

intended to do, but one must first distinguish between and clarify their use and 

applicability for the analysis. Mediation is the primary objective of almost any 

discourse analysis such as this, whether it is mediation from source and target texts, 

the translation, or mediation between texts and their social domain. Thus, Wodak 

(2006) argues that cognitive strategies have provided CDA with useful insight into 

the ‘mental processes of text deconstruction’. She contends that, in the case of news 

discourse, people perceive it differently based on their generally shared system of 

knowledge (182). These systems of knowledge, according to Van Dijk (2006), are 

shared in a society and help members of that society to understand discourse based 

on their cognitive reference; however, he notes that their reaction to the discourse 

might differ based on the different personal experiences of each individual of that 

society.  

Fairclough’s steps of analysis take a more functional perspective of the production 

process of the news discourse on multiple levels, including the translation process of 

the source texts. These steps take into consideration each communicative event in the 

analysis, de-contextualising the original and re-contextualising the translation to 

ascertain its true meaning, providing a detailed guide, particularly on the textual 
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level. They also will seek to identify the ideological aim of that meaning in its socio-

cultural milieu in order to uncover the why behind that ideology. Through this 

process, this study will be able to locate the strategies used by the news agencies in 

their production and translation processes and ascertain their implementation in the 

analytical process.  

Socio-cognitive discourse analysis, according to Van Dijk, can be applied using a 

number of different methods of analysis because it is a multidisciplinary approach. 

He contends that a multidisciplinary socio-cognitive CDA analysis will lead to a 

better analysis of discourse in society. This is due to the basic foundation of the 

socio-cognitive aspect of analysis, which is the ‘personal and socially shared 

knowledge of language users as social actors and members of epistemic communities’ 

(Van Dijk, 2016: 12). The cognitive side of the analysis takes into account the whole 

analysis of the texts and discursive practice to determine their overall thematic 

structure and the framing represented in them. The purpose of this level is to govern 

the implications of the discourse as a whole, based on the mental structure of each 

respective culture of the original and target discourse. Cognition is the focus of Van 

Dijk’s CDA approach; he argues that it is only through cognition that one can link 

discourse to society. He also stipulates that social cognition provides a clearer 

understanding of the mental representations of discourse among other aspects that 

can only be identified through cognitive analysis (2016:3).  

The main difference between these approaches is derived from their different views 

regarding discourse, ideology, and how to analyse the context in which they manifest. 

They also differ in their view of the socio-cultural aspect of discourse. For 

Fairclough, the concept of power is central for discourse to be able to change cultural 

views, while Van Dijk suggests that social discourse is a reflection of social 

cognition. The notion of power in the production of discourse is a major difference 

between them. While Fairclough believes it is a production factor for any social 

discourse, Van Dijk sees it as abuse by groups with power to influence their 

ideologies. Therefore, how these approaches are implemented and used is primarily 

based on the analyst and his/her interest and needs. To conclude, the following table 

provides an illustrated description of elements of analysis that will be implemented 

in each level of discourse.  
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Table 2 analysis elements for the CDA model adapted 

 

4.5 Concluding Remarks 

In this chapter the thesis has discussed and outlined the methodology by which the 

analysis will be carried out in the subsequent chapters. Starting with the collection of 

the data and outlining its scope, background and sources. Then the chapter has 

moved to review the practice of translation in online news institution, building on the 

literature previously reviewed in chapter 2 and 3. This section has paid a particular 

focus to the practice of translation in online news in the BBC and Al-Arabiya. 

Following this the second half of the chapter, building on what has been discussed in 

chapter 2 (see section 2.3), has provided a detailed description of the CDA 

approached chosen for this research reflecting their similarities and differences. 

Finally, the last section has discussed the advantageous of combining elements from 

these two approaches for the purposes of this research and presenting the CDA 

model adapted in it. The following chapter will begin the analysis of the data, 

starting with the quantitative analysis of the whole corpora and then moving to the 

qualitative analysis of the BBC examples extracted its corpus.  
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Chapter 5: Analysis of the BBC corpora 

Overview 

In this chapter, a thorough analysis of the news stories collected from the BBC news 

agencies will be conducted. The analysis will be divided into two parts: the first part 

will discuss the data representation from the BBC and the second part will 

demonstrate the findings of the analysis. Also, the findings from the qualitative 

analysis will be based on the quantitative analysis of the corpus data collected in this 

research. 

The first part will discuss the quantitative analysis and its findings, which will shed 

light on and direct the qualitative analysis. This will be done in order to foreground 

the results of the data and guide the CDA finding with a quantitative corpus tool. 

Among other features, it will account for keywords, lexical repetition, word 

association, and collocations. This will also provide an understanding of the 

coverage of the conflict by both the BBC and Al-Arabiya in which the news is 

presented in English and in Arabic. This research will provide a detailed account of 

this by comparing and contrasting the features of the ST and TT of the news stories. 

The second part of the analysis will be a qualitative analysis implementing the CDA 

model adapted for this research. It will comprise a comparative linguistic analysis of 

the English and Arabic news stories, revealing the similarities and differences on 

both the micro structural features as well as the macro propositions of the overall 

corpus. The analysis will focus on the headlines and lead of each news story and then 

move to the representative examples of segments extracted from the corpus. This 

will provide a detailed account not only for the micro levels of analysis, but also for 

the macro corpus structures and frames – like a jigsaw puzzle, each small piece is 

important to complete the picture. It will also identify the translation strategies (for 

example, addition, omission, replacement, speakers’ positioning) used by the news 

agencies previously mentioned to present news stories. This will demonstrate how 

the framing of news discourse is projected from source to target texts, and whether it 

is presented as is or in a different frame.  

The following section will discuss the quantitative corpus analysis of the data 

collected from the BBC and Al-Arabiya English and Arabic news websites. All the 

data is included, in addition to illustrated tables and graphs that further explain and 
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assist the points that will be discussed in the qualitative analysis, such as translation 

strategies and use of lexical items, and their findings. By implementing this 

methodology, the analysis utilises what Mautner describes as the ‘best of both 

worlds’, referring to corpus linguistics and CDA (2009:125). However, before 

explaining the quantitative corpus analysis, here are some key terms with their 

definition. 

Table 3 Corpus glossary terms (adapted from CASS Briefing 2013) 

Term Definition 

Corpus A corpus is a body of language representative of a particular variety of language 

or genre which is collected and stored in electronic form for analysis using 

concordance software. 

Corpus-driven An inductive process where corpora are investigated from the bottom up and 

patterns found therein are used to explain linguistic regularities and exceptions 

of the language variety/genre exemplified by those corpora. 

Collocation A co-occurrence relationship between words or phrases. Words are said to 

collocate with one another if one is more likely to occur in the presence of the 

other than elsewhere. 

Concordance A display of every instance of a specified word or other search term in a corpus, 

together with a given amount of preceding and following context for each result 

or ‘hit’. 

Frequency list A list of all the items of a given type in a corpus (e.g. all words, all nouns, all 

four-word sequences) together with a count of how often each occurs. 

Keyword A word that is more frequent in a text or corpus under study than it is in some 

(larger) reference corpus. Differences between corpora in how the word being 

studied occurs will be statistically significant for it to be a keyword. 

Reference 
corpus 

A corpus which, rather than being representative of a particular language variety, 

attempts to represent the general nature of a language by using a sampling frame 

emphasis. 

5.1-Quantitative Corpus Analysis 

In order to ensure the successful viability of the qualitative CDA in this research, a 

quantitative corpus analysis of the data was conducted to identify the linguistic 

patterns using WordSmith corpus analysis software to help establish the main frames 

represented in the corpus. As discussed in the methodology chapter, the data was 

collected from news agencies’ websites starting from March 2015 when the conflict 

in Yemen began until the first quarter of 2017. The collection of the data focused on 

the main events and topics covered in the conflict by the BBC and Al-Arabiya news 

agencies. The following table shows the number and word count of the data collected 

for the study.  
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Table 4 Data collected 

News website Number of articles Total word count 

BBC English 43 30,831 

BBC Arabic 43 23,781 

Al-Arabiya English 40 16,408 

Al-Arabiya Arabic 40 12,749 

Although the Arabic articles from the BBC are translations of their original in 

English, their word count is decreased by almost 23%. This indicates the use of 

omission strategy in the translation, as will be shown in the qualitative analysis later 

on, after taking into account the difference between language systems that would 

explain the decrease in word count during the translation process. The same decrease 

is presented in the Al-Arabiya articles, where the Arabic word count is 22% less than 

English. 

Another important point is the clear difference in word count between the two news 

agencies with a relatively small difference in the number of articles. This reflects the 

difference in the amount of space allocated to the articles on both agencies’ websites. 

Clearly, the BBC has more space per article than Al-Arabiya. This issue has been 

discussed previously in the literature, which examines the norms and editorial 

conditions of online news articles.  

Using WordSmith7 corpus analysis software, each of the sub-corpora were analysed 

separately based on language. This helps to identify the characteristics of each 

corpus on its own, including frequency, patterns, and clusters, and subsequently 

compare and contrast the differences and similarities between the source and 

translated corpus of each news agency. The result of this then illustrates how those 

agencies reported the conflict. The first step of the corpus analysis is to make a word 

list that identifies the keyword in each sub-corpus, which helps to identify the focus 

and points of view established in them.  

5.1.1-Keywords 

After creating a word list based on the most to least frequent words in each of the 

four corpora, a keyword list was created based on that frequency and text type. In 

order to create a list of keywords, one must compare the word list created with a 

reference corpus of the same genre, in this case a news corpus, in order to account 
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for the ‘keyness’ of the words and their frequency in comparison to another corpus 

of the same type. The English reference corpus was taken from the NOW corpus 

(https://corpus.byu.edu/now/), which contains about two million words, whereas the 

Arabic reference corpus, which contains more than four million words, was taken 

from KACST (http://corpus.kacst.edu.sa/index.jsp). 

This step was performed on all the corpora for this research in both languages and 

not only based on the source text in English, which provided a clear comparative 

analysis between the source and translated corpora. Each of the four corpora had 

almost 200 keyword results in WordSmith7. Every single keyword is presented in 

the corpora with frequency number and percentage in relation to the corpus. Due to 

the somewhat large number of keywords for each corpus and for the purposes of this 

research, the focus will be on the first 20 keywords in both the English and Arabic 

data. The following table presents the first 20 Keywords (KW) from the English 

corpora of the BBC and Al-Arabiya.  

Table 5 Keywords of the English corpus 

BBC English 

KW 

Frequency Percentage Al-Arabiya English KW Frequency Percentage 

SAUDI 334 1.06 SAUDI 207 1.19 

YEMEN 300 0.95 YEMEN 193 1.11 

FOR 202 0.64 COALITION 162 0.93 

COALITION 201 0.64 AL 88 0.51 

IT 174 0.55 ARABIA 86 0.50 

HOUTHIS 170 0.54 IRAN 86 0.50 

AIR 150 0.48 YEMENI 82 0.47 

ARABIA 126 0.40 HOUTHIS 65 0.37 

GOVERNMENT 117 0.37 SALEH 64 0.37 

REBELS 113 0.36 ARAB 62 0.36 

WAR 113 0.36 LED 55 0.32 

HOUTHI 111 0.35 SANAA 54 0.31 

UN 106 0.34 HOUTHI 54 0.31 

LED 102 0.32 MILITARY 53 0.31 

AL 99 0.31 GOVERNMENT 53 0.31 

PRESIDENT 97 0.31 FORCES 49 0.28 

IRAN 91 0.29 AGAINST 47 0.27 

KILLED 87 0.28 PRESIDENT 44 0.25 

BE 83 0.26 MILITIAS 43 0.25 

FORCES 81 0.26 WAR 43 0.25 

CONFLICT 80 0.25 UN 40 0.23 

https://corpus.byu.edu/now/
http://corpus.kacst.edu.sa/index.jsp
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CIVILIANS 78 0.25 GENERAL 40 0.23 

SANAA 77 0.24 HADI 36 0.21 

STRIKES 73 0.23 SYRIA 36 0.21 

COUNTRY 66 0.21 GULF 35 0.20 

MILITARY 65 0.21 COUNTRIES 35 0.20 

ARAB 63 0.20 SUPPORT 35 0.20 

MR 62 0.20 POLITICAL 34 0.20 

FIGHTING 61 0.19 AT 33 0.19 

YEMEN'S 58 0.18 FIGHTING 32 0.18 

From the table one can observe the similarities in KW between the two news 

agencies, and even though the conflict is in Yemen, the word Saudi seems to be more 

frequently used in both corpora. The same can be said about the terms Houthis and 

Coalition, where the latter is more frequently used than the former. As previously 

shown and discussed in Table 4, there is a difference in the amount of data collected 

from both news agencies. That difference is reflected in the frequency number for 

the KWs and their percentage of use in relation to both English and Arabic corpora. 

The KWs represent the points that both news agencies want to be the main focus for 

their readership; it is clear that the BBC uses the term Rebels while the term Militias 

is used by Al-Arabiya to describe the Houthis. Whether these focus points are 

portrayed in a positive or negative light cannot be observed from KW only, but from 

the collocations of those KW, as will be shown later. 

Table 6 Keywords of the Arabic corpus 

BBC Arabic 

KW 

Frequency Percentage Al-Arabiya Arabic 

KW 

Frequency Percentage 

ي 
 
ي  4.33 1081 ف

 
 3.47 471 ف

 2.19 297 من 2.74 684 من

 1.59 215 عىل 1.67 418 عىل

 1.40 190 أن 1.33 332 اليمن

 1.09 148 اليمن 1.12 279 السعودية

 0.90 122 إىل 1.04 260 إىل

 0.86 116 التحالف 0.95 238 أن

ي  0.78 196 التحالف
 0.75 102 الت 

ي 
 0.72 98 السعودية 0.73 183 الت 

 0.62 84 المتحدة 0.72 180 الحوثيي   

 0.60 82 عن 0.59 148 الذي

 0.58 79 مع 0.54 134 إن

 0.47 64 ال 0.53 132 عن
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 0.44 60 إيران 0.49 122 المتحدة

 0.44 59 اليمنية 0.41 103 ما

 0.43 58 صالح 0.38 95 وقال

 0.41 56 األمم 0.36 90 مع

 0.41 55 صنعاء 0.32 80 صنعاء

 0.41 55 الذي 0.31 78 الجوية

عية 0.30 75 الحرب  0.36 49 الشر

 0.35 48 ما 0.29 73 ال

 0.32 44 إن 0.29 72 ذلك

ي  0.28 70 المدنيي     0.30 40 العرب 

ي 0.28 69 عبد  0.30 40 عسي 

 0.29 39 كما 0.28 69 بعد

 0.29 39 بي    0.28 69 األمم

 0.28 38 كان 0.27 68 الحوثيون

 0.28 38 هذه 0.27 67 هادي

ي  0.26 64 إيران
 0.27 36 اليمت 

 0.26 35 الحوثيي    0.25 62 الرئيس

Table 6 represents the first 20 KWs from the Arabic corpora. Most of them are 

similar to the English KWs in Table 5 with differences in the frequency numbers, 

which is mainly a result of the Arabic corpora being less in terms of number of 

words. Nonetheless, the main focus points mentioned in Table 5 are still the main 

focus in Table 6, mainly اليمن and السعودية. However, unlike the English corpora, the 

latter word is used less than the former by both news agencies in Arabic. Also, the 

word الحوثيي  ن is less used in comparison to its English corpus in the Al-Arabiya 

column. This is because in Arabic there are more derivative forms of the word being 

used in the reports than there are in English. In other words, in English it is only 

‘Houthi’ or ‘Houthis’ whereas in Arabic it is ‘ ن-الحوثيي  ن-الحوثيون  
حوثية-الحوث  ’ and each 

of them are used. As such, by using all these derivatives in Arabic, the frequency 

number is divided between them, it is not because they are less focused on. 

Furthermore, some of the KWs in both corpora reflect the points of view represented 

in them. In Al-Arabiya we notice that Saleh صالح, referring to the ousted president, is 

a point that is stressed in their discourse. Also, the words ‘Government’ and عية  ,الشر

meaning legitimate, reflects the point that the coalition is in support of them. On the 

other hand, one can observe that in the BBC KWs, they focus on different points of 
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view reflected in their reporting, like the words ‘air’, ‘strikes’ and ‘civilians’ in 

English and نالمدنيي  ن نو  which means the same or as close to the context in the ,الجوية

KW. These are just some of the initial remarks that can be observed from the lists of 

KWs in tables 5 and 6 that show the framing points that both news agencies project 

in their production of news discourse.  

Another important issue is that the word Iran إيران, even though mentioned in both 

corpora, seems to be focused on in the al-Arabiya corpora more so than the BBC in 

both languages. This could be because of the difference in ideological perspective, 

which affects the way each news agency reports and frames the conflict in Yemen so 

as to promote those perspectives to their readership. Even though the amount of data 

from the BBC is greater in terms of word count than Al-Arabiya, the number of 

times used is relatively equal, which means that it is more focused on in Al-Arabiya 

reporting. These five words are considered to be the main parties of the conflict: 

Yemen, Saudi, Coalition, Houthis, Iran. The difference is how they are projected by 

different news agencies. Yet, as previously stated, in order to provide a clear view of 

the data analysis, the KW only provides a starting point, and one can only understand 

their use in the corpora through their collocations (see Table 3), which is the next 

point to discuss.  

5.1.2-KW clusters 

Keywords in corpus linguistics show the most commonly used words in the corpus 

in question without providing information about their use in the discourse in general. 

It is meant to guide analysts to the start point in the corpora, after which they would 

be able to identify the main themes presented. In this section, the KWs previously 

identified will be presented with their most frequent collocations to understand in 

what way the news agencies project their views of the conflict in Yemen. These 

clusters clearly show how the parties in the conflict are presented in source and 

translated corpora. The following sections show the cluster of words associated with 

the main parties of the conflict (Saudi, Yemen, Coalition, Houthis and Iran) and their 

derivatives in the corpora.  

The purpose of these clusters is to describe how the main actors in the conflict are 

being represented in the corpora. Based on the CDA model for this research, this 

identifies, among other features, the cognitive macrostructures in discourse topics 
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and implications in the production process of the news. It will also provide a 

clarification of how these cognitive representations are produced in the English and 

Arabic corpora, whether it is identical or varies based on the intended audience.  

Moreover, these clusters provide insight into some elements on more than one level 

of the analysis model for this research. This shows how the conflict and the parties in 

it are being represented. On the textual level, it illustrates the thematic structures and 

their suppositions and the style of wording utilised to imbed ideological frames. On 

the discursive level, it reveals the social conditions of discourse production by both 

news agencies in addition to the intertextual manifestations represented. The 

cognitive level of analysis benefits the most from analysing these clusters because it 

takes into consideration the overall corpora. Semantic macrostructures and textual 

macro propositions, as well as the presuppositions and implications that these 

clusters project repeatedly, limits the way in which people perceive the role played 

by the parties of the conflict and the nature of the conflict in general. Finally, the 

social practice level of analysis examines the discursive links of these clusters and 

their ideological effect. This last level differs in the degree of representing the event 

between source and target language due to the difference between source and target 

cultures in terms of knowledge, beliefs and social norms.  

5.1.3-Representation of Saudi 

Starting with the most frequent KW in the corpora and one of the parties in the 

Yemeni conflict, this section will analyse the cluster of words associated with Saudi. 

Cluster analysis provides information about some of the elements of analysis 

adopted by this research (for example, theme, wording, intertextuality, semantic 

macrostructures). These clusters reveal the underlying ideologies associated with the 

word in question and the way it is framed to the public. They also show the 

epistemological context in which the words are projected. The views of the news 

agencies towards the conflict and how these views are translated to the target 

audience will also be discussed.  

Table 7 most frequent collocation of SAUDI in the BBC 

Clusters of the word Saudi BBC 

English Frequency 

Clusters of the word Saudi BBC 

Arabic Frequency 

THE SAUDI-LED COALITION 107 90 الذي تقوده السعودية 

TO SAUDI ARABIA 75 62 التحالف بقيادة السعودية 
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SAUDI ARABIA AND 54 ي اليمن
 
 31 السعودية ف

BY SAUDI ARABIA 32  ي
 
 26 تقوده السعودية ف

A SAUDI-LED COALITION 30 25 المملكة العربية السعودية 

SALES TO SAUDI 28 14 العسكري بقيادة السعودية 

SINCE THE SAUDI-LED 21 ي بقيادة السعودية  10 العرب 

THE SAUDI-LED AIR 21 8 ضد المتمردين السعودية 

THE SAUDI BORDER 19 ي اليمن السعودية
 
 7 ف

YEMEN CONFLICT SAUDI-LED 19    6 السعودية باستهداف المدنيي 

SAUDI-LED AIR CAMPAIGN 18 6 بقيادة السعودية باستهداف 

SAUDI AIR FORCE 13 5 القوات الجوية السعودية 

Table 7 displays the most frequent clusters of the word Saudi in the BBC English 

and Arabic corpora. As can be observed, it is commonly associated with ‘led’, 

‘Coalition’ ن التحالف,بقيادة,  which are associated with war, particularly using words 

such as ‘air campaign’ and ‘air force’ in English as well as نالمدنيي  ن  meaning ,استهداف

‘targeting civilians’ن in Arabic. The main representation of Saudi is ‘waging war’, as 

indicated by the clusters. Now, in order to identify how this war is being waged, we 

must analyse these clusters within their context in the discourse.  

Table 8 Most frequent collocation of SAUDI in Al-Arabiya 

Clusters of the word Saudi Al-

Arabiya English Frequency 

Clusters of the word Saudi Al-

Arabiya Arabic Frequency 

SAUDI ARABIA AND 62 38 المملكة العربية السعودية 

THE SAUDI-LED COALITION 55 14 الذي تقوده السعودية 

SAUDI ARABIA S 26 ي اليمن
 
 14 السعودية ف

TO SAUDI ARABIA 22 10 وزير الدفاع السعودي 

OF SAUDI ARABIA 21 9 المعمىلي سفي  السعودية 

SAUDI-LED COALITION FIGHTING 20  ي
 
 9 تقوده السعودية ف

SAUDI PRESS AGENCY 18 ي األمم
 
 8 السعودية ف

SAUDI-LED ARAB COALITION 15 8 السعودية لدى األمم 

FOR SAUDI ARABIA 14 6 السعودية من قائمة 

VINDICATES SAUDI ARABIA 14 6 العربية السعودية من 

THE OFFICIAL SAUDI 13 5 العربية السعودية لدى 

THE SAUDI-LED ARAB 13 5 العربية السعودية هذا 

Table 8 shows the clusters of the word Saudi in Al-Arabiya corpora, where the most 

frequent cluster is the name of the country SAUDI ARABIA المملكة العربية السعودية, and not 

about the coalition. It does mention the Saudi-led coalition, but in a context of 

defending the legitimacy of Yemen and not waging or instigating war. It also 
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associates the word Arab with Saudi-led coalition, providing the full official name, 

which is the Saudi-led Arab Coalition نالسعودية نبقيادة نالعرث    The BBC, on the .التحالف

other hand, does not use this association, and this could be because the focus is on 

the Saudi part in the conflict rather than the coalition part. This style of wording and 

associating particular words together throughout the corpora helps to build the 

foundation for the ideological positioning and framing of events. As contended by 

Baker (2010:19), frequently used multi-word bundles serve as a constant to follow 

by readers in an ever-changing flow of information. This is particularly true for news 

discourse where information is updated and changed on an hourly basis.  

5.2-Concordance of Saudi in the BBC 

In order to provide a proper context to the representation of the parties in the conflict, 

this section will present and discuss the first 15 lines of concordances of the word 

Saudi  .in English and in Arabic from the BBC corpora in alphabetical order السعوديةن

As contended by Baker (ibid), sorting the concordance line alphabetically can 

quickly help to identify patterns of representation in discourse (p.22). The reason for 

not including all the concordance lines together initially is in accordance with 

Hunston’s argument that an analyst should choose some concordance lines randomly 

to avoid bias. This would serve to provide a general qualitative analysis of the 

representation of those concordances (2002:52). After that, analysts choose a specific 

line to provide certain lines for detailed examination (ibid).  

Table 9 Fifteen concordance lines of the word Saudi in BBC corpora 

Concordance of Saudi in English ST Concordance of Saudi in Arabic TT 

1-For the UK, this is also about the whole nature and rationale 

of its controversial strategic alliance with Saudi Arabia, which 

campaigners want immediately curtailed. 

يطانيا،نسوفنتتطرقنالمحادثاتنأيضانإىلنطبي عةنوبالنسبةنلب 

نللجدلنمعنالسعودية،ن نالمثب  اتيج   ومنطقنالتحالفناالسبر

 .الذينيريدننشطاءنتقليصهنفورا

2-Will this be enough to dampen the growing condemnation of 

US and British military support for the Saudi campaign? 

Unlikely. 

ايدةنهلنسيكوننهذانكافيانللتخفيفنمننحدةناإلداناتن المبر 

نللحملةنالسعودية؟نهذان  
يطاث  نوالب  ناألمريك 

لدعمنالجيشي  

نمرجح  .غب 

3-But the fact is that British and US military hardware is 

sustaining the Saudi campaign and Yemenis know it. 

The US also provides intelligence and refuelling for the 

coalition.  

نلك نه  نواألمريك   
يطاث  نأننمعداتنالجيشنالب  ننالحقيقةنه 

نتضمنناستمرارنالحملةنالسعودية،نواليمنيوننيعرفونن  
التر

 ذلكن

كمانتزودنالوالياتنالمتحدةنالتحالفنبالمعلوماتن

 االستخباراتيةنوالوقود

4-In March 2015 Saudi Arabia went to war in Yemen at the 

head of a coalition of 11 countries. 

نمارسن/نآذارن  
ناليمنن2015ف   

،نذهبتنالسعوديةنإىلنالحربنف 

دولةن11عىلنرأسنتحالفنيضمن . 

5-Chris Doyle, director of the Council for Arab-British 

Understanding, told the BBC Mr Johnson's comments were "by 
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no means the harshest criticism one hears of Saudi Arabia". 
Omitted 

6-Armed with state-of-the-art US and British warplanes and 

their munitions, Saudi Arabia's air force and its allies have 

complete air superiority in the skies over Yemen, meaning they 

alone can carry out air strikes.  

نالقوات الجويةنالسعوديةنوحلفاؤهانبتفوقنجوينتامننوتتمب  

نسماءناليمننبفضلنتسليحهانبأحدثنالطائراتنالحربيةن  
ف 

نأنهنيمكنهان  
يطانيةنواألمريكية،نوهونمانيعت  ةنالب  والذخب 

 وحدهانأننتشننغاراتنجوية

7-The Saudi-led coalition is immediately reviewing its rules of 

engagement. Will this be enough to silence those calling for the 

UK and US to curb their arms sales to Saudi Arabia? 

يراجعنالتحالفنالعسكرينبقيادةنالسعوديةنقواعدناالشتباكن

نيعملنوفقها.نلكن،نهلنيسكتنهذانمننيطالبوننبريطانيان  
التر

 والوالياتنالمتحدةنبالحدنمننمبيعاتنالسالحنللسعودية؟

8-Forces loyal to the government, and southern militia, are 

fighting back, aided by air strikes led by neighbouring Saudi 

Arabia. 

 

Omitted 

9-Alarmed by the rise of a group they believed to be backed 

militarily by regional Shia power Iran, Saudi Arabia and eight 

other mostly Sunni Arab states began an air campaign aimed at 

restoring Mr Hadi's government. 

وشنتنالمملكةنالعربيةنالسعوديةنوثمانندولنأخرىنذاتن

أغلبيةنسنيةنحملةنجويةنتستهدفنإعادةنحكومةنهادينإىلن

ن  
حكمنالبالد،نمدفوعةنبمخاوفهانمننبروزنهذهنالجماعةنالتر

نالمنطقة،نُيعت  
قدنأنهانمدعومةنعسكريانمننالقوةنالشيعيةنف 

 إيران

10-Rockets were fired by Houthi rebels at Jazan and Najran in 

Saudi Arabia, the coalition said in a statement. "Forty-three 

violations were committed along the border... in which snipers 

and various weapons were used, including missiles," it said. 

نمنن نانتهكوانالهدنةنأكب  ن40وذكرنبياننللتحالفنأننالحوثيي  

مرةنبطولنالحدودنمعنالسعوديةنوأنهمنقصفوانبالصواري    خن

نالسعوديةنوقالنبياننالتحالفن اننونجراننجنوث  
نجب    

منطقتر

اصةنانتهاكانعىلنطولنالحدودن...نشاركنفيهانقنن43"وقعن

نذلكنالصواري    خ  
  .وجرتنبمختلفناألسلحةنبمانف 

11-The rebel Houthi-run government said a Saudi-led coalition 

was responsible - a claim Saudi Arabia denied. 

 

Omitted 

12-Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn called on Mr Johnson to "be 

brave enough" to back opposition calls to to halt arms sales to 

Saudi Arabia.  

 

Omitted 

13-As long as air strikes continue over Yemen civilians will 

continue to die, while Houthi rebels continue to fire their 

missiles across the border at Saudi villages. So the pressure to 

end this unwinnable war is greater than ever. 

مننالمستبعدنأننيحدثنذلك،نفطالماناستمرتنالغاراتن

نويستمرن الجويةنعىلناليمن،نسُيقتلنالمزيدنمنناليمنيي  

نالح نإطالقنالصواري    خنعب   
دودنعىلنالقرىنالحوثيوننف 

.السعودية نالنن  
وعليه،نفإننالضغوطنإلنهاءنهذهنالحربنالتر

نمننأينوقتن ايدةنأكب  يبدونأننفيهانطرفانمنترصانباتتنمبر 

ن  مض 

14-Oxfam will use the second conference of states party to the 

treaty in Geneva on Tuesday to criticise the government's 

position on sales to Saudi Arabia. 

ن  
 
نللدولناألعضاءنف  

وستستغلنأوكسفامنالمؤتمرنالثاث 

نجنيف،نالثالثاء،نإلدانةنموقفنالحكومةنمنن  
المعاهدةنف 

 مبيعاتناألسلحةنإىلنالسعودية

15-In March, there was a delegation of Houthis in the Saudi 

capital, Riyadh. Earlier attempts by Oman to broker a peace 

deal in Muscat and later talks in Geneva have failed to bridge 

the gap between the various sides.  

 

Omitted 

Table 9 shows the 15 concordance lines of the word Saudi and their translation from 

the BBC corpora, extracted from WordSmith7 in alphabetical order. Of the 15 

concordance lines, five were not translated into Arabic, or in other words, were 

omitted in the target text. Other lines were altered semantically and/or structurally 

between the ST and TT. Also, some lines have different interactional control as well 

as intertextual chains on the textual and discursive levels. The purpose of this is to 
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identify these changes and explain the reason behind them and the way they were 

presented in the corpora.  

From initial observation of the overall concordance lines, we can identify two main 

themes in representing the word Saudi in discourse. These themes construct the 

frames that would affect how it is cognitively perceived. The first theme is about the 

support of the two major Western powers, the UK and the US, for the Arabic 

coalition in the conflict, and calling for that support to stop. The second theme is the 

condemnation of Saudi-led coalition airstrikes of Houthis in Yemen. Each of these 

points will be discussed in the following subsection, starting with the omitted lines in 

the TT. 

5.2.1-Omitted concordance lines 

One can argue that, based on their content, all the omitted lines were 

epistemologically constructed and aimed for a certain social audience, in this case 

Western society in general and the UK and US in particular. One of the lines, 

number 12, was about the opinions of UK officials about the conflict in general and 

Saudi Arabia in particular in the form of a response to a statement given by the 

British Foreign Minister, Boris Johnson, regarding Saudi Arabia and the conflict in 

Yemen. The other four omitted lines, 5, 8, 11 and 15, provided certain background 

information about the conflict. All the omitted lines were not translated because they 

were not relevant or acceptable views and information for the target culture, or they 

were known information and it would be superfluous to include them in new news 

stories. This is, of course, determined by editorial choices as well as translators’ 

choices on what to translate and what to omit based on their knowledge of the target 

culture and audience. The following segment is a statement by the Director of 

CAABU, which is an NGO promoting British policies in the Middle East. 

Source text Target Text 

The rebel Houthi-run government said a Saudi-led coalition was 

responsible - a claim Saudi Arabia denied. 

Omitted 

The brief quote reported was an encouragement to criticise Saudi policies in general. 

It was preceded in the news report by concordance segment 12, which is another 

quote encouraging the foreign secretary to oppose dealings with Saudi Arabia. 

Moreover, concordance 12 was also preceded by another quote from a political 

spokesperson with a similar message of encouragement for criticism.  

http://www.caabu.org/node/817
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On the textual level of analysis, this interactional control of speakers in discourse 

provides a cohesion in structure to allow setting the frame, which is the negative 

representation of Saudi Arabia and the need for a firmer approach in the UK dealings 

with them. As such, omission strategy was utilised on segments 5 and 12 in the 

translation of the news report into Arabic. From a translation perspective, this could 

have been implemented for two reasons. The first is that these quotes were intended 

for the UK audience in particular, which could be viewed as being designed to affect 

public opinion towards UK and Saudi relations. As such, there would be no point 

transferring this particular information to the target Arabic audience. The second was 

the clear and obvious negative remarks about Saudi represented in the discourse, 

which would not be welcomed or agreed with in most of the target Arabic culture. 

The conditions of discourse production and translation can be guided by the 

cognitive presuppositions of the target audience, knowing what to include and what 

to exclude, as in this case, in order to appear objective and not overzealous in their 

reporting. This is reflected in the news report’s headline, which contains lines 5 and 

12, which clearly represent the way in which the translation process is carried out to 

accommodate the target social norm to some degree, not to offend and repel them. 

However, that does not mean that they would not utilise the same methods in 

translation to steer their views. 

Both headlines are quotes by the UK Foreign Minister, Boris Johnson, بوريسنجونسون, 

however what each quote contains reflects a different emphasis of focus, 

implementing not only omission strategy but alteration in choosing what to include 

in the translation and how to include it. This has set the mode of the whole discourse 

by controlling what to include of what has been said by speakers and the order in 

which they have said it. In addition to what other people have said and reported and 

the way these quotes interact in the discourse can represent different perceptions of 

the event being reported. One can observe the shift in emphasis from Yemen to 

Saudi. Utilising the interactional control of speakers and the structure of their quotes 

in discourse is one way of defining its production. 

Headline in English Headline in Arabic 

Boris Johnson: 'Profound concern' for people of 

Yemen 

حاجة السعودية "لتأمي   نفسها من بوريس جونسون: أتفهم 

 قصف الحوثيي   
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Furthermore, in the lead from the same article that came after the previous headline, 

one can clearly see how each article’s lead followed the view projected in its 

headline. Utilising structural cohesion by connecting the sentences in a particular 

order paves the way to set the frame intended in the discourse. Based on the intended 

audience, each discourse was structured differently to accommodate the socio-

cognitive nature for that audience’s presupposition as well as trying to slightly inject 

implications that could, over time and with repetition, alter their views.  

Concordance lines 8, 11 and 15 have been omitted as well, but not for the same 

reason as the ones that have been discussed. These examples represent 

epistemological control in discourse production to each respective audience. Most of 

the target Arabic-speaking culture has more knowledge and background of the 

conflict due to their familiarity with it, which is self-evident by the number of 

countries in the coalition, including the GCC, Egypt, and Morocco. On the other 

hand, the English-speaking culture lacks the overall knowledge and the general self-

interest in the conflict due to lack of direct involvement in it. Consequently, the type 

and amount of information or epistemological scope conveyed in discourse and the 

manner in which it is conveyed varies. In this case, these three examples contain 

information that is intended only for the ST readers to provide general and particular 

instances of the conflict, which helps, over time and with repetition, in shaping and 

steering views by the news institutions. In other words, from a socio-cognitive point 

of view, it is easier to build presuppositions about or towards something through 

intertextual features in discourse production in a social structure with limited or no 

previous knowledge about that something, as is the case in the ST. However, for the 

TT audience, this information is considered common knowledge and would not 

affect their opinions on the matter, at least from an institutional discourse production 

point of view; thus, omission is used in the TT.  

Lead in English 

Boris Johnson has spoken of his "profound concern" for people in Yemen and said that "force alone" will not 

bring stability to the country. But the foreign secretary said he understood the Saudi need to be "secure from 

bombardment" from Yemen. 

Leadنin Arabic 

،نبوريسنجونسون،نإنهنيتفهمنحاجةنالسعوديةنإىلن"الشعورنباألماننمننالقصف"نمنناليمن.نلكنهن  
يطاث  قالنوزيرنالخارجيةنالب 

،نمضيفانأنن"القوةنبمفردها"نلننتجلبناالستقرارنإىلنهذانالبلد  
 أضافنأنهنيشعرن"بقلقنعميق"نبشأننالشعبناليمت 
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5.2.2-Concordance lines translated in the TT 

The other 10 examples in Table 9 show multiple translation strategies and contain 

particular frames that reoccur throughout the corpora. One of the framing topics to 

discuss is represented in concordance lines 1, 3, 4, 9 and 10. These lines all refer and 

point to a similar topic in different contextual settings. The topic is about the support 

of the UK and US for the coalition side in the conflict, and the calls for that support 

to stop, according to the discursive macro propositions in the BBC corpora. One 

cannot fail to notice the negative representation of this particular topic, which is a 

perfect example of Van Dijk’s ideological square, particularly in showing the 

negative representation of the other consistently throughout the corpora.  

These negative representations are clearly reflected by some of the lexical items used 

in describing the alliance such as ‘controversial’ - نللجدل  - ’condemnation‘ / المثب 

 On the other hand, the wording style in these lines .(إلدانة - ’to criticise‘ / اإلدانات

signifies a particular meaning towards this alliance, which is that without the support 

of the UK and US, Saudi Arabia would not be able to continue in this conflict. This 

particular meaning is clearly stated in line 4 and insinuated in the other lines 

mentioned (British and US military hardware is sustaining the Saudi campaign), and 

the same meaning and style of wording is maintained in the translation (نمعداتن أن

ن  
نالتر نه  نواألمريك   

يطاث  نالسعوديةالجيشنالب  ناستمرارنالحملة تضمن ). Also, line 9 indicates that, 

because of this support, the Saudi Air Force can launch and continue launching 

missions, which means prolonging the conflict from that point of view. In other 

words, the discourse projects the frame that the conflict exists because of that 

support, linking the US and UK directly to the conflict in the eyes of the readership, 

instead of a faraway conflict in a distant region.  

What is interesting in these lines, particularly 1, 3, 4 and 9, is that the same frame 

represented in them was faithfully rendered in the translation with almost the same 

tone and contextual setting. Unlike the omitted lines discussed previously, the 

translation did not try to take into consideration the cultural and ideological 

differences between source and target readership. Nor have the social 

epistemological differences between them been considered, meaning that both source 

and target texts were almost identical in their textual and thematic structures. This is 

important as it defies the usual norm of translating news discourse in the sense that 

the translation is unilateral in nature, projecting the same views that could be 
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acceptable in the source culture but unlikely to have the same acceptance in the 

target culture.  

The news reports that contained these lines, and others that have the same features in 

translation, are referred to as editorial news reports. They represent the views of a 

particular news editor about certain subject/s, in this instance the conflict in Yemen, 

in general and are not about a particular incident but rather an overview. What makes 

this type of report interesting is the way it is translated to the target audience. 

Usually, in news translation there would be structural change, addition, omission 

and/or alteration; however, in this type of report there is almost none of that. 

Moreover, the name of the writer/editor who wrote the report in the ST is the same 

as the one in the TT, but whether he/she translated the report is not mentioned, nor is 

the fact that it is translated, as in the following example: 

ST Headline and writer TT Headline and Writer 

Yemen crisis: Why Gulf states went to war with the 

Houthis 

By Frank Gardner BBC security correspondent. 

؟أزمةناليمن:نلماذانشنتندولنالخليجنحربانعىلن الحوثيي    

نللشؤونناألمنيةن نس  نث   السعوديةن–فرانكنغاردنرنمحررنث    

The translation characteristics of this type of news report clearly differ from others, 

particularly in terms of rendering ideological frames without alteration and with 

similar contextual and thematic structures. Consequently, most of the other examples 

in Table 9 reflect the same views in different contexts and represent various frames 

that will be discussed in later sections. However, it is worth mentioning that even 

though the Saudi-led coalition contains many countries other than Saudi Arabia, they 

are rarely mentioned in the BBC corpora. Also, in the previous examples, when the 

US and UK support was mentioned, it was always associated with Saudi Arabia and 

not the coalition. Clearly, this shows that the focus on the reporting is not on the 

coalition in general but on Saudi Arabia in particular, which is understandable from a 

news framing point of view, so as not to alienate the intended readership as a whole.  

5.3-Concordance of Coalition in the BBC Corpora 

In the previous section, a brief qualitative analysis was discussed regarding the 

representation of the word Saudi, the most frequent KW, based on the first 15 

concordance lines of the BBC corpora. In this section, the same process will be 

carried out in relation to the representation of the word Coalition, the third most 

frequent KW, based on the first 15 concordance lines of the word. The reason for not 
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discussing the second most frequent KW (i.e. Yemen) is that it makes more sense to 

show all the representations of one side of the parties in conflict, in this case Saudi 

Arabia and the coalition, and then move towards the other parties.  

Table 10 Concordance of the word Coalition in the BBC corpora 

Concordance of Coalition in English ST Concordance of Coalition in Arabic TT 

1-The UN has also criticised the coalition's naval blockade of 

Yemen's seaports, which it says has greatly exacerbated the 

"extremely dire" humanitarian situation.  

omitted 

2-The inquiry also apportioned blame to the Air Operation Center 

in Yemen for directing aircraft onto the target without obtaining 

approval from the coalition's command. 

كنلتقييمنالحوادثنإننمركزنتوجيهنالعملياتن وقالنالفريقنالمشبر

ناليمنننفذنالغارةن"بناءنعىلنمعلوماتنمننجهةنتابعةن  
الجويةنف 

نالحقانأنهانم غلوطة"لرئاسةنهيئةناألركاننالعامةناليمنيةنتبي    

3-Zeid Raad Al Hussein condemned "the repeated failure" of the 

coalition to prevent deadly incidents. He said air strikes had caused 

almost all the coalition's civilian casualties. More than 6,000 

people, about half of them civilians, have been killed since Saudi 

Arabia launched a multi-national campaign against rebels in March 

2015 

نب ن نزيدنبننرعدنالحسي   نلحقوقناإلنسانناألمب  ونددنالمفوضناألمم 

"اإلخفاقنالمتكرر"نللتحالفنللحيلولةندوننالهجماتنعىلن

 .المدنيي  ن

،نمن نذنشنتنوقتلنستةنآالفنشخص،ننحوننصفهمنمننالمدنيي  

ن  
ناليمننف   

نف  السعوديةنحملتهانمتعددةنالجنسياتنضدنالحوثيي  

2015مارس/آذارن  

4-The coalition's efforts are supported by Britain and the United 

States. Both countries continue to sell arms to Saudi Arabia, and 

are providing the Saudi-led coalition with liaison officers and 

technical support. 

نجهودنالتحالفنبدعمنمننبريطانيانوالوالياتنالمتحدة،ن تحظ 

نتواصالننبيعناألسلحةنللسعودية،نويدعماننالتحالفنبقيادةن اللتي  

ن  
.السعوديةنبضباطناتصالنودعمنفت   

5-The coalition's statement accused the Houthis and forces loyal to 

former President Ali Abdullah Saleh of firing ballistic missiles at 

Saudi Arabia, attacking border posts and shelling civilian areas. 

نوقواتنصالحنبإطالقنصواري    خنباليستية،ن واتهمنالبياننالحوثيي  

ن  
نف  نالسعوديةنونقاطهانالحدودية،نوقصفنمدنيي    

عىلنأراض 

ن  
.اليمنمناطقنالرصاعنف   

6-An official with the UK government said Britain was 

considering sending a team of lawyers and military investigators to 

monitor the Saudi-led coalition's own inquiries. 

نإرسالنفريقن  
يطانيةنإننبلدهنيفكرنف  وقالنمسؤولنبالحكومةنالب 

نعسكرن نومحققي   نيجري  هانمحامي    
نلمراقبةنالتحقيقاتنالتر يي  

 التحالفنالعسكرينبقيادةنالسعودية

7-The coalition's member states consider al-Qaeda a terrorist 

organisation, and the jihadist network's local affiliates have 

attacked coalition forces and Yemeni government personnel. 

omitted 

8-The coalition's naval blockade and the wider conflict have 

caused a humanitarian crisis in Yemen, leaving more than seven 

million people severely food insecure. 

omitted 

9-The Houthis said a coalition air strike on Thursday killed three 

civilians in northern Saada province. They also said they had 

launched attacks across the border on Saudi military camps over 

the past two days.  

omitted 

10-Another 19 people were injured in the attack in Abs, in Hajjah 

province, believed to have been carried out by the Saudi-led 

coalition which is backing Yemen's government in its fight against 

Houthi rebels. The coalition has not yet commented. 

omitted 

11-Whitehall says RAF personnel placed inside coalition HQ are 

not involved in the targeting, that they are there to report back as 

well as to pass on to the Saudi-led coalition their expertise about 

best practice in avoiding civilian casualties.  

نوقالتنال يطانيةنإننعنارصنسالحنالجونالملك  حكومةنالب 

ناليمننالنتشاركن  
نالتحالفنالذينتقودهنالسعوديةنف   

الموجوديننف 

ناستهدافنالمواقعنجوا،نلكنهانموجودةنإلعدادنتقاريرنوتمريرن  
 
ف

ن  
نينبغ   

اتهانإىلنالتحالفنفيمانيتعلقنبأفضلنالممارساتنالتر خب 

 اتباعهانلتفادينسقوطنضحايانمننالمدنيي  ن

12-The coalition had said the cessation of hostilities, which came 

into effect on Saturday, might be extended if the rebels abided by it 

and allowed aid deliveries into besieged areas. 

وكاننالتحالفنإننوقفناالعمالنالعدائيةنالذينرسىنمفعولهنبدءان

منالمتمردوننبعدمنانتهاكهنمننظهرنالسبت ،نقدنيمددنإذانالبر 

 .وسمحوانبوصولنالمساعداتنإىلنالمناطقنالمحارصة
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13-The Saudi-led multinational coalition fighting the Houthi rebel 

movement in Yemen says a 48-hour cessation of hostilities will not 

be extended.  

A coalition spokesman said the truce, which ended at midday 

(09:00 GMT), had been violated repeatedly by the rebels. 

ناليمنن  
نف  أكدنالتحالفنبقيادةنالسعوديةنلقتالنالمتمرديننالحوثيي  

ساعةنلننن48أننوقفناألعمالنالعدائيةنالذينأعلننعنهنلمدةن

  .يمدد

نانتهتنمنتصفنوقالنالمتحدثنباسمنالتحالفنإنن  
الهدنة،نالتر

،نقدنانتهكتنبشكلنمتكررنمننقبلنالمتمردين  .ظهرناالثني  

14-The coalition intervened militarily in an attempt to restore the 

internationally-recognised administration after Mr Hadi was forced 

to flee the country. 

يستهدفنإعادةنحكمنالرئيسنعبدنربهنمنصورنويقولنالتحالفنإنهن

فنبهندوليا،نبينمانيقولنالحوثيوننإننالتحالفنيهدفن هادينالمعبر

نالبنيةنالتحتيةنلليمن،نويرصوننعىلنأننهادينلمنيعدن إىلنتدمب 

عيا .رئيسانرسر  

15-For nearly a month, the kingdom has been hosting 

forces from 20 allied nations, its first chance to practise 

integrating the Saudi-led Islamic Coalition announced last 

year to combat terrorism 

دولةن 20 فلمدةنشهرنكاملنتقريبا،ناستضافتنالسعوديةنقواتنمن

ناولنفرصةنتتاحنلهانللتدريبنعىلندمجنالتحالفنالذين  
حليفةنف 

نلمحاربةناالرهابتقودهنوالذيناعلننعننتأسيسهنالعامنال  
.ماض   

From the concordance lines in Table 10, it is clear that five of the lines were omitted 

in the translation. As in the previous omission examples discussed, most of the 

examples in this table were omitted for similar reasons, mainly that the information 

in those lines accuse the coalition of humanitarian misconduct. Some of it came from 

the Houthis themselves and, as such, would not be acceptable for the target audience. 

These omitted examples demonstrate the translators’ choice in the translation process 

and his/her understanding of the target culture by knowing what to exclude, include 

and what to alter. The translation strategies used in the BBC translations are not 

consistent based on the information in the omitted lines. This could be based on the 

translators’ own perception. In other words, there is more than one translator at the 

BBC; thus, the strategies they used (i.e. omission, addition and alteration) differ 

based on their perception and knowledge of the target culture, not to mention their 

own ideologies and beliefs. 

Concordance lines 2, 3, 4, 6 and 11 all address the same issue, which is about the 

effect of the lack of precision on the coalition part in their campaign, and 

simultaneously exonerating the UK support of participating in it. In the previous 

section, the idea of UK and US support was clearly condemned in the discourse; 

however, here one can clearly observe the shift from condemning that support to 

trying to separate it from operations conducted by the coalition. Consequently, this 

reflects a drastic shift in the BBC representation of the support provided, particularly 

on the part of the UK. When discussing the representation of Saudi previously, the 

examples extracted showed that without that support, the conflict would cease to be, 

while now it is represented as logistical support only, and that representation was 

translated in the same manner. One important point to note in this is that the 
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condemnation for this support was mostly at the start of the conflict; this shift started 

to be presented in discourse after a year had passed since the conflict started, 

particularly around September 2016. 

Line 5 and lines 12 to 15 show statements by the two sides in the conflict which 

reveal how each side views the other and the reason for the conflict itself. What is 

interesting in these lines is that some of the lexical items chosen to describe each 

party and their translation, or lack thereof in some cases. Notice the term ‘rebels’, a 

term used by the BBC to describe the Houthis in English, yet it is rarely used in 

Arabic which, according to the corpus data, was less than 40 times as opposed to 

more than 120 in the English ST. As can be seen from lines 12 and 13, the term 

‘rebels’ المتمردون and المتمردين has been translated as if they were said on the part of 

the coalition itself and not as they were referred to as Militia or just simply Houthis, 

as if this particular label has been agreed upon to describe them. What is interesting 

is that this is one of the rare moments in the BBC corpora where this term has been 

rendered faithfully into Arabic, particularly in this manner and style, as if the term 

was used by and reported from the official Saudi statement. 

5.3.1-Omitted concordance lines 

Line 1 was extracted from a news article published on 29 September 2015, six 

months after the start of the conflict, and its translation was published in Arabic on 

the same day. What is interesting in this particular article is the way it was translated 

(or lack thereof). The differences in the information and the order of syntactic 

structures is unlike any other in the whole corpora. The segment in line 1 was not the 

only one omitted in the translation, but rather the whole part that included it was not 

included in the TT. The sub-headline ‘Deadliest incident’ contained the omitted parts 

of the news report. The use of a sub-headline to focus on a particular concept is a 

recurring style in the BBC reporting, but they are usually translated, sometimes with 

alteration, but not omitted completely, as in this case.  

Moreover, based on the indirect condemnation of the coalition as the alleged party 

responsible for the attack, omission strategy was used in the translation so as not to 

appear biased in the reporting towards the target culture. Yet, the insinuation is still 

carried out, although in a less petulant tone than in the ST. One can observe this in 
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the headline and lead of the news article, were the headline in the ST appeared 

objective and the lead was more precise, and vice versa in the TT.  

One can observe the similarities of the event between the English and Arabic 

headlines, yet with a very distinct difference. In the ST, the event was referred to as 

an attack (هجوم); however, in the TT it was referred to as قصف (bombardment). The 

result of the action may be the same, but the insinuation of the party behind that 

action is clearly presented based on the word used. In other words, in the ST 

headline there was no insinuation of the party responsible, unlike in the TT headline 

where the responsibility was allocated in a subtle manner. Unlike their headlines, 

each lead reflected a different picture; while the ST headline seemed objective, its 

lead was not, and the same can be said about the TT lead as follows:  

Unlike the ST headline, the lead clearly states that it was an air strike, even though it 

is preceded with the word suspected, and the lead concludes by vaguely indicating 

the source of the information to substantiate it. On the other hand, the TT lead is less 

forthcoming in its reporting, and while using the term قصف (bombardment) again as 

in the headline, it is still less decisive in attributing the blame, unlike the ST. This is 

a perfect example of the contextual implications of the cognitive level of analysis, 

which shows how the news is being represented and translated based on the cultural 

norms and expectations of each respective culture. It simultaneously introduces 

presupposition in varying degrees between source and target texts to foreground pre-

existing suppositions and/or project new ones. This can be observed not only by 

what has been translated, but also by what has been omitted in the translation. 

Concordance line 7 was extracted from a news article with high similarity in its 

discursive structures to those exhibited in the article of line 1. The sentence seems 

fairly normal in its representation of the coalition, so it stands to reason that it should 

not be omitted in the translation into the TT in Arabic. However, when looking at the 

Headline in English Headline in Arabic 

Yemen conflict: Wedding attack death toll rises to 130 ناليمن  
 ارتفاعنعددنضحايانقصفنحفلنالزفافنف 

Lead in English Lead in Arabic 

The death toll from a suspected air strike on a 

wedding party in Yemen on Monday has risen to at 

least 130, the United Nations and local medics say. 

تضاربتناألنباءنبشأننعددنالقتىلنوالمسؤوليةنعننقصفناستهدفن

نمديرية  
نف  ناليمننحفلنزفافناالثني   ذبابنبمحافظةنتعزنغرث   . 
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context, which line 7 came into, it shows why the translator used omission strategy 

not just in this instance, but for the majority of the article, because what can be 

accepted in the ST by the English readership would not be accepted in the target 

culture from a translation point of view. Starting with the headline, which is often 

used as the cornerstone that sets the tone of the whole article, there is a slight 

alteration between the ST and the TT but it leads to the same meaning they intended 

it to be. 

In the ST, one can observe that it started with the phrase ‘Yemen Conflict’, which is 

a label under which almost all the news report headlines about the conflict on the 

BBC English website start; thus, this particular phrase is not used in the headline of 

the BBC Arabic website. Nonetheless, what is interesting here is the thematic frame 

of the headline, which introduces the supposition that Al-Qaeda, the infamous 

terrorist group, is fighting alongside the coalition in Yemen. The structure of the 

English headline is more subtle in its cognitive implications to their readers, more so 

than its translation. This most probably could be because the English report is 

significantly longer and had more to say about the event than its translation. 

Therefore, the TT had to be more forthcoming with the implications it projects than 

the ST. Still, the structure of the headline indirectly places guilt through association 

with just these three words: Al-Qaeda joins coalition. This is a very powerful and 

condemning image projected toward ST readers who, as previously stated, often do 

not have a vast knowledge on the subject except from news such as this.  

On the other hand, the Arabic headline had a more direct approach by presenting a 

headline that maintained the same frame as in the ST in the form of a quote between 

quotation marks. There are two interesting features in this headline that are out of the 

discourse production norms in general, which is to take into account the view of the 

intended audience. The first is that the frame of the ST was rendered as is if not more 

foregrounded in the TT, although it is out of the socio-political and cultural 

understanding for them, or any other social structure, to be accused of associating 

with a terrorist group. The second is structuring the headline, which is often the most 

important structure that piques the interest of readers, in the form of a quote and not 

Headline in English Headline in Arabic 

Yemen conflict: Al-Qaeda joins coalition battle for 

Taiz 

ناليمنن"عىلنجبهةنواحدةنمعنالتحالفن  
مسلحونالقاعدةنف 

نمعركةنضدنالحوثيي  ن  
 السعودي"نف 
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stating where that quote is from or who said it is very unorthodox, at least in the 

style of the BBC corpora.  

Evidently, these two features were structured in this particular manner to project the 

frame of the ST while simultaneously deflecting any appearance of bias in the TT on 

the part of the news institution. The translator rendered the headline, ‘نواحدةن عىلنجبهة

نالتحا نالسعوديمع لف ’ (on the same front with the Saudi coalition) and its frame while 

maintaining the target readers’ socio-cultural norm by stating it as a quote. Addition 

strategy was also utilised in the translated headline in order to put the quote in the 

contextual perspective intended. Another interesting point is that the TT headline 

specified the word Saudi in this particular frame and not just Coalition as in the ST. 

The same frame was repeated in the lead segment of the news article, as is the style 

in the news, particularly at the BBC, but in the segment just after the lead there were 

some alterations in the translation that are worth mentioning and which illustrate the 

same point previously mentioned.  

The lead in both the ST and the TT reiterate the same frame that was projected in 

their headlines, albeit with some differences and addition on the part of the TT, as 

can be seen in the table above. Both leads used the phrase Saudi-led coalition التحالفن

نالسعودية نتقوده  to associate with Al-Qaeda. They also described the event as a key الذي

battle ن نالمعارك ىإحدى الكب  , to emphasise its importance, according to their point of 

view.  

However, while the ST used the label rebels to describe the Houthis, the TT only 

used their name الحوثيي  ن and omitted the label, which is the style the BBC often 

employs in their Arabic translation of the conflict. This style of wording in texts 

implies certain intended meanings for readers in a subtle manner and implicitly 

projects further messages for public consumption. Furthermore, in the sentence 

following the lead, there was a very important differentiation in the TT that 

weakened the framing intended in the discourse. At the end of the segment, the 

Lead in English Lead in Arabic 

The BBC has found evidence in Yemen that troops 

from a Saudi-led coalition force and al-Qaeda militants 

are both fighting Houthi rebels in a key battle.  

On a visit to the frontline near the city of Taiz, a 

documentary maker filmed jihadists as well as UAE-

supported pro-government militiamen. 

نعىلنأدلةنتفيدنبأننقواتنمننالتحالفنالذينتقودهن نس  نث   حصلتنث  

ىنعىلننفسن السعوديةنباليمننقاتلتنخاللنإحدىنالمعاركنالكب 

نلتنظيمنالقاعدةنضدنالحوثيي  ن نموالي    .الجبهةنمعنمسلحي  

نالخط نس  نث   نجديدنلت    
وطناألماميةنوزارنالفريقنالذينيعملنعىلنوثائقر

ن قربنمدينةنتعزنحيثنتوجدنقواتنمنناإلماراتنوالسوداننومسلحي  

ننقاطنتماسنمنفصلة  
،نلكننف  نلتنظيمنالقاعدةنيقاتلوننالحوثيي    تابعي  
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translator added the phrase )ننقاطنتماسنمنفصلة  
نmeaning )لكننف  ‘but on different points’. 

In other words, even though it agrees with the frame mentioned in the headline and 

lead that the coalition and members of Al-Qaeda were fighting the Houthis, they 

were doing it separately and not as a collaboration. A small but nonetheless 

significant distinction, yet one cannot fail to notice that in this distinction they failed 

to mention the terms Saudi and Coalition, which again falls under Van Dijk’s 

ideological square of not showing any positive image of the other.  

As stated earlier, the ST was significantly larger than the TT because of omission 

strategy, hence the ST had more discursive liberty on elaborating on their framing to 

seem unbiased, providing segments containing certain information as is the case in 

Line 7 in Table 10. Moreover, the three other omitted lines in Table 10, namely lines 

8 to 10, were omitted in the TT because of their negative representation of the 

coalition of mostly Arab countries, which opposes the target Arabic readers’ views. 

Also, the article from which they were extracted will be discussed in other examples 

and in more than one section. Thus, to avoid any redundancy in the analysis, they 

will be passed over here and we will move on to the next section. 

5.3.2-Faithful translation 

This section will examine the concordance lines that have been faithfully translated 

into the TT, namely concordance lines 3, 4, 6, 11, 12 and 13 and what they entail. 

Faithfulness, whether in terms of meaning, structure, or both, is one of the strategies 

used in translation in general, but not one that is often used in the news due to its 

opinionated nature, which can take one side over another on a given issue and 

project that opinion to readers with opposite views. As such, a thorough examination 

of this strategy in this section will provide us with its implementations in 

representing the conflict and how it is utilised in framing it. 

Yemen war: Saudi coalition 'causing most civilian casualties' 

Concordance line 3 represents positioning of speakers in discourse. It was extracted 

from an article published in March 2016. This article contained one of the 

intertextual manifestations that the BBC corpora projected repeatedly in their news 

discourse. Line 3 is one of the examples representing a portion of that manifestation; 

by positioning speakers using quotation and paraphrasing methods, the news article 
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projected the view the BBC repeatedly projects, using different discursive tools to do 

so.  

Zeid Raad Al Hussein condemned "the repeated failure" 

of the coalition to prevent deadly incidents. He said air 

strikes had caused almost all the coalition's civilian 

casualties. More than 6,000 people, about half of them 

civilians, have been killed since Saudi Arabia launched a 

multi-national campaign against rebels in March 2015 

نزيدنبننرعدن نلحقوقناإلنسانناألمب  ونددنالمفوضناألمم 

نب ن"اإلخفاقنالمتكرر"ن للتحالفنللحيلولةندوننالحسي  

 .الهجماتنعىلنالمدنيي  ن

،نمنذنن وقتلنستةنآالفنشخص،ننحوننصفهمنمننالمدنيي  

ن  
نف  شنتنالسعوديةنحملتهانمتعددةنالجنسياتنضدنالحوثيي  

نمارس/آذارن  
2015اليمننف   

In the TT, the translation process was rendered faithfully to some degree. This is 

because, on the surface, the translating of line 3 seems to be foregrounded more than 

its original. The phrase ‘to prevent deadly incidents’ was translated as ‘ندونن للحيلولة

نالمدنيي  ن نعىل  meaning ‘to prevent attacks on civilians’, which is not only a ’الهجمات

direct implication about the coalition’s part in the discourse, but also it was presented 

in the TT to the target Arabic audience, which is unlike the conventional norm of 

discourse production in the BBC online news. However, when looking at the 

sentence that followed in the ST, ‘He said air strikes had caused almost all the 

coalition’s civilian casualties’, which is a paraphrase of what the speaker said, 

judging from the lack of quotation marks. This syntactic structure and association of 

implication between the previous phrase and this sentence represents the intentional 

action of targeting civilians on the part of the coalition. Using speakers, quotations 

help to further this implication, which is one of the methods the BBC utilises in 

repeating frames and implication. This one in particular is often projected using 

various methods of implementation in discourse.  

On the other hand, this sentence was omitted in the TT, which explains the alteration 

in the translation of the previous phrase, resulting in difference in representation 

towards the target readers. Considering the context in which these intertextual chains 

came, the alteration in the TT and omission of the following sentence resulted in 

rendering the intended message towards the target audience in the form of a quote 

from a speaker and the meaning of the omitted segment while simultaneously 

eliminating any blame or judgement cast on their part. Utilising strategies of news 

reporting (i.e. speaker positioning), discursive structuring methods (i.e. intertextual 

chains) and translation strategies (i.e. omission, alteration) in the production of news 

discourse by the BBC results in this type of subtle representation and framing of 

events to their audience.  
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Inside Yemen's forgotten war 

There is more than one type of news report in terms of structure, length, name of 

journalist present, and so on; the translation process differs based on these factors. 

One of these types is called ‘editorial reports’, which are often much longer than 

other reports and contain subheadings, each of which discuss a different issue within 

the same event or, in this case, conflict. The translation process of these reports is 

faithful to the ST to a very high degree, starting with the headline, writer and lead of 

the report, to the structure of sentences, intertextual chains and even semantic labels. 

However, as previously discussed, the target audience is in mind in translation; 

therefore, the use of translation strategies like omission, addition and slight alteration, 

but only to a minimum, might be utilised. One of the interesting points that 

characterises editorial reports in general and these reports under scrutiny in particular 

is the number of frames represented in them. These same frames are often reported 

in everyday news stories, but no more than one or two; however, editorial reports 

exhibit the overall framing points of a particular event in its discourse production 

and translation processes. Moreover, both concordance lines in question were 

extracted from different editorial reports that are the longest compared to the overall 

corpora. Line 4 was extracted from a news report published in September 2015, six 

months after the conflict started, presenting more than one issue regarding why the 

conflict started. Line 11, on the other hand, was extracted from another report 

published in December 2016, which, unlike the majority of the data, gives the rarely 

mentioned point of view from the Saudi side rather than the Houthis in Yemen.  

The coalition's efforts are supported by Britain and the 

United States. Both countries continue to sell arms to 

Saudi Arabia, and are providing the Saudi-led coalition 

with liaison officers and technical support. 

نجهودنالتحالفنبدعمنمننبريطانيانوالوالياتنالمتحدة،ن تحظ 

نتواصالن بيعناألسلحةنللسعودية،نويدعماننالتحالفنناللتي  

ن  
.بقيادةنالسعوديةنبضباطناتصالنودعمنفت   

We begin with concordance line 4, which conveys a similar, if not an identical, 

frame regarding the support of the UK and US, particularly regarding arms sales, to 

the coalition in general and to Saudi Arabia in particular. This particular frame 

appeared in the representation of Saudi, which was discussed in the first section of 

the analysis and is now being reiterated. This is in adherence to discursive methods 

of production in news, namely intertextual manifestation in texts and macro 

propositions repeatedly projected to readers. One particular distinction in this 

segment is the role played by the UK and US in this conflict. Notice that when it 

comes to the issue of arms sales, the reports specify that this applies only to Saudi: 
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‘Both countries continue to sell arms to Saudi Arabia’, rendered as ‘نبيعن تواصالن

نللسعودية  while their role in the conflict is only logistical, ‘providing the ,’األسلحة

Saudi-led coalition with liaison officers and technical support’, rendered as ‘ويدعمانن

نبضب نالسعودية نبقيادة نالتحالف  
نفت  نودعم ناتصال .اط ’. This distinction contains significant 

political effects, and is one of the macro propositions introduced in discourse topics 

in the BBC corpora. Even though the translation was rendered faithfully in 

accordance with the ST, as is the norm with editorial news reports, it clearly did not 

have the socio-cultural norm of the target culture in mind. The political effect is in 

the insinuation of culpability on the part of the UK and US for their support, while 

simultaneously suggesting the implication that the coalition in general and Saudi 

Arabia in particular took advantage of that support to serve their needs in the conflict 

without repercussions.  

Clearly, these political implications and presupposition are cohesively structured 

under a sub-heading in the editorial news report. That subheading is altered in the TT, 

which could affect how readers perceive what comes after it. This particular sub-

headline introduced a framing point in the BBC corpora that is considered one of the 

important discursive topics that has been repeatedly projected in both source and 

target texts and in regard to more than one event that occurred in the conflict.  

 

 

 

The shift in perspective between the ST and TT based on this sub-heading is clearly 

visible. It is arguably understandable that the ST sub-heading is intended for the UK 

readership in general and Western readers in particular and, as such, was presented 

like this. However, one could argue that the ST subheading is not entirely relevant 

for the target Arabic readership in terms of what the ‘British Dimension’ is, which 

explains the alteration in the TT. Yet it does not explain why the alteration became 

more negatively presented than in the ST ‘نالحرب نقواني    literally meaning ’انتهاك

‘violation laws of war’. The reason behind the lack of explanation based on the 

alteration alone is that the TT obviously did not have the norm of the target readers 

in mind and foregrounded a frame that morally implicates and condemns them, 

which could be perceived as severe bias. This bias in the TT’s sub-heading is 

Sub-heading in English Sub-heading in Arabic 

The British dimension نالحرب  انتهاكنقواني  
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drastically diminished, on the part of the BBC and not the discourse, in the following 

syntactic structures, which follow previous BBC discursive production in associating 

negative representations towards the target readers with a third-party participant. 

This method of discourse production allows news institutions to project their 

ideological frames of world events while distancing themselves from any bias that 

could be perceived by their readership. The segments that followed after the sub-

heading in both source and target texts were: 

The airstrikes are backed by a resolution at the United Nations Security Council. But the UN’s top 

humanitarian official in Yemen, Johannes van der Klaauw, says attacks on civilian infrastructure are 
violations of the laws of war. 

ناليمن،نيوهانسنفاننديرنن  
.نلكننمنسقناألممنالمتحدةنللشؤونناإلنسانيةنف  الغاراتنالجويةنمدعومةنبقرارنمننمجلسناألمننالدوىل 
نالحرب  كالون،نقالنإننالهجماتنعىلنالبنيةنالتحتيةنالمدنيةنيمثلنانتهاكانلقواني  

When reading this segment, particularly in Arabic, one can recognise that the sub-

heading was inspired by it. In this example, the sub-heading in Arabic was taken 

from the paraphrased quote from the UN official mentioned in the segment above. 

One assumes it is paraphrased due to the lack of quotation marks after the word 

‘says’, meaning ‘  It is also worth mentioning that the discourse itself does not .’ قال

state that the coalition is breaking the ‘laws of war’; however, it clearly implies it. 

This can be deduced from the intertextual chains of the discourse and the cohesion of 

sentences that set the frame. As previously mentioned, the BBC does not directly and 

overtly present negative representation of the target culture; instead, they insert it in 

discourse as if reported from a third party. The third party style of reporting negative 

representation in discourse production and structure is consistent in the BBC corpora. 

One more point that indicates how the BBC chooses the words to be associated with 

the parties in the conflict that reflects how they are being represented arises in the 

example sentence above. The statement that the UN has signed a resolution, which 

came directly after the sub-heading, added the words ‘The airstrikes’ meaning 

‘ الجوية الغارات ’. This style of wording is obviously not random, particularly in this 

context where it gives international support and UN acknowledgement, but instead 

of choosing any of the words often used by the BBC, such as ‘the coalition’ or 

‘Saudi-led coalition’, it chose the word ‘airstrikes’. This word in this exact form has 

been mentioned 11 times in the BBC corpora; six of those times are in this editorial 

article and five were positioned after the above sub-heading, both in the ST and TT, 

including the one in the example above. Associating this style of wording with the 
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sub-heading presents a clear sign of intertextual implications and elicits negative 

representations towards the coalition in reporting this conflict. Keeping this in mind, 

the BBC’s implicit suggestions are more clearly shown in the quote subsequently 

positioned in the example above by the same speaker in both texts:  

"Schools and hospitals, markets, enterprises and factories should not be stricken, should not be shelled. 

Even in warfare there are certain rules, and they are being violated in this conflict," he said 

كاتنوالمصانعنالنيجبناستهدافها،نوالنيجبنقصفها: "وقال نأوقاتنالحربنهناكن. المدارسنوالمستشفياتنواألسواقنوالشر  
نف  حتر

نهذانالرصاعقيودنمحددة،نويجرن  
".ينانتهاكهانف   

Even though the quote itself does not accuse any of the parties in the conflict, 

controlling the speakers and positioning the context of their quote is more than 

sufficient to project the point of the intended frame towards the readers. It is clear 

that editorial reports such as this undergo a meticulous procedure in their production 

and translation. Their style of wording and the positioning of speakers provide a 

cohesion for the frame to be presented which, in addition to the features of 

intertextual manifestations, create presuppositions in the reader’s mind that can 

inform or alter what is considered to be truth or not in words events.  

Yemen conflict: 'Saudi-led coalition plane' hit funeral 

Furthermore, concordance line 6 discussed the same news event presented in line 2 

from a different news article. Similar strategies and methods were used to construct 

the ST and translate the TT in both, projecting almost the exact framing viewpoints 

as follows: 

An official with the UK government said Britain was 

considering sending a team of lawyers and military 

investigators to monitor the Saudi-led coalition's own inquiries. 

نإرسالن  
يطانيةنإننبلدهنيفكرنف  وقالنمسؤولنبالحكومةنالب 

ن  
نلمراقبةنالتحقيقاتنالتر نعسكريي   نومحققي   فريقنمحامي  

التحالفنالعسكرينبقيادةنالسعوديةيجري  هان  

Even though the translation of line 6 was rendered faithfully in terms of meaning and 

structure, the same cannot be said about the syntactic order that both segments were 

presented in. Neither is the overall translation of the TT from the headline and 

information expressed in it or omitted. In other words, the TT underwent major 

alteration to the point where only three segments, of which one is line 6, were 

translated faithfully. This alteration most noticeably started with the name of the 

journalist who wrote the ST, which was omitted in the TT and added within the 

discursive structure of the article. Based on its corpora, this is unlike the discourse 

production norm of the BBC. Usually the name of the journalist in the ST is 

translated to the TT. Most often it can be seen in editorial reports. However, in this 
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case, like most of the segment omitted and altered in the translation, the journalist’s 

name was omitted, either because of the alteration in the translation process or 

because of some internal journalistic policy. Still, it is a point worth mentioning. 

This article is a good example of how the BBC represents and frames world views to 

different cultures. 

In order to understand the different context in which line 6 was presented, the 

segment that preceded it in the ST was: 

The attack on Saturday was so horrific and of such magnitude that Britain has taken the unusual step 

of insisting it participate in the investigation now under way. 

نس ن نث   نفرانكنغاردنرنإننمدىنالدمارنالذينخلفتهنالغارةنكاننمروعا،نوهونماندفعنبريطانيانويقولنمحررنالشؤونناألمنيةنلدىنث  
نالتحقيقنالجاري  

 لإلرصارنبشكلنعىلنمألوفنعىلنالمشاركةنف 

On the surface, this emphasises the terrible extent of the incident, but also implies an 

intentional complicity on the part of the coalition. Thus, the segment stated the UK 

government’s insistence on participating in the investigation, ensuring honesty and 

holding those accountable, while implicitly questioning the integrity of the 

coalition’s own investigation. On the other hand, the segment that preceded line 6 in 

the TT was: 

وقالنمسؤولنسعودينإنهنلننيتمناإلدالءنبأينترصيحاتنعلنيةنإالنبعدناالنتهاءنمننالتحقيق،نوهوناألمرنالذينقدنيستغرقنأيامان
 وأسابيع،نوربمانشهور

One Saudi official said there would be no public statement until the investigation was complete, a 

process which could take days, weeks or even months. 

This indicates that the coalition will conduct its own investigation for the incidents 

and there will be no ‘public statements’ until that investigation is completed. This 

particular order of the intertextual chains in the TT contains significantly less 

implicit meaning questioning the coalition’s investigation of the incident. It also 

represented that the UK would monitor the investigation as a measure of 

authenticating its integrity rather than questioning it. It is a slight but significant 

difference projected towards the readers. This overt and covert style of representing 

frames in discourse between the ST and TT in the BBC corpora clearly depends on 

the intended readership. It is worth mentioning that these segments were present in 

the ST and TT, as can be seen above. However, the order of their presence was not 

the same and, as such, their impact varies based on the position in discourse.  

One more point to raise regarding the headline of the article that line 6 was extracted 

from is that the article was released on 10 October 2016, immediately after the 

incident in question occurred. As previously mentioned, the importance of headlines 
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in news (see section 2.5) and how they set the tone for thematic representations in 

news discourse cannot be understated. This headline, as others discussed before it, is 

no different in the manner of its representation in the ST and translation in the TT. 

The first point that one notices is the difference of emphasis between the ST and TT 

headlines. In the ST, the emphasis between quotation marks is on the coalition’s 

plane, which is the perpetrator of the action according to the point of view 

represented in the headline, and the action is hit funeral. This emphasis shifts in the 

translation process to be تقر (acknowledge). This shift serves to project to the target 

culture’s readers that the acknowledgement of responsibility was reported by the 

coalition itself, unlike the ST headline, which apportioned the blame for this action 

on the coalition’s part in the form of a statement rather than acknowledgement. 

Shifting the emphasis in the headline leads to a shift in the presentation towards the 

readers from attributing the blame in the ST towards self-blaming in the TT, which 

again helps not to alienate the target culture by projecting bias in the production of 

news discourse by the BBC. This was followed by the change in intertextual chains, 

omission and addition to the TT, following in the footsteps of the translated headline. 

Yemen conflict: The view from the Saudi side 

Moving on to concordance line 11, in which the BBC reports the UK government’s 

(Whitehall) position in the conflict by emphasising the point mentioned in line 4, 

that the UK support to the coalition in the form of the RAF (Royal Air Force) is 

purely logistical and not involved directly. Similar to line 4, it also came under a 

sub-heading in the editorial report titled ‘Britain’s positions’ and rendered faithfully 

into the TT as ‘ن  
يطاث   The meaning and lexical items of the sub-heading are .’الموقفنالب 

highly similar to those in line 4, but unlike the translation of the sub-heading in line 

4 (or lack thereof), in this report it was translated faithfully. This could be due to 

factors such as the lack of a third party speaker to position the translator’s and 

editor’s choices, but mainly could be because this report is intended to shed light on 

the point of view of the citizens of Saudi Arabia. Also, this is one of the longest 

reports in the corpora, which addresses many issues from the start of the conflict 

Headline in English Headline in Arabic 

Yemen conflict: 'Saudi-led coalition plane' hit 

funeral 

ن  
ناليمن:نالسعوديةن"تقر"نبقصفنالتحالفنلمجلسنالعزاءنف   

الحربنف 

 صنعاء
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under six different sub-headings, not including the main headline. Starting with 

concordance line 11:  

Whitehall says RAF personnel placed inside coalition HQ 

are not involved in the targeting, that they are there to 

report back as well as to pass on to the Saudi-led 

coalition their expertise about best practice in avoiding 

civilian casualties.  

نوقالتن يطانيةنإننعنارصنسالحنالجونالملك  الحكومةنالب 

ناليمننالن  
نالتحالفنالذينتقودهنالسعوديةنف   

الموجوديننف 

ناستهدافنالمواقعنجوا،نلكنهانموجودةنإلعدادنتقاريرن  
تشاركنف 

ن  
اتهانإىلنالتحالفنفيمانيتعلقنبأفضلنالممارساتنالتر وتمريرنخب 

ناتباعهانلتفادينسقوطنضحايانمننالمدنيي  ن  
 ينبغ 

The point raised in this line has been reiterated in previous reports, as mentioned 

earlier in the analysis after introducing the frame of breaking the ‘laws of war’ and 

later on ‘war crimes’ on the part of the coalition, particularly after the funeral hall 

incident reported in October 2016. Starting with the different lexical choices made in 

the translation that reflect cultural difference in using it, the term ‘Whitehall’ is used 

in the UK and other English-speaking cultures to refer to the government of the UK. 

This term is not used in Arabic because it loses its meaning in translation as it lacks 

the cultural knowledge about it and, as such, it was simply translated as ‘الحكومةن

يطانية  The other two lexical items are ‘RAF’ and ‘HQ’, which are abbreviations .’الب 

that are not commonly used in Arabic and, as such, the TT rendered their meaning: 

ن‘ نالملك  نالجو  but ‘HQ’ was not translated faithfully and the translator ,(RAF) ’سالح

deemed it sufficient to render it as just ‘نالتحالف  
نف   meaning ‘inside the ’الموجودين

coalition’.  

Moreover, this example is meant to show that the UK government is not directly 

involved in the conflict and should not be hold responsible for any damage that may 

have occurred. However, when examining the cohesion of syntactic structures 

leading up to this particular sub-heading and under it in this editorial report, the style 

of wording, and the translator’s choices in the TT, it is clear that there is an 

alternative meaning presented in the production of this discourse. That alternative 

meaning is in the form of discursive representation, leading to cognitive implications 

of the coalition as launching their missions haphazardly and harming civilians. These 

implications are more clearly represented in the TT, where the translation process 

rendered the views represented in the ST, if not foregrounded it. An example of this 

would be the quotes stated by the spokesman for the coalition in the ST, which was 

altered in the TT: 

"When you conduct a war in such circumstances," said Maj Gen al-Assiri referring to Yemen, "where 

the militias melt in with the civilians, it is too difficult.  
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ي،نالمتحدثنباسمنالتحالف نمثلنهذهنالظروفنحيثنتذوبنالمليشياتنوسطنتجمعاتن: "وقالناللواءنالعسب   
عندمانتحاربنف 

،نيكوننمننالصعبنللغايةنالسيطرةنعىلناألمور ."المدنيي    

"Mistakes could happen, and we do what is necessary to protect the civilians. We are here to protect 

the civilians, we are not here to harm the civilians," he added. 

،نفلسنانهنانإليذائهم" وأضافنأن  ." األخطاءنواردة،نونقومنبكلنمانيلزمنلحمايةنالمدنيي    

These two quotes directly preceded the sub-heading that included line 11. In them, 

the coalition’s spokesman tried to explain the situation in the conflict from their 

perspective and their intention. In the first quote, there was an addition in the 

translation of the quote, which is ‘ناألمور نعىل  meaning ‘control things’. The ,’السيطرة

quote in the ST was reported to show the strict complexity of the situation, but the 

addition in the TT also meant to represent the coalition as incompetent. This is also 

in the choices of words made by the translation ‘militias melt in with the civilians’, 

which was rendered as ‘ن نالمدنيي   نتجمعات نوسط نالميليشيات  Here we can see that .’ تذوب

the word ‘تجمعات’, meaning ‘gatherings’ was added to the TT when there was no 

need for it in terms of meaning or structure in Arabic. These two additions draw 

more interest for the analysis because they were added to a direct quote from the 

coalition’s spokesman at that time, and between quotation marks, meaning not 

paraphrased, to describe the situation in the conflict. From a CDA point of view, this 

micro-level addition of lexical items by the translator reflects intentional utilisation 

of this strategy to foreground the point of view expressed in the TT. This addition is 

in the form of a quote that does not deviate from the meaning in the ST but rather 

forces it with effective subtlety towards the target readership. 

Furthermore, the second quote to be discussed in the editorial article came directly 

after this one, but in this case omission rather than addition was applied in the 

translation. The TT lost the affirmations in the ST quote that the spokesman clearly 

wanted to express. The word ‘civilians’, meaning ‘ن  was mentioned three ,’المدنيي  

times in the ST quote, but only once in the TT. Addition strategy is often used to 

elaborate and explain a point in the translation, particularly in news particularly to 

foreground particular views; omission, on the other hand, is used to position the 

speaker in the discursive structure, to direct the focus towards one aspect more than 

others or to not disturb the norm of the target readers by presenting different views 

than their own. In translation studies, this is referred to as ‘domestication’, which 

deals with bridging cultural differences to the target readers. In news discourse it is 

also used to deal with ideological, political and religious differences in a manner that 
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suits the intended views of the news institution. Yet the translator of this report has 

gone a step further, converting domestication into alteration for a specific purpose, as 

in the lack of affirmation in the quote ‘we do what is necessary to protect the 

civilians. We are here to protect the civilians’, rendered as ‘نلحمايةن نيلزم نما نبكل ونقوم

ن  Only the first phrase was rendered in the translation. This results in loss of .’المدنيي  

the full intended meaning by the speaker, which is to assure them of their moral 

standards, an assurance which the TT lacks. One important point to note is that this 

alteration is in the TT. Altering the quote could be understandable because it is a 

translation, which permits some leeway, rather than altering it in the language it was 

stated in, which in this case is English. This shows that, on rare occasions, the news 

institution could project views that are not in accordance with the target culture to 

further their framing points by using indirect discursive tools in translation such as 

omission and addition. 

One last point to discuss in this example is the last sentence under the subheading 

that followed concordance line 11. This particular segment shows clear evidence of 

discursive framing in news. That frame is one that the BBC corpora continuously 

repeats using various discursive production methods, which represents the coalition 

targeting civilians indiscriminately. The following example shows one of those 

representations: 

This is an interactive diagram composed of a series of questions that help planners decide whether or 

not a target is at risk of collateral damage (i.e. hitting civilians). 

نمك نتفاعىل   
نعىلناتخاذنالقراراتنفيمانيتعلقنباستهدافنمواقعنوهونرسمنبياث  نتساعدنالمخططي    

وننمننسلسلةنمنناألسئلةنالتر
.معينةنأونعدمناستهدافهانالنطوائهانعىلناحتماالتنمرتفعةنللخسائرنالجانبية  

One notices the utilisation of omission strategy in the translation process, which was 

used to omit the last part between brackets in the ST from the TT. The omitted part 

in the ST was written as an example by the journalist to elaborate on the meaning; 

however, it is fair to say that the elaboration is carefully chosen to express the 

framing point in it. The example (hitting civilians) was written to explain the term 

(collateral damage) in the ST for the English readership but was not rendered in the 

TT because of its clear connotation, particularly the use of the term ‘hitting’, which 

could be perceived as an offensive depiction of the coalition’s role towards the target 

readership. Unlike other translated reports, the translation process in this particular 

editorial news report strove to overtly express negative representation of the 

coalition in the Arabic TT, more so than its ST. This could be due to the translator’s 
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own ideological background. This was done using translation choices of words that 

do not reflect the same or have less connotative meaning; rather, it was foregrounded, 

as can be seen in the following example: 

But to hear first-hand how the Saudis account for so many civilian deaths, I went to the coalition 

headquarters in Riyadh to question the Saudi-led command on how they choose their targets, and - 
more importantly - what measures they take to avoid those civilian casualties. 

نالذينتقودهن ناليمن،نتوجهتنإىلنمقرنقيادةنالتحالفنالعرث    
نف  نالسعودينالستهدافنالمدنيي   ومننأجلنالحصولنعىلنالتفسب 

باتنالجون نالرياضنلسؤالهمنعننكيفيةنتحديدنأهدافنالرص   
نية،نعالوةنعىلنسؤالنأهمنعنناالسعوديةنف   

ازيةنالتر إلجراءاتناالحبر
ن .يتخذهانالتحالفنلتفادينسقوطنضحايانمننالمدنيي    

The phrase in the first line (civilian deaths) was translated as (ن  
نف  نالمدنيي   الستهداف

 meaning ‘targeting civilians in Yemen’. The translation turned what appears ,(اليمن

as a question in the ST into an accusation in the TT by choosing the term ‘targeting’ 

to project intent on the part of the coalition to the readers. Similarly, in the 

translation of the phrase ‘choose their targets’, rendered as ( باتنالجويةتحديدنأهدافنا لرص  ), 

and adding نالجوية بات  meaning airstrikes, and the phrase ‘avoid those civilian ,الرص 

casualties’, which was rendered as ‘نالمدنيي  ن نمن نسقوطنضحايا  ,سقوط and adding ’لتفادي

meaning falling. These additions were included in the TT under the cover of 

translation, even though the meaning and structure in the TT can be perfectly clear 

without these additions, foregrounding the representation in the ST.  

All these additions have one clear purpose behind their choice in the translation 

process: to show the Arabic readers the same representations repeated in the English 

corpora and disguised as translation process. What gives this understanding is the 

difference in time between the date when the original report was published on 9 

December 2016 and when the TT was published on 12 December 2016. This is, in 

terms of news production, unusual; the greatest difference could be a day between 

the time the ST and the TT are published. However, the time between the ST and TT 

publication in this particular report raises questions, particularly when linked to the 

manner in which it was translated, as shown in the analysis above. 

Yemen conflict: No extension to 48-hour truce 

Similar to the previous example, Line 12 was extracted from a news report published 

in November 2016 about refusing to extend another truce and ending it. The example 

in this line expresses the coalition’s explanation for not extending the truce, which 

the reports tries to illustrate in its segments. It is worth noting that the Arabic 

translation of this report shows discursive features unlike others in the BBC corpora, 
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and is actually longer than its ST because of the additional segment added in the 

translation. It is different to any other Arabic TT because it shows features imitating 

those the BBC implement in their English news reports, such as sub-headings and 

epistemological segments at the end of the news report explaining the situation being 

reported and the parties in it from their perspective. 

The coalition had said the cessation of hostilities, which came 

into effect on Saturday, might be extended if the rebels 

abided by it and allowed aid deliveries into besieged areas. 

وكاننالتحالفنإننوقفناالعمالنالعدائيةنالذينرسىنمفعولهن

منالمتمردوننبعدمنانتهاكهننبدءانمننظهرن السبت،نقدنيمددنإذانالبر 

 .وسمحوانبوصولنالمساعداتنإىلنالمناطقنالمحارصة

The translation was rendered literally into Arabic, but what draws interest is that the 

label that the BBC uses to describe the Houthis (rebels) is also rendered literally 

 It is interesting not just .الحوثيون and not, as it is often translated, as (المتمردون)

because it was translated literally into Arabic, but also because it was translated as if 

the statement by the coalition described them as such and not the usual label that 

they are described by in the coalition rhetoric, which is ‘militia’ or ‘Houthi militia’. 

It is obvious that the BBC knows this difference in description on the part of the 

coalition and consequently, so do the Arabic readers. This is evident in the number 

of times they have translated this term into their Arabic report in comparison to the 

number of times they did not. The term ‘rebel’ was mentioned 151 times in the BBC 

English corpora, 113 times in plural form. On the other hand, it was only mentioned 

39 timesن in different forms in the Arabic corpora. It stands to reason that the BBC 

are aware of the different views between English and Arabic readers on this 

particular issue. Therefore, when this label is translated literally into the TT, it is 

often used by a third party associating with the target culture, the coalition in this 

case, to be more acceptable to readers than if it was enforced upon them by the news 

institution itself. The following table shows how the English and Arabic corpora 

used these labels to refer to the Houthis as rebels or militia.  

BBC English Corpora Frequency BBC Arabic Corpora Frequency 

Rebels 113 35 المتمردين 

Rebel 38 4 المتمردة 

Militias 10 7 الميليشيات 

Militia 8 2 الميليشيا 

These labels help to build the thematic structures which describe and represent how 

the different parties are being projected in the conflict. In this case, the difference 
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between the use of the labels Rebel and Militia connotes the difference between a 

revolution for change and a military coup d’état to take over governing powers in the 

country. It is worth noting than only four of the nine times the word Militia was used 

in the corpora to refer to the Houthis; the other five times it was used to refer to the 

armed government supporters against the Houthis.  

 Yemen conflict: No extension to 48-hour truce (II) 

Line 13 was extracted from the same article as line 12. It contains similar features as 

well using the label ‘rebels’ in the statement by the coalition in both the ST and TT. 

This particular line is the lead that followed the headline of the article, which is very 

important in terms of setting the tone of the whole news report by reiterating or 

illustrating the headline.  

The Saudi-led multinational coalition fighting the Houthi 

rebel movement in Yemen says a 48-hour cessation of 

hostilities will not be extended. A coalition spokesman 

said the truce, which ended at midday (09:00 GMT), had 

been violated repeatedly by the rebels. 

ن  
نف  أكدنالتحالفنبقيادةنالسعوديةنلقتالنالمتمرديننالحوثيي  

ساعةنن48اليمننأننوقفناألعمالنالعدائيةنالذينأعلننعنهنلمدةن

  لننيمدد

نانتهتنمنتصفنوقالنالمتح  
دثنباسمنالتحالفنإننالهدنة،نالتر

،نقدنانتهكتنبشكلنمتكررنمننقبلنالمتمردين  ظهرناالثني  

One notices in this example that the translation was relatively faithful except for two 

lexical items that describe the parties in the conflict, which were omitted in the TT. 

These two items are ‘multinational’, which describes the coalition, and the term 

‘movement, which describes the Houthis. The collocation multinational coalition 

occurred three times in the English corpora, but only once in the translation as 

نالجنسيات‘ نمتعدد  Each of these times, the term ‘movement’ was used to .’التحالف

describe the Houthis. This shows a pattern of representing the parties on different 

scales of power, where the powerful multinational coalition fights the rebel 

movement. Adding this to the frame of sectarian difference as Sunni and Shia, it 

could project a dominance frame on the part of the coalition to supress that 

movement. This is one of the discursive structures that reflects this frame in the BBC 

corpora, and it is clear from the omission in the TT that the BBC is aware of those 

projections and chose to omit them from the TT because they do not agree with the 

norm and beliefs of the target readership. Moreover, the collocation (Houthi Rebel 

Movement) was used ten times in the English corpora, but only translated three 

times into Arabic as ‘نالمتمردة نالحوثيي    Again, this obvious difference in the use .'حركة

of this collocation between the source and translated discourses shows clear signs of 

the variation in describing the different parties of the conflict in Yemen. This 
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implementation of the semantic macrostructures in discourse can build a cognitive 

image about the conflict based on the descriptions of the parties in it, and the BBC 

clearly utilises this method efficiently in its corpora.  

5.3.3-Altered concordance lines 

In this section, the analysis will examine those concordance lines that display 

multiple translation strategies in their translation. Strategies such as addition, 

substitution and partial omission, among others, are simultaneously used in one 

concordance line and as such cannot be categorised into one category. Concordance 

lines 2, 5, 14 and 15 will be analysed in this section and that analysis will reveal how 

the different translation strategies have been utilised in the framing of the TT. 

Yemen conflict: Saudis blame funeral hall bombing on mistake 

Starting with concordance line 2, one can observe that the style in which the 

information was conveyed in the ST differs from its translation in the TT.  

The inquiry also apportioned blame to the Air Operation 

Center in Yemen for directing aircraft onto the target 

without obtaining approval from the coalition's 

command. 

كنلتقييمنالحوادثنإننمركزنتوجيهن وقالنالفريقنالمشبر

ناليمنننفذنالغارةن"بناءنعىلنمعلوماتنمنن  
العملياتنالجويةنف 

نالحقانأنهان جهةنتابعةنلرئاسةنهيئةناألركاننالعامةناليمنيةنتبي  

 مغلوطة"

Even though the overall meaning of both segments express the same information, the 

way in which that information was displayed is what draws interest. In the ST, the 

segment was expressed in the form of a statement starting with the phrase, ‘The 

inquiry also apportioned blame’, which encloses some negative connotation in its 

style of wording in relation to the meaning. It implies that the coalition is deflecting 

accountability from itself to those in the Yemeni government. This segment was 

translated in the form of a quote in the TT. The translator altered the segment by 

replacing this particular phrase with a statement before the quote. This alteration 

allowed the translation to express the same amount of information without the 

negative connotation represented in the ST. Using quotes to express information in 

news is not new, but the way in which it is implemented in discourse is what draws 

interest. By using quotes either directly or indirectly, the news institution exonerates 

itself from any bias towards a particular issue or party in a conflict, while enabling 

their framing of that issue or party. Another point to raise about the context of this 

segment is that the news article from which it was extracted utilised many discursive 

strategies between the ST and TT. These strategies allowed the news institution to 
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present almost the same amount of information in its source and target texts, while 

taking into account both source and target readers’ socio-cultural norms in their 

presentation.  

Articles such as this are not considered rare, particularly in the corpora of this 

research, but this particular news discourse employed a method of presenting the 

data that is not used in any other article. That method is embedding a short editorial 

report in a sup-section within the article and then the news story continues. On the 

Arabic website however, the editorial report was parallel to the news story in a small 

font to make it appear separate. Unlike the news story itself, the small editorial report 

was translated faithfully, in the style of editorial news translation, with the exception 

of the headline for the editorial report.  

While the editorial report in the ST was embedded within the news story under a 

different sub-section, the TT only had the name of the editor preceding it, without 

any heading, presenting it as just an editorial opinion rather than part of the story 

itself. In other words, this style of presentation resulted in the TT containing a 

shadow frame of its ST that hints at implications about the coalition rather than 

stating them as in the ST. This can be inferred based on the addition of the small 

Editorial report embedded in English Editorial report embedded in Arabic 

Growing pressure to end war: Frank Gardner, BBC 

Security Correspondent 

The findings of this Saudi-led investigation will come as 

no surprise and little consolation to those caught up in 

the devastating air strike on a funeral in Sanaa.  

Already social media postings have suggested that 

blaming a senior Yemeni military officer for ignoring the 

rules is a case of scapegoating.  

But for Saudi Arabia, which was already looking for 

ways to extricate itself from the Yemen conflict, this 

could be a watershed moment.  

Beyond sacking those responsible for this catastrophic 

breach of its targeting rules and compensating the 

victims' families, the Saudi-led coalition is immediately 

reviewing its rules of engagement. Will this be enough to 

silence those calling for the UK and US to curb their 

arms sales to Saudi Arabia? 

Unlikely. As long as air strikes continue over Yemen 

civilians will continue to die, while Houthi rebels 

continue to fire their missiles across the border at Saudi 

villages. So the pressure to end this unwinnable war is 

greater than ever. 

نللشؤونناألمنيةنفرانكنغاردنر نس  نث    مراسلنث  

نتائجنالتحقيقنالذينتقودهنالسعوديةنالنيمثلنمفاجأةنوالن

رنجراءنالغارةنالجوية  يّشينعمننلحقنبهمنالرص 

نبالفعلنتداولنمستخدمونوسا ئلنالتواصلناالجتماع 

ن  
نإىلنأنناتهامنضابطنبارزنبالجيشناليمت  تدويناتنتشب 

 .بتجاهلنالقواعدنالمعمولنبهانيهدفنإىلنجعلهنكبشنفداء

نتبحثنبالفعلنعننسبلن  
لكننبالنسبةنإىلنالسعودية،نالتر

،نقدنتمثلنهذهنلحظةنتحول  
 للخروجنمننالرصاعناليمت 

نعننه ذهنالكارثةنلمخالفتهمنفبعيدانعننإقالةنالمسؤولي  

التعليماتنوتعويضنأرسنالضحايا،نيراجعنالتحالفن

نيعملن  
العسكرينبقيادةنالسعوديةنقواعدناالشتباكنالتر

وفقها.نلكن،نهلنيسكتنهذانمننيطالبوننبريطانيان

 والوالياتنالمتحدةنبالحدنمننمبيعاتنالسالحنللسعودية؟

مننالمستبعدنأننيحدثنذلك،نفطالماناستمرتنالغاراتن

نويستمرن الجويةنعىلناليمن،نسُيقتلنالمزيدنمنناليمنيي  

نالحدودنعىلنالقرىن نإطالقنالصواري    خنعب   
الحوثيوننف 

نالن.السعودية  
وعليه،نفإننالضغوطنإلنهاءنهذهنالحربنالتر

نمننأينوقتن ايدةنأكب  يبدونأننفيهانطرفانمنترصانباتتنمبر 

ن  مض 
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editorial report within the news discourse and also the various discursive tools, such 

as changing the order of the intertextual chains, style of wording, and the translation 

strategies including omission and addition of information. In order to go into further 

detail to illustrate how the framing in the ST and TT, although similar, varies in its 

intensity based on the target readership, let us examine the headline and lead of both 

ST and TT, which show the difference in the representation of frames.  

In the ST headline, one can observe the first use of the word ‘blame’ in this article. 

This word is repeated four times in different parts of the discourse, one of which is in 

concordance line 2. However, the one used in the headline is not associated with the 

word Coalition or even the inquiry into the incident, but rather is associated with the 

word Saudis. In other words, the negative connotation in meaning is directly 

associated with Saudi. The negative representation of Saudi in the BBC corpora is 

not out of the norm but it is often done with subtlety, not in this direct manner. This 

subtlety is more clearly presented in the TT headline, conveying the same 

information about the event but in a very different light. Even though the overall 

framing premise is rendered in the translation, the particular way of expressing it in 

the TT is much more masked. The TT translated the word Saudis as نبقيادةن التحالف

نمغلوطة' and used a quote (Saudi-led coalition) السعودية  to express the main 'معلومات

point instead of ‘mistake’ to show the emphasis of the event while simultaneously 

avoiding any bias that the TT readers may perceive from the headline. Consequently, 

this demonstrates that the BBC news institution is very conscious of what they 

present in their discourse and, more importantly, to whom, which dictates the 

methods and strategies of presenting and translating the news.  

Similarly, the news story lead of the ST and its translation in the TT shows the 

different degrees of manifestation in each text, where the ST is more forthcoming in 

its implications than the TT. In the ST, we can observe that before divulging the 

information about the news event, they first provided a background for the conflict: 

‘The Saudi-led coalition bombing Houthi rebels in Yemen’. In this single sentence 

Headline in English & Lead Headline in Arabic & Lead 

Yemen conflict: Saudis blame funeral hall bombing 

on mistake 

نصنعاءنبناءن  
التحالفنبقيادةنالسعوديةنقصفنمجلسنالعزاءنف 

مغلوطة"عىلن"معلوماتن  

The Saudi-led coalition bombing Houthi rebels in 

Yemen has said it attacked a funeral hall in the 

capital, Sanaa, based on "bad information". 

نمنن نحادثنمقتلنأكب   
نن140أعلننفريقنالتحقيقنف   

شخصانف 
اننالتحالفنالعسكرين اليمننقبلنأسبوعنإثرنغارةنجويةنلطب 

قيادةنالسعوديةنأننالهجومناستندنإىلن"معلوماتنمغلوطة"ب  
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the BBC summed up the whole conflict from their perspective to English readers. 

This also provides intertextual links to previous news discourse projecting similar 

views. The wording style and grammatical structure of this sentence not only 

victimises one side and condemns the other, it also misrepresents the whole conflict 

to those readers with no or limited knowledge about it by casting moral judgement 

and inciting moral criticism in the minds of the intended readers.  

On the other hand, the TT lead was less ideologically motivated. It directly states the 

issue at hand without projecting any views regarding the conflict as a whole. Again, 

this is not just because of the norm of the target readers, but also because the target 

readership has more knowledge of the conflict due to its significance and, as such, it 

is harder to persuade them into particular views than it is to persuade those with less 

or no knowledge, as is the case in English culture readership. From a socio-cognitive 

perspective, it is more effective for readers to accept views about topics they lack 

knowledge about than to convince them about topics they have knowledge of and 

have experienced. As such, from what has been discussed about the difference 

between the way the ST and TT were presented in the news discourse, one could 

argue that the discourse production process in the BBC is conducted with an 

awareness of this and their discourse is constructed and translated in accordance with 

this particular logic.  

Yemen conflict: Saudi-led coalition ends ceasefire 

Line 5 was extracted from a news report published in January 2016, ten months after 

the conflict began. It reports the end of a ceasefire between the coalition and the 

Houthis that commenced in mid-December 2015 because of violations during the 

truce. The line itself is reporting on the statement announced by the coalition 

regarding ending the ceasefire.  

The coalition's statement accused the Houthis and forces 

loyal to former President Ali Abdullah Saleh of firing 

ballistic missiles at Saudi Arabia, attacking border posts 

and shelling civilian areas. 

نوقواتنصالحنبإطالقنصواري    خنباليستية،ن واتهمنالبياننالحوثيي  

نالسعوديةنونقاط  
نعىلنأراض   

نف  هانالحدودية،نوقصفنمدنيي  

ناليمن  
.مناطقنالرصاعنف   

In this example we can observe that the translation had some alterations that would 

not necessarily alter the meaning but rather the perspective that the meaning 

represents. There are small alterations in the TT such as omission of the word 

‘coalition’ and the title of the former president of Yemen. Also, at the end of the TT, 

there was an addition: the phrase ‘shelling civilian areas’ was translated as ‘وقصفن
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ناليمن  
نمناطقنالرصاعنف   

نف   .’meaning ‘shelling civilians in conflict’s areas in Yemen ,’مدنيي  

When observing these alterations in this line alone, it could be explained as the 

translation process; however, when looking at the connections of the syntactic 

structures in the whole report, there is a cohesive shift in perspective between the ST 

and TT that appears more clearly.  

These cohesive changes between the ST and TT vary in terms of implementation. 

Six segments in the ST were omitted in the translation, as well as a subheading that 

line 5 came under. Another six segments were added in the TT, replacing those 

omitted from the ST, and other alterations in the segments that were translated using 

a third-party speaker, which foregrounds the negative representation of the coalition 

often expressed in the English corpora. Starting with the sub-heading (Lack of 

seriousness) in the ST article under which line 5 was presented. This sub-heading 

was quoted from the coalition’s statement and the BBC implemented it in discourse 

as the reason made by the coalition to end the ceasefire. It is reinforced by the full 

quote that was presented after line 5, as follows: 

"All this shows their lack of seriousness and disregard for civilian lives as well as their attempt to 

take advantage of the truce to achieve gains," it said. 

The quote itself was one of the segments omitted in the translation. Instead, the TT 

presented a quote from the Houthis, reported by the Yemeni news media under their 

control, as follows: 

نإننطائراتن( سبأ) وقالتنوكالةناألنباءناليمنية شنتنسلسلةنمنن" التحالفنبقيادةنالسعوديةالمقربةنمننالحوثيي  
نمحافظةنالبيضاء" الغاراتنعىلنعددنمننالمديرياتنبمحافظةنصنعاء  

.فضالنعننسلسلةنغاراتنعىلنأهدافنمتفرقةنف   

One important point to be discussed at this juncture, aside from the quotes 

themselves, is that this pertains to the sources of these quotes, which the BBC 

expressed in both the ST and the TT in one, and in the TT in the other. The statement 

made by the coalition was reported by the Saudi press agency (SPA), and the BBC 

ensured that it was declared. ‘A statement carried on Saudi state media’ was 

rendered as ‘نالرسمية نالسعودية ناألنباء نوكالة نبثته نله، نبيان  
نف  نالتحالف  The negative .’وبرر

connotation represented in the style of wording to refer to the SPA is clear in the ST, 

but less so in the TT. This is because of the difference in language systems: they do 

not carry the same connotations using literal translation of the term ‘state media’. 

Thus, it was translated as ‘official Saudi press Agency’, adding the word ‘official’ to 

simulate the effect. At the same time, the Arabic report mentioned another statement, 

as can be seen in the example above, and mentioned the name of the Yemeni news 
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agency that reported it with the word ‘المقربة’ meaning ‘close to’ to describe it. This 

could be to show the readers the objectivity of the news institution by reporting from 

both sides, particularly towards the TT readers, but the negative representation of 

these sides is not the same in the reporting, as can be seen from these examples. 

In the underlined phrase in line 5, there is a hyperlink that takes the reader to the 

statement on the SPA website. This is only in the English report; there was no 

hyperlink in the Arabic report because it was first reported by the SPA in Arabic. 

This point demonstrates that the BBC is aware of its intended audience’s knowledge 

to some degree and this guides them in what to include, exclude, and how to frame 

the information included. This can be seen in the following segments: 

  English ST 

Why is there fighting in Yemen? 

 Northern Shia Muslim rebels known as Houthis, backed by forces loyal to Yemen's ex-president, took over 

parts of Yemen, including the capital, Sanaa, and forced the government into exile in March 2015 

 The rebels accused the government of corruption and of planning to marginalise their heartland within a 

proposed federal system 

 Forces loyal to the government and Southern militias, aided by Saudi-led coalition air strikes and troops, have 

since regained control of five southern provinces. 

This segment was repeated two more times aside from this one in the English reports 

only. The first was in a report published in August 2015 and the last in this corpora 

was published in April 2016. These types of epistemological segment help to 

establish and build a repertoire about the conflict based on what the news reports 

project in the production of discourse, particularly towards English readers who, as 

earlier stipulated, do not have proper knowledge of the situation and they build their 

views based on the information provided by news institutions like the BBC. There 

are other similar segments that express other types of information in the English 

corpora that will be addressed in subsequent sections. These show how methods of 

interdiscursivity and discourse topics help to enforce presuppositions. 

There is one final point to discuss in this report. This addresses the subtle shift in 

representation under the cover of translation. In the previous examples, we have 

discussed how the BBC rendered negative representation using third party speakers 

in discourse in a manner that absolved them of any bias. There are also discussions 

about how translators use the translation process to alter the translated discourse in 
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order to foreground frames in the ST under the cover of translation. The following 

example clearly illustrates these two methods of discourse production and translation.  

About 6,000 people, almost half of them civilians, have been killed since the Saudi-led coalition 

launched a military campaign against the Houthi rebels in March. 

نغاراتهنالجويةنعىلناليمن،نوتقولناألممنا ،نقتلوانمنذنأننبدأنالتحالفنالعرث   لمتحدةنإنننحونستةنآالفنشخص،ننصفهمنمننالمدنيي  
نمارس  

 ن /ف 
.آذارنالماض   

Addition is the first strategy utilised at the beginning of the example where the 

translator added the phrase ‘نالمتحدة ناألمم  in the TT, which means ‘The United ’وتقول

Nations say’; this was not in the ST segment. This addition helps to place a third 

party as the speaker of the segment and solely responsible for what is expressed in it 

in the eyes of the readers. The second strategy utilised is altering lexical items that 

help shift the original meaning towards a more negative representation. The phrase 

‘military campaign’ was translated as ‘نالجوية  which means ‘airstrikes’, a term ,’غاراته

the BBC often uses to associate with the coalition’s actions in the conflict. Another 

alteration, which could be the most important in this example, is how the translator 

shifted the focus from the other party in the conflict at the end of the ST segment in 

the phrase ‘Houthi Rebels’ to be ‘ناليمن  meaning ‘on Yemen’. Furthermore, this ,’عىل

last shift in lexical items representing that the coalition is fighting Yemen and the 

Houthis in Yemen is repeated 11 times, one of which is in a news report’s headline. 

This shows that this particular shift in translation using different lexical items is not 

a process of translation, but rather a systemic utilisation of the translation process as 

a cover in order to achieve the intended framing structures to project to readers in the 

production of discourse.   

Yemen conflict: At least 10,000 killed, says UN 

Concordance line 14 was extracted from a news report that was published in January 

2017. It reports the latest development in the conflict after more than 20 months 

since its beginning. Line 14, as with most of the news report, does not contain new 

information about the conflict, it just reiterates what has already been reported. 

However, what is interesting about this particular report is the frame in which the 

reiterated information is being described and represented in both the ST and TT. This 

particular report has clear condemning features in describing how the conflict came 

to be, particularly the coalition’s role in support of President Hadi, as can be seen in 

this example. 
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The coalition intervened militarily in an attempt to 

restore the internationally-recognised administration 

after Mr Hadi was forced to flee the country. 

ويقولنالتحالفنإنهنيستهدفنإعادةنحكمنالرئيسنعبدنربهنمنصورنهادين

ن فنبهندوليا،نبينمانيقولنالحوثيوننإننالتحالفنيهدفنإىلنتدمب  المعبر

عيانالبنيةنالتحتية .لليمن،نويرصوننعىلنأننهادينلمنيعدنرئيسانرسر  

Looking at this example, one notices the clear difference between the ST and TT, 

even though some of the meaning of the ST was rendered, particularly on the 

coalition’s part, but that rendering differed in its presentation. One also notices the 

addition in the TT describing the role of the Houthis. In the ST, there are three 

particular words in the example, namely ‘intervened’ ‘administration’ and ‘flee’, 

which were used to describe the coalition action, the reason behind it, and President 

Hadi. All of these were omitted in the TT, and what appeared to be a statement by 

the BBC in the ST was altered to be a statement by the coalition, ‘نالتحالف  ,’ويقول

meaning ‘the coalition says’, at the beginning of the translated example.  

The second part of the translation was ‘نالحوثيون نيقول  meaning ‘while the ,’بينما

Houthis says’. The translation process altered the thematic structures of this example 

from a clear statement describing the conflict into two opposing statements by the 

parties in the conflict. This not only helps the BBC to represent their description of 

the conflict, but it also shields them from any bias by positioning each party as the 

speaker of those descriptions, even though it is in this clear opposing manner. Notice 

that in the TT, only the reason behind the coalition’s action in the conflict is rendered 

in the translation, but the style of wording in the translation and the ST is what 

should be focused on. The collocation (internationally recognised) used in this 

example was first used by the coalition to describe the deposed Yemeni government 

with Mr Hadi as its president, but this is only half of the description. The full 

collocation is ‘The internationally-recognised legitimate government of Yemen’. The 

style of wording in associating the words ‘Legitimate Government’ is very important 

in describing the situation on the part of the coalition because it provides credibility 

to the reason for their part on the conflict. The BBC clearly knows this and has used 

this description in the corpora. As such, this word association appeared only five 

times in the English corpora, and only three of those five were translated into the TT 

providing reasoning behind the coalition’s involvement in the conflict.  

Another point to briefly discuss in this example, which will be elaborated on in the 

representation of Yemen in the following section, is how the BBC projects and 

frames the image of Mr Hadi. This same representation as in the example, which 
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associates him with the word ‘flee’, was repeated ten times in the English corpora 

and translated only twice, once as ‘فرار ' and the other as ‘يغادر’, meaning ‘to leave’, 

which does not project the same connotative meaning. This is only one example of 

how the BBC represents Mr Hadi in its discourse production. 

Moreover, the first segment that was translated shows clear signs of alteration that 

shifts the view between the ST and TT. The first segment, which is the lead of the 

news report, was written and translated as follows: 

At least 10,000 people have been killed in the war in Yemen between Houthi rebels and the Saudi-led 

coalition supporting the government, the UN says. 

،ن نالتحلفنبقيادةنالسعوديةنالداعمنللحكومةنوالحوثيي   نالحربنعىلناليمننبي    
ةنآالفنشخصنعىلناألقلنف  حسبمانقالتنقتلنعشر

ةاألممنالمتحد  

In the TT, the number of casualties was in written form rather than in actual numbers, 

a method often used in the BBC Arabic translation of news reports, where they show 

figures in written form rather than digits. What draws attention to this is the phrase 

‘war in Yemen’, which was translated as ‘الحربنعىلناليمن’, meaning ‘war on Yemen’. 

This alteration shifted the perspective from Yemen being the geographical location 

of the conflict, to Yemen being the entity upon which the war is being waged. This 

exact translation was only rendered into Arabic twice in the BBC corpora. Both 

reports were structured as the lead and published in January 2017, which is the 

period in which the data collection ended. This could be a news style of wording that 

the BBC started using in their production of discourse to foreground their negative 

representation of the coalition’s part in the conflict.  

An argument could be raised to say that this could be an error on the part of the 

translator based on the misspelling of the phrase ‘coalition’, which was rendered as 

 However, when looking at the other elements and changes made in the .’التحلف‘

translation, such as the omission of the label ‘rebel’, as is the norm for the BBC, the 

argument that this is a mistake becomes highly improbable, particularly considering 

that it reoccurred in a different article as a lead in the same month, which 

foregrounds the notion that this was a conscious translation choice.  

Can Saudi Arabia fight two wars at once? 

This line was extracted from an editorial news report published in March 2016, a 

year after the conflict began. It provides insight into the armament capabilities of the 

coalition in addition to expressing and framing points about the conflict. Initially, the 
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report discusses military exercises conducted by the coalition in Saudi Arabia, which 

this example describes. As with other editorial reports in the BBC corpora, the 

translation was highly faithful in terms of meaning and syntactic structures, as can be 

seen in line 15 of the extracted concordance lines.  

For nearly a month, the kingdom has been hosting forces 

from 20 allied nations, its first chance to practise integrating 

the Saudi-led Islamic Coalition announced last year to 

combat terrorism 

 استضافتنالسعوديةنقواتنمننفلمدةنشهرنكاملنتقريبا،

ناولنفرصةنتتاحنلهانللتدريبنعىلن 20  
دولةنحليفةنف 

دمجنالتحالفنالذينتقودهنوالذيناعلننعننتأسيسهن

نلمحاربةناالرهاب  
.العامنالماض   

Only one lexical item that describes the coalition was omitted in the TT, namely the 

term ‘Islamic’. It was omitted in the translation as most of the Arabic readers can 

deduce its presence based on their cultural and social knowledge, unlike their 

Western counterparts. On its own, this example does not express much, but 

understanding the contextual premise that accompanied it allows it to be seen in an 

entirely different light. We start with the headline of the report, which sums up the 

main point that the journalist and translator were trying to make: 

English Headline Arabic Headline 

Can Saudi Arabia fight two wars at once? نوقتنواحدن؟  
نف   هلنتتمكننالسعوديةنمننخوضنحربي  

This headline, in the form of a question, could be considered rhetorical based on the 

thematic structures of the report, which was produced and translated as is and 

projected to both readerships to establish their own conclusion based on the 

information revealed in the report. This information was packaged under sub-

headings in the report, each projecting a framing point that could influence the 

readers’ opinions and moral judgement towards Saudi, the coalition, and the conflict 

in Yemen. The analysis will focus on the first subheading, so as not to superfluously 

parse every detail of the report, which came after the information describing the 

capabilities shown in the military exercise. That subheading (Sense of encirclement) 

was rendered literally as ‘نبالحصار  This serves to provide an explanation as to .’شعور

why Saudi Arabia in particular needs to show its power in the exercise, and that 

reason is projected in the sub-headline and reiterated in the following:  

ST segment TT segment 

The Saudis are also starting to feel encircled by proxy 
militias of their arch rival, Iran, with Hezbollah in Lebanon 
and Syria, Shia militias in Iraq and the Iranian-supported 
Houthi rebels in Yemen. 

بالشعورنبأنهمنمحارصوننمننقبلننكمانبدأنالسعوديون
نتعملنبالوكالةنعننمنافستهاناللدودةنإيران،ن  

القواتنالتر
ن  
نلبناننوسوريانوالميليشياتنالشيعيةنف   

مثلنحزبنهللانف 
ناليمن  

نالذيننتدعمهمنايراننف  نالحوثيي   .العراقنوالمسلحي    
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This segment not only serves as a repetition of the subheading that preceded it, but 

also to show one of the main framing points that the BBC projects to the readers. It 

is noticeable that there were only two lexical items from this segment that were not 

translated faithfully in the TT. The term ‘militias’ was rendered as ‘القوات’, meaning 

‘forces’, but was rendered faithfully when describing those in Iraq (Shia militias, 

rendered as نالشيعية  This shows that the translator did not translate it .(الميليشيات

faithfully at the beginning so as not to generalise the word to include the Houthis but 

translated it faithfully when it only was referring to those in Iraq. Another word that 

was not rendered in the translation, ‘rebels’, which described the Houthis, was 

rendered as ‘المسلحي  ن’, meaning ‘armed’. This label has been discussed previously in 

the analysis, explaining that it is often used in English reports and only rarely in 

Arabic to accommodate the views of the Arabic readership.  

Another point represented in the segment, although indirectly, is insinuating the 

reason that drives Saudi Arabia’s involvement in the conflict in Yemen is for self-

preservation rather than supporting the internationally-recognised Yemeni 

government. This is particularly noticeable in the style of wording in this segment 

(encircled, Proxy Militias, arch rival Iran) and in the TT as ‘ن ,محارصون بالوكالةتعمل , 

نإيران ناللدودة  All of this demonstrates that the facts and information .’منافستها

represented in discourse is not purely structured, but rather it is packaged and framed 

for readers to guide them towards intended aims and points of view about events that 

happen around us in the world. It also shows that, based on the intended readership, 

those packages and frames are not set in stone, but rather they are fluid and flexible, 

to be shaped and structured in the manner that the news institution dictates and 

produces. 

5.4-Concordances of Yemen in the BBC 

The second most frequent KW in the BBC corpora is Yemen, which may raise 

questions as to why it was not the first, as it is the country where the conflict is 

taking place. Yemen is located on the southern border of Saudi Arabia. Its people 

ousted the former president, Ali Abdullah Saleh, in the Arab spring. After their 

revolution, the new President, Hadi, and his government assumed control and began 

the process of reform. Then came the Houthi uprising, which signalled the start of 

the conflict in Yemen. The starting point that initiated the conflict was when the 
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Houthis took over control of the capital, forcing the president to flee to the port city 

of Aden and then to Saudi Arabia. This section of the analysis will present the first 

15 concordance lines from the BBC corpora, which will allow the analysis to clearly 

identify how all sides in the conflict are represented in the BBC’s news production 

process. 

Table 11 Concordances of Yemen in the BBC corpora 

Concordance of Yemen in English ST Concordance of Yemen in Arabic TT 

1-I have no idea what dizzy heights those two rose to 

after that in Yemen's tribal hierarchy, but the Houthis 

and their allies are now in control of most of the 

important parts of Yemen, despite more than a week 

of airstrikes. 

نوحلفاؤهمنالنيزالوننيسيطروننعىلن لكننالحوثيي  
ناليمن،نعىلنالرغمنمننمرورن  

أغلبنالمناطقنالهامةنف 
نمننأسبوعنعىلنبدءنالغاراتنالجويةنال معروفةنأكب 

.بعاصفةنالحزم  

2-The UN human rights chief has accused the Saudi-
led coalition of causing twice as many civilian 

casualties as all the other forces fighting in Yemen. 

اتهمتناألممنالمتحدةنالتحالفنالعسكرينبقيادةن
ن  
نف  نسقوطنضحايانمدنيي    

ناليمننالسعوديةنبالتسببنف 
يزيدنبمقدارنالضعفنعمانتسببتنفيهنأطرافنالرصاعن

.األخرى  

3-Yemen is strategically important because it sits on 

the Bab al-Mandab strait, a narrow waterway linking 

the Red Sea with the Gulf of Aden, through which 

much of the world's oil shipments pass. 

نإطاللهانعىلن  
اتيجيةنلليمننف  وتكمنناألهميةناالسبر

مضيقنبابنالمندب،نوهونمضيقنيربطنالبحرناألحمرن
نالعالم  

هنأغلبنشحناتنالنفطنف   بخليجنعدننتمرنعب 

4- These have failed to dislodge the Houthis from the 

capital Sanaa and from much of the heavily-

populated west of Yemen.  

نمننالعاصمةن نطردنالحوثيي    
وفشلتنهذهنالحملةنف 

نمننغربناليمننالمكتظنبالسكان .صنعاءنومننالكثب   

5-More importantly perhaps, many years of war have 

festooned Yemen with weapons. 
نأهمية،نهونأننسنواتنالحربن وربمانيكونناألكب 

.الطويلةنأغرقتناليمننباألسلحة  

6-UN humanitarian co-ordinator for Yemen, Jamie 

McGoldrick, condemned Saturday's strikes on the 

funeral gathering as a "horrific attack". 

ناألممننوأدان  
منسقنالشؤونناإلنسانيةنبشأنناليمننف 

نماك باتنالجويةن-المتحدة،نجام  غولدريك،نالرص 
 السبت،نواصفانإياهانبأنهان"هجومنمروع

7- Insurgencies, separatism and bouts of civil war 

have become endemic in Yemen. But they have 

mainly been home-grown contests for power.  

What is different now is that Yemen is being drawn, 

whether it wants to or not, into a much bigger 

confrontation. 

ن  
وأصبحنالتمردنوالحربناألهليةنمنناألشياءنالمألوفةنف 
اليمن،نلكننمانيحدثناآلننمختلف،نحيثنيجرينجرن

ن نإىلنمواجهةنأكب  .اليمنيي    

8-What happens in Yemen can greatly exacerbate 

regional tensions. It also worries the West because of 
the threat of attacks emanating from the country as it 

becomes more unstable. 

ناليمننالتوتراتناإلقليميةن  
ويمكنناننيؤججنمانيجرينف 

.نكمانأنهنيشكلنمصدرنق نالمنطقةنبشكلنكبب   
لقنف 

نمننالمحتملنأنن  
للغربنبسببنتهديدنهجماتنالتر

نمننهذهنالبالدنكلمانازدادتناالضطراباتنفيها  تنتشر

9-But I pointed out this is exactly what has been 

happening, repeatedly, in Yemen, for the past 20 

months. 

نأوضحتنلهنأنناستهدافنهذهنالمواقعنتكررنعدةن  
لكنت 

ن  
 
يننشهرانالماضيةمراتنف .اليمننعىلنمدارنالعشر  

10-The US-backed coalition of mostly Arab states 

began air strikes a year ago in support of Yemen's 

internationally-recognised government. The Saudis 

accuse Iran of supporting the Houthis in Yemen 

militarily - a charge it denies. 

نبقيادةنالسعوديةنوالمدعومنمنن وكاننالتحالفنالعرث  
ن باتنجويةنضدنالحوثيي   الوالياتنالمتحدةنبدأنبشننرص 

فنبهان ناليمننلدعمنالحكومةناليمنيةنالمعبر  
ف 

ن
 
واعتادتنالرياضنعىلناتهامنطهراننبدعمن.دوليا

ناليمن،ناألمرنالذينتحرصنطهراننعىلن  
 
نف الحوثيي  

.نفيه  
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11-The Saudi-led coalition is backing the 

internationally-recognised government of Yemen. 

Thousands of civilians have been killed since the war 

began in 2014. 

ويشننالتحالفنالعسكرينبقيادةنالسعوديةنغاراتن
دعمانللقواتنن2015داخلناليمننمنذنمارس/آذارن

منصورنهادي.ننالمواليةنللرئيسنعبدنربه  

وبحسبنتقديراتناألممنالمتحدة،نفقدنقتلنآالفن
ن  
نمنذنبدأنالتحالفنغاراتهنالعامنالماض   المدنيي  

12-The UN special envoy to Yemen, Ismail Ould 

Cheikh Ahmed, said the cessation of hostilities was 

"critical, urgent and much-needed". "Yemen cannot 

afford the loss of more lives," he added. 

omitted 

13- Sunni power Saudi Arabia has - deliberately or 

otherwise - projected the fighting in Yemen as a 

proxy war with regional Shia rival Iran, though this is 

a dangerous mischaracterisation of the conflict. 

لمملكةنالعربيةنالسعودية،نالقوةنالسنية،نبقصدنتصورنا
ناليمننعىلنأنهنحربنبالوكالةنمعن  

أونبدونه،نالقتالنف 
منافستهاناإلقليميةنالشيعيةنإيران،نعىلنالرغمنمننأنن

.ذلكنسوءنتوصيفنخطرنللرصاع  

14- Mr Colville said almost two-thirds of the civilian 

deaths reported in Yemen over the past 12 months 
had allegedly been caused by coalition air strikes. 

omitted 

15- The country's President, Mansour Hadi, fled for 

his life to the southern port of Aden where the 

Houthis bombed him from the air in his palace.  

نعبدنربهن  
منصورنهادينبالفرارنإىلنوالذنالرئيسناليمت 

ن ميناءنعدننجنوبنالبالدنبعدنأننتعرضنالقرصنالرئاس 
. لقصفنجوينمننقبلنالحوثيي  ن  

5.4.1-Omitted concordance lines 

Line 12 was extracted from a news article that the analysis came across in one of the 

previous examples. The news article was published in April 2016 and speculates as 

to whether the humanitarian truce between the Houthis and the coalition will hold. 

The segment itself is a quote by the UN special envoy to Yemen, Mr Ismail ould 

cheikh Ahmed, only mentioned twice in the English corpus and three times in the 

Arabic, which means there was an addition in the translation between English and 

Arabic that mentioned him. One may argue that the number of instances in which the 

UN special envoy has been mentioned in discourse is quite low for his role in the 

conflict. 

 It is worth noting that the special envoy resigned his role in early 2018 and was 

replaced by Martin Griffith of Britain. This particular quote addresses the need to 

hold the truce so as to prevent more human loss, which is understandable and 

commendable; however, the manner and context in which this segment appeared 

from a CDA perspective raises questions. Also, the reason for omitting this segment 

in the TT is unclear, other than it was an editorial choice, because there is no bias or 

condemnation in the segment. Rather, it describes the dire state of Yemen and its 

people. Starting with the headline and lead of the news report, there are clear 

indications that reveal the way each article was representing the issue, as can be seen 

in the following segment. 
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ST Headline  TT Headline  

Yemen conflict: Clashes rattle shaky truce. ناليمن:نالهدنةنالنتزالنساريةنرغمنبعضناالنتهاكات  
 الحربنف 

In the English headline, one can clearly observe the short and sarcastic tone, which 

reflects the perspective that the ST projects. It focuses on the clashes that happened 

more so than the truce holding. In the TT however, the same semantic prosody was 

not rendered in the translation. The TT headline projected a more formal style in 

reporting, which also sets the tone for the whole report. Unlike the ST, the focus 

shifted to the truce holding and continuing, as can be seen in ‘نبعضن نرغم نسارية نتزال ال

 meaning ‘the truce is still holding despite some violations’, which projects ,’االنتهاكات

the report in a more positive way.  

One more point to discuss before moving to the lead of both reports is the use of the 

tag ‘Yemen Conflict’. It is called a tag because it makes it easier to find news stories 

about this particular event on the BBC website using this tag. What makes this 

interesting, however, is that it was translated in the TT as ‘ناليمن  
نف   meaning ,’الحرب

‘war in Yemen’, which only occurred twice in the corpora. This is possibly a 

translator’s choice more so than an editorial one. This possibility is foregrounded by 

the fact that, in all of the instances where this tag occurred in the ST, it was only 

twice that it was rendered in this manner, otherwise it was either rendered faithfully 

or omitted completely.  

This shows us that BBC translators have leeway, to some extent, to use their own 

judgement and choice of words when translating news reports, which can allow them 

to insert their own ideological views and not just the news institution’s to frame 

events if they wish to do so. In this example, the translator chose to render the term 

‘conflict’, meaning 'رصاع' in Arabic, to the term ‘War’, meaning ‘حرب'. By doing so, 

the headline escalated the event in this particular report more so than its ST. Even 

though the term ‘war’ is sometimes used in the ST reports, it is rarely used in the 

headline, and is always translated faithfully except in these two instances, which 

drew the attention of the analysis to it.  

Moreover, the news lead in both reports also reflected different stances toward the 

event being reported, setting the tone for the intertextual chains that followed and the 

information included in both the ST and TT news reports.  
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ST Lead TT Lead 

A truce aimed at ending more than a year of 

war in Yemen appears to be largely holding, 

despite reports of fighting in several places. 

ناليمننعندنمنتصفن  
النيزالنوقفنإطالقنالنارنالذينبدأنتنفيذهنف 

نارتكبهان  
الليلنسارينالمفعولنبالرغمنمننبعضناالنتهاكاتنالتر

ن ،نبحسبنمانأفادنبهنرئيسنأركاننالجيشنالمواىل  مسلحونالحوثيي  
.نللرئيسنعبدنربهنمنصورنهادي  

The ST lead reiterated the point of its headline more formally and with less sarcasm, 

but it did not add any significant new information about the event to illustrate it in 

comparison with its TT. The translator implemented addition strategy to provide not 

only news information, but also the source of that information regarding this 

particular event. We can observe that in the TT headline, the news report first 

confirmed that the truce, which began at midnight, still holds despite some attacks 

from armed Houthis ( نارتك  
نمسلحونالحوثيي  ناالنتهاكاتنالتر بها ), as stated by the chief of staff 

for the government armed forces. The addition made to the TT showed that the 

Houthis were the ones not honouring the truce, while the ST had not explicitly 

pointed to this violation on the part of the Houthis, and the source of this information 

in the TT is the government that fights them. One cannot fail to notice that the 

translation associated the source of the information with president Hadi (نأركانن رئيس

نهادي نمنصور نربه نللرئيسنعبد  rather than the government, which is a slight (الجيشنالمواىل 

but important distinction between the two. The style and semantic way in which the 

translator expressed the source of the information is quite interesting, particularly the 

use of the word ‘ن  meaning ‘loyal’, and associating it with the president as a ,’مواىل 

person rather than the Yemeni government. From a CDA point of view, this projects 

scepticism towards the readers about the information they read in this report. Being 

critical and sceptical about what they see and read is a normal and sometimes healthy 

practice for society. However using that to steer the society into a frame of social 

reality constructed by news discourse is highly questionable.  

With regard to the cohesive structures of both reports, each one is very different in 

its syntactic chains and how each participant is positioned and controlled in both 

texts, while simultaneously trying to express almost the same information regarding 

the same event. The ST provided a background for the truce itself, covering its 

purpose and the violation of it after the lead, as did the TT. However, each report 

gave the story from different sides. The ST provided the story based on the Houthis 

side while the TT expressed the Yemeni government side of how the violations came 

to be. There are two interesting aspects to consider in these segments. The first is the 
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use of the context to express certain information and frame it as the cause of the 

problem, and the second is the re-contextualisation of this information in the TT to 

reframe it for the target readership.   

ST  TT  

A-But soon afterwards, the government accused 
Houthi rebels of violations in the south-western city 
of Taiz and in Marib, east of the capital Sanaa. 

B-The truce is supposed to set the scene for peace 
talks in Kuwait next week. 

C-More than 6,300 people have been killed since the 

conflict in Yemen escalated in March 2015, when a 
Saudi-led coalition began a military campaign to 
defeat the rebels and restore the internationally-
recognised government. 

D-The UN says most of those killed have been 
civilians, blaming coalition air strikes for the vast 
majority of deaths. 

E-The war has also created a humanitarian 

catastrophe for Yemen, displacing some two million 
people and leaving 80% of the population in need of 
aid. 

F-The rebels meanwhile said there had been at least 
one coalition air strike in Taiz province, and accused 
loyalists of being behind violations north and east of 
Sanaa, as well as in the south. 

A-نعدةن  
نبانتهاكنالهدنةنف  نالحوثيي   واتهمناللواءنمسلج 

نالساعةن  
بتوقيتنغرينتشنن21.00جبهاتنمنذنبدءنرسيانهانف 

ن.ناألحدن  

B- نمننن نالجنوبنالغرث    
نمدينةنتعزنف   

وحدثتناالنتهاكاتنف 
نمحافظةن  

قنالعاصمةنصنعاء،نوف  نمأرب،نرسر  
اليمن،نوف 

.نالجوفنباتجاهنالشمال  

C- خانباتجاهنمأربنمننمنطقةنوقدنأطلقنالمسلحوننصارونن
ضنعقبنبدءنوقفنإطالقنالنار،نبحسبنمان صنعاء،نلكنهناعبر

ن  
.نقالهنالمقدسر  

D- نن  
نمدينةنف  نتعز،نثالثنأكب   

وقالتناللجنةنالعسكريةنف 
انتهاكانلوقفنإطالقنالنارنارتكبهانن12"اليمن،نإنهانسجلتن

".نالمسلحون  

-Eن نقتلوانمدنيانوأصابوانع دةنوأضافتناللجنةنأننالحوثيي  
ةنإىلنأنن نالمدينة،نمشب   

ردنانكانن"أشخاصنآخريننبجروحنف 
."مقصورانعىلنالدفاعنعننالنفس  

F- نأننتشكلنالهدنةنالحاليةنحجرنن  
وهناكنآمالنمتجددةنف 

ن  
زاويةنالتفاقنسالمنطويلناألمدنيمكننالتوصلنإليهنف 

ن  
نالكويتنف   

نستبدأنف   
.ننيسان/نأبريلن18المحادثاتنالتر  

In the ST, the first, second and last segments in the table address the event in 

question, but what is in between creates a connection to the event to reassert the 

frame of the conflict. Segments C, D and E serve to provide background information 

about the conflict and the ramifications that led to the deterioration of the situation in 

Yemen, and mainly blaming the coalition. Segment C reflects a frame marking the 

beginning of the conflict, which has been reiterated in more than one form of 

syntactic structure in the corpora. In this particular instance, we can observe the 

choice of lexical item representing each party as well as the actions associated with 

them and their consequences.   

The first is the use of the term ‘escalated’ in association with the number of lives lost 

while discursively placing the cause and blame on the party that appears to have 

started the escalation, which is the coalition in this case, particularly when labelling 

the other party as ‘rebels’. Segment D acts as a discursive consolidation for Segment 

C, particularly when the source of the information is the UN, which is considered a 

neutral party in general. This consolidation does not serve to reapportion blame to 

the coalition, while simultaneously omitting any mention of Yemen, its government, 

or the Houthis. Segment E shows the result of the conflict and its effect on Yemen 
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and its people. However, the source of information and numbers are not mentioned; 

it is unclear whether it is from the UN or another officially recognised source or an 

estimation from the BBC. The important point here is how the BBC ST reports focus 

on some parts of the information, particularly on the coalition side more so than the 

place where the conflict takes place, which is Yemen. These three segments show 

three discursively positioned representations of action, cause and effect projected 

from the news institution’s point of view and embedded between segments that 

report new information or news about the event. 

On the other hand, when examining the Arabic translation, or reframing, of these 

segments, they reflect a very different representation of the event being reported. All 

the information provided in these segments is one-sided, mainly Yemeni government 

officials and supporters, without eliciting any background information about the 

conflict in general or pointing blame for casualties towards any of the parties. The 

Arabic TT cohesive structure was more focused on the event being reported rather 

than providing intertextual links with previous frames in the news corpora. The TT 

segments A to E blame the Houthis for violating the truce and providing details of 

the attacks and their outcome. Another significant change in the reframing is 

referring to the Houthis as ‘المسلحون’, meaning ‘armed men’ in segments A, C and D, 

rather than ‘rebels’, as in the ST. Still, in each of these cases when the term ‘المسلحون’ 

was used in the discourse, it was not a description provided by the BBC itself; rather, 

it was taken from a speaker of the Yemeni government. This serves the aim of 

presenting a sense of neutrality while simultaneously keeping the target readership in 

mind by positioning the speakers as a shield and using them as sources as 

representative of the Yemeni government and not just focusing on the Houthis in 

their reporting. 

Clearly, this shows that the news institution is careful in its representation with 

regard to what to include and discard, as well as the sources of the information. Also, 

choosing the event being reported as a framing platform in discourse is a common 

and effective practice. This is evident by the difference of frame intensity and 

forwardness, as is the case in the ST segments in the previous table and when to 

scale down on framing a discourse, not just because of the event but also for the 

target audience, as is the case in the TT segments on the same page. These segments 

are a perfect example of framing and reframing source and target texts in news 
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production in the BBC and show how an exact event can be reported from different 

points of view that shift culpability based on the target audience frame of reference 

while appearing neutral and only reporting the news.  

Yemen conflict: Wedding attack death toll rises to 130  

Moving to the second omitted segment in the corpora, namely segment number 14. 

This segment refers to a frame that has been discussed before regarding one of the 

parties in the conflict, the coalition, allegedly being responsible for more casualties 

than other parties. Most often, this particular frame is omitted in the TT, as it is in 

this segment; however, in this section we examine the part that the news discourse 

represents Yemen in.  

Mr Colville said almost two-thirds of the civilian deaths reported in 

Yemen over the past 12 months had allegedly been caused by 

coalition air strikes. 

 

omitted 

This segment was extracted from a news report published six months after the 

conflict started and reports about an attack on a wedding ceremony. This report has 

been examined with another examples in the coalition representation analysis section, 

including its headline and lead. Therefore, in this example the analysis will focus on 

the extracted example and the segments that directly preceded and followed it to 

avoid any repetition in the analysis. This example came under a subheading entitled 

‘Deadliest Incident’ which, if translated into Arabic, would be ‘ندموية نحادثة  .'اكب 

However, the TT news report also omitted this subheading, including all the 

segments that came under it, which resulted in the TT becoming significantly shorter 

than its ST. In other words, through the translation choices, the cohesive syntactic 

structure under this subheading has not been translated or its meaning rendered in the 

TT. 

The frame that this subheading contains refers to the same frame in the previous 

example, which puts the blame for Yemen’s woes on the coalition. The segment 

itself is a quote reported from the spokesman for the UN High Commission for 

Human Rights which, by association, makes it appear as if it is the opinion of the 

UN itself. It is worth noting that this is the only mention of the UN High 

Commissioner in the corpora. This is similar to the previous example where the UN 

special envoy was only was mentioned twice, and in each case, they were positioned 

in discourse to foreground a framing point, as has been shown in the analysis. It is 
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also worth noting that the President and government of Yemen are represented as a 

separate entity from Yemen as a country. This is true except in cases where 

government sources are quoted and positioned to frame reports, such as in the 

following example under the same subheading and its translation. 

Yemeni security sources confirmed to 
the Associated Press that there had 
been an air strike and a senior 
government official said it had been 

"a mistake". 

مواليةنلحكومةنالرئيسنعبدنربهنمنصورنهادينوسكانننواتهمتنقياداتنعسكرية

اننالتحالفن نبقصفنحفلنالزفافنبصواري    خنكاتيوشانأثناءنتحليقنطب  محليوننالحوثيي  

نمناهضن نودوىل  نسماءنالمنطقةنإللصاقنالتهمةنبالتحالفنوخلقنرأينعامنمحىل   
ف 

نال ناليمننعىلنحدنتعبب   
.مصدرلعملياتنالقصفنالجوينالمستمرةنلقواتنالتحافنف   

These two segments represent Yemeni government sources differently; they have 

opposite views on who is to blame for the attack. There are two interesting 

discursive elements in these segments that are important to note. The first is how the 

Yemeni government sources are labelled and represented and the second is the style 

of wording of the information being reported. In the ST segment, the government 

officials were labelled as ‘Yemeni Security Sources’ while in the TT, the labelled 

changed to be ‘ ريةنمواليةنلحكومةنالرئيسنعبدنربهنمنصورنهاديقياداتنعسك ’, meaning ‘military 

commanders loyal to President Hadi’s government’. One cannot fail to notice the 

word Yemen has been clearly dropped in the TT and replaced by ‘Hadi’s 

government’. This alteration between the ST and the TT serves the discursive frame 

rather than the actual news event, achieving two important aims in the process. The 

first is foregrounding the frame that the BBC chose and built upon in their discourse 

production about the conflict for English readers. The second is to maintain the 

appearance of neutrality in their Arabic reporting towards the target readership to the 

extent of not appearing biased towards one party in the conflict. However, their 

translation still shows signs of discursive procedures and the utilisation of translation 

strategies to implicitly transfer some of the ST macro propositions that express 

ideological markers in them. As shown in this example, the difference between the 

syntactic structure of the ST and TT holds a significance that plays to their 

plausibility in the readers’ minds. While the ST segment is direct, concise, and 

precise in its structure because it appeases the discourse macro propositions, the TT 

segment lacked all of these qualities. 

Furthermore, looking at the ST where the information expressed suited the discursive 

macrostructures and presupposition of the BBC news production, the source for that 

information is associated with Yemen as its representative, and then the description 

‘senior government official’ is used to add to the credibility of the sources. On the 
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other hand, in the TT intended for Arabic readers, the representation of the Yemeni 

sources shifted drastically in the discursive reframing to serve the macro structure of 

discourse production for the target readers. Instead of ‘Yemeni sources’, they 

became sources loyal to Hadi’s government, and instead of ‘air strike’, it became 

‘Houthis missile while a coalition plane was flying’. This goes beyond a simple shift 

of narrative to a completely different projection of the event based on the 

information presented in both source and target texts and the representation of their 

sources.  

5.4.2-Faithful translation 

Faithful translation is the most utilised translation strategy in this section, containing 

seven concordance lines, namely 2, 3, 5, 8, 10, 13 and 15. This is due to many of the 

examples having been extracted from editorial reports in the corpora. Editorial 

reports often implement literal translation in the discursive production of the TT. 

Examining these lines will determine how this strategy has been utilised by the BBC 

to project their framing and representations of the conflict. 

Yemen war: Saudi coalition 'causing most civilian casualties'(II) 

This line is the lead in a news report published in March 2016, a year after the 

conflict started. It reports about which party in the conflict is responsible for the 

most civilian casualties in Yemen since the war began. The report is based on a press 

release by the High Commissioner for Human Rights, Mr Zeid Raad Al Hussein, in 

which he blames both parties in the conflict, but mostly blames the coalition as the 

party responsible for most casualties. 

The UN human rights chief has accused the 

Saudi-led coalition of causing twice as many 

civilian casualties as all the other forces fighting 

in Yemen. 

اتهمتناألممنالمتحدةنالتحالفنالعسكرينبقيادةنالسعوديةن

ناليمننيزيدنبمقدارن  
 
نف نسقوطنضحايانمدنيي    

 
بالتسببنف

.الضعفنعمانتسببتنفيهنأطرافنالرصاعناألخرى  

The example in the ST starts with naming the source of the information and then 

uses the term ‘accused’, referring to the coalition. What is interesting about this line 

is the use of transitivity to single out the coalition in the accusation. This can more 

clearly be observed at the end of the syntactic structure where the other party in the 

conflict (Houthis) is not mentioned, simply referring to them as ‘other forces’. One 

can argue that the use of this syntactic structure in the lead of the news report has to 

do with pointing the blame towards the coalition rather than focusing on Yemen 
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itself, and how this has affected its people. Another issue is the use of the term 

‘causing’ rather than ‘responsible’, which represents varying connotative meanings.  

The first connotes that the action is deliberately enacted, and by adding the suffix 

‘ing’, it provides a context of continuity, while the latter term, which is the word 

used in the original report by the commissioner, does not contain the same deliberate 

connotation. Clearly, this lead serves to project who to blame – the coalition – rather 

than focusing on Yemen itself; this is presented in the report as a whole. Similarly, 

the TT presented the same focus in its reporting, albeit with less intensity and 

forthcoming in its condemnation of the coalition. In the translated example, we can 

observe that it was rendered faithfully to its original except for one part, which is the 

source of the information. The source in the Arabic TT was altered to be ‘اتهمتناألممن

 meaning ‘the UN has accused’, and it was only in the segment following the ,’المتحدة

lead where the report specified Mr Zeid AlHussein as the source. This alteration in 

the lead has to do with the headline of the TT more than other factors. As mentioned 

previously news report headlines are carefully structured because it is the hook that 

draws readers to explore the report that comes under it. As such, the headline is 

supposed to appeal to the cultural knowledge and inclination of the intended social 

structure, or at least not to be against it, as can be seen in the headline of the ST and 

TT in this example:  

ST headline TT headline 

Yemen war: Saudi coalition 'causing most 

civilian casualties' 
التحالفنبقيادةنالسعوديةنمسؤولنعنن: األممنالمتحدة
نباليمنسقوطنأغلبن الضحايانالمدنيي    

The ST headline started with the phrase ‘Yemen war’, which is a tag on the BBC 

website to find similar articles on the subject. What follows in the headline is 

reiterated in the lead in the example above. On the other hand, the TT headline 

changes the phrase to ‘نالمتحدة  meaning ‘The UN’. This alteration in the ,’األمم

translation is also reiterated in the lead, as the example above also displays. However, 

what is most interesting is the lexical item used in the TT headline to describe the 

culpability of the coalition, which differs from what came in the TT lead and the ST 

report. The headline used the term ‘مسؤول’, meaning ‘responsible’, rather than the 

word used in the ST and the TT leads in the example, which is ‘causing’. 

Both source and target reports discussed the Human Rights Commissioner’s reports 

focusing on the coalition faults more than other points. Even though, there were 

some omission, additions and changes in the syntactic structure between the ST and 
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TT, the overall focus point is still the same. However, the main difference between 

them is the intertextual chains in the ST, which is a feature that BBC English reports 

often exhibit. These intertextual chains set the parameters for the conditions of 

discourse production in general, leading to manifestation of intertextual features that 

ultimately govern the macro structures of discourse topics. An example of one of 

these intertextual chains in this particular ST report is the last segment that 

concluded the report and was omitted from the TT. This segment is as follows: 

The coalition launched its offensive last March with the aim of repelling the rebels and restoring 

exiled President Abdrabbuh Mansour Hadi to power. 

This sentence describes and summarises the whole conflict for English readers using 

a very particular and carefully structured style of wording. Using the term ‘offensive’ 

rather than the usual term used in the BBC corpora (airstrike) to describe the 

coalition’s action could be to diminish any appearance of bias in describing the 

conflict. This is particularly obvious in representing the Yemeni parties as ‘rebels’ 

and ‘exiled’, and finally, ‘power’. The brilliance of this sentence is that the overall 

sense of meaning is factual; however, the lexical item used provides a specific lens 

that guides the readers toward a particular way of viewing it. These terms equip the 

syntactic structure with enough implications to affect readers’ determination and 

stance about the conflict, in particular those readers with limited knowledge about it; 

thus it was omitted in the TT.   

Yemen crisis: Who is fighting whom? 

This line was extracted from an editorial report that was published in October 2016, 

and it is the sentence with which the report concluded. It came under a sub-heading 

in the report where the writer inserted a sequence of frames that reoccurs frequently 

in the corpora but not in the sequence in this case. It makes this example and its 

discursive context one of the significant examples that we discuss in the analysis of 

the BBC corpora.  

Yemen is strategically important because it sits on 

the Bab al-Mandab strait, a narrow waterway linking 

the Red Sea with the Gulf of Aden, through which 

much of the world's oil shipments pass. 

نإطاللهانعىلن  
اتيجيةنلليمننف  وتكمنناألهميةناالسبر

مضيقنبابنالمندب،نوهونمضيقنيربطنالبحرناألحمرن

نالعالم  
هنأغلبنشحناتنالنفطنف   بخليجنعدننتمرنعب 

The example itself discusses the geographical importance of Yemen that would 

cause other countries to have interest in it. This point is expressed very thoroughly, 

and its translation was rendered faithfully, such as most sentences in editorial reports. 
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Nonetheless, as stated previously, the importance of this example lies it its discursive 

context, which aims to display a full picture from the news institution’s perspective 

to both ST and TT readers about the situation in Yemen. As such, the sub-heading 

that preceded these frames in the editorial report was as follows:  

Why should this matter for the rest of the world? 

؟لماذانيجبنأننيهمنذلكنبقيةنالعالم  

Clearly, from the sub-heading we can deduce that the syntactic structure that 

followed is intended to draw the interest of other countries toward the conflict, 

particularly those with limited knowledge about it. As such, the ST, and by contrast 

its faithfully rendered translation, laid down cohesively structured frames of the 

reason/s behind the conflict and how it could affect the world. This cohesive 

discursive structure reflects the interdiscursivity of the majority of the BBC’s 

discursive production of news reports, which sets the tone for its social consumption. 

This syntactic structure and its translation that directly preceded the example in line 

3 is as follows: 

What happens in Yemen can greatly exacerbate 

regional tensions. It also worries the West because 

of the threat of attacks emanating from the country 

as it becomes more unstable. 

 
Western intelligence agencies consider AQAP the 

most dangerous branch of al-Qaeda because of its 

technical expertise and global reach, and the 

emergence of IS affiliates in Yemen is a serious 

concern. 

 

The conflict between the Houthis and the elected 

government is also seen as part of a regional power 

struggle between Shia-ruled Iran and Sunni-ruled 

Saudi Arabia. 

Gulf Arab states have accused Iran of backing the 

Houthis financially and militarily, though Iran has 

denied this, and they are themselves backers of 

President Hadi. 

ن  
ناليمننالتوتراتناإلقليميةنف   

ويمكنناننيؤججنمانيجرينف 
.نكمانأنهنيشكلنمصدرنقلقنللغربن المنطقةنبشكلنكبب 
نمنن نمننالمحتملنأننتنتشر  

بسببنتهديدنهجماتنالتر
 هذهنالبالدنكلمانازدادتناالضطراباتنفيها

 

نشبهن  
ناجهزةنالمخابراتنالغربيةنتنظيمنالقاعدةنف  وتعتب 

ننالجزيرةنالعربية  
مننأخطرنالجماعاتنالمسلحةنف 

اتنفنيةنوقدراتنتقنيةن المنطقة،ننظرانلمانلديهنمننخب 
نمختلفنأنحاءنالعالمن  

وقدرةنعىلنالوصولنإىلنمواقعنف 
لتنفيذنهجمات،نعالوةنعىلنمخاوفنتلكناألجهزةنالغربيةن
ة ةناألخب 

نالفبر  
ناليمننف   

 مننظهورنعنارصنتنظيمنالدولةنف 
 

نا نوالحكومةنالمنتخبةنويرىنالبعضنالرصاعنبي   لحوثيي  
نإيران،نذاتناألغلبيةن نبي   نأكب  جزءانمننمننرصاعنإقليم 

 الشيعية،نوالسعوديةنذاتناألغلبيةنالسنية
نالدعمنالعسكرين. واتهمتندولنالخليجنإيراننبتوفب 

نالوقتنالذين  
،نوهونمانتنفيهنطهراننف  نللحوثيي   والماىل 

 يدعموننهمنفيهنالرئيسنهادي

Consequently, the syntactic structure starts with Yemen itself and the countries 

surrounding it, and then gradually moves to the rest of the world, as represented by 

the lexical item chosen to describe it (‘the West’, meaning ‘الغرب’), as shown in both 

the ST and TT. The interesting point here is that the discourse draws attention to 

Yemen not in relation to its dire humanitarian need, but rather self-interest. This self-

interest, as shown to the West, is its security from the danger of the fallout in Yemen 

and the increase of threats from Al-Qaeda and the so-called Islamic State. Therefore, 
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this is displayed as a call for those countries and their people to interfere in this 

conflict and end the threat that may arise from it. 

Furthermore, the last frame, expressed in the last two sentences, is the sectarian drift 

between Sunni and Shia and situates it as the cause of the conflict in Yemen. 

However, the style of wording representing this frame in both the ST and TT shields 

the news institution from any bias by using the phrase ‘seen as’, rendered as ‘نيرىن و

 This style is often used with speakers and sources in the corpora, but in this .’البعض

case the phrase seems sufficient enough to express this view. The reason for needing 

to shield itself is that it shifted the view of the conflict from restoring stability to 

Yemen as requested by its government, to being a sectarian power struggle.  

One also notices that the Houthis’ name is not changed or referred to by any other 

name, unlike the Yemeni government, which the discourse changes to single out 

President Hadi as the one being ‘backed’ by the coalition. This is one of the methods 

used in discourse macrostructures that often single out Hadi from the Yemeni 

government in association with the coalition. This could serve the aim of reflecting 

negative representation of this association towards readers, particularly after the 

fallout of the Arab spring, which Yemen was a part of, where people toppled their 

rulers, and this is shown as being a response to prevent that. 

Viewpoint: How far is Saudi-Iranian rivalry fuelling Yemen war? 

Concordance line 5 was extracted from an editorial news report published in May 

2015, less than two months after the war started. This example is one of many that 

attempt to describe the situation in Yemen and the reason behind the conflict. It does 

not focus on Yemen, where the conflict is taking place, but rather on the geo-

political power struggle between Saudi and Iran as the spark that ignited the conflict 

in Yemen. It criticises some of the popular views and reasons about why there is a 

conflict and tries to provide alternative reasons behind it based on the power struggle, 

religious differences, and ideological beliefs that each party holds. The following ST 

and TT examples reveal literal rendering. This is the approach often used in the 

translation of editorial reports. 

More importantly perhaps, many years of 

war have festooned Yemen with weapons. 

نأهمية،نهونأننسنواتنالحربن وربمانيكونناألكب 

.باألسلحةالطويلةنأغرقتناليمنن  
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This line was intended to reveal that the weapons that the Houthis use in the conflict 

are a result of years of civil wars. These wars did not just enable them to acquire 

their arsenal, but also equipped them with the necessary fighting expertise to 

persevere and hold their ground in this conflict. Two points arise from this line. The 

first is the style of wording (more importantly, نأهمية  which highlights this ,(األكب 

particular information, and transitivity, which does not point to the source of those 

weapons, who brought them, or how the Houthis have possession of them. This leads 

the analysis to believe that this sentence was structured to dismiss, or at the least 

raise doubt for readers, both discourses about any outside involvement or support for 

the Houthis. Clearly, the contextual structure that this example was presented in 

reaches the same conclusion very carefully.  

The engagingly worded subheading that came under, and the first sentence that 

preceded the example in line 5 provided an outline of how the Houthis could still 

hold their ground. All headlines should attract the reader’s eyes to engage them and 

pique their interest as to what comes under them; this sub-heading clearly aspires to 

achieve that. 

ST sub-heading TT sub-heading 

Spoils of war غنائمنالحرب 

These ‘spoils of war’ that both the ST and TT refer to are the weapons mentioned in 

the statement in the previous example. These thematic structures provide a 

presupposition towards readers about the conflict which are not necessarily true or 

false because the discourse has not conclusively proved or disproved them. They just 

happen to be the frame of view that suited the ideological aim of the discursive 

production process of the news institution. It is also worth noting that of all the TT 

corpora, this translated report is one of the most faithfully rendered, apart from the 

order of the last two sentences, where one preceded the other in the TT. This 

indicates not only the importance of the views and representation displayed in the ST 

for English readers, but also that these views and representations were structures for 

the TT readers as well. Raising this argument regarding the TT readers is reflected in 

the lack of the often-used labels in describing the Houthis as ‘rebels’ in both the ST 

and TT, in addition to not using the term ‘air strike’ in association with the coalition 

and the term ‘air campaign’ instead. As suggested in the literature (see Baker 2006), 

to understand how framing came to be, analysts must not only look at what is 

presented in the discourse but give equal attention to what was omitted or neglected. 
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This shows that this editorial article and its translation were meticulously structured 

to appear unbiased in the assessment and reporting about the conflict, particularly 

when considering the time difference between when the editorial report was 

published in English (on 7 May 2015), and its translation on the BBC Arabic website 

(four days later on 11 May). Based on the observation of both websites while 

conducting this research, this is a significantly long difference. Usually the 

translation is published on the same day or on the day after at the latest. This delay 

foregrounds the argument of the analysis about this news report, if not confirms it. 

Furthermore, examining the first sentence that followed this sub-heading and 

preceded concordance line 5 puts the discourse in the contextual view for the 

analysis discussed above by conjecturing how the situation reached this point:  

The numerous wars fought against government forces gave the Houthis all the training and combat 
experience that they needed to humiliate Saudi forces when they intervened in Yemen in 2009 and to 

apparently fare so well against the recent air campaign launched by Saudi Arabia and its allies. 

ن  
ةنالقتاليةنالتر نخاضهانالحوثيوننضدنالقواتنالحكومية،نفإنهمنحصلوانعىلنكلنالتدريبنوالخب   

ونظرانللحروبنالعديدةنالتر
،نومننالواضحنأنهمنيبلوننبالءنحسنانضدنالحملةن2009 يحتاجونهانلهزيمةنالقواتنالسعوديةنعندمانحاولتندخولناليمننعام

نتشنهانالسعوديةن  
.وحلفاؤهاالجويةنالحاليةنالتر  

Again, the translation has been rendered faithfully to a high degree, even the 

expression ‘fare so well’ has been given an equivalent expression in Arabic ‘نبالءن يبلون

 ,which delivers an equivalent meaning and connotation to its ST. However ,’حسنا

one term was not rendered with the same equivalence, only providing the gist of the 

meaning into the TT. That word is ‘humiliate’, rendered as ‘هزيمة', simply meaning 

‘defeat’. It is understandable, given that the nature of Arabic discourse and culture 

demands a certain degree of prudery and respect, but it is also understandable that 

the news institution has a certain degree of knowledge about their readers. This 

knowledge can influence how a person, country, or even political regimes are 

referred to and how to describe their action, whether in a positive or negative light, 

and to what degree. It is also understandable that the news institution has its own 

ideological agenda that systematically governs its stance on events and issues. Both 

these points control how a discourse came to be and translated structuring frames 

from the smallest lexical item to the discourse topics that control the macro 

propositions of representing global events.  

Lastly, this editorial report, like all other editorial reports in the BBC corpora, 

contains all the major frames that the BBC corpora has repeated since the conflict 
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started. Each frame has its own subheading, all cohesively structured under the main 

headline and in support of it, just as in the example above. This lead the analysis to 

the conclusion that editorial news reports reflect the discourse macrostructure frames 

regarding events that set the tone for all other reports that revolve around an event. 

Among other things, the translation of those reports functions as a discourse 

regulator for the target readership while simultaneously adhering to the same 

discursive macrostructures as much as possible. 

Yemen crisis: Who is fighting whom? 

Extracted from an ongoing report that the BBC continues to update every few 

months regarding the conflict, this report tries to inform readers about the situation in 

Yemen in general, taking the form of an editorial report in the ST and the practices 

of editorial report translations in the TT, without having a journalist or an editor’s 

name on either. This is by far the most faithfully rendered news report in the corpora 

in terms of form, structure, sequence of sentences, and even frames. It overlays all 

the representations that the BBC signals in its discourse production about the conflict, 

each under a different subheading. The report in the data collected was extracted on 

14 October 2016. One can observe the faithfulness of the TT by looking at the 

extracted concordance line 8 as follows: 

What happens in Yemen can greatly exacerbate 

regional tensions. It also worries the West because of 

the threat of attacks emanating from the country as it 

becomes more unstable. 

ناليمننالتوتراتناإلقليميةن  
ويمكنناننيؤججنمانيجرينف 

.نكمانأنهنيشكلنمصدرنقلقن نالمنطقةنبشكلنكبب   
ف 

نم  
ننالمحتملنأننللغربنبسببنتهديدنهجماتنالتر

نمننهذهنالبالدنكلمانازدادتناالضطراباتنفيها  تنتشر

The segment discusses the possible ramifications of the conflict in the region, in 

addition to the threat it imposes on Western countries if it is allowed to continue in 

its current state. As stated, aside from a slight shift of syntactic focus at the 

beginning of the TT sentence and adding the lexeme ‘مصدر’ meaning ‘source’, the 

translation was rendered faithfully. Adding the shift and lexical item could be due to 

the difference between the stylistics of each language, in addition to the editor and 

translator’s views on how best to translate, rather than an implicit aim behind it. 

However, unlike other texts in the translated corpora, this TT was translated and 

structured to match its ST with little regard, to the target readership, as is the often 

approach practised in the BBC corpora of the research. This in itself raises questions 

about the aim of the translation and the unaltered transference of the framing points 

constructed in the ST. The level of simulation was exceedingly high, to the point 
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where the statistical numbers provided in the ST, which usually are not translated in 

a numerical form but rather written, were transferred using the English numerical 

form in the TT. It is as if the BBC has changed the translation’s modus operandi on 

news about the conflict, but this only applies to this particular article in the corpora. 

Based on this, one could conclude that this particular news report is constructed as a 

story constantly updated and added to over time. One could also argue that this 

constructed story is aimed at homogenous readers from a discourse production 

perspective, which explains the level of faithfulness in the TT. 

Likewise, the headline or title for this story is often used in the form of concluding 

remarks, presented several times in different reports in the corpora in the form of a 

question describing the different parties involved in the conflict, as follows:  

ST TT 

Yemen - who is fighting whom?  

The Houthis: Zaidi Shia-led rebels from the north, who seized 

control of Sanaa last year and have since been expanding their 

control. 

President Hadi: Fled to Saudi Arabia after rebel forces advanced 

on his stronghold in the southern city of Aden 

Ali Abdullah Saleh: Despite being forced out to hand over power 

in 2011, the former Yemeni president remains an influential figure. 

His supporters have been fighting alongside the Houthis (added) 

Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula: Seen by the US as the most 

dangerous offshoot of al-Qaeda, AQAP opposes both the Houthis 

and President Hadi 

Islamic State: A Yemeni affiliate of IS has recently emerged, 

which seeks to eclipse AQAP 

 مننيقاتلنمن؟

الحوثيون:نشيعةنزيديةنمننالشمال،نسيطروانعىلن

،نومانفتئوانيوسعونن  
العاصمةنصنعاءنالعامنالماض 

 سيطرتهم

فرنإىلنالسعوديةنبعدمانتقدمتنقواتننالرئيسنهادي:ن

 .المتمردينننحونمعقلهنبمدينةنعدننالجنوبية

 

نشبهنالجزيرةنالعربية:نتراهنالوالياتن  
تنظيمنالقاعدةنف 

المتحدةنأخطرنذراعنللتنظيمنالقاعدة،نويعارضونن

نوالرئيسنهادينعىلنحدنسواء  .الحوثيي  

نلتنظيمن  
الدولةنتنظيمنالدولةناإلسالمية:نالذراعناليمت 

انويسغنألخذنمكاننتنظيمن اإلسالمية،نظهرنأخب 

 .القاعدة

This practice is one that the BBC most commonly uses in their English news reports 

and less frequently in Arabic. At the end of each news report it provides, from the 

BBC point of view, who, why and how these events came to be. This repetition 

builds a repertoire in the minds of the readers that eventually confirms and 

sometimes supports that point of view. This is particularly successful with those 

readers who do not have any previous knowledge about the event. It helps to control, 

in some way, the socially shared knowledge about reported events to be observed 

through the frame presented in discourse. It is worth mentioning that this is the only 

time it was translated into the Arabic corpora of the BBC collected for this research. 

Returning to the headline itself, obviously it is stated in the form of a question and 

translated as such with the tag (see section 5.4.3 line 2) ‘Yemen crisis’ rendered 
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faithfully as ‘ناليمن  
نف   Previously, this ST has been translated differently, such .’األزمة

as ‘نمن؟ نيقاتل  when it was positioned as concluding remarks at the end of news ’من

reports. Another was ‘نالحرب  meaning ‘Conflict’s Parties’ when this same ,’أطراف

headline was presented as a sub-heading on an editorial report a year before. This 

report, on the other hand, was translated faithfully as follows:  

ST Headline TT Headline 

Yemen crisis: Who is fighting whom? ناليمن:نمننيحاربنمن؟  
 األزمةنف 

This again speaks to the level of faithfulness maintained in this report and that the 

translation was dominated by it implementing formal equivalence from the headline 

to the last sentence. From the difference in publication date, ST on the 14th and TT 

on the 16th, one can assume that the lack of domestication in the TT is not due to 

time limit factors and that this is intentionally presented as such. Thus, the only 

argument that the analysis could reach based on all of the circumstances mentioned 

is that it was purposely translated as such to project the same macrostructure frames 

that the ST holds, which are the frames reflected in the corpora as a whole, to the TT 

readers. Here, a homogenous unaltered view in terms of meaning, structure and the 

overall frames in representing the conflict and the parties involved in it has been 

created, to the point where the label ‘rebel’, often used to represent the Houthis in 

the ST and as such often omitted in the TT, has been mentioned five times in the ST 

and translated faithfully in the TT. 

These macro-structured frames are shown in the form of a bulletin, each with its own 

sub-heading and all of which, under the headline above, are intended to answer from 

the view of the news institution based on their discursive aim. Such sub-headings are 

formulated as basic questions regarding the conflict, like ‘How did the war start?’ – 

نالحرب؟‘ ناندلعت  and another which came under concordance Line 8, ‘Why ,’كيف

should this matter for the rest of the world?’ – ‘نالعالم؟ نبقية نذلك نيهم نأن نيجب  .’لماذا

Neglecting the diversity and differences of the TT readers goes against some of the 

fundamental practices in translation, particularly in terms of news genre, where the 

readership is instrumental to its continuity.  

There is no doubt, based on previous examples in the analysis, that the BBC 

understands the importance of social differences and beliefs in order to customise its 

discourse production while simultaneously maintaining its discursive aims and 

frames to the greatest possible extent. This article, however, negates this, making it, 
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when compared to the other translations in the corpora, an abnormality. One may 

argue that the rationale behind this abnormality is because of two factors either of 

which can be the answer. The first factor is that the translator of the TT is not a 

native Arabic speaker and/or a novice translator who has a narrow and limited 

understanding of the target readership and translation practices that caused the lack 

in social reasoning between the ST and TT. The second factor is that this particular 

report, based on its unusual circumstances and the fact that it is updated and added to 

from time to time, in addition to considering the headline of the report leads the 

researcher to believe that it is purposefully translated as such to reflect a 

homogeneous view of the conflict towards all readers both in English and Arabic, 

and among other languages that the BBC translates, to represent a uniform view of 

the conflict. The latter argument is the one that this research tends to side with, based 

on all the situational differences that this report holds when comparing with the rest 

of the corpora. Nonetheless, due to the impossibility of confirming or denying this 

without actually being at the BBC when this report was discussed, translated and 

published, the researcher thought it reasonable to consider other factors such as the 

aforementioned first factor.  

Yemen conflict: Saudi Arabia to 'scale back' military operations 

Extracted from a news report published in March 2016, a year after the conflict 

started, this report discusses a statement made by the coalition regarding limiting 

their actions in Yemen. The example came following the lead of the news report. It 

provides a general description of how the conflict started when the coalition began 

its operations in Yemen and the reason behind it. Despite some minor alterations in 

the TT, the translation was faithfully rendered in terms of meaning, but the TT 

appears to be more specific in its description, as follows: 

The US-backed coalition of mostly Arab states began air 
strikes a year ago in support of Yemen's internationally-
recognised government.  

نبقيادةنالسعوديةنوالمدعومنمنن وكاننالتحالفنالعرث  
ن  
نف  باتنجويةنضدنالحوثيي   الوالياتنالمتحدةنبدأنبشننرص 

ن
 
فنبهاندوليا .اليمننلدعمنالحكومةناليمنيةنالمعبر  

One can observe the slight changes between the ST and TT, a shift in focus at the 

start of the sentence from ‘The US-backed’ in the ST rendered as ‘نالوالياتن نمن المدعوم

 Obviously, this shift is implemented based on the target readership’s .’المتحدة

interests. Thus, in the TT, the focus was on the ‘ن نالعرث    which was altered ,'التحالف

from the ST (mostly Arab states) because the target readers of the TT are those Arab 
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states and thus the way in which they were referred to in the ST was altered to a 

more suitable from. Likewise, the other alterations in the TT were all conditioned for 

the target readership, as can be seen in the translation of the phrase ‘air strikes a year 

ago’ rendered as ‘ناليمن  
نف  نالحوثيي   نضد نجوية بات نرص  نبشن  meaning ‘began its air ,’ بدأ

strikes against the Houthis in Yemen’. Clearly, the TT is more specific in its 

description of the conflict than its ST, while maintaining the meaning as long as it 

does not interfere with the target audience expectations from the BBC point of view.  

Overall, this report, like many other normal reports by the BBC, shows markers of 

usual BBC practices in its discursive production and translation. These markers 

include, but are not limited to, omission of labels such as ‘rebel/s’ in the TT and just 

referring to them as ‘Houthis’ – ‘الحوثيي  ن’. Also, there is omission of complete 

sentences in the TT so as to maintain unbiased credibility in the eyes of the target 

audience, such as the following sentence: 

On Wednesday, Jamie McGoldrick, the UN's humanitarian chief in Yemen, said none of the warring 

parties in Yemen were fulfilling their obligations to protect civilians or facilitate humanitarian 

assistance. 

Naturally, this was omitted in the TT due to its condemnation of both parties in the 

conflict. As such, it does not benefit either of the Arabic-speaking parties in terms of 

framing aims and expect their readers to keep reading the institution’s discourse. This 

is one of the straightforward examples in the corpora that, as stated earlier, display 

the usual operating procedures of the BBC discourse production, translation and 

frame construction, particularly in terms of the translation strategies utilised and their 

aim of accommodating the target readership while maintaining the subtle notions and 

representations of the ST. 

Viewpoint: How far is Saudi-Iranian rivalry fuelling Yemen war? (II) 

This example was taken from an editorial report published in May 2015, and has 

been reviewed previously in the analysis (see section 5.4.2 line 2). Therefore, in this 

example the analysis will focus on the translation of the example itself and the direct 

context around it, namely what comes before and after it. The example is the lead for 

the report and examines Saudi Arabia’s view regarding the nature of the conflict and 

whether it is a fact or not from the BBC perspective. The translation of the lead was 

faithful in terms of meaning and form, as is the usual norm in editorial reports such 
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as this, simulating its original as much as possible, as can be seen in concordance line 

13:  

Sunni power Saudi Arabia has - deliberately or 
otherwise - projected the fighting in Yemen as a 
proxy war with regional Shia rival Iran, though this 
is a dangerous mischaracterisation of the conflict. 

بدونه،نتصورنالمملكةنالعربيةنالسعودية،نالقوةنالسنية،نبقصدنأون

ناليمننعىلنأنهنحربنبالوكالةنمعنمنافستهاناإلقليميةن  
القتالنف 

.الشيعيةنإيران،نعىلنالرغمنمننأننذلكنسوءنتوصيفنخطرنللرصاع  

The frame being represented in this example, namely the conflict being a power 

struggle via proxy war, is one that has been heavily reported about since the 

beginning of the conflict. Yet since then, particularly with the assassination of ousted 

president Saleh in December 2017, the BBC scaled down discussing this issue. This 

is because their discursive representation from the beginning of the conflict stipulated 

that the Houthis were mainly being supported by Saleh only, rather than being given 

weapons and logistical support by the Iranian government, as this example and the 

article it was extracted from suggests. There is nothing much in this example 

translation-wise that can be focused on in terms of strategies and alteration, but one 

can observe the level of faithfulness and the negative connotations that the TT 

maintains regarding Saudi Arabia, in particular, mentioning the ‘Sunni/Shia’ powers 

in the region to foreground the view being stipulated. As in many examples that have 

been discussed previously, when the TT does not accommodate the norms of the 

target culture, it could be because of how the headline of the report is presented. In 

examples such as the one being projected as the Saudi view on the conflict (see 

section 5.3.2 example 11), the editorial report took advantage of how the discourse 

was projected and foregrounded the views of its ST under the headline’s cover. This 

example is no different: its headline projected it as simply a view regarding the 

conflict being discussed, as follows: 

ST headline TT Headline 

Viewpoint: How far is Saudi-Iranian rivalry fuelling 

Yemen war? 

ن–وجهةننظر:نإىلنأينمدىنيؤججنالتنافسنالسعودين

ناليمن؟  
 
نالحربنف  

 اإليراث 

News headlines, as the literature contends, are one of the most crucially structured 

and worded parts of any article as it is what draws readers to the news story. In this 

case, one can see that the headline started with the term ‘viewpoint’ and then made a 

statement, covered in the form of a question. The TT maintained the same form and 

structure of its ST. It allowed the TT the necessary premise to express the 

representations of the ST, and even foreground them in some cases, to the target 

readership, masking them as a point of view to consider. The target readership could 

observe this not as a fact or ideological bias, but rather as an argument to consider, 
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particularly when the sentence following the example draws the readers to other 

conflicts in the Middle East, comparing them to this one, as follows:  

The Saudis see growing Iranian influence everywhere - 
to the north in Iraq and Syria, to the east in its own 
country and in Bahrain, and now pointedly to the south 
in Yemen. 

نالنفون نكلنمكان،نمننالشمالنفالسعوديةنتنظرنإىلنتنام   
نف   
ذناإليراث 

نمملكةن  
قنداخلنأراضيهانوكذلكنف  نالعراقنوسوريانأونالشر  

ف 

 .البحرين،نواآلننأصبحنالنفوذنواضحانإىلنالجنوبنحيثناليمن

Again, one can observe the level of faithfulness in the translation, except for the term 

‘Saudis’, which was translated as ‘السعودية’, meaning ‘Saudi’, but this is a stylistic 

change based on the use of each language more than anything else. This example 

aims to strengthen the view raised in the headline and lead that preceded it and also 

helps the translation to steer the TT readers towards the representations of the 

discourse without alienating them due to their cultural norm and expectation of news.  

Yemen conflict: The view from the Saudi side (II): 

Extracted from one of the longest editorial reports, which has been discussed 

previously (see section 5.3.2), this example discusses the actions of the Yemeni 

President at the start of the conflict. It represents him in the same frame that has been 

repeatedly projected in the corpora, which shows him as ‘feeble’, and powerless 

against the Houthis. One can observe that the translation has been rendered faithfully 

in terms of meaning, as follows (concordance L 15):  

The country's President, Mansour Hadi, fled for his life 
to the southern port of Aden where the Houthis bombed 
him from the air in his palace.  
 

نعبدنربهنمنصورنهادينبالفرارنإىلنميناءنعدنن  
والذنالرئيسناليمت 

نلقصفنجوينمنن جنوبنالبالدنبعدنأننتعرضنالقرصنالرئاس 
. قبلنالحوثيي  ن  

One can also observe that the somewhat sarcastic tone of the ST has not been 

rendered in the translation. This could be because, as stated in the previous example, 

the Arabic stylistic norm carries a strict respectful tone in its discourse, particularly 

those intended for social consumption such as news reports. Nonetheless, the 

intended meaning of the example has been maintained in the TT using omission 

strategy to cover the sarcasm but still hold the frame, which can be surmised in one 

of the words used to describe him (‘fled’, rendered as ‘الذ بالفرار’). This term and its 

other forms was used 17 times to describe Mr Hadi in the English corpora, and was 

translated only four times to the TT. The term was mostly omitted in the translation 

or substituted in some cases by another such as ‘يغادر’, meaning ‘leave’, which 

adheres to the Arabic discursive style as well as the target culture’s norm. Moving on 

to the sentence that followed this example and strengthened the overall frame of the 

editorial report in the ST, and more so in the TT: 
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Yemen's legitimate, UN-recognised government, now in 
exile, appealed for help, and Saudi Arabia, alarmed - at what 
it saw as a takeover of Yemen by an Iranian proxy - stepped 
in.  

فنبهانمنناألممن عية،نالمعبر وطلبتنالحكومةناليمنيةنالشر
ن نترىنأننالحوثيي    

المتحدة،نالمساعدةنمننالسعودية،نالتر
دادنالسلطةنموالوننإليران،نماندفعهانإىلنالتدخلنالن سبر

 .منهم

Once more, the TT altered the sentence using omission in the phrase ‘now in exile’ 

and addition when describing the Saudi reaction as ‘نمنهم نالسلطة داد  meaning ‘to ,’السبر

regain power from them’, instead of the omitted ST phrase ‘stepped in’. Again, we 

observe that addition strategy was utilised to scale down the rhetoric of the ST for the 

target readership, as discussed previously when using omission. On the other hand, 

addition strategy was implemented to do the opposite, which is to boost discursive 

intensity of the TT for the target readership, as in some of the cases discussed 

previously that utilise addition. However, the interesting part about this example is 

that both scaling down the negative representation and simultaneously scaling it up 

based on the party being represented is a rarity. It shows clearly how the BBC, while 

maintaining the target norms and expectations, they also seek to alter some of them, 

in this case Saudi Arabia and, as mentioned previously with regard to this editorial 

report, being projected as the Saudi view provided the necessary cover for the 

discourse production to utilise the right translation strategy and wording, as can be 

seen in this example.  

One last point to discuss regarding the discursive representation of this editorial 

report before concluding the analysis of the BBC corpora, is the overall 

macrostructure of this report and how it differs from others in terms of scale and 

translation. This report is by far the longest report in the corpora. It overlays the 

majority of the macrostructure frames that the BBC represented about the conflict in 

Yemen. In terms of translation, the TT of the report displayed an outright 

foregrounding of the representations of the ST in a very broad manner, removing the 

usual subtlety of its representation towards Arabic readers. As previously argued, this 

is due to the headline of the report and its projection as the Saudi view, but still it 

does not really account for this level of heightening representation in the TT for 

Arabic readers, particularly when taking into consideration the multiple sub-headings 

in the report that slightly shift the overall direction of discourse from the main 

headline. It could be because this article is the only one in the corpora where the 

BBC was granted full access to the coalition’s operations and command centre inside 

Saudi Arabia. This, in addition to the headline, has provided the necessary situational 
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context for the discourse to be structured in the way it has been and for the TT to 

manifest this level of overtness in the translation and representations of the ST. 

5.4.3-Altered concordance lines 

The final section to be discussed in the analysis before moving on to the findings of 

this chapter is implementing different translation strategies in each example. 

Concordance lines 1, 4, 6, 7, 9 and 11 will be examined to show the translation 

strategies utilised to construct the TT and how the representations of the parties in the 

conflict are projected. It will also help to identify how the BBC implemented the 

strategies in the TT to construct the overall frames to the target readership. 

Sectarian power grab tears Yemen apart 

This example was extracted from an editorial report published in April 2015, at the 

beginning of the conflict in Yemen. This report is one of the first editorial reports to 

be published by the BBC regarding the conflict. It lays the foundation for many of 

the frames that systematically reoccurred throughout the corpora. Some of these 

systematic recurrences, albeit with varying degrees of representation between source 

and target texts, have been discussed earlier in the analysis (see section 5.4.1).  

I have no idea what dizzy heights those two rose to 

after that in Yemen's tribal hierarchy, but the Houthis 
and their allies are now in control of most of the 

important parts of Yemen, despite more than a week 

of airstrikes. 

نوحلفاؤهمنالنيزالوننيسيطرون ننعىلنلكننالحوثيي  

ناليمن،نعىلنالرغمنمننمرورن  
أغلبنالمناطقنالهامةنف 

نمننأسبوعنعىلنبدءنالغاراتنالجويةنالمعروفةن أكب 

.بعاصفةنالحزم  

The first sentence in the example was omitted in the translation as it was related to 

the previous section of the report and was of no importance in the TT. The discourse 

was more focused and directed to describing the Houthis. It is clear from the lexical 

choices used to describe their situation that the aim is to polish their image, 

particularly to English readers who may lack sufficient knowledge about them. In the 

ST, the term ‘allies’ was used in association with the Houthis without providing any 

description to elaborate on them for readers. It was rendered in the same style and 

manner ‘حلفاؤهم’ in the TT. By description, we mean identifying who these allies are: 

is it Iran, Saleh, tribal leaders in Yemen, or all of them? There were six instances 

where this term was used in association with the Houthis in the ST, including this 

one, but only four of those instances were translated in the same manner as this 

example, and two were omitted in the corpora. The translation was faithful in these 

four instances. It is unclear in all of these instances and their discursive context who 
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the BBC meant by ‘allies’, but what is clear from its use is that it presents the 

Houthis in a solidifying position. This is clearly obvious by the style of wording in 

this example, particularly the last underline phrase: 

The Houthis and their allies are now in control of most of the important parts of Yemen, despite 

more than a week of airstrikes. 

نمننأسبوعنعىلنبدءن ناليمن،نعىلنالرغمنمننمرورنأكب   
نوحلفاؤهمنالنيزالوننيسيطروننعىلنأغلبنالمناطقنالهامةنف  الحوثيي  

 الغاراتنالجويةنالمعروفةنبعاصفةنالحزم.

In the underlined sentence, one can observe the solidifying of the Houthis’ position 

in the choice of words like ‘control’ and ‘important parts’, rendered as ‘ 'النيزالونننandن

نالهامه' نالمناطق  ,(’meaning ‘still ,النيزالون) where the TT used addition strategy ’ يسيطرون

which provides a stronger position. An argument could be raised that this type of 

wording is merely a description of events. However, what consolidates the 

researcher’s point of view is the part describing the coalition’s failure to advance, 

even though it has superior weaponry (airstrikes). Moreover, in the TT, the translator 

used addition strategy at the end of the translated sentence, which was ‘المعروفةن

نالحزم  meaning ‘known as decisive storm’, referring to the name of the ’بعاصفة

coalition’s operation in Yemen. Adding this name serves two aims. The first is 

familiarise the target readership with the frame of reference as it is the name used to 

refer to the operation in Yemen. Secondly, this addition within the context of this 

example provides an ironic sense because it is called ‘decisive’ and yet the Houthis 

are ‘still in control’. Also, it is worth noting that this name is only mentioned once in 

the whole English corpus and five times in the Arabic corpus, clearly showing that 

the BBC chose to minimise using this term and utilise alternative lexical items such 

as ‘airstrike’ in describing the coalition’s actions in Yemen.  

This particular concordance line came under a sub-heading at the end of the report 

that aims to describe the situation of the Houthis, how the coalition may proceed, and 

the role of al-Qaida in the conflict. The first two points under this sub-heading, about 

the Houthis and the coalition, can be understood because they are the parties in this 

conflict. However, what raises questions for the analysis is focusing on al-Qaida and 

viewing them in a state of rivalry with the Houthis, while simultaneously portraying 

them as an ally of the coalition as they have the same enemy. The sub-heading 

‘Sunni Fanatics’, translated as ‘نالسنة  which scales down the meaning of ,’المتشددون

the ST as the word ‘fanatics’ means ‘متعصبون’ rather than 'المتشددون', which 

translates as ‘hardliner’. Without a proper syntactic context, the change in the lexical 
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labels of translation does not change the meaning as much as it scales down the 

intensity of that meaning; it is not just a headline for the target audience. This sub-

heading refers, of course, to the al-Qaeda terrorist group in Yemen and it paves the 

way for the following syntactic structure, with which the editorial article ended, 

introducing cognitive implications for readers to contemplate.  

the Houthis face a more dangerous foe - the jihadists of al-
Qaeda. The jihadists are Sunni fanatics and they hate all Shias, 

including the Houthis.  
 
In Yemen, al-Qaeda seems to be the only force capable of 
confronting the rebels on the ground.  
 
On Thursday, their ranks were swollen by a jailbreak of dozens 
of convicted al-Qaeda fighters. Soon they will be rallying the 
Sunni tribes to join forces and fight the Houthis from the North.  

نخطورة،نوهونتنظيمن نلديهمنخصمنأكب  فإننالحوثيي  
والجهاديوننهمنسنةنمتعصبون،نن.نالقاعدةنالجهادي

.نويكرهوننكلنالشيعةنبمننفيهمنالحوثيون  
 

ناليمننتبدونالقاعدةنالقوةنالوحيدةنالقادرةنعىلنمواجهةن  
ف 

نعىلناألرض .نالحوثيي    
 

وننإىلن صفوفنتنظيمنالقاعدة،نبعدناقتحامنوانضمنكثب 
نالتنظيم اتنالسجناءنمننمقاتىل 

ن.نسجننوهروبنعشر
وقريبانسيحشدوننالقبائلنالسنيةنمننأجلناالنضمامن

نمننالشمال نالقادمي   .نلصفوفهم،نوقتالنالحوثيي    

 
And all the while, the Americans look on from afar, in despair.  
 
Until just a few weeks ago they thought they had a reliable 
partner in President Hadi. President Obama even held up 
Yemen as a shining example of a counter-terrorism partnership.  
 
Now that partnership has crumbled to dust, and so too have 

Yemen's immediate hopes of emerging from this intractable 
nightmare. 

 
نهذهناألثناءنتراقبنالوالياتنالمتحدةناألمورنمننبعيدن  

وف 

نيأس  
 ف 

نأسابيعنقليلةنمضتناعتقدناألمريكيوننأننلديهمن وحتر
يكانيعتمدنعليه،نوهونالرئيسنهادي وكاننالرئيسنأوبامانن.نرسر

نمكافحةناإلرهاب  
اكةنف  ناليمننمثاالنجيدانللشر .نيعتب   

 
ن اكةنانهارتناآلن،نوأصبحتنأمنيةناليمننلكننهذهنالشر

نالخروجنمننهذانالكابوسنالمرعب .نالعاجلةنه   

Consequently, the first part in the table above represents a frame that has been 

discussed earlier in the analysis (see section 5.3.1). It portrays al-Qaeda on the same 

side as the coalition in fighting the Houthis. This frame is consolidated in the 

subsequent sentence, which describes them as a force on the ground (like an army), 

which the coalition lacks. The article does not articulate this in a straightforward 

manner, but rather presents discursive macro propositions for readers to connect the 

dots, particularly when one side is described as ‘rebels’ while the other is a ‘terrorist 

group’, described as ‘Jihadist and Sunni fanatics’. Most, if not all, people would be 

sympathetic towards the rebels rather than the terrorists and fanatics, which by 

association with the coalition readers would most certainly tend to be on the side of 

the Houthi (rebels), or at least not be against them. It is also worth noting that the 

term ‘rebels’ was omitted in the TT, which indicates, based on the lexical choices in 

representing the parties, that the discourse intended to draw sympathy from the ST 

readers more so than the TT readership.  

Furthermore, the second part of the previous table relates to President Hadi and his 

leadership of Yemen more so than the Houthis. Again, the style of wording in this 
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example is very interesting, particularly the use of the word ‘reliable’, translated as 

نعليه‘  while the cohesive structure of the discourse clearly indicates the ,’يعتمد

opposite, which is ‘unreliable’. Observing the cohesive syntactic structure of the 

second part in the previous table, it projects the presupposition that it is Hadi’s fault. 

That al-Qaeda has become more powerful and the repercussions that may follow are 

blamed on his weak leadership, particularly in the case of the US support of Hadi 

and his leadership in the conflict, discursively hinting that this should change as it is 

clearly not in their interests.  

Incidentally, this part about the US stance on President Hadi was rendered faithfully 

in the translation, but the second part about Yemen has been altered. In the last 

sentence, the ST states that there is no ‘immediate hope’ for Yemen because it has 

‘crumbled’ with its US relations. On the other hand, the TT reaches a different 

conclusion, stating that ‘ نالخروجوأصبحتن نه  نالعاجلة ناليمن أمنية ’, meaning ‘it is Yemen’s 

immediate hope to emerge…’ which actually provides a positive prospect for the fate 

of Yemen for Arabic readers. Again, this shift in stance between ST and TT 

demonstrates that the news producers are aware of their readership in each culture, 

which helps in guiding the difference in representing the conflict, its events, and the 

parties in it, as well as the degree of variation in those differences.  

Yemen conflict: The UK's delicate balancing act  

This example was taken from an editorial report published in October 2016. The 

report discusses the UK government’s position in the conflict. The example itself 

expresses the failure on the part of the coalition to defeat, or at least drive back, the 

Houthis after a year and a half since the conflict began. As with most editorial 

reports in the corpora, the TT was rendered faithfully in terms of meaning and 

syntactic structure, as can be seen in the example: 

These have failed to dislodge the Houthis from the 
capital Sanaa and from much of the heavily-populated 

west of Yemen.  

نمننالعاصمةن نطردنالحوثيي    
وفشلتنهذهنالحملةنف 

نمننغربناليمننالمكتظنبالسكان .صنعاءنومننالكثب   

One notices that there is a small difference at the start of each sentence. In the ST 

sentence, it was ‘these have failed’, and in the TT it was rendered as ‘نهذهن وفشلت

 meaning ‘and this campaign has failed’. This is because the ST was referring ,’الحملة

to what came in the sentence before it, whereas the TT chose to use the term 

‘campaign’ not just to complete the meaning without referring to the previous 
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sentence, but also to scale down on the intensity of the meaning to the target Arabic 

readership. The sentence that directly preceded this example was as follows: 

Armed with state-of-the-art US and British warplanes and their munitions, Saudi Arabia's 

air force and its allies have complete air superiority in the skies over Yemen, meaning they 

alone can carry out air strikes. 

نسماءناليمننبفضلنتسلي  
نالقواتنالجويةنالسعوديةنوحلفاؤهانبتفوقنجوينتامنف  حهانبأحدثنالطائراتنالحربيةنوتتمب  

نأنهنيمكنهانوحدهانأننتشننغاراتنجوية  
يطانيةنواألمريكية،نوهونمانيعت  ةنالب   .والذخب 

Evidently, what the ST example in line 4 meant by ‘these’ is the coalition’s ‘air 

strikes’, as can be seen in the sentence above. Strangely, the term ‘campaign’ has 

been utilised 48 times in the ST corpora, which is almost twice as much when 

compared to its translation. However, in the ST, the term is often associated with 

either ‘air’ or ‘air strike’ and, as such, omission was utilised in the translat ion to limit 

the intensity of the meaning. One also notices that in the above segment there was a 

shift in focus between the ST and the TT. While the focus of the ST is on the 

weapons sold by the UK and US, the TT focused on the coalition’s upper hand 

because they have those weapons. Shifting the focus in this manner could be 

structured based on the intended readers of each discourse. In other words, ST 

readers would be more interested in the issues relating to their respective 

governments than issues relating to others. As such, the focus in the ST was intended 

for English readers, particularly in the UK and US, and vice versa in the TT. 

Moreover, this example was positioned in the middle of a cohesively structured sub-

heading discussing the status of the conflict at that time. Entitled ‘Unsuccessful war’ 

and rendered as ‘نفاشلة  the cohesiveness of this sub-heading and what came ,'حرب

under it aimed to view the failure of the coalition’s efforts in the conflict and the 

damages that had befallen Yemen as a consequence. This view is not out of the norm 

in the corpora and one that the analysis has encountered previously in more than one 

example. However, what draws our interest is that in this particular instance there is 

a dedicated section in the editorial report with its sub-heading and thematic 

structures, meaning that the discourse is overtly expressing this view, selecting the 

facts that suit the failure narrative and presenting it towards the readership. The overt 

method utilised in this report could, most possibly, be to influence public opinion, 

particularly for the ST readers due to the visit of the UK Minister for the Middle East 

in the aftermath of the funeral attack in Yemen (see section 5.2.1 example 15). 

Influencing public opinion could, as a consequence, influence policy makers in the 
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UK regarding selling weapons to the coalition because of the failure in Yemen and 

the deterioration of the situation for its people. Aside from omitting the term ‘rebels’ 

in describing the Houthis in the TT, the translation in this overtly projected view was 

faithful to a high degree, trying to simulate the same effect of its original. This point 

also speaks to the importance of this view for the BBC to represent discursively to its 

readers both in English and Arabic.  

Saudis to probe deadly air strikes on Yemen funeral hall 

This line was taken from a report published in October 2016, reporting about a 

previously mentioned event in the conflict regarding an attack on a funeral hall in 

Yemen. This attack is one of the most notoriously discussed in the corpora collected 

for this research. Line 6 discusses what the humanitarian co-ordinator of the UN said 

in condemnation of the incident: 

UN humanitarian co-ordinator for Yemen, Jamie 

McGoldrick, condemned Saturday's strikes on the 

funeral gathering as a "horrific attack". 

ناألممن  
وأداننمنسقنالشؤونناإلنسانيةنبشأنناليمننف 

نماك باتنالجويةن-المتحدة،نجام  غولدريك،نالرص 

 السبت،نواصفانإياهانبأنهان"هجومنمروع

Clearly, the translation is more focused on the condemnation of the attack than its 

source. This is most obvious in neglecting to mention where the attack took place 

and also by adding the word ‘air’ to the translation of ‘strikes’, to be ‘باتنالجوية  .’الرص 

Usually, in comparison to its ST, the translation into Arabic scales down its criticism 

of conflict, particularly regarding the coalition. However, this report is quite the 

opposite; it added information to the translation regarding this event and even quoted 

sources in the TT that are usually omitted, like the Houthis and Saleh, due to their 

obvious bias. These were added to the TT preceding this example and surely in 

condemnation of the act, which aligned with the condemnation of the UN 

humanitarian co-ordinator. The issue here is not the response to the act, but the 

syntactic structure of the discourse in the TT that aligned the Houthis and Saleh with 

the UN.  

نخطابنملتفزن"كلنافرادنالقواتنالمسلحةنواللجانناألمنيةنالشعبيةنإىلناالتجاهننحونالجبهة..نإىلن  
مننناحيةنأخرىندعانصالحنف 

 الحدودنللثأر
،نالسعون نووصفنالرئيسنالسابق،نالمتحالفنمعنالحوثيي   كنلليمنيي   ديةنبأنهانالعدونالمشبر . 

نالهجومنبأنهنعملنمننأعمالن"اإلبادة  ووصفنالناطقنباسمنالحوثيي  

It could be argued that the TT has foregrounded the discursive view of its ST, unlike 

its usual custom, because of the nature of the attack itself. Unlike other incidents that 

occurred in the conflict, this one was one of the most discussed and reported about 
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because of its atrociousness and the target being a funeral attended by civilians, not a 

military target. Adding to this, the Saudi coalition stated that they would investigate 

the incident, inadvertently assuming responsibility for the incident. As such, the TT 

did not hesitate to take this into consideration and built the TT on the basis of that 

responsibility. This opened the door for the news discourse to foreground the views 

of its ST for the target readership.  

Saudi Yemen bombing a message to Iran as damage mounts 

This line was extracted from a news editorial report published in June 2015. It 

displays many of the framing points and projections regarding the conflict, similar to 

those discussed in the article in Line 5. Most prominent is the frame that the whole 

conflict is no more than a power struggle between Iran and Saudi Arabia, and that 

the situation in Yemen is no more than a civil war. However, unlike other editorial 

reports, this one underwent changes in its translation, including omission, alterations, 

and reshuffling the order of syntactic structure. This is mainly because of the overtly 

structured ST that lacked the usual subtlety of the BBC in its reporting. As such, the 

TT had to adapt itself for the target readership using translation strategy where 

appropriate. The example in Line 7 is one of the segments that the TT altered for its 

readers. 

Insurgencies, separatism and bouts of civil war have become 
endemic in Yemen. But they have mainly been home-grown 

contests for power.  
What is different now is that Yemen is being drawn, whether it 
wants to or not, into a much bigger confrontation.  

وأصبحنالتمردنوالحربناألهليةنمنناألشياءنالمألوفةن

ناليمن،نلكننمانيحدثناآلننمختلف،نحيثنيجرين  
ف 

ن نإىلنمواجهةنأكب  .جرناليمنيي    

Clearly, the TT example used omission in the last sentence of its ST regarding the 

statement that conflicts in Yemen through the years have been domestic (home-

grown contests for power) and instead joined it with the following sentence in the ST 

to be one sentence in the TT. In terms of meaning, this correlates to the frame that 

what the coalition is doing in Yemen is interference with an internal struggle, 

consequently relating the Houthi coup to the Arab spring and suggesting that no one 

should interfere. This is a correlation used more than once, particularly in the early 

editorial news reports that were published in the month following the start of the 

conflict in 2015, which mentions this representation of the conflict as internal and 

associates this view with the Arab spring. This paves the way for other 

representations of the parties in the conflict, such as referring to the Houthis as 

‘rebels’ and suggesting that the motive of the coalition is seizing more power than 
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Iran in the region. Furthermore, the omission also extended to the second ST 

sentence, scaling down the overall meaning while simultaneously presenting a well-

structured and intelligible sentence in the TT by combining these two. Omitting the 

overtly structured syntactic view and combining the rest resulted in a single sentence 

in the TT that delivers the sense of meaning intended while maintaining the subtlety 

of that meaning, thus weakening the discursive implication through utilising 

translation strategy. This shift in the degree of the thematic structure using 

translation strategies, omission in this case, becomes more apparent in the last 

sentence of the ST, as follows:  

The problem is that they rarely get the chance to try. Big powers, over generations, have the habit of 

trying to direct events here, and it is happening again. 

This sentence was omitted in the TT for the same reasons mentioned earlier, taking 

the difference between source target readership and their knowledge into 

consideration in the processes of discourse production and translation. 

Moreover, another important aspect of this report, which is the headline and its lead, 

needs to be thoroughly examined. The representative frame that this headline and 

lead contain is displayed often in the BBC corpora; however, what differentiates this 

particular editorial report is the explicitly overt manner of its discourse. The report’s 

headline and lead represent Yemen as collateral damage of the power struggle 

between Saudi and Iran in the Middle East: 

ST Headline and Lead ST Headline and Lead 

Saudi Yemen bombing a message to Iran as damage 

mounts 
 الغاراتنالسعوديةنعىلناليمننرسالةنإليران

Saudi Arabia and their allies need to think again about the 

bombing campaign in Yemen. They are nowhere close to 

breaking the will of the Houthis, their main target. 

ن  
 
تحتاجنالسعوديةنوحلفاؤهانإىلناعادةنالنظرنف

نكشن  
 
نلمنتنجحنف أهدافنغاراتهمنعىلناليمن،نفه 

نوالنبأينشكل  .إرادةنالحوثيي  

Similar to the example in concordance line 6, the headline translation has 

implemented similar strategies, resulting in omission and alteration to the ST while 

maintaining the sense of meaning in Arabic with impressive subtlety. Clearly, the 

overt manner in which the ST headline was worded (Saudi Yemen Bombing) has 

been altered to ‘ناليمن نعىل  and the last part of the ST (damage mount) ’الغاراتنالسعودية

has been omitted entirely. Changing the word ‘bombing’ to ‘الغارات’ meaning ‘strikes’ 

has much less connotative meaning in Arabic than the ST but carries the same 

intended aim. More interesting, the second part of the translation (ناليمن  meaning ,عىل
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‘on Yemen’) personifies the Houthis without mentioning them in the headline. This 

personification is carried again in the lead with the mention of the Houthis after it to 

solidify this point, creating a view of ‘us and them’ in the eyes of the reader, rather 

than the Houthis and the other population of Yemen being two separate entities. 

Utilising this particular wording to refer to the conflict has been discussed earlier in 

the analysis (see section 5.3.2 example 13). It is a subtle discursive microstructure 

that, through repetition (14 times in the TT corpora), can at least slightly affect 

public opinion for the target readership more so than the overt style of the ST. 

Moving towards the second half of the table, the lead of the report implemented the 

same overtly discursive manner of its headline in the ST. Likewise, the TT utilised 

the same translation strategy used in its headline, but with more faithfulness to the 

meaning of its original rather than form. It utilised the same lexical choices in its 

headline, using addition to maintain the intertextual manifestations represented in the 

ST while minimising its overtness for the target readership. The phrase ‘bombing 

campaign in Yemen’ has been rendered in the lead as ‘ناليمن نعىل نغاراتهم نأهداف  
 ,’ف 

changing the proposition ‘in’ to ‘on/عىل’ and adding the word ‘أهداف’.  

Addition strategy is often utilised in translation for certain purposes such as 

clarifying the ST for TT readers, translator’s style and/or using it to substitute for an 

omitted segment. All are legitimate reasons for using it in the translation, as 

discussed in many of the earlier examples in the analysis. However, what piques our 

interest here is the aim behind this addition and substitution to the lead of the 

editorial news report. The argument raised earlier about subverting the overtness of 

the ST still applies to this, but from a framing perspective the TT still uses the 

addition and accomplished the view intended in the production of discourse and 

customised it for different readers.  

Addition was used again at the end of the lead, using the phrase ‘النبأينشكل’, meaning 

‘not in any way’ as a substitution for the phrase at the end of the ST lead (their main 

target). This addition and substitution confirms the analysis argument in two ways. 

First, by removing the phrase of the ST, the TT solidifies the personification frame 

between the Houthis and Yemen become one and the same. Simultaneously, the 

added phrase reaffirms the main framing point raised in the ST, which views the 

coalition’s actions against the Houthis as pointless and only worsening the situation, 
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a frame of the conflict that has been repeatedly presented in the corpora. This 

headline and lead of the TT is one of the clearest examples in this chapter that 

demonstrates how addition is implemented in the translation of the BBC news 

reports into Arabic in framing the news in the correct package for the target 

readership, while simulating the ST to the possible extent so as not to interfere with 

that package.  

Furthermore, to eliminate any doubts regarding this statement, in the subsequent 

structure of the editorial news report, what began as an intertextual manifestation in 

the headline and lead became a clear statement that shows the Houthis and Yemen as 

one. Under a subheading entitled ‘common enemy’, rendered faithfully in terms of 

meaning and form as ‘ ك نمشبر  which is intended to project the same frame in ,’ عدو

English and Arabic that the coalition is the mutual enemy of the Houthis and Yemen 

in general. The syntactic structure of this sub-heading discusses an interview with 

the leader of the ‘rebel revolutionary council’, which was rendered as ‘كرئيسنللمجلسن

 :omitting the label ‘rebel’, it described him as follows ,’الثورينللحوثيي  ن

Mr Houthi is the de facto - though internationally unrecognised - president of Yemen. 

افندوىل ن نباعبر نرئيسانلليمننكذلك،نلكنهنالنيحظ   
نالحوث  .يعتب   

This description speaks to the overall frame of the editorial report, representing the 

Houthis as the actual political power in Yemen even though ‘internationally 

unrecognised’. More textual markers that address this point and confirm it with the 

frame of mutual enemy are contained in this report. It is superfluous to go into these 

markers at this point; however, there is one more sub-heading in the report that 

addresses the point raised in the main subheading that should be mentioned. 

Following the previous examples comes a sub-heading entitled ‘Cold war’, rendered 

faithfully as ‘نباردة  driving the readers in both the ST and TT to the conflict ,’حرب

between the former Soviet Union and the United States in the post-World War 2 era 

until the disbandment of the Soviet regime. Amid this pre-millennial conflict, neither 

of the two parties were directly affected; rather, other countries were used as proxies 

to advance and limit the power of each opponent, such as what happened in Chile 

(1973) and Cuba in (1959). The reason behind representing this conflict to readers 

using this reference speaks directly to the message projected in the headline, 

representing Saudi and Iran as competing for power and using Yemen as their proxy 

battlefield. The TT again held the form and meaning of its ST as closely as the target 

cultural norm can accept from their production of discourse perspective, using 
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mainly omission to try and achieve balance between the intended discursive aim and 

target readership tolerance.  

Yemen conflict: The view from the Saudi side (III) 

This was taken from an editorial news report published in December 2016 and 

discussed previously, to some extent, with another example. This is the only editorial 

report in the whole corpora that discusses the view of this war from across the 

Yemeni border in Saudi Arabia. The headline claims to reflect the Saudi people’s 

view of the conflict in Yemen and how it has affected them. This singular feature 

distinguishes this report in terms of how the BBC structure its discourse and whether 

the same translation strategies apply, and to what aim. All of this will be addressed 

in the analysis of this example and its contextual meaning and representations both 

in the ST and TT will be examined.  

But I pointed out this is exactly what has been 
happening, repeatedly, in Yemen, for the past 20 
months. 

نأوضحتنلهنأنناستهدافنهذهنالمواقعنتكررنعدةن  
لكنت 

يننشهرانالماضية ناليمننعىلنمدارنالعشر  
.مراتنف   

The example itself is a descriptive statement about an interview that the reporter of 

the editorial had with a Saudi officer in the coalition. It was expressed to negate the 

Saudi officer’s statement in the sentence preceding this example, where the officer 

points to the rules of engagement stipulate the avoidance of hitting anything near a 

school or a mosque. Line 9 was in response to this statement. Clearly, there are some 

alterations between the ST and TT sentences. Still, both deliver the meaning 

intended, where the translation into Arabic is actually more foregrounded than its ST 

and carries more intensity in its meaning. The TT added the phrase ‘نهذهن استهداف

نتكرر  instead of the phrase that was omitted from the ST ‘this is exactly what ’المواقع

has been’. This has altered the transitivity of the sentence, showing causality and 

intention in using the term ‘استهداف’, meaning ‘targeting’, which reflects intent on 

the part of the coalition. In other words, the alteration and addition in the translation 

actually shows more condemnation towards the Coalition’s actions in Yemen than 

the ST in this example. Similarly, the same style of wording that carries accusation 

in it has been used in a different example extracted and analysed from this same 

article. This shows a systematic conscious style of translation that is aimed at 

increasing the level of aggressiveness in the TT and its representation of the conflict. 

The headline of the report reflects the overall sense of meaning and presuppositions: 
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ST headline TT Headline 
Yemen conflict: The view from the Saudi side ناليمن:نوجهةننظرنالجانبنالسعودي  

 الرصاعنف 

Stating that it is the view of the Saudis themselves provided a figurative shield, 

particularly in the TT, which allowed the translation to have the aforementioned kind 

of foregrounded representations and condemnation towards the target readership. It 

also explains how to position the speakers or interviewees in the article using 

interactional control and structuring the cohesiveness of sentences to lead the 

readership, both in the ST and TT, in varying degrees based on the situational 

context of the report, towards a particular set of frames in which to view the conflict, 

especially when those frames are continuously repeated utilising various discursive 

and translation strategies in the corpora, building a representation repertoire about 

the conflict and the parties in it. This repertoire builds up a knowledge or a 

presupposition that may or may not be true fully or partially, but it would be based 

on and in adherence to the ideological aims of the news institution and how they 

want this conflict to be perceived in their reporting. An example of positioning 

speakers and structuring the cohesiveness of the report to reflect a certain view 

without straightforwardly stating it is reflected in two sentences:  

ST TT 
A-The Saudi officers went to great lengths to insist they 
comply with international Rules of Engagement (ROE) 

and the LOAC. 

وأبدىنمسؤولوننسعوديوننإرصارانعىلنطولنالخطنعىلنأنن

منتمامانالقواعدنالدوليةنلالشتباكنوقانوننالرصاعن التحالفنملبر 

       .المسلح

B-Coalition officers admit there have been some mistakes 
- but they reminded me that even the US Air Force, with 
its vast experience, has hit wrong targets in Afghanistan 

and recently at Deir Az-zour in Syria. 

فنضباطنالتحالفنبأننهناكنأخطاء،نلكنهمنأكدوانأننسالحن واعبر
تهنالهائلةنكاننلهنأخ نبخب  نأفغانستاننأثناءنالجوناألمريك   

طاءنف 
ة ةناألخب 

نالفبر  
نديرنالزورنف   

نهناك،نوف   .الوجودنالعسكريناألمريك 

Sentence A preceded the example in line 9, whereas sentence B followed it, and all 

were syntactically structured under a sub-heading entitled ‘No-Strike list’, rendered 

as ‘نالمحظورناستهدافها نالمواقع  Again, the wording in the translation contains more .’قائمة

implicit meaning than it’s original. One notices the use of the term ‘استهدافها’, 

meaning ‘target them’, even though the translation would be adequate and be more 

similar to its original without this addition. However, as stated earlier, this helps to 

build a repertoire of representational frames regarding the conflict, which is often 

clearer in the ST than the TT. This out of norm behaviour of the TT could be a result 

of the headline of the report, which, among other factors, provided the necessary 

cover for the TT to be more forthcoming in its discursive structures and 

representations. Turning back to sentences A and B in the previous table, their 
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translations were rendered faithfully in terms of meaning and form. This faithfulness 

came at the expense of the TT in sentence A in the translation of the phrase ‘to great 

lengths’, rendered as ‘نالخط نطول  which in the context of the sentence appears ,’عىل

unnatural in Arabic, particularly when the translator could have easily used a 

different term such as ‘مستمرا’, meaning ‘continuously’, or omitted it without any 

loss in meaning. On the other hand, if this had happened, some of the connotative 

sense underlined in the wording would not have been transferred in the TT, thus the 

translation advanced the views represented in the ST at the TT’s expense.  

Similarly, sentence B indicates a high level of faithfulness in the translation, except 

for the use of omission strategy in two places that had some effect on the overall 

meaning of the sentence. The first is the omission of the word ‘some’, which 

indicates that there were mistakes made by the coalition, but they were few. The TT 

simply omitted this and kept only the word ‘أخطاء’ meaning ‘mistakes’. This may not 

have a significant effect on the meaning in the TT, but it certainly have foregrounded 

the meaning in the TT more so than its original. Another omission was used, but in 

this case in association with the US rather than the coalition. The phrase, ‘has hit 

wrong targets’ was rendered as ‘نأخطاء نله  meaning ‘had mistakes’. This ,’كان

downplayed the TT meaning regarding the US mistaken actions, while in 

comparison the previous omission outplayed the meaning of the mistaken actions of 

the coalition in the TT.  

Moreover, the TT utilised addition strategy following the omission in the 

aforementioned example to add the phrase ‘نهناك ناألمريك  نالعسكري نالوجود  meaning ,’أثناء

‘during the US military presence there’. One could ask why the TT added this when 

the sentence already had the full meaning of its ST and the foregrounded aim of the 

translation. It is possible that this was added to link the US invasion in Afghanistan, 

which most Muslims in general and Arabic speakers in particular where against, to 

the military action of the coalition in Yemen. In other words, the TT used addition 

strategy to indirectly compare the US’s actions in Afghanistan with the Coalition’s 

actions in Yemen to Arabic readers. Like the previous example from this report, the 

TT showed more discursive intensity in its representations than its ST, which is not 

the usual norm in the BBC corpora. This confirms the previously stated argument 

that the overall headline and projection of what this report claims to be is the ‘Saudi 
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view’, and acts as a shield that covers the discourse from any bias while also 

allowing it to be more open than its original.  

Yemen's rebel funeral hall attack 'kills scores' 

This example was extracted from a news report published in October 2016 and 

discusses one of the most controversially reported incidents in the conflict. This 

incident was discussed previously in the analysis (see section 5.3.3 example 2), on a 

different example from a different report. The translation in this example differs from 

other examples discussed previously. In this translation, the TT rendered the meaning 

of the ST in the broad sense using some alterations. However, the second part of the 

translation was syntactically positioned at the end of the TT and not in the same 

position as the ST. One can observe the rendering in terms of meaning of this 

example as follows:  

The Saudi-led coalition is backing the 
internationally-recognised government of Yemen. 
Thousands of civilians have been killed since the 
war began in 2014. 

ويشننالتحالفنالعسكرينبقيادةنالسعوديةنغاراتنداخلناليمننمنذن
دعمانللقواتنالمواليةنللرئيسنعبدنربهنمنصورنهادين2015مارس/آذارن .  

نمنذنبدأن وبحسبنتقديراتناألممنالمتحدة،نفقدنقتلنآالفنالمدنيي  

نال  
تحالفنغاراتهنالعامنالماض  .  

Clearly, the TT is more aggressively forthcoming in its representation of the situation 

than its ST. Utilising addition strategy in the translation, the TT added a phrase 

providing additional context for the information than the ST, ‘نالعسكرين نالتحالف ويشن

ن نمارس/آذار نمنذ ناليمن نداخل نغارات نالسعودية 2015بقيادة ’, meaning ‘the Saudi-led military 

coalition has been launching strikes inside Yemen since March 2015’. Another 

alteration on the following phrase was implemented in the translation of 

‘internationally-recognised government of Yemen’, rendered as ‘نللرئيسن نالموالية للقوات

نهادي نمنصور نربه  .’meaning ‘forces loyal to President Abdrabbuh Mansour Hadi ,’عبد

The only faithful rendering in this sentence was the word ‘backing’, rendered as 

 referring to the reason behind the coalition’s actions in Yemen. The TT altered ,'دعما‘

the representation of the actions of one party in the conflict from its ST in addition to 

the party that this action is intended for. One cannot fail to notice that the addition 

either purposefully or otherwise neglected to mention the third party in the conflict, 

which is the Houthis. Instead, the target of the coalition’s action became Yemen itself. 

This, in the broad descriptive sense, is not necessarily false because Yemen is the 

place where the conflict is taking place; however, the Houthis was the coalition’s 

target. This again paints a picture of personifying the Houthis in the term ‘Yemen’, a 

frame that has been discussed previously (see section 5.4.3 example 7). Also, the 
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alteration in the wording of the party being backed by the coalition, the government 

of Yemen, shows clear signs of a shift in representing them. This alteration in 

representing the Yemeni Government is obvious between the ST (‘internationally-

recognised government of Yemen’) and the TT (‘forces loyal to president Hadi’). 

Again, one observes a clear indication of foregrounding a frame and presenting it 

with less subtlety in translation than usual. Implementing this shift, in addition to the 

personifying of the Houthis in Yemen, aims to alienate the government in general, 

and President Hadi in particular, from Yemen, representing them as part of the 

problem. Viewing Mr Hadi and his government in a weak position and representing 

them as unfit with great subtlety is not new in the BBC corpora and has been 

discussed before (see section 5.4.2). 

However, what is new in this example is that this representation is more clearly 

visible in the translation, which reveals how much the Arabic TT emboldened the 

representations of its original. In the previous example, the analysis demonstrated 

that in instances where the TT shows stronger framing markers than the ST, the news 

report must have a shield to rationalise their representation in the eyes of the TT 

readers; this example is no different. Due to the nature of the incident and the fact 

that the coalition assumed part of the responsibility for it, the translation did not 

hesitate to take advantage of this in its reporting. It aims to affect the target 

readership’s opinion by assuming partiality while simultaneously utilising any 

discursive tool and translation strategy in their discourse production and translation, 

particularly regarding stories such as the one in this example. The ST report was 

longer and had more to say about the conflict, gradually assigning blame towards the 

coalition and the government. This also sheds more light on the style of the TT 

because it was shorter and, as such, needed to maximise its discursive frames by 

being more direct in its representations, such as in this example. 

Furthermore, another use of alteration by addition and omission strategies is 

implemented in the second sentence of this example. Here, the ST concluded a 

statement regarding the number of casualties with ‘since the war began’ without 

specifying culpability on any particular party. On the other hand, the TT ended its 

translation with ‘ن  
نالماض  نالعام نالتحالفنغاراته نبدأ  meaning ‘since the coalition started ,’منذ

its airstrikes last year’, assigning sole responsibility to the coalition by associating the 

casualties with its actions.  
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Finally, it is worth mentioning that the TT also altered the syntactic structure of the 

discourse from its original while omitting many of the sentences and altering what is 

kept in the translation. This resulted in the second sentence being the one that the TT 

concluded it is report with, rather than following the first sentence like the ST, and 

spreading its impact from the headline to the last sentence.  

 5.5-BBC Analysis Findings 

In this section of the chapter, after analysing how the BBC represented the conflict 

and the parties involved in it, and how those representations were translated, the 

research will discuss the findings of the analysis. This section will be categorised 

based on the translation strategy used and its relation to the research questions and 

the framing strategies mentioned in the framing chapter. Each category will illustrate 

how those translations played a role in constructing frames in the discourse. It will 

also show the frames represented in the BBC corpora. 

5.5.1-Omission 

The most frequently used translation strategy in the BBC corpora is omission. This is 

clearly presented in Table 4 at the beginning of this chapter. Primarily utilised to 

adjust the TT for the target audience, one could argue that it is a form of 

domestication, even though the term is not quite applicable as no actual facts were 

changed; rather they were selected. Omission represents the epistemological control 

in the production and translation of discourse towards each respective audience 

because news is a product and like any product, it needs an audience to consume it. It 

is also worth noting that this strategy is also utilised to shift focus when omitting a 

segment that may seem less relevant to the target readership and focusing on other 

segments in the discourse, thus shifting the view about the event being reported. In 

tables 5 and 6, one can observe the shift of focus between the frequencies of the term 

Saudi in English and the term Yemen in Arabic. Likewise, in Table 7 one can see the 

difference in frequency between the ST and TT. All clearly lead us to the conclusion 

that selecting what to omit in the TT is the main strategy used by the BBC to alter 

frames and adjust them to suit the target readership without appearing biased. 

5.5.2- Addition  

Addition is also one of the strategies used to select what to add to the TT, yet it is not 

nearly as frequently used as omission in the corpora. Addition is often used to add to 
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the discursive structure what the news institution saw fit to foreground for the target 

readership. In other words, its purpose is opposite to the purpose of omission, as its 

name implies. It takes advantage of the context of texts and the intertextual chains of 

discourse to build a particular frame in the TT or reaffirm the one in the ST rather 

than scaling it down for the target readership (see example 11 section 5.3.2). As such, 

its utilisation is infrequent when compared to other strategies, but its implementation 

in foregrounding frames in the TT is very potent. 

5.5.3- Positioning  

Closely associated with addition strategy, positioning speakers in the TT of the BBC 

corpora was often utilised to shield the news institution from what is being 

represented in the discourse (see section 5.4.1). It is repeatedly implemented in the 

translation of framing segments from the ST that would not be accepted or otherwise 

perceived as the news institution being biased against one of the parties in the 

conflict. Thus, positioning a speaker as the source of information or an opinion 

regarding the conflict achieves two objectives: the transference of the intended 

representation in the TT and shielding the news institution from any backlash 

accusations regarding their objectiveness. From a translation perspective, it is a very 

effective discursive tool implemented in this manner by the BBC, particularly while 

restructuring the discourse in the TT to support those views that can differ from the 

norms and expectations of the target readership. 

5.5.4- Labelling and other strategies  

From a translation point of view, the BBC corpora used labelling strategy hand-in-

hand with alteration in the TT. This is not to say that any alteration that occurred in 

the TT is due to utilising labelling. It is not implemented in the conventional sense of 

assigning a term to describe people or entities but is more subtle. Labelling in the 

BBC translated discourse is often implemented through association of labels and 

entities in the ST but not usually translated into the TT if that association goes 

against the target readership’s views. Labels such as ‘rebels’, used to describe 

Houthis in the ST, were seldom translated into the TT (see example 12 section 5.3.2), 

while the label to describe the coalition’s actions as ‘airstrikes’ is almost always 

associated with ‘Saudi’ or ‘Saudi-led coalition’. This repetition of associating these 

terms builds a repertoire in the readers’ minds to the point where, when the term 
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‘airstrike’ comes up in the corpora, it would refer to the coalition even if it is not 

mentioned, and the same can be said about the label ‘rebels’. Similar examples in 

news corpora utilising associative labelling in their discourse production include the 

phrase ‘Islamist terrorist’ post September 11, 2001. Through time and repeated 

association of these two words, only the term ‘Islamist’ was used later and it would 

provide the intended meaning, which is ‘terrorist’. That being said, labelling strategy, 

although effective in achieving its aim, is not utilised in the BBC corpora and 

translation as often as the previously mentioned translation strategies. The alteration 

part is utilised to adjust or restructure the TT to accommodate the use of this strategy 

in translation, which is mainly implemented to maintain the framing macrostructure 

of the discourse production process at the BBC.  

Translation through alteration is often utilised in order to maintain the meaning of the 

ST, accommodate the target readership’s norms and construct a sound and intelligible 

syntactic structure in the target language. In the BBC corpora, alterations to the TT 

are utilised primarily in the order of syntactic structure in reports. This is particularly 

clear in small reports rather than in the editorial reports. Due to their short structure, 

the TT is often altered in order to represent its original while simultaneously 

accommodating the target readership. Other forms of alteration can be observed in 

the headlines and leads of news reports that aspire to simulate the original in a 

manner that is more target oriented (see section 2.2). Alterations to the lead go hand-

in-hand with alterations to the headline because the first, as previously mentioned in 

the analysis, always supports and reiterates the headline. Implementing alteration in 

the translation of the BBC news most prominently aims to adhere as closely as 

possible to the frame structures in the ST. In addition, adherence to the intended 

readership’s views and norms does not aim to maintain them; rather, the aim is to 

steer them gradually without alienating them. As previously mentioned, discourse 

production and framing are always fluid and structured on the basis of a variety of 

factors, like a current steering water through a stream.  

5.6 concluding remarks 

This chapter began by providing the quantitative data of the complied corpora and 

pointing to their similarities and differences. Then the analysis has moved to review 

the qualitative analysis based on the KW of the BBC corpus. The examples were 
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divided based on the salient translation strategy utilised in it, namely omission, 

faithful and altered concordance lines. Following the qualitative analysis of the 

examples extracted from the BBC the chapter has moved to review the findings of 

the analysis. The following chapter will review the analysis of Al-Arabiya examples 

in the same manner carried in this chapter.     
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Chapter 6: Analysis of Al-Arabiya corpora 

Overview 

In the previous chapter, we examined the representations of the BBC corpora in 

English and Arabic based on the concordance line extracted from it. This chapter 

will conduct a similar analysis of the Al-Arabiya corpora. The analysis in this 

chapter will identify the same strategies and methods of news discourse production 

and translation and their implementation in comparison to the BBC. This will 

provide the researcher the necessary insight to compare and contrast how Al-Arabiya 

and the BBC represented the conflict in Yemen in both English and Arabic. This is 

instrumental in answering the research question regarding the methods and strategies 

utilised by these news institutions in their reporting about the Yemeni conflict. 

The quantitative data for Al-Arabiya has been outlined and briefly discussed at the 

beginning of the previous chapter (see sections 1.2–1.2.3), so it would be 

superfluous to reiterate it in this chapter. As such, this chapter will begin with the 

analysis of concordance lines extracted from its corpora. Similar to the BBC analysis, 

the first section will discuss the most frequent KW in the English corpus of Al-

Arabiya, namely Saudi, to provide the analysis with the necessary guidance and 

understanding of the discourse production process of Al-Arabiya. Thus, the 

representation of Saudi in the extracted example will be examined briefly so as to 

avoid any repetitions in the analysis. A thorough qualitative analysis will be 

conducted on concordance lines representing coalition and Yemen and the parties 

associated with them in the corpora in the following sections. Then this chapter will 

conclude with the findings of the analysis before moving on to the discussion and 

conclusion of the research. 

6.1- Concordances of Saudi in Al-Arabiya corpora 

This section will show extractions of 15 concordance lines that include the term 

‘Saudi’. This will help establish the macrostructure of the Al-Arabiya discourse and 

translation strategies implemented in the TT, particularly when considering that this 

term is the most frequent KW in the English corpus, which shows its importance, as 

was the case with the analysis in the previous chapter. Thus, even though the 

analysis of these 15 concordance lines will not be as thorough as the examples in the 

sections following it, this will allow the analysis to avoid repetition, particularly 
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when considering that the Al-Arabiya corpora is half the size of the BBC’s, even 

though they have almost the same number of articles. The following table shows the 

concordance lines of the term ‘Saudi’ and their translations, extracted in sequential 

order while ensuring they cover various contexts from the corpus.  

Table 12 Concordance lines of Saudi in Al-Arabiya corpora 

Concordance of Saudi in English  Concordance of Saudi in Arabic  

1-Later on international navy inspectors also found 
missiles in Iranian ships heading to Yemeni ports. The 
rebels use similar missiles to shell southern Saudi areas. 

نعليهانالمفتشوننمنن نعب   
نمنناألسلحةنالتر

 
نأيضا

 
واتضحنالحقا

نشحناتنعىلنالقواتنالبحريةنالدوليةنوجودن  
صواري    خنف 

ن  
ناليمنية،نيستخدمنمثلهانف  ئ سفننإيرانية،نمتجهةنللمواث 

 .قصفنالمناطقنالجنوبيةنالسعودية

2- What’s more important, as adviser to the Saudi 
defence minister Major General Ahmed al-Asiri said, is 
that the coalition’s targets do not include places such as 
the community hall where the funeral was being held. 

ينعننالمكانننن٬واألهم . ليسنمننطبيعةن»كمانقالناللواءنعسب 
 .«أهدافنا

3- The Scud missile vindicates Saudi Arabia’s position 
that Iran has been planning for a while to create an 

armed entity north of Yemen to threaten Saudi Arabia 
and that it has chosen the Houthis for this task. 

نإىلنالحكمنبالقوة،نأصبحنقاعدةنعسكريةن بوصولنالحوثيي  
،نوأصبحنالحوثيون،نمثلن ،ن«نحزبنهللا»لإليرانيي    

اللبناث 
نهذانالتحليلن نطهران.نوحتر  

ميليشيانخاصةنللنظامنف 
نربمانالن نلدفعنالجارةنالسعودية،نوحلفائها،نالجيوسياس   

يكق 
نورثوانقدراتن لخوضنالحربنهناك،نلوالنأنناالنقالبيي  

عسكريةنقادرةنعىلنتهديدنقلبنالسعودية،نبمثلنترسانةن
 صواري    خنسكود

4- Saudi Arabia in March 2015 formed an Arab 

coalition to begin air strikes and ground support for 
forces loyal to Hadi, who fled to Riyadh. 

omitted 

5- The Secretary-General said he remains open to 
receiving any new elements from Saudi Arabia and 
hoped that discussions would take place soon. 

omitted 

6- Regarding the recent disagreement between Saudi 
Arabia and the UN over the claims of targeting children 

in Yemen, the Saudi envoy said that this had been 
discussed and that there had been "absolute agreement" 
regarding it. 

omitted 

7- He added that the UN secretary general could have 
misunderstood the Saudi discussion over the 
blacklisting. “I have the highest respect for the 
secretary general. How the secretary general perceived 
the meanings, how he interpreted the discussion is up to 

the secretary general.” 

نموننعننتهديدنانبوقفن :ن"كالمنباننك 
ً
وأوضحنقائال

نصحيح.نلمننهددنبقطعنالمعوناتنعننالمسا عداتنغب 
منظماتناألممنالمتحدة..نلمننهددنأوننضغطنبلنأوضحنان
.نليسنمننأسلوبنانوالنثقافتنانأنننهددن موقفنانبشكلنشفه 

نموننفهمن مناألممنالمتحدة".نوتابع:نباننك 
أحدا،نونحبر

 ."توضيحنوجهةننظرنانبأنهنتهديدنوهذهنمشكلته

8- He also said the report overlooked Saudi’s role in 
reinstating “legitimacy” in Yemen. 

نالعامنلمنيتمنإعدادهنبالتشاورنمعن وأوضحنأننتقريرناألمي  
ن الدولنوالمنظماتنذاتنالشأن،نكمانأنهنتجاهلنالدورناإليجاث  
عيةناليمنية.ن ندعمنالشر  

نف  للسعوديةنودولنالتحالفنالعرث  
ني حنأننالتحالفنالعرث   نورسر حرصنعىلنعدمنوقوعنخسائرنبي  

 .المدنيي  ن

9- The Houthis tried in vain to take the war to the Saudi 
border to divert pressure on them in other battlefields. 

ننقلنالحربنإىلنالحدودنالسعوديةنلتخفيفن  
وحاولنالحوث 

نمناطقنالقتالناألخرى،نوفشل  
 .الضغطنعنهنف 

10- Hadi also admitted during the exclusive interview 

with the Saudi newspapers that Yemen would have 
fallen in four days and would have been an Iranian state 
had it not been for the Operation Decisive Storm 
launched by the Arab military coalition under the 
leadership of Saudi Arabia. 

نحديثنلصحيفةن"عكاظ"نالسعودية،نإنهنلوالن  
وقالنف 

نحكمهنمقابلن عاصفةنالحزمنألصبحناليمننجزءانمننإيراننعب 
ن  
 .قيامنإيراننبدعمناالقتصادناليمت 
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11- The Saudi-led coalition that has been fighting 
Houthi militias in Yemen for nine months announced 
on Saturday the end to a ceasefire that began on Dec. 
15, the Saudi state news agency SPA said. 

نإنهاءنالهدنةنرسميانواستئنافن أعلنتنقيادةنالتحالفنالعرث  
نوالمخلوعنصالحن  

عملياتهانالعسكريةنضدنميليشياتنالحوث 
نتستمرنبخروقاتهاناألمنية،نواستئنافهانفرضنالحصارن  

التر
الخانقنعىلنمدينةنتعز،نومنعهانإيصالنالمساعداتنالغذائيةن

 .للمواطني  ن

12- In other words, if the Gulf nations consider that 

Iran is breaching Saudi national security through 
Yemen, this in Washington’s view would not be an 
aggression requiring the activation of U.S. security 
guarantees. 

تنالدولنالخليجيةنأننإيراننتعتدينعىلناألمنن أي،نإذاناعتب 
نالخارصةنالسعودية،ن  

نالبوابةناليمنيةنف  نالسعودينعب  القوم 
نيقعنتحتن

 
النيشكلنهذانمننوجهةننظرنواشنطننعدوانا

امنبالضماناتناألمنية،  االلبر 

13- The U.S., which supports the coalition, and Saudi 
Arabia have accused Iran of arming the Yemeni 
militias, known as Houthis. 

Omitted 

14- Sunni Saudi Arabia accuses its Shiite rival Iran of 
attempting to expand its zones of influence across the 
region. (added) 

Omitted 

15-. They think Yemen will be the swamp that will 
keep Saudi Arabia busy in relation to other hotspots in 
the Middle East. 

معتقديننأنناليمننسيكوننمستنقعنالسعوديةنالذين
قن نالشر  

نالمناطقنالساخنةناألخرىنف   
سيشغلهانعنهمنف 

 األوسط

6.1.1-Omitted concordance lines 

In this first section of analysing the concordance lines of Al-Arabiya corpora, the 

analysis will discuss the omitted example in the table above, similar to the previous 

chapter. This will provide the analysis with valuable insight for analysis of the 

subsequent concordance line examples in the upcoming sections. There are five lines 

that have been omitted, namely lines 4, 5, 6, 13, 14. They will be discussed in terms 

of content and context to explain why the TT opted to omit them from the discourse. 

Concordance line 4, extracted from a news report published in September 2016, 

provides background knowledge of the conflict, namely when and why it started. 

One can understand why such sentences were omitted in the TT, primarily because 

most of the TT readers already have this knowledge due to their geographical 

proximity and/or interest in fellow Arab nations. This is not the case for the ST 

readers, and as such, the article concluded with it. This practice is similar to the one 

implemented by the BBC in its English reporting that helps to build information 

based on their particular view of the conflict and steer the views of readers who are 

less informed or without any knowledge about the conflict towards certain aims. 

Similarly, Al-Arabiya aspires to achieve the same impact on readers utilising the 

same discursive strategy but is aiming for an opposite effect from their 

representations compared to the BBC.  

This news report is a good example to start with in Al-Arabiya analysis because it 

shows an abundance of utilisation of discursive markers and translation strategies 
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between the ST and TT to carefully produce and adjust each report for the intended 

readership. Apart from the headline, the whole TT has been altered using additions 

and labelling among other strategies, which speaks to the level of different degrees 

of representations towards each respective culture. To elaborate further on the 

alterations implemented in the TT, the following example provides insight into the 

nature of those alterations, which reflects the discursive production process of Al-

Arabiya in general: 

In a turn of events, Saleh also urged for direct talks with Saudi Arabia, denying in the process that 

his forces, along with Houthi militias, have “any coalition or connections with Iran.” 

نذلكنفيمانلجأن  
نمننيأثر ناليمننوإيران،نوأكب  نعبدهللانصالحنللمناورةنوإطالةنأمدناألزمة،نبزعمهنعدمنوجودنتحالفنبي   المخلوعنعىل 

نمعنالسعودية  .ذلكندعوتهنلحوارنمبارسر

One can observe the addition of the label ‘المخلوع’, meaning ‘ousted’, referring to 

Saleh, the former president of Yemen, as well as how his name was stated in English 

simply as Saleh but translated into Arabic as ‘نعبدهللانصالح  which is how Arabic ,’عىل 

media refer to him since he was in power. This alteration not only serves to align the 

ST and TT to readers’ norms, but also to help reflect the framing aims that the 

discourse aspires to achieve. This can be observed in the shift of focus and emphasis 

between the ST and TT sentences. The ST represents Saleh as duplicitous and double 

dealing, while the TT shows him as desperate and retreating. Both illustrate how Al-

Arabiya built their frame based on the intended readership.  

One final point to discuss is that the collocation (Houthi militias) was translated as 

 ,which is a personification of the Houthis in Yemen. This raises questions ,’اليمن‘

because to translate it in this manner goes against the overall macrostructures of Al-

Arabiya’s discursive production process, which is that the Houthis are ‘Iranian-

backed militia’ that destabilised Yemen by going against the legitimate government. 

It could be a simple translation misstep on the part of the translator or another issue 

which, by the end of this chapter, will be identified.  

Moving to concordance lines 5 and 6, both of which were extracted from the same 

news report published in June 2016. This report discusses a meeting between the 

crown prince of Saudi Arabia and the UN Secretary General, Ban Ki-moon, 

regarding a UN report that condemns coalition actions in Yemen and putting the 

coalition on a black list, but was quickly dismissed. Line 5 was the last sentence in 

the ST report showing the positive feedback from the UN Secretary General and his 

openness to further discussions. All of this was omitted in the TT. Even though both 
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reports cover the same event, the discourse in each one took a different stance. The 

TT was more focused on Saudi officials and what they had to say about the meeting, 

and the UN was only mentioned to confirm that the coalition’s name was lifted from 

the black list and thanking Saudi Arabia for its humanitarian support in various 

struggling countries such as Syria. In other words, even though both reports 

discussed the same event, the information represented in the syntactic and cohesive 

structure of both ST and TT were carefully selected based on the news institution’s 

view of the readers’ interest in the event. 

The same argument can be used for concordance line 6, which was omitted for the 

same reasons as line 5. The difference of interest between the ST and TT readers, 

which Al-Arabiya perceives and produces its discourse on the strength of, can be 

observed in the headlines of the news reports, as follows: 

ST Headline TT Headline 

Saudi Deputy Crown Prince meets UN chief التقرير" أنهنأزمةاجتماعنمحمدنبننسلماننوبانن"  

The ST headline simply states that the meeting took place between the crown prince 

and the UN. The TT, on the other hand, was more focused on the result of that 

meeting, which ended the situation. Based on this translation of the headline, one can 

see the shift of focus and presentation about this event between the ST and TT of Al-

Arabiya’s discursive production and frame construction. As previously mentioned, 

line 6 is from the same report and has the same discursive markers and contextual 

situation as line 5, which is the same reason for its omission in the TT and, as such, 

will not be discussed.  

Concordance line 13 was extracted from a news report published in May 2015, less 

than two months after the start of the conflict. This example reflects a strategy that 

was discussed in the BBC chapter, albeit not for the same framing aim. It aims to 

build an intertextual chain throughout the discourse by providing and repeating 

certain pieces of information regarding the conflict to build a certain repertoire and 

view for the intended readership. In this case, line 13 provides background 

information for the ST readership and positions the US government as supporting 

Saudi Arabia. This positioning foregrounds the coalition’s cause for the English 

readership, showing that not only the UN, but also the US confirms Iranian support 

of the Houthis in Yemen. As such, it is clear why this example was omitted in the 
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Arabic TT as it does not serve or have the same effect for the TT readership. Instead, 

the focus was only on the Iranian threat and the statement made by a senior military 

official regarding the conflict. 

The final omitted example to be discussed is concordance line 14, which was 

extracted from a news report published in May 2015 and is not actually omitted in 

translation. This report was first published in Arabic and then translated into English, 

which makes this segment, unlike the previous one in this section, an addition in the 

TT rather than omission in the ST. The report discusses a speech made by the King 

of Saudi Arabia about the reason the Saudi-led coalition is involved in Yemen. The 

structure and wording of the example is clearly intended for English readers. This is 

because Al-Arabiya would almost never describe Saudi Arabia as ‘Sunni’ in its 

Arabic discourse. The style of wording shows that the TT aspires to package the view 

of the conflict for the English readership in a manner that is easier to understand, 

while the Arabic ST only focused on what came into the speech, which is helping a 

neighbouring Arabic and Islamic country from ruin. The difference between how 

both reports were structured and presented can be observed in their headlines:  

ST Headline TT Headline 

الواجبنإلنقاذناليمنالملكنسلمان:نالسعوديةنلبتننداءن  Saudi king: Yemen war launched to foil regional plot 

Shifting the focus between the Arabic ST and the English TT is clearly represented in 

the headline by setting the tone for their reporting. This shows the different shift of 

thematic structure between the ST and TT, where the first focused on a domestic 

convention and norm for their readership, which is helping a neighbouring country, 

while the TT focused on a more global norm, which is national security in the region. 

This is reflected in the addition of line 14 in the TT, which shows the English readers 

the difference between Iran and Saudi Arabia as the source of that rivalry and why 

the Saudi Government had to take action in order to maintain peace in the region. 

This shows the overall discourse production policy of Al-Arabiya in its coverage, 

which is to build up the epistemological understanding of English readers to perceive 

the situation from an Arabic reader’s point of view from the news institution 

perspective.   
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6.1.2- Faithful concordance lines 

This section will discuss and briefly analyse concordance lines in Table 12 that were 

faithfully translated. Those lines are 1, 9, 12, and 15, all of which were extracted 

from editorial reports from Al-Arabiya corpora. They were translated faithfully in 

terms of form and meaning, even though there were slight changes in the overall 

structure. In terms of translation, they almost identical. This section will shed light on 

Al-Arabiya practices and representations in terms of what frames should be 

represented in the same manner between the ST and TT across cultures. This will 

help the researcher to identify the difference from other representations in the 

translation and to become more accustomed to the intended readership of either 

culture. 

Concordance line 1 was extracted from an editorial report published in April 2017, 

two years after the conflict started. It provides an overall discussion of the conflict 

since its beginning, with particular focus on the Iranian role as the main problem for 

the continuation of the conflict. The example in line 1 discusses evidence found that 

proves the coalition’s claims of Iranian support for the Houthis. In terms of 

translation, the English TT was translated faithfully with regard to the meaning and 

form of its Arabic ST, except for one term that was added in the translation. The label 

‘rebels’ was added in the TT referring to the Houthis, whereas in the ST there was no 

mention of either. Also, the use of the term ‘rebels’ in the first place is out of 

character for Al-Arabiya discourse both in English and Arabic. This is because the 

term more commonly utilised by them to refer to the Houthis is ‘militia’. This could 

be because of one of two factors or even both. The first is the lack of equivalence to 

the term they use in Arabic, which preceded example 1 as follows: 

نبدايةنالحرب،نأنن نقيلتنىل   
نأطلقهاناالنقالبيوننإىلنعمقنالمملكةنالعربيةنالسعوديةنأكدتنصحةنالتخوفات،نالتر  

الصواري    خنالتر
نمنظومةنصواري    خنتهددنأمننالسعودية  .لدىنصالحنوالحوثيي  

The missiles which the rebels in Yemen fired deep into Saudi Arabia confirmed the fear that Saleh 

and Houthis have a missile system that threatens Saudi Arabia’s security. 

One can observe that the term ‘االنقالبيون’, which means ‘those who overthrew’, was 

simply translated as ‘rebels’ for a lack of a better term in English to simulate the 

same negative connotation as the Arabic ST. The second reason is that in the English 

media, ‘rebels’ is, in many outlets, the most common label used to describe the 

Houthis, as one can observe in the analysis in the BBC chapter. This allows Al-

Arabiya’s English discourse to build up a familiar frame of reference for the English 
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readers. However, this does not mean that Al-Arabiya has fully adopted this label to 

refer to the Houthis, and this is clearly presented in comparing the number of times 

both terms were used to refer to the Houthis: 

 

 

 

 

 

Based on the quantitate data in the table above, one can surmise the thematic 

macrostructures of Al-Arabiya’s discourse in representing the Houthis both in 

English and Arabic depending on the contextual situation of the news report. A 

similar argument was discussed in the BBC chapter (section 5.3.3, example 12), 

albeit the labelling utilised had an opposing aim to the one here. Also, there is more 

consistency in the labelling used in the English corpus than in the Arabic, which 

shows that Al-Arabiya's English reporting focuses more on the semantic 

macrostructures for English readers than for Arabic readers. This, as mentioned 

previously, helps to build up the intended repertoire and frame of reference regarding 

the parties in the conflict to the English readership, which has less knowledge about 

it than the Arabic readers.  

Moreover, the other three examples all show similar framing points and were 

translated faithfully, as is the case in editorial reports. They mostly focus on the role 

played by Iran in the conflict and how it is the cause of prolonging the conflict. They 

also reflect the validity of the Saudi position, particularly in the English news reports, 

in ensuring that there is no threat to their national security and maintaining stability 

in the Middle East. These frames will be discussed thoroughly in later sections.  

6.1.3- Altered concordance lines 

This section will discuss the last six concordance lines from Table 12, which all show 

markers of alteration in their translation. These concordance lines are 2, 3, 7, 8, 10, 

11, all of which were extracted from news reports that were translated from Arabic 

into English, meaning that the Arabic reports are the STs and the English reports are 

the TTs. This is an interesting point to be analysed as it should clearly reveal how the 

different representations are produced in discourse from Arabic to English as 

Arabic Quantity English Quantity 

 Rebel/s 28 8 متمرد/ين/ون/ة

 Militia/s 60 39 ميليشيا/ت

/ون/ة  -- -- 26 انقالب/يي  
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opposed to the BBC corpora, which were vice versa. The analysis will discuss two 

lines, one from an editorial report and another from regular news report, namely lines 

2 and 8, as they show overwhelming signs of alterations. This will provide insight for 

the analysis sections to come regarding Al-Arabiya’s discursive production and 

translation in representing the conflict in Yemen.  

Concordance line 2 was extracted from an editorial news report published in October 

2016. The report discusses the bombing of a funeral hall, one of the most reported 

and discussed events in the conflict. The report is a comment on the Saudi response 

to the event and how the event came to be in the first place. In the Arabic ST, the 

short and concise sentence delivered the intended meaning to the Arabic readership 

in the form of a quote to show that the coalition had no hand in the bombing. 

However, the English TT was presented in an entirely different manner. It was more 

elaborate in terms of the speaker and the statement by him to the target readership. 

The TT first provided information about the speaker and his position to add 

credibility to his statement. Similarly, the BBC utilised this method in positioning 

speakers, however this was only applied to the English TT, which is understandable 

as the Arabic readership already has the necessary background information about the 

speaker. Another point is the quote itself, in Arabic it was short and clear as ‘ليسنمنن

نأهدافنا  which could hardly be translated literally into English because of the ,’طبيعة

different stylistic systems, and it would lack the same effect as ‘it is not in the nature 

of our targets’. However, the meaning can be transferred to the TT, which is what Al-

Arabiya has done in this case. 

Moving to concordance line 8, which was extracted from a news report published in 

June 2016 and discusses the removal of the coalition from the UN blacklist. This 

example is similar to the previous example but in reverse in terms of alteration, 

meaning that the translation to the English TT was short and precise when compared 

to its Arabic ST. The Arabic ST was more elaborate in its information, providing 

more than one point that Saudi Arabia raises with the UN in order to remove the 

Coalition’s name from the blacklist. On the other hand, the TT only focused on one 

point raised by the Saudi envoy to the UN, which is the issue of ‘legitimacy’. This is 

important to the English readers in particular; hence it was included in the TT, which 

is the frame that Al-Arabiya most often focuses on and repeats in their reporting of 
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the conflict that the coalition’s main aim in the conflict is reinstating the legitimate 

Yemeni government and stabilising the country.  

The ST was more in allegiance and agreeing with the view of the Arabic readership, 

while the English TT appeared to be only reporting the event without any bias. This 

can be observed in this example from the term ‘ن  meaning ‘positive’ in ,’اإليجاث  

describing the Saudi-led coalition role. This term was omitted in the TT and instead 

only focused on the aim of that role without any opinion on it. This shows that Al-

Arabiya understands the norm of the English readership as well as its Arabic 

readership and reflects that understanding in its production of discourse.  

Based on these initial examples of the term Saudi, the most frequent term in the 

corpora, one can argue that Al-Arabiya uses similar strategies to those implemented 

by the BBC, such as speaker positioning, omission, and alterations to accustom the 

TT to the target readership. Albeit with different discursive production roles, in the 

case of Al-Arabiya, it is clear that the macrostructure frame of discourse is to clarify 

the reason behind the Saudi-led coalition role in Yemen, particularly for the English 

readership, to counter the negative representation of Western media. The following 

section will help to provide a more illustrative analysis and understanding of the 

representation of the Coalition and Yemen to answer the research questions.  

6.2- Concordances of Coalition in Al-Arabiya corpora 

This section will discuss extractions of 15 concordance lines that include the term 

Coalition. Analysing these concordance lines will help demonstrate how Al-Arabiya 

represented the coalition and its role in the conflict both in Arabic and in English. 

Considering that this is the third most frequent KW in the corpora, it will allow us to 

identify the differences and similarities of its representations towards the different 

readership and how that difference was implemented. 

Table 13 Concordance lines of Coalition in Al-Arabiya corpora 

Concordance of Coalition in English  Concordance of Coalition in Arabic  

1-The coalition’s airstrikes ended after the major threats 
had been eliminated, mainly that of the ballistic missiles, 
as declared by the coalition’s official statement. 

،نكمانأعلنن انتهتنالحربنالجويةنبعدنإزالةنالخطرنالرئيس 
نمقدمتهنالصواري    خنالباليستيةنهذه  

،نوف  .نالبياننالرسم   

2- "The leadership of the coalition supporting legitimacy 
in Yemen announces the end of the truce in Yemen 
beginning at 1400 (1100 GMT) on Saturday," the agency 
said. (added) 

Omitted 

3- An investigation found that "the allegations are false Omitted 
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and that no operations were carried out around the 
embassy or near to it," a coalition statement said.(added) 

4- There was no Arab coalition air role in a strike in 

Sanaa on Saturday, sources in the Saudi-led coalition 
said. 

نتنفيذن عيةنباليمننقدننق  نلدعمنالشر وكاننالتحالفنالعرث  
نصنعاء،ن  

نالذينوقعنف  نمكاننالتفجب   
أينطلعاتنجويةنف 

نبأسبابنأخرىنتقفنوران نداعيانإىلنالتفكب  ءنالتفجب   

5- Saudi Brig. Gen. Ahmed Asiri, a military spokesman, 
said Tuesday that no ship would be permitted to reach 
Yemen unless there was prior coordination with the 
coalition, and that if Iran wants to deliver humanitarian 

aid it should do so through the United Nations. 

Omitted 

6-“The coalition is also willing to provide the 
investigation team with any data and information related 
to its military operations today, at the incident's location 
and the surrounding areas,” it said. “The result of the 
investigation should be announced as soon as it's 
completed.” 

وسوفنيتمنتزويدنفريقنالتحقيقنبمانلدىنقواتنالتحالفن
مننبياناتنومعلوماتنتتعلقنبالعملياتنالعسكريةنالمنفذةن
نمنطقةنالحادثنوالمناطقنالمحيطةنبها،ن  

نذلكناليومنوف   
ف 

 وستعلننالنتائجنفورنانتهاءنالتحقيق

7- For this reason, the Arab coalition is unlikely to 
receive U.S. military assistance in Yemen, regardless of 
the indications to the contrary issued previously by the 
U.S. administration. Accordingly, any military strategy 
that the Arab coalition pursues must rely on self-
capabilities and not on U.S. promises. 

ن»لذلك،نلننيحصلن عىلنمساعداتن«نالتحالفنالعرث  
ناليمن،نبغضنالنظرنعمانصدرنعنن  

كيةنف  عسكريةنأمب 
نمننتلميحات

 
كيةنسابقا وعليه،نأيةن.ناإلدارةناألمب 
اتيجيةنعسكريةنل ن ن»اسبر يجبنأننتعتمدن«نالتحالفنالعرث  
كيةنبأنهانجاهزةننعىلنالذاتنوليسنعىل التلميحاتناألمب 

.نلتقديمنبعضنالعوننالعسكري  

8- Two days before the Saudi-led coalition’s spokesman 
in Riyadh announced the end of the first stage of 
Operation Decisive Storm, fire was still burning and 
explosions could still be heard in the mountains around 
the Yemeni capital Sanaa. 

نالرياضنعنن  
نمننإعالننالمتحدثنالعسكرينف  قبلنيومي  

انن«عاصفةنالحزم»نهايةنالمرحلةناألوىل،ن ،نكانتنالنب 
نجبلنفجن  

تشاهد،نواالنفجاراتنالمتسلسلةنتسمعنف 
نأطرافنالعاصمةنصنعاءن  

.نعطان،نف   

9- In a showcase of its support to the Saudi-led 
coalition’s campaign against the Houthis, the United 
States has started daily aerial refueling for Decisive 
Storm warplanes. (added) 

Omitted 

10- On Thursday, a coalition of 10 regional states have 
launched a military campaign against the Houthi rebels in 
Yemen. The Saudi-led “Operation Decisive Storm” 
continues to launch airstrikes in Sanaa, as well as other 

areas south of the country for the third day. 

Omitted 

11- “The removal of the Saudi-led coalition was a 
protection to the credibility of the UN and that keeping 
the coalition’s name on the list would have killed that 
credibility,” he added. 

نموننعىلنحذفناسمنالسعوديةنمنن:ن"وتابع شكرنانباننك 
نأننهذانالحذفن"القائمةنالسوداء

 
نوالن"،نموضحا  

نهاثئ
رنمننأنن".نرجعةنفيه

ّ
وضعنالتحالفنعىلنالقائمةن"وحذ

".نالسوداءنكاننسيؤثرنعىلنمصداقيةناألممنالمتحدة  

12-The Saudi-led coalition on Sunday denied targeting a 
school in Yemen’s rebel-held north in an attack that an 

international relief agency said killed 10 children. 

نمكتبنوزيرنالدفاعنالسعودين  
أوضحنالمستشارنف 

نن والمتحدثنباسمنقواتن#التحالف_نالعرث  
يناألحدنأننطائراتنالتحالفن #اللواء_نأحمد_نعسب 

ن#حيدانن)شمالن  
نف  استهدفتنمركزنتدريبنللحوثيي  

نعىلن
 
#اليمنن(نوليسنمدرسةنكمانادعناالنقالبيون،نمشددا

.نأننهؤالءنيقوموننبتجنيدنأطفالنللقتال  

13- Brig. Gen. Ahmed Asiri said the new weapons will 
allow Arab coalition forces, operating in Yemen against 
Houthi militias, to better avoid populated areas and 
infrastructure. 

ينأننوجودنمثلنهذهنالذخائرنإنمانيعززنمنن وذكرنعسب 
قدرةنالقواتنالجويةنللتحالفنعىلنإصابةنأهدافهانبدقةن

ن  
نإىلنأننذلكنيأثر

 
ا ارنجانبية،نمشب  نمعن"دوننأرص 

 
منسجما

ناليمننبتجنبناآلثارنالجانبيةنن  
 
محدداتنالعملنالعسكرينف

كمانيتمنمنذنبدءنالعمليات،نوعدمناستهدافنالمناطقن
".نيةنوالمحافظةنعىلنالبنيةنالتحتيةالسكان  

 

14- Maj. Gen. Ahmed Asiri, adviser to the Saudi defense 
minister said that the Arab coalition has the courage to 

ي،نمستشارنوزيرنالدفاعن قالناللواءنالركننأحمدنعسب 

https://www.alarabiya.net/tools/tags.html?tags=e39e7658-0fc1-47f7-8340-15f5ff2ae863&tagLabel=التحالف_العربي
https://www.alarabiya.net/tools/tags.html?tags=a0fc9ccb-f38a-45d1-9287-5d0039e07ffb&tagLabel=اللواء_أحمد_عسيري
https://www.alarabiya.net/tools/tags.html?tags=1859140a-d301-4b97-b1d1-73b206d984b0&tagLabel=حيدان
https://www.alarabiya.net/tools/tags.html?tags=ea5d1cc6-2d64-442e-8f84-3b191bdd5fe6&tagLabel=اليمن
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accept the results of the investigation on Sanaa incident, 
because errors can in any military action. 

 

نلديهنالشجاعةنالكافيةنلقبولننالسعودي إننالتحالفنالعرث  
نأينعملنعسكري  

.ننتائجنالتحقيقات،نألنناالخطاءنواردةنف   

15- It is important to understand the circumstances that 
led to the conflict in Yemen when the Saudi and the Arab 
Gulf coalition’s intervention was criticized. Some 
criticism indicated – rightly so – that controlling the war 
in this mountainous country with tribal disputes was 
going to be a difficult task. 

مهمنمعرفةنظروفنبداياتنالحربناليمنية،نعندمانوجهتن
نا نالعرث   نتقاداتنإىلنتدخلنالسعوديةنوالتحالفنالخليج  

نالحربناألهليةناليمنية  
،نعنن.نف  بعضناالنتقاداتنكاننيشب 

نهذهنالدولةنالجبليةن  
حق،نإىلنأننالسيطرةنعىلنالحربنف 

 المتناحرةنقبلًيانومناطقًيا،نمهمةنصعبة

6.2.1-Omitted concordance lines 

This section will analyse the omitted segments in Table 13, namely concordance 

lines 2, 3, 5, 9 and 10. Each line will be under the heading of its headline, meaning 

that instead of the line number, the headline of the report that the line was extracted 

from will be adopted as the heading in the analysis. The heading will be in English, 

even though in some cases the English report is the TT and not the ST. Still, what 

interests us here is the subject of the report. This will help in clarifying the analysis 

and understanding the framing of the report. It will also assist the comparison of the 

translation strategies and discursive elements implemented between Al-Arabiya and 

the BBC.  

Saudi-led coalition ends Yemen ceasefire 

Concordance line 2 was extracted from a report published in January 2016, and one 

can deduct from the headline that it discusses the end of a ceasefire in the conflict. 

The English report is the TT, which means that this example was not omitted per se, 

but rather added in the TT. The example is in the form of a quote from the statement 

made by the coalition. The ST, on the other hand, did not include the quote; rather, it 

provided an illustrative explanation instead. This illustration is transferred to the TT 

piece-by-piece in the syntactic structure, creating a cohesive mode that provides the 

target readership with a similar meaning in a less overt manner than the ST. This 

speaks to the conditions of discourse production and translation in each respective 

language. The Arabic report is more familiar and has rapport with its readership, 

whereas the English report is more formal and has yet to establish the same level of 

rapport as its Arabic counterpart, which is understandable given the nature and 

circumstances of the conflict, as well as the Al-Arabiya news agency.  

Furthermore, the same argument can be used with regard to the headline and lead of 

the reports, particularly its wording both in the ST and TT. They show similar 

discursive markers to those in line 2, namely that in the ST, more information is 
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expressed at once rather than being scattered piece by piece as it is in the TT report or 

omitted entirely. As mentioned previously, this illustrates the discursive production 

and translation style utilised by Al-Arabiya for each readership based on the intended 

aims that control how the discursive framing is represented, as follows: 

English Headline & Lead (TT) Arabic Headline & Lead (ST) 

Saudi-led coalition ends Yemen ceasefire نيعلننانتهاءن الهدنة..نويقصفنمحيطن#صنعاءالتحالفنالعرث    

The Saudi-led coalition that has been fighting Houthi 
militias in Yemen for nine months announced on 
Saturday the end to a ceasefire that began on Dec. 15, 

the Saudi state news agency SPA said. 

نإنهاءن الهدنةنرسميانواستئنافنأعلنتنقيادةنالتحالفنالعرث  
ن  
نوالمخلوعنصالحنالتر  

عملياتهانالعسكريةنضدنميليشياتنالحوث 
تستمرنبخروقاتهاناألمنية،نواستئنافهانفرضنالحصارنالخانقنعىلن

 .مدينةنتعز،نومنعهانإيصالنالمساعداتنالغذائيةنللمواطني  ن

One can notice multiple alterations between the ST and TT headlines, such as using 

the description ‘ن نالعرث    meaning ‘Arab coalition’ in the ST, while in the TT it ,’التحالف

was altered to be ‘Saudi-led Coalition’, placing more focus on Saudi Arabia than 

other Arab countries in the coalition. The same alteration is also implemented in the 

lead. This could be directly linked to the last phrase that the Arabic headline ended 

with, which was omitted from the English TT headline. In the ST headline, the 

reporter ended it with the phrase ‘ن#صنعاء نمحيط  meaning ‘strikes around ,’ويقصف

Sana’a’. The TT, on the other hand, omitted this entirely, shifting the focus solely on 

the end of the ceasefire. This clearly demonstrates how Al-Arabiya represents the 

parties in the conflict for each respective readership, not only in terms of how the ST 

and TT provide information regarding events in the conflict, but also what 

information is included and in what manner. In the ST, it was straightforward and 

oversharing in terms of the coalition actions, unlike the TT, which is more carefully 

structured and less forthcoming with its information, and there is more illustrating the 

who and why rather than the what. Utilising this rearranging of facts not only by 

omission and alteration, but also rearranging the information in the reports helps to 

build the intended frame in the report in a manner more suited to the target readership 

of the TT. 

Moreover, the leads in both reports not only foreground what came in each of their 

headlines, as is usually the lead’s role, but also share similar translation strategies and 

discursive markers as their headlines. In the ST lead, the focus was on the reason 

behind the end of the ceasefire by the coalition. That reason is the continuous 

violation of the ceasefire by the Houthis and their blocking of humanitarian aid for 

the people of Taiz. On the other hand, the TT started by providing background 
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information on the coalition and the Houthis, then reported the end of the ceasefire 

without any mention of strikes by the coalition or violation by the Houthis. The 

background information helped set the mode of the report and how each party is 

perceived, particularly when associating the Houthis with the term militia, and the 

subsequent added segment in the TT that states the coalition is ‘supporting 

legitimacy’.  

Even though both the ST and TT are reporting the same event and providing similar 

information regarding it, the difference in cohesion of that information and the 

thematic structures in which they were projected is strikingly vast. This speaks to 

how Al-Arabiya perceives is audiences based on their socio-cultural setting and 

constructs the ST discourse and TT to be suited to that setting, including filling in 

any gap that may be there due to lack of knowledge, particularly in this case, in 

English reports, to achieve maximum acceptance of the frames and their 

representation by the readership.  

Another point worth noting in Al-Arabiya English report is the attempt to reflect 

unbiased opinions to English readers, not only in how they project their 

representations of parties in the conflict, but also how they present themselves and 

their sources. The TT lead concluded with the phrase ‘The Saudi state news agency 

SPA said’, which was added in the TT and never mentioned in the ST. This style of 

using the Saudi state agency as a source is implemented 14 times in the English 

corpus while in the Arabic corpus it is only used in three instances. This serves two 

aims, the first of which is to report the official Saudi government positions in the 

conflict, and the second is to project an unbiased and neutral position in their 

reporting, setting themselves aside from the popular Western view that the Al-

Arabiya news institution belongs to the Saudi government. This view is mentioned in 

the BBC corpus in one of the editorial reports, describing it as ‘Saudi-owned Al-

Arabiya’ both in English ST and Arabic TT. This intertextual manifestation is 

implemented to be more appealing to English readers.  

Saudi coalition denies hitting Iran embassy in Yemen 

Concordance line 3 was extracted from a news report published in January 2016. It 

discusses an accusation made against the coalition regarding hitting the Iranian 

embassy in the Yemeni capital, Sana’a. Line 3 was added to the English TT in the 
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form of a quote taken from the coalition’s statement. The ST, on the other hand, only 

mentioned it in the headline and not in the report itself. The report only stated that the 

coalition will investigate the accusation, hinting at its falseness, but there was no 

definite denial or quotes in it. There was a segment that followed the ST headline and 

was omitted in the TT. The same segment was reiterated in the ST in terms of 

meaning and not form, and was translated faithfully into the English TT as well. That 

segment was as follows: ‘نعملياتن نلتنفيذ نمهجورة نسفارات ناستخدموا نالحوثيي   نأن نيؤكد ي عسب 

 meaning ‘Assiri confirms that the Houthis use abandoned embassies to ,’عسكرية

launch their operations’. Here one notices that the first piece of information provided 

in the ST was not to deny the allegation, but to point out how the Houthis attempted 

to ambush the coalition in the public eye by using abandoned embassies in Yemen to 

launch their attack. Then in the following syntactic structure, the report presents the 

source of the allegations as an Iranian official from the official Iranian TV.  

The main difference between the ST and TT reports was the shift in focus. The ST 

was more focused on discrediting the Houthis and Iran and revealing their collusion, 

while the TT shifted the focus to the integrity of the coalition and their procedures 

and denying the allegations. This shift is intended to represent each party in the 

conflict in a manner more suited for the intended audience. In the Arabic ST, the 

discourse did not focus on denying the allegation to the readers. This could be 

because the news institution views those who made the allegations, Iran or the 

Houthis, as not having credibility to those readers, particularly in regard to the 

coalition. The TT needed to convey the denial more directly, fortifying its ST and 

simultaneously showing the same frame of collusion. This shift is not intended to 

manipulate the discourse. One can observe this from the overall similarity of 

cohesion in both reports and the information provided in them. Rather, this is utilised 

more to convey the intended frame in a manner that the readership is more 

accustomed to, from the news institution’s point of view, to appeal more to them and 

to have the intended impact.  

Iran warns U.S. against hindering Yemen aid ship 

Concordance line 5 was extracted from a news report published in May 2015, less 

than two months after the conflict started. Unlike the previous examples, this report 

was published first in English and then translated into Arabic. It discusses a statement 

made by an Iranian official threatening a military response against the coalition when 
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they stopped an Iranian aid ship heading to Yemen. The line itself is a statement 

made by the coalition’s spokesperson, General Assiri, with regard to the Iranian 

threat. On the other hand, the TT did not mention the coalition’s speaker in the 

discourse; instead, it only provided a similar stance to that made by the US defence 

ministry spokesperson, translated from the ST. This is one of the news reports that 

has undergone various alterations through translation, utilising omission, addition, 

positioning and altered syntactic structure, starting with the headline and lead and 

continuing to the concluding remarks, which causes the TT to be more intense in its 

representation to the Arabic readership. Starting with the headline and lead, it is clear 

that the alteration implemented in the TT is aimed at enticing a stronger response 

from the target readership to the discourse:  

English Headline & Lead (ST) Arabic Headline & Lead (TT) 

Iran warns U.S. against hindering Yemen aid ship  نحالنإيقافنسفنها  
 إيراننتهددنبإشعالنالخليجنف 

A senior Iranian military official has warned the 
U.S. and the Saudi-led coalition targeting Yemeni 
militias that blocking an Iranian aid ship bound for 
Yemen will "spark a fire," as a five-day 
humanitarian ceasefire appeared to hold early 

Wednesday after going into effect the day before. 

كةن نهددنمساعدنرئيسناألركاننالعامةنالمشبر  
نتصعيدنلفظ   

ف 
للقواتنالمسلحةناإليرانية،نالعميدنمسعودنجزائري،نبإشعالن

ن  
كيةنلسفنهانالتر نحالنتعرضتنالقواتنالسعوديةنواألمب   

الخليجنف 
نتقولنالسلطاتنااليرانيةنإنهانتشملن  

نوالتر أرسلتهانللحوثيي  
نهذاننسفينةنتحملنمساعداتنإنسانية  

ترافقهانسفننحربية،نيأثر
ن  
نلطمأنةنالشعبنوالناسنف   

الكالمنالموجهننحونالداخلناإليراث 
ن
 
نمنهنجديا نأكب  نلالستهالكنالمحىل 

 
.إيران،نويبدونالكالمنموجها . 

One can observe that the term ‘warns’ was altered in the translation into ‘تهدد’, 

meaning ‘threatens’, which is an escalation in the discourse compared to the ST. It 

also added the phrase ‘نالخليج  meaning ‘ignite the Gulf’, referring to the ,’بإشعال

countries of the Arabian Gulf. Another point is that the term in the headline was 

intended for the United States, while the TT was meant for the GCC countries, which 

are part of the coalition. This is done in the producing and translation of both the ST 

and TT to draw the attention of the English and Arabic readership to what interests 

them more. By doing so, the discourse would have as much impact in its 

representation as is intended by Al-Arabiya. In the Arabic TT, the translation 

strongly foregrounded the views of its ST to the point where some of the information 

is not given straightforwardly to solidify the framing point intended, which is to 

represent Iran’s dubious dealing. One can observe that the phrase ‘aid ship’ was 

replaced in the TT headline with ‘سفنها’, meaning ‘its ships’, without any description 

of what these ships are. 
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Furthermore, both leads echoed the same representations of their headlines, adding 

more elaboration, particularly in the TT. There are two main points to address in both 

the ST and TT leads that build up the context for the event and the overall 

representation of the parties in the conflict. The first is the term used to describe the 

Houthis in the ST, ‘Yemeni militias’, which is unlike the usual manner in which Al-

Arabiya describes them. This description was only utilised four times in all reports 

within two months of the start of the conflict. This could be the reason they utilised 

this term at the beginning before designating other forms of description, such as 

‘Houthis militia’ and ‘Iranian-backed Houthis’, to be more appropriate for their 

representation in reports and to fit the aims of the framing of discourse.  

The TT was more aligned with the norm of Al-Arabiya’s discourse production, 

describing them as ‘Houthis’. Secondly, the TT lead, after reiterating what came in 

its headline regarding the Iranian threat, concluded with ‘ نالكالن نالداخلنهذا ننحو نالموجه م

ن
 
نمنهنجديا نأكب  نلالستهالكنالمحىل 

 
نموجها نويبدونالكالم نإيران،  

نالشعبنوالناسنف  نلطمأنة  
 which ,’اإليراث 

means ‘This statement is intended for domestic consumption to reassure the Iranian 

population, and it appears to be aimed for them and not serious’. This statement 

achieves two aims. First, it reconfirms what has been mentioned in the headline, 

representing Iran as double-dealing and as the main reason for the start of the conflict 

due to their support of the Houthis. The second aim represents Iran as weak and not 

able to pose a real threat to the coalition’s countries and that grandstanding to their 

people is their limit. This, of course, was all added to the TT and was never 

mentioned in the ST. For English readers it is imperative to represent the aggression 

of Iran, but for the Arabic readership, it is important to show that Iran lacks the 

strength to face the coalition forces. 

Compared to the BBC, Al-Arabiya seems to implement similar translation strategies 

and discursive markers for the same purpose (see section 5.5). In other words, the use 

of omission in either the English or Arabic TT is mainly utilised to accommodate the 

target readership and in terms of their cultural norms and their socio-political views. 

Addition strategy is utilised to insert information that fortifies the news institution’s 

frames and representations in discourse for a more compelling view for the target 

readership. Positioning speakers is also used to foreground and fortify a frame in a 

manner more appealing for the readership, such as in this example, where using the 

US speaker in the Arabic TT is aimed at showing the Arabic readership that the 
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coalition has international support and recognition, particularly from the United 

States. All of these were strategies implemented by the BBC, as discussed in the 

previous chapter, for similar purposes, but in the case of Al-Arabiya, they are 

implemented for an opposing frame about the conflict when compared to that of the 

BBC.  

Kerry: U.S. aware of Iran’s support to Houthis 

Concordance line 9 was extracted from a news report published in April 2015 

regarding a statement made by the US Minister of State. This report was first 

published in Arabic and was then translated into English. This makes line 9 an 

addition to the TT rather than an omission to the ST. The line itself was positioned to 

conclude the TT news report and it reflects the position that the United States is on 

the coalition’s side in the conflict and is even providing logistical support for the 

coalition’s planes. This is supported by an embedded link to another English report 

that shows the full extent of that support. The ST, while reflecting the support of the 

United States to the coalition through reiterating Mr Kerry’s statement, does not 

specify the nature of that support. The TT was more cohesively structured to pique 

the interest of both readerships towards the conflict by reflecting the role and position 

of the United States in it. As stated, each report has the same overall theme, but with 

a slight alteration in the contextual interaction that portrays what the news institution 

perceives as more relevant to the intended readership, as can be observed in the 

headline and lead of both the ST and TT: 

English Headline & Lead (TT) Arabic Headline & Lead (ST) 

Kerry: U.S. aware of Iran’s support to Houthis ناأليدي  
 
نولنننقفنمكتوف ي:ننعلمنبدعمنإيراننللحوثيي    كب 

The United States is well aware of the support that Iran 
has been providing to Houthi forces who have driven 
Yemeni President Abd-Rabbu Mansour Hadi out of the 

country, U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry said on 
Wednesday. 

ينأننواشنطننتعلمن نجونن#كب  ك  كشفنوزيرنالخارجيةناألمب 
نمتواصلنإىلنداخلن#اليمن،نوأننبالدهنلنن  

بوجودندعمنإيراث 
 تقفنمكتوفةناأليدينلمانيزعزعنأمننالمنطقة

One can observe that the phrase ‘ ناأليدينلنننقف  
مكتوف  ’, meaning ‘we will not stand idly 

by’, which connotes that the United States will take action in support of the coalition 

in the conflict if it is required, has been omitted entirely in the TT. Instead, the TT 

shifted the focus towards the conflict in general, particularly representing the parties 

in it from the United States’ perspective to show who is good and who is bad, putting 

Iran and the Houthis on one side and the United States, the Yemeni government, and 
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the coalition on the other, aiming for the TT readership to favour the latter, the good, 

and oppose the former, the bad.  

Evidently, the ST was more focused on what interests the Arabic reader, and that is 

to show that the coalition has international support against the Houthis and Iran in the 

region. That support is represented in the ST report through quotes made by Mr 

Kerry, particularly one that was mentioned in both the ST and TT, though in different 

cohesive order in the discourse due to various omissions and additions between the 

ST and TT. That quote is as follows: 

نقدن  
نحننالننريدنالمواجهةنولكننانلنننتخىلنعننأصدقائنانوسنقفنمعنالذيننيشعروننبالتهديدنبسببنالخياراتنالتر

"تتخذهانإيران " 

“We’re not looking for confrontation, obviously, but we’re not going to step away from our 

alliances and our friendships and the need to stand with those who feel threatened as a consequence 

of the choices that Iran might be making,” Kerry said in an interview with PBS Newshour. 

This statement represents the core meaning intended by the report for both ST and 

TT readers and, as such, was the only faithfully translated segment in the TT. 

However, one cannot fail to notice the addition to the TT regarding the source of that 

quote being the PBS (Public Broadcast Service), which is a prominent non-profit 

American broadcast channel. This utilisation is like the one in example line 2 using 

the SPA. In this instance however, it is not meant to show unbiased reporting. Rather, 

it is implemented in order to add legitimacy to the representation and views in the TT 

for the English readership that relates not only to the speaker of the quote, but also to 

the original source that it has been reported from. 

Yemen’s President Hadi calls Houthis ‘Iran's puppet’ 

The last omitted example in this section is concordance line 10, which was extracted 

from a news report published in March 2015, two days after the conflict began. The 

report itself discusses a speech made by Mr Hadi, the Yemeni President. This event 

was also reported by the BBC and analysed in the previous chapter. The ST report 

was written in English, making the Arabic report the TT in this example. The line 

itself presents an overview of the conflict and the parties participating in it. The shift 

of perspective and cohesiveness of both the ST and TT is quite drastic, to the point 

that only the headline and one quote by the Yemeni president were rendered 

faithfully to the TT. Otherwise, each report had a different aim that reflected its 

varying thematic structures regarding the same event, just as reflected by line 10.  
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The focus of each report and their thematic structures is projected through their 

headline and lead, which set the mode for what follows in the ST and TT reporting. 

While the ST focuses on the support of the Yemeni president as the elected official 

for the people of Yemen and his condemnation of the Houthis as Iran’s (puppet), the 

Arabic TT shifted that for the Arabic readership, particularly in Yemen, to show them 

in support of their president as their legitimate leader.  

 

English Headline & Lead (ST) Arabic Headline & Lead (TT) 

Yemen’s President Hadi calls Houthis ‘Iran's puppet’ ن  
مية"..نحديثنالشارعناليمت 

ُّ
نب "الد  

 وصفنهادينللحوث 

Yemen's Houthi rebels have found support from an 
“envious power,” Yemeni President Abdrabbo Mansour 
Hadi said on Saturday while addressing the Arab League 
Summit. 

نعبدربهنمنصورن ع 
تابعناليمنيوننخطابنرئيسهمنالشر

،نوكاننأبرزنمانتوقفن نالقمةنالعربيةنباهتمامنكبب   
هادينف 

نب "الدمية"  عندهنالشارعنهونوصفنهادينلزعيمنالحوثيي  

Returning to line 10, it is aimed at providing and building the basic background 

knowledge of the conflict and the parties in it for the English readership so as to build 

a repertoire for future reports. Following this example is a quote by the Yemeni 

president in support of the coalition’s operation in Yemen, called ‘Decisive Storm’, 

the first time this term is mentioned in the corpora, which fortified the representation 

in line 10 as follows: 

"I call for this operation to continue until this gang surrenders and withdraws from all locations it 

has occupied in every province," he told the contingent of Arab leaders, adding that “Operation 

Decisive Storm” was aimed at protecting Yemenis from “failed aggression” and the Houthis' 

"obsession with power." 

It is also worth mentioning that this repertoire in English is ongoing as the conflict 

continues, as clearly exhibited in the implementation of intertextual chains and their 

manifestation throughout the English corpora of Al-Arabiya, as illustrated in the 

following example.  

English Corpus Quantity Arabic corpus Quantity 

Decisive storm 18 8 عاصفةنالحزم 

6.2.2-Faithful concordance lines 

In this section, the analysis will examine the concordance lines that were translated 

faithfully to the TT. Concordance lines 6, 7, 8, 14 and 15, three of which were 

extracted from editorial news reports, were all translated faithfully. Analysing these 

lines will demonstrate how Al-Arabiya has translated these lines faithfully, either in 
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editorial or normal reports, for both readerships and how it helped structure the 

frames in both the ST and TT for each respective readership. It will allow the 

researcher to compare both news institutions’ frames in faithfully translated reports. 

Coalition to probe Yemen raid that killed 140 

Line 6 was extracted from a news report published in October 2016. It discusses one 

of the most controversially reported events in the conflict, which is the funeral hall 

attack in Yemen. The ST was first published in English and then translated into 

Arabic. There is a clear difference in focus between the ST and TT, similar to that of 

line 10 in the previous section. Omission strategy was used abundantly in the TT, as 

was substituting those omitted segments using addition strategy to help shift the 

focus of the TT towards the intended aim. We will start with the example in line 6 

which is one of the few segments that was translated: 

“The coalition is also willing to provide the investigation 
team with any data and information related to its military 
operations today, at the incident's location and the 
surrounding areas,” it said. “The result of the investigation 
should be announced as soon as it's completed.” 

وسوفنيتمنتزويدنفريقنالتحقيقنبمانلدىنقواتنالتحالفن
مننبياناتنومعلوماتنتتعلقنبالعملياتنالعسكريةن

نمنطقةنالحادثنوالمناطقن  
نذلكناليومنوف   

المنفذةنف 
 المحيطةنبها،نوستعلننالنتائجنفورنانتهاءنالتحقيق

The translation was faithful in terms of meaning; however, the form of the translation 

in the TT slightly differs from its original. In the Arabic TT, the example was 

paraphrased, unlike the ST which presented the original quote as stated by the 

coalition. The segment that preceded this example in the ST stated the official SPA 

as the source from which this statement was reported and quoted from, whereas there 

was no mentioned of it in the ST. This utilisation by Al-Arabiya has been discussed 

previously (see section 6.2.1). The slight difference between the ST and its 

translation speaks to how each report represented the incident and the coalition’s 

response to it, particularly what each readership focuses on based on this discourse.  

Shifting the focus between the ST and translation is reflected from the headline and 

lead in both reports. The ST was focused on showing the cooperation of the coalition 

in the investigative process and their welcome to outside parties, namely the US, in 

joining the investigation. This positions the ST cohesive structure for the English 

readership towards an openness towards scrutiny by the coalition regarding their 

operations in the conflict, all without any mention of absolute solid denial, until at the 

end of the ST, under a subheading dedicated to denying any involvement in the 

incident. On the other hand, the TT cohesive structure started with denying any 
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involvement in the incident, then mentioned the investigation into it and cooperation 

with outside help. This can be observed in the following:   

English Headline & Lead (ST) Arabic Headline & Lead (TT) 

Coalition to probe Yemen raid that killed 140 ناستهدافنعزاءنبصنعاءنويؤكدنإجراءنتحقيقنفوري  
 التحالفنينق 

The Saudi-led coalition fighting rebels in Yemen said 
Sunday it is ready to investigate together with the 
United States an air strike on a funeral ceremony in 
Sanaa that killed more than 140 people. 

ن نمكاننالتفجب   
نتنفيذنأينطلعاتنجويةنف  نالتحالفنالعرث   نق 

نبأسبابنأخرىنتقفنوراءن نصنعاء،نداعياناىلنالتفكب   
الذينوقعنف 

ن  التفجب 

In the headline, one can observe that the ST focused solely on mentioning the 

coalition’s intent of investigating the incident, as it is the cohesive structure of its 

report. In the TT headline, the focus is clearly on the denial and then it moves to 

mention the investigation. The TT lead reiterated this point, but then it concluded 

with ‘ن نالتفجب  نوراء نتقف نأخرى نبأسباب نالتفكب  ناىل  meaning ‘asking to think of other ,’داعيا

reasons behind this bombing’. This sentence does not really make sense on its own 

until the reader reaches the last sentence that concluded the report, which states: 

ن نالمتحالفي   نمجلسنالعزاءنناتجنعننتصفيةنحساباتنداخليةنبي    
نالذينوقعنف  إىلنذلك،نأكدتنمصادرنيمنيةنأننالتفجب 

نالجديد  عىلنإثرنالمجلسنالسياس 

[To that, Yemeni sources confirmed that the bombing of the funeral hall is a result of internal dispute 

settling between the allied in regards to the new political council] 

After addressing the first two points mentioned in the TT’s headline and lead, it 

concluded by providing a different explanation for the reason behind the attack, 

holding internal Yemeni parties responsible. This was introduced in the TT using 

positioning Yemeni sources to show unbiased reporting on their part towards the TT 

readers. However, this was entirely added to the TT due to the thematic structure and 

aim of the ST, which differed from its translation. That aim is to present a frame to 

the English readership of transparency and cooperation with the international 

community that would clear the coalition from any wrongdoing they might be 

accused of, as is reflected in the ST lead. Stressing the involvement of US 

investigators in this incident as well as in the previous one represents the coalition’s 

willingness to cooperate as well as their confidence in their innocence to the ST 

readership. This frame is particularly solidified in the segment following the lead, 

which shows the source of the accusation (The Iran-backed Houthi militia have 

blamed the Arab coalition for the attack). This is omitted in the TT, which 

demonstrates that Al-Arabiya’s discourse production clearly aims to represent the 

coalition in a positive light towards the English readership, more so than in Arabic, 
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because of cultural difference and any previous misconceptions and presuppositions 

that the English readership may hold that oppose this view. This is clearly presented 

in previous examples where the English reports, whether source or translated, have 

focused on positively representing the coalition, its action, and reason in the conflict 

more so than in Arabic. 

The war in Yemen must not be lost 

Concordance line 7 was extracted from an editorial news report published in June 

2015. It discusses the need for the coalition to win this war against the Houthis to 

limit Iran’s expansion in the region. It was first published in Arabic and then 

translated into English, and it is worth noting that it is one of the longest news reports 

in the Al-Arabiya corpora. Line 7 discusses the situation of the coalition in the 

conflict and that in the end, they are on their own and should not wait for any outside 

help from the US or any other foreign power as they have other interests that could 

be jeopardised if they intervened militarily in the conflict.  

 For this reason, the Arab coalition is unlikely to 
receive U.S. military assistance in Yemen, regardless 

of the indications to the contrary issued previously by 
the U.S. administration. Accordingly, any military 
strategy that the Arab coalition pursues must rely on 
self-capabilities and not on U.S. promises. 

ن» لذلك،نلننيحصل عىلنمساعداتنعسكريةن« التحالفنالعرث  
ن  
كيةنف  كيةنأمب  اليمن،نبغضنالنظرنعمانصدرنعنناإلدارةناألمب 

نمننتلميحات
 
اتيجيةنعسكريةنل . سابقا  وعليه،نأيةناسبر

ن» يجبنأننتعتمدنعىلنالذاتنوليسنعىلن« التحالفنالعرث  
كيةنبأنهانجاهزةنلتقديمنبعضنالعوننالعسكري .التلميحاتناألمب   

The translation was faithful both in meaning and in form, yet the Arabic ST appears 

to connote a stronger tone in its meaning than that of the TT, which is understandable 

due to the Arabic readership expectations and norms. This tone is symbolised in the 

use of the label ‘ن نالعرث    .’translated faithfully in the TT as ‘the Arab coalition ,’التحالف

One notices its use between angle brackets in the ST. In Arabic, the use of brackets is 

commonly utilised to signify something having moreن importance in the discourse, 

and this example is no different. This label was utilised 35 times in the Arabic 

corpora as opposed to 24 times in English. In this editorial report alone it was used 

five times in this particular section of the Arabic ST, which speaks to its significance 

towards the representation intended in this example. Its significance is particularly 

relevant in this conflict considering that it is the first time in recent history that Arab 

countries joined together for a military operation in the Middle East without 

participation from the West, as in the Gulf War. This conflict was of great 

importance to the Arab population who mostly perceive it as a war against Iranian 

expansion in the region. 
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Moving towards the TT, the example came under a sub-heading that was added for 

English readers that slightly shifts the view to signify something else, as the ST view 

is only applicable to Arabic readers. Like most of Al-Arabiya’s English news reports, 

having approval from the international community, or at least an understanding of 

why the coalition had to engage in Yemen, is one of the main macrostructures of the 

English corpora, and this case is no difference. It is clearly presented in the 

subheading (Breaching Saudi national security) that preceded concordance line 7 in 

the syntactic order to be perceived in this light. That light is the coalition with Saudi 

Arabia and its main aim is to eliminate the threat that the Houthis and Iran impose on 

its national security. In order for this to be achieved, it had to act against the spread 

of the Houthis and re-establish the Yemeni government. This is the aim of adding 

this subheading in the TT. 

Defending the Saudi kingdom from the Houthi threat 

Concordance line 8 was extracted from an editorial report published in April 2015. It 

discusses the reasons and need for the Saudi-led coalition to act in Yemen. It was 

first published in Arabic and then translated into English. The line itself is the lead in 

the report. As one can observe, the translation into English was highly faithful, both 

in meaning and in form. 

Two days before the Saudi-led coalition’s spokesman in 
Riyadh announced the end of the first stage of Operation 

Decisive Storm, fire was still burning and explosions could still 
be heard in the mountains around the Yemeni capital Sanaa. 

نا  
نمننإعالننالمتحدثنالعسكرينف  لرياضنقبلنيومي  

،نكانتن«عاصفةنالحزم» عنننهايةنالمرحلةناألوىل،
ن  
اننتشاهد،نواالنفجاراتنالمتسلسلةنتسمعنف  النب 

نأطرافنالعاصمةنصنعاء  
.جبلنفجنعطان،نف   

One can also observe the utilisation of angle brackets in the ST to highlight the name 

of the coalition’s operation ‘ الحزمنعاصفة ’, which is used to highlight terms and labels 

in Al-Arabiya’s Arabic corpora. Aside from two added subheadings in the TT, the 

overall translation of the editorial report is very faithful. It provides an overview of 

the conflict, shedding a positive light on the coalition’s performance in it and their 

objective of reaching peace in Yemen.  

The subheading added to the TT, similar to the previous example, is implemented to 

foreground the frame of the Iranian threat by focusing on their support for the 

Houthis. It is particularly important for their English readership to view the conflict 

from this particular perspective. The first subheading, which addresses the Iranian 

threat, is entitled ‘Hezbollah clone’, referring to the Lebanese Shi’a party, which is 

openly supported by Iran and considered a terrorist group by the United States and 
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some European countries, including Germany. By representing the Houthis in this 

way for the English readership, it demonstrates how the translation is aimed at 

viewing these two in the same light, utilising interdiscursive methods to build up the 

intended repertoire about the conflict. The second subheading is entitled ‘Peaceful 

solution’, referring to the coalition’s aim in the conflict, which is exactly what the 

cohesively structured segments under this subheading represent (see section 6.2.3 

Line 1). 

Moreover, apart from the subheading, there is one more difference between the ST 

and TT that addresses the issue of the discourse production and translation process 

between Arabic and English readerships in the Al-Arabiya news institution. The 

headline of the Arabic ST differs from its translation, not in terms of meaning, but 

more so in form and connotation, as follows: 

English Headline  Arabic Headline  

Defending the Saudi kingdom from the Houthi threat وقفنالتهديدنمنننجراننإىلنجدة 

Lastly, one can observe the difference between the ST headline in Arabic and its 

translation into English, which is uncommon practice in editorial reports based on the 

analysis of this research in previous examples. This is because editorial reports often 

reflect the macrostructure propositions and frames of news institutions regarding a 

conflict or an issue. The only difference between the ST and TT in these reports 

usually concerns whether these frames are more foregrounded or less, but are the 

same nonetheless. In this instance, the difference in translation is utilised to shift the 

focus of the entire report in the eyes of the TT. The ST headline is intended to show 

Arabic readers that Saudi Arabia will not allow itself to be threatened and is capable 

of protecting its citizens, as one can see in the style and wording of the headline ‘وقفن

نإىلنجدة ننجران  meaning ‘stopping the threat from Najran to Jeddah’. The last ,’التهديدنمن

two words refer to the southern and western regions of Saudi Arabia that the Houthi 

missiles are capable of reaching. The TT, on the other hand, was more focused on the 

reason and justification that led Saudi Arabia to create the coalition and launch its 

operation in Yemen, specifying against whom. This clearly speaks to the difference 

between the ST and TT readerships in the eyes of the news institution and how they 

tailor each discourse in light of that to achieve their intended discursive aims.  
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We have courage to accept probe results: Asiri 

Concordance line 14 was extracted from a news report published in October 2016, a 

week after the funeral hall incident. This report discusses the coalition’s response to 

the result of the investigation of the incident and its acceptance of responsibility. Line 

14 is the lead of the report which was first published in English and then translated 

into Arabic. 

Maj. Gen. Ahmed Asiri, adviser to the Saudi defense 

minister said that the Arab coalition has the courage to 
accept the results of the investigation on Sanaa incident, 
because errors can in any military action. 

ي،نمستشارنوزيرنالدفاعننقالناللواء الركننأحمدنعسب 
نلديهنالشجاعةنالكافيةنلقبولن السعودي إننالتحالفنالعرث  

نأينعملنعسكري  
.نتائجنالتحقيقات،نألنناالخطاءنواردةنف   

The translation was faithful into Arabic in terms of meaning and form, representing 

the coalition’s openness and transparency regarding their actions in the conflict. 

Overall, the Arabic TT was translated faithfully except for the concluding sentence of 

the report. That sentence was translated faithfully into Arabic in order to conclude the 

TT while maintaining the thematic structure it holds, unlike the ST, which went on 

shifting the perspective under a different sub-heading that was completely omitted in 

the TT. That last sentence is as follows: 

The investigation’s report has mentioned that one of the coalition warplanes had “wrongly 

targeted” a funeral in the capital Sanaa after receiving false information from a party within 

the Yemeni army 

نالمقصودنوماننتجنعنهنمننآالمنألرسنالضحايا،نوالذينالنينسجمن وأعربتنقيادةنالتحالفن"عننأسفهانلهذانالحادثنغب 
نوإعادةناألمننواالستقرارنلليمننالشقيقنمعناألهدافنالنبيلة للتحالف،نوعىلنرأسهانحمايةنالمدنيي   ". 

The ST segment started with mention of the investigation report as the source of the 

statement that the cause of the bombing was false information provided by Yemeni 

Army officials. It is worth noting that the term ‘funeral’, which was the target of the 

bombing, is only mentioned in this instance in both reports. There was no mention of 

it in either article; instead, it was only referred to as the ‘Sanaa incident’, which is 

understandable in terms of representation in discourse production. However, in the 

ST case, naming the investigation report as the source that apportioned blame for the 

bombing to the false information provided guides the reader towards holding the 

source of that information responsible and not the coalition. This is a form of 

interaction control in discourse through positioning speakers to demonstrate unbiased 

reporting on the part of the news institution, even though in this case the speaker is 

the investigation report and not an actual person.  
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This segment is followed by a subheading entitled ‘Yemen army’s wrong intel led to 

funeral strike’ that reiterates the thematic suppositions that the above segment 

represents and elaborating on it, all of which was omitted in the Arabic TT. The TT 

started the segment by naming the coalition as the source of the quote it provided. 

The quote imparts the same views represented in the ST report. It particularly stresses 

the point that this is not how the coalition conducts its operations and its aim to 

establish peace for Yemen and its citizens. The ST clearly had to elaborate further for 

English readers in order to prove, without any doubt, the sincerity of the coalition to 

maintain the international support needed. 

When a Scud missile lands near Makkah 

Concordance line 15 was extracted from an editorial news report published in 

October 2016. It discusses the Houthi attempt to target the holy city of Makkah. This 

was an incident that incited outrage for Muslims in general, and in Saudi Arabia in 

particular, because of the sacred nature of the city as the home of the holy mosque 

that all Muslims pray towards. Line 15 briefly discusses how the conflict started. The 

English translation was highly faithful in its rendering, as is the whole translation 

apart from the addition of a subheading in the TT shifting its focus. Beginning with 

line 15, the TT maintained the representations and overall frames of its TS as well as 

the same level of intensity for both readerships. It is as if the discourse was aimed at 

a monolingual readership in two languages, meaning that the ST and TT readership 

where viewed as the same in the translation.  

It is important to understand the circumstances that led to 
the conflict in Yemen when the Saudi and the Arab Gulf 
coalition’s intervention was criticized. Some criticism 
indicated – rightly so – that controlling the war in this 

mountainous country with tribal disputes was going to be a 
difficult task. 

مهمنمعرفةنظروفنبداياتنالحربناليمنية،نعندمانوجهتن
ن نالعرث   انتقاداتنإىلنتدخلنالسعوديةنوالتحالفنالخليج  

نالحربناألهليةناليمنية  
،نبعضناالن. ف  تقاداتنكاننيشب 

نهذهنالدولةن  
عننحق،نإىلنأننالسيطرةنعىلنالحربنف 

 الجبليةنالمتناحرةنقبلًيانومناطقًيا،نمهمةنصعبة

This level of faithfulness could be because the severity of the event being reported 

was not just for Muslims but also for the international community as a whole, 

reflecting that the Houthis and Iran are not just attacking Saudi cities, but also 

targeting holy religious places. It is worth noting that this editorial report was 

published immediately after the funeral hall incident in Sanaa, which the coalition 

has reported was due to mistaken information on the part of Yemeni military officials.  

Moreover, there were only slight variations in three instances: the headline, adding a 

webpage link to the lead, and the subheading in the TT. Starting with the headline, 
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the translation slightly altered the headline to be more accurate in depicting the event, 

unlike the Arabic ST, which reflected a more dramatic depiction.  

English Headline (TT) Arabic Headline (ST) 

When a Scud missile lands near Makkah صاروخنسكودنعىلنمكة 

In the ST headline, which literally means ‘Scud Missile on Makkah’, the wording for 

the Arabic readership obviously aims to incite outrage against the Houthis, unlike the 

TT, which held a more accurate account in the headline in order not to lose rapport 

and trust with the English readership, particularly after the funeral incident, which 

was widely reported, particularly against the coalition, in Western media such as the 

BBC. Another point in the TT is that there was an addition in the lead of the report in 

the form of a link attached to the phrase ‘the missile attack’ that takes the reader to 

another English report on the Al-Arabiya website elaborating on the incident. This 

addition aims to create a similar effect to that of the ST headline in the TT. This 

utilisation of adding a webpage link to a different article that foregrounds the 

discursive frame has been discussed previously (see section 6.2.1) and is only 

implemented in the English corpora. 

Furthermore, there was another subheading added to the TT entitled ‘A base for Iran’. 

The thematic structure projected the view of the Houthis as an extension to Iran and 

that Yemen has become a base for them to launch their attacks on Saudi Arabia. This 

view is a paraphrased version of a proxy war, a view that has been discussed in the 

BBC analysis chapter. However, it is rarely mentioned in Al-Arabiya corpora 

because the frame of a proxy war projects that the coalition is also a proxy, which is 

false by definition because they are taking action themselves and not through another 

party or group. Nonetheless, it is clear that Al-Arabiya is intentionally avoiding the 

use of this description in their reporting of the conflict and instead explaining the 

Iranian–Houthis connection in a more illustrative manner, utilising intertextual chains 

throughout the corpora to foreground this view. Such illustration can be observed in 

the segment that concluded both the ST and TT reports, which was translated 

faithfully: 

The missile attack vindicates Saudi Arabia’s position that Iran has been planning for a while 

to create an armed entity north of Yemen to threaten Saudi Arabia and that it has chosen the 

Houthis for this task. 

،نبأننإيراننتخططنمنذنزمننلخلقنكيانن صاروخنسكودنالذينأسقطنبالقربنمننمكةنيقوينموقفنالسعوديةنالسياس 
نلهذهنالوظيفة،  

نالدائر،نوأنهاناختارتنالحوث  نتهددنبهنالسعودية،نضمننالرصاعناإلقليم   مسلحنشمالناليمن،نحتر

https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-east/2016/10/10/Saudi-Arabia-intercepts-two-Houthi-ballistic-missiles.html
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The different representation of Iran by the Al-Arabiya corpora and the BBC corpora is 

clear in this example. In the BBC corpora, Iran is merely mentioned in terms of what 

the coalition says, discursively dismissing its role and focusing on the coalition in 

general and Saudi Arabia in particular. On the other hand, Al-Arabiya seems to focus 

significantly on Iran’s role, making it front and centre in its macrostructure frames in 

their news reporting and translation. This is in addition to another important point, 

particularly in its English reporting, which aims to lead the English readership to the 

coalition’s side by reiterating the reasons for the conflict and why it had to be, 

dismissing any other view that is usually projected in other news media such as the 

BBC. 

6.2.3-Altered concordance lines 

In this final section discussing the representations of the coalition, the analysis will 

examine the concordance lines that were altered in the translation from their ST. 

Concordance lines 1, 4, 11, 12 and 13 were all altered in the translation, all of which 

were extracted from normal reports apart from concordance line 1, which was 

extracted from an editorial report. Analysing these lines will demonstrate how Al-

Arabiya has altered these lines in translation, to what end, and how it is utilised in the 

framing of English and Arabic news.  

Defending the Saudi kingdom from the Houthi threat (II) 

Line 1 was extracted from an editorial news report that has been discussed previously 

in relation to another example (see section 6.2.2 line 8). As such, in this example the 

analysis will focus on aspects in the ST and TT that that were not covered previously 

in light of the following:  

The coalition’s airstrikes ended after the major threats 

had been eliminated, mainly that of the ballistic missiles, 

as declared by the coalition’s official statement. 

،نن انتهتنالحربنالجويةنبعدنإزالةنالخطرنالرئيس 
نمقدمتهنالصواري    خن  

،نوف  كمانأعلننالبياننالرسم 
.الباليستيةنهذه  

One can notice the slight alteration in representing each party in the conflict in the ST 

and TT speakers, in addition to reorganising the order of the sentence. Starting with 

the coalition, one can observe that the term ‘الحربنالجوية’, meaning ‘air war’, was not 

translated as such but rather altered in the TT to be ‘airstrikes’. This is because it is 

only associated with the coalition in the English corpora and not in Arabic. The 

varying difference in this use between ST and TT is clear in the following table: 
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English Corpora Quantity Arabic corpora Quantity 

Airstrike/s 15 2 قصف 

Strike/s 17 10 طلعات/غاراتنجوية 

The first Arabic term in the table ‘قصف’ is the Arabic equivalent of the term 

‘Airstrike’, while the second varies in its meaning from this term and closely adhere 

to another term in English, which is ‘Air raids’. It is worth mentioning that this term 

is utilised in the English corpora, but it is only repeated five times, which is 

considerably lower than the English term in the table, and half as much as in the 

Arabic corpora. Based on the analysis of the previous examples in this chapter, one 

can clearly observe that the production and translation of the English discourse is 

drawing the readers towards the coalition’s view more so than in the Arabic 

discourse.  

However, this is not the case in this instance, where the term ‘airstrikes’ is forced in 

the English TT, rather than a less aggressive term such as the one in Arabic that does 

not hold the same negative connotation through repeated association with the 

coalition. A possible argument is that this has been implemented intentionally in the 

English corpora. This argument is based on two factors. The first is the number of 

times it is utilised in discourse is not too high to be considered as macrostructure 

representation of the coalition’s action, yet it is also not low enough to be dismissed. 

This utilisation serves to show the readers that the news institution is unbiased in its 

reporting of the conflict, particularly when considering that most English news 

reports use this term to describe the coalition’s operations in the Yemeni conflict. 

The second factor is that almost every time it is implemented, it is in relation to a 

strike on the Houthis and al-Qaida, not any other party or group. These two factors 

allow the production and translation of discourse to maintain its representative 

frames of the parties in the conflict and simultaneously project an objectiveness in 

their reporting towards their readership, particularly in their English discourse. The 

Arabic discourse avoids the implementation of this term in relation to the coalition to 

meet the expectations of the Arabic readership and norm, particularly those in the 

GCC. There are also other terms utilised in Arabic other than the one in the previous 

table, but they are rarely used, including the one aforementioned in this example, 

namely ‘الحربنالجوية’, which was only used twice.  
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Houthis attempt to clean up funeral blasts site 

Line 4 was extracted from a news report published in October 2016 and it discusses 

the funeral hall incident in Sana’a. This report was published after the incident had 

taken place and before the coalition released a statement admitting responsibility due 

to mistaken information received from Yemeni military sources (see section 6.2.2 

line 14). In this example, the Arabic ST started with associating the coalition with the 

phrase ‘عية نالشر  meaning ‘supporting legitimacy’, which is the main frame that ,’لدعم

is associated with the coalition and is one of the macrostructures of the Al-Arabiya 

corpora. However, this was omitted in the English TT: 

There was no Arab coalition air role in a strike 

in Sanaa on Saturday, sources in the Saudi-led 

coalition said. 

نتنفيذن عيةنباليمننقدننق  نلدعمنالشر وكاننالتحالفنالعرث  
نصنعاء،ن  

نالذينوقعنف  نمكاننالتفجب   
أينطلعاتنجويةنف 

نبأسبابنأخرىنتقفنوراءنا نداعيانإىلنالتفكب  لتفجب   

One can observe that the TT was straightforward in denying any role in the incident 

on the part of the coalition and stating the source of the information. The ST, on the 

other hand, first stated the role of the coalition, a discursive method often utilised in 

the English reports rather than in Arabic to build up the intended representation and 

repertoire with the English readership. This is because they may have less knowledge 

about the topic and/or have to alter any negative or positive presupposition about the 

parties in the conflict by utilising this thematic representation, linked through the 

corpora with intertextual chains. This use in the ST could be because of the nature of 

the incident itself, trying to show that the coalition’s aims and conduct in the conflict 

will not allow such incidents to be carried out by them and reaffirming the 

established rapport with the Arabic readership of the true goal that this coalition has 

been formed to achieve. The last part that was omitted in the TT has been discussed 

earlier (see section 6.2.2 Line 6) and is reiterated in the Arabic ST here.  

Moreover, the English translation came under a subheading in the TT that was added 

to and was not included in the ST. That subheading is entitled ‘denial’ to show the 

coalition response and is highlighted in the TT; however, that denial, which 

concluded both reports, differs in its thematic structures between the ST and TT. 

These thematic structures differ in order to adhere to their headline and lead due to 

the shift of focus between them, as follows:  

English Headline & Lead (TT) Arabic Headline & Lead (ST) 

 Houthis attempt to clean up funeral blasts site نآثارنانفجارنصنعاء  
نيستبقنالتحقيقنويخق   

 الحوث 
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Tribal leaders and family members of the funeral 

home attack have stopped Houthi militias from 

lifting up debris of the strike that killed more 

than 80 people. 

نصنعاءنصدرتن  
أكدتنمصادرنيمنيةنأننتوجيهاتنحوثيةنف 

ن  
ىنف  ناستهدفتنالصالةنالكب   

بشعةنإزالةنآثارناالنفجاراتنالتر
ن  
صنعاءنأمسناألولنالسبتنقبلنوصولنأينلجنةنللتحقيقنف 

 القضية

In the ST, one can notice that the focus was on the investigation that will be 

conducted and how the Houthis are trying to ‘نالتحقيق  meaning ‘pre-empt the ,’يستبق

investigation’, and hiding evidence from the incident site. This was omitted in the TT 

headline and instead the focus shifted to be on the Houthis attempt without any 

mention of the investigation. Each lead was also cohesively structured to reiterate the 

focus point of its headline. The TT implemented omission, addition and alterations to 

its original. 

Furthermore, each lead has associated itself with a different source, positioning each 

one for the ST and TT readerships. The ST lead positioned its source, which 

informed on the Houthi attempt to clean up the incident site. The source was ‘مصادرن

نيةيم ’, meaning ‘Yemeni Sources’, without specifying them by name or the position 

they hold. The TT named its source as ‘Tribal leaders and family members’, which is 

a more compelling source than that of the ST. This foregrounding in the TT by 

utilising positioning of sources is aimed at the English readership in order to stress 

the point that the coalition had no responsibility for the incident without reflecting 

any biased opinion from the news institution or its sources.  

Saudi denies threatening UN over blacklist 

Concordance line 11 was extracted from a news report published in June 2016. It 

discusses the removal of the coalition from a UN blacklist. This is also one of the 

events in the conflict that attracted attention from the media, including the BBC. The 

example in line 11 is a statement made by the Saudi ambassador to the UN, Mr al-

Mouallimi, and even though the English translation has reflected a similar stance and 

meaning in the TT, it is not quite the same quote as the one in the ST, which is 

considerably shorter in length compared to its translation. 

“The removal of the Saudi-led coalition was a 
protection to the credibility of the UN and that keeping 

the coalition’s name on the list would have killed that 
credibility,” he added. 

نموننعىلنحذفناسمنالسعوديةنمننالقائمةنننشكرنانبان: "وتابع ك 
نأننهذانالحذف"السوداء

 
نوالنرجعةنفيه" ،نموضحا  

رن". نهاثئ
ّ
وحذ

وضعنالتحالفنعىلنالقائمةنالسوداءنكاننسيؤثرنعىلن" مننأن
".مصداقيةناألممنالمتحدة  

It is clear that the Arabic ST has a firmer tone than its translation, particularly when 

looking at the phrase ‘نمن ر
ّ
 meaning ‘warned against’, but the TT omitted this ,’حذ

and altered it to be simply ‘he added’. It is utilised in the Arabic ST to represent the 
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resolution of Saudi Arabia and the coalition in their stance and morals, which adhere 

to the United Nations’ rules. On the other hand, the TT used the term ‘killed’ to 

describe what will happen to the credibility of the UN. This term has more intensity 

and meaning than the one used in Arabic, which is ‘سيؤثر’, meaning ‘will affect’, 

foregrounding the view of the ST for the target readership to stress the severity of 

this mistake. While this segment of the ST is trying to represent the strong position 

and power of the coalition to the Arabic readership, the English TT is more focused 

on showing that the judgement of the UN is wrong in this instance.  

To further elaborate on this shift of view in the microstructures of discourse, the 

headline for each report and the last segment that concluded the ST and was 

translated utilising alterations syntactically positioned in the middle of the TT report.  

English (TT) Arabic (ST) 

Saudi denies threatening UN over blacklist نلمننهددناألممنالمتحدة..نوهذانليسنمننثقافتنا:  المعلم 

He added that the UN secretary general could 
have misunderstood the Saudi discussion over 
the blacklisting. “I have the highest respect for 

the secretary general. How the secretary general 
perceived the meanings, how he interpreted the 
discussion is up to the secretary general.” 

ن :ن"كالمنباننك 
ً
ننوأوضحنقائال موننعننتهديدنانبوقفنالمساعداتنغب 

صحيح.نلمننهددنبقطعنالمعوناتنعننمنظماتناألممنالمتحدة..نلمن
.نليسنمننأسلوبنانوالن نهددنأوننضغطنبلنأوضحنانموقفنانبشكلنشفه 
نموننفهمن مناألممنالمتحدة".نوتابع:نباننك 

ثقافتنانأنننهددنأحدا،نونحبر
تهتوضيحنوجهةننظرنانبأنهنتهديدنوهذهنمشكل ". 

Starting with the headline in the ST stating that ‘نالمتحدة ناألمم ننهدد نلم  meaning ,’المعلم 

‘al-Mouallimi we did not threaten the UN’, instead of the TT’s ‘Saudi denies 

threatening’, the first is a statement taken from the Saudi ambassador to the UN, 

while the TT reflects the response of the Saudi government. The thematic structures 

of each headline were cohesively structured to convey the proceeding syntactic 

structures. In other words, the ST was structured entirely based on the quotes and 

statements made by the Saudi ambassador to the UN, from the lead through to the 

concluding sentence. The TT, on the other hand, included sources and statements in 

addition to that of the ST for the target readership, and as such chose to alter the 

headline to reflect the Saudi response in general. 

The link between the ST headline and the last segment in it by reiterating the same 

point and elaborating on it for the Arabic readership is particularly interesting. When 

considering its alteration in the TT for the English readership due to the lack of 

similar effect on them, from Al-Arabiya’s perspective, is a point worth noting. The 

phrase ‘نثقافتنا  meaning ‘not in our culture’, in the headline and its reiteration ,’ليسنمن

نأحدا‘ ننهدد نأن نثقافتنا نوال نأسلوبنا  meaning ‘not our style nor it is in our culture to ,’ليسنمن
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threaten someone’, in the concluding segment has not been included in the TT. 

While the latter phrase has been mentioned once in a similar quote in the TT in a 

different syntactic order and syntactic structure, it did not include the same wording, 

repetition or focus as in the ST. It is important in the ST because it signals something 

that the Arabic readership understands, particularly in the Gulf region, including 

Saudi Arabia. Considering their strong pride and adherence to their customs and 

cultural tradition, this point is strongly positioned in the discourse.  

However, that is not to say that the ST did not intend to represent a frame of strong 

and adamant belief in their position, which it did. This can be observed in the last 

phrase in the ST, ‘نموننفهمنتوضيحنوجهةننظرنانبأنهنتهديدنوهذهنمشكلته نك   meaning ‘Ban ,’بان

Ki-moon understood our clarification from our point of view as a threat and that is 

his problem’, yet in the TT it was translated as ‘how he interpreted the discussion is 

up to the secretary general’. It is clear, even though the TT was longer than its 

original as it included more explanation, it did not have the same strong connotative 

meaning that the ST represented to its Arabic readership, signalling a strong sense of 

pride and Arabic nationalism. This would not have the same effect or understanding 

for the English readership, hence the TT was more diplomatic in its representations 

and wording than its ST. 

Coalition says deadly Yemen raid hit rebels, not school 

Line 12 was extracted from a news report published in August 2016. It denies an 

accusation that the coalition targeted a school. The example line itself is the lead in 

both reports and, as usual, it reaffirms the statement in their headlines: 

The Saudi-led coalition on Sunday denied 
targeting a school in Yemen’s rebel-held north 

in an attack that an international relief agency 

said killed 10 children. 

نمكتبنوزيرنالدفاعنالسعودينوالمتحدثنباسمن  
 
أوضحنالمستشارنف

ن_التحالف# قوات ي_نأحمد_ناللواء# العرث   األحدنأننطائراتننعسب 
ن  
نف   شمال) حيدان# التحالفناستهدفتنمركزنتدريبنللحوثيي  

نعىلنأننهؤالءنوليسنمدرسةنكم(  اليمن#
 
انادعناالنقالبيون،نمشددا

.يقوموننبتجنيدنأطفالنللقتال  

The report was first published in English and then translated into Arabic. One can 

observe that the only similarity between the ST and TT is the denial, yet how that 

denial is worded in the ST lead is completely altered in its translation. Focusing on 

the denial, the ST lead utilised the phrase ‘Yemen’s rebel-held north’, referring to the 

place in which the incident happened, and referred to the source of the information 

regarding casualties as ‘an international relief agency’ without identifying them by 

name, which is later revealed as ‘MSF’. This is only mentioned in the ST, which is 

https://www.alarabiya.net/tools/tags.html?tags=e39e7658-0fc1-47f7-8340-15f5ff2ae863&tagLabel=التحالف_العربي
https://www.alarabiya.net/tools/tags.html?tags=a0fc9ccb-f38a-45d1-9287-5d0039e07ffb&tagLabel=اللواء_أحمد_عسيري
https://www.alarabiya.net/tools/tags.html?tags=1859140a-d301-4b97-b1d1-73b206d984b0&tagLabel=حيدان
https://www.alarabiya.net/tools/tags.html?tags=ea5d1cc6-2d64-442e-8f84-3b191bdd5fe6&tagLabel=اليمن
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longer than its translation because it had more sources and speakers, such as the MSF 

mentioned in the lead, which were omitted in the TT. 

The TT is solely constructed on quotes by the coalition spokesperson, General Assiri, 

except for the last segment, which was added in the Arabic translation. There was no 

mention of any other sources or speakers, and multiple quotes by Assiri in the ST 

were omitted in the translation. One can observe in the TT that lead is correcting the 

accusation by stating that the target was ‘نللحوثيي  ن نتدريب  meaning ‘Houthis ,’مركز

training camp’ and not a ‘نادعناالنقالبيون نكما  meaning ‘and not a school as ,’وليسنمدرسة

the putschist claim’. Thus, the TT lead not only corrected the accusation, but also 

showed its readers that it was the Houthis that made the claim in the first place, 

connoting the fallacy of the accusation. The thematic structure and cohesion in this 

example are similar to the previous example, including the difference in length. In 

this case, the translation was from English to Arabic while the previous case was 

from Arabic to English.  

This is also true in the source used for the statement in the headline and lead in both 

reports. The ST reported the source as ‘coalition said’ in the headline and again in the 

lead, while the TT simply used the name of the coalition spokesperson ‘ي  ,’عسب 

written in English as ‘Assiri/Asiri’ in the Al-Arabiya corpora. The TT is less 

explanatory in its reporting for the Arabic readership, having only one source which 

the readership is familiar with, based on the discursive representation in the TT. It is 

as if the translation only focused on the information to correct, for the Arabic 

readership, the coalition’s action and state that the Houthis are the ones accusing the 

coalition, which in itself is enough reason to reject it. There was no mention of the 

MSF in the TT because the news institution perceived it as irrelevant for the target 

readership. Again, this selection of information, sources, and speakers in the 

reporting and translation were all implemented to suit the intended readership as the 

news institution perceives them. 

Through utilising discursive methods in structuring these information sources and 

speakers in a manner that would achieve maximum impact in convincing the 

readership of the view being represented in either the ST or TT or both, the same 

view is carried in the translation, albeit with varying degrees of intensity based on the 

frame being represented. One final point to note is that in the Arabic lead one can 
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notice the tag sign (#) associated with the names and places it mentioned. Each one 

includes a link that will lead to other reports on the Al-Arabiya Arabic website that 

mentions them in regard to the conflict in Yemen, providing a complete 

representation of the conflict from their view. This strategy was mentioned in the 

previous chapter (see section 4.1). It could be implemented so that readers can find 

the information regarding the parties and places more easily on the website. In 

addition, it would help the news institution get more readers and build their 

macrostructure frames by leading them to more news reports.  

Saudi-led coalition: New U.S. arms will enhance military precision 

The last example to discuss in this section is concordance line 13, which was 

extracted from a news report published in November 2015. It discusses an issue that 

has been heavily reported about and criticised in Western media, including the BBC. 

The issue is the selling of arms by the US and the UK to the coalition countries, 

Saudi Arabia in particular. The ST was first published in Arabic and then translated 

into English. What is interesting is that it is one of the rare examples in the data in 

which the Arabic news report is longer than the English one, whether it was 

translated or otherwise because often the English reports are longer that the Arabic. 

The example in line 13 reflects the coalition’s point of view as to why the arms sale 

should happen and continue happening, as stated by the coalition’s spokesperson, 

General Asiri: 

Brig. Gen. Ahmed Asiri said the new 

weapons will allow Arab coalition forces, 

operating in Yemen against Houthi militias, 

to better avoid populated areas and 

infrastructure. 

ينأننوجودنمثلنهذهنالذخائرنإنمانيعززنمننقدرةنالقواتنوذكرن عسب 
ن
 
ا ارنجانبية،نمشب  الجويةنللتحالفنعىلنإصابةنأهدافهانبدقةندوننأرص 

ن  
ناليمنن" إىلنأننذلكنيأثر  

 
نمعنمحدداتنالعملنالعسكرينف

 
منسجما

بتجنبناآلثارنالجانبيةنكمانيتمنمنذنبدءنالعمليات،نوعدمناستهدافن
".لمحافظةنعىلنالبنيةنالتحتيةالمناطقنالسكانيةنوا  

One can notice that the TT started with providing background information regarding 

the parties in the conflict, a discursive method often implemented in news discourse, 

as can be deducted from the analysis of previous examples. It particularly targets 

readers who are perceived by the news institution as having limited or no knowledge 

regarding world events, establishing rapport with them in accordance with the news 

institution’s view. The information in this particular instance can be observed in 

‘Arab coalition … operating in Yemen’ and ‘against Houthi militia’, all of which 

help to build the intended representation for the English readership and were added to 

the TT but not mentioned in the ST. One point which both the ST and TT mention 
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and focus on, particularly the TT, is the advantage of selling arms to the coalition. 

The last part of the example was only half translated to English, which carried the 

intended meaning for the English readership. That meaning is the overall frame of 

this news report: to provide an alternative narrative to those frames published in 

Western media calling for cutting arms sales to the coalition in light of the Yemeni 

conflict. This frame utilised the need for less collateral damage in the conflict, 

proposing that this arms sale can achieve that. Furthermore, there was one segment in 

the ST that was altered in the translation, implementing speaker position and addition 

strategy to foreground an important representation in it. That segment, positioned in 

the middle of both reports, is as follows:  

The Pentagon's Defense Security Cooperation 

Agency (DSCA) said the sale would help the Royal 

Saudi Air Force's (RSAF) replenish weapons 

supplies that are becoming depleted due to high 

demand for multiple “counter-terrorism” operations, 

while providing reserves for future missions. 

كان نوافقتنأمب   
نصفقةنالذخائرنمننالقنابلنالذكيةنالتر  

وتأثر
بليونندوالرنلمساعدةنن1.29عىلنبيعها،نوتبلغنقيمتهان

ناستخدمتهانضدن  
نالتعويضنعنناإلمداداتنالتر  

السعوديةنف 
باتنالجويةنضدنتنظيمن ناليمننوالرص   

المتمرديننف 
نسون  

ريا"داعش"نف  . 

The overall sense of meaning regarding the cooperation of the coalition with the US 

in fighting terrorism is carried in the translation. However, how that meaning is 

carried in the translation differs from the ST, including the source. The source in the 

ST stated the value of the arms being sold, and then moved to emphasise how those 

arms will be used and against who, namely the ‘باتنالجويةنضدن ناليمننوالرص   
ضدنالمتمرديننف 

نسوريا  
نف  ن"داعش"  meaning ‘against the rebels in Yemen and ISIS in Syria’. Only ,’تنظيم

the overall frame has been transferred to the English TT: that the coalition will use 

this against terrorist organisations in cooperation with its allies such as the United 

States. Utilising positioning strategy in the TT to package this frame from a source 

more acceptable to the target readership, that source is ‘The Pentagon’. This has 

foregrounded the original representation of the ST for the English readership using 

the term ‘counter-terrorism’ to reaffirm the frame, also stating that this is a 

continuous effort at the end of the TT segment by the wording of the phrase ‘future 

missions’. All these strategies in the translation and discursive methods in the 

thematic structure were implemented for the ST and foregrounded in the TT to show 

not only the coalition’s cooperation with the Western countries despite any 

presuppositions that oppose this, but also to challenge other frames in Western media 

that call for the cessation of the sale of arms to the coalition.   
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6.3- Concordances of Yemen in Al-Arabiya Corpora 

This section will show extractions of 15 concordance lines that include the term 

Yemen. Analysing these concordance lines will help to show how Al-Arabiya 

represented Yemen in terms of the conflict and how it had affected the people both in 

source and target texts. Considering that this is the second most frequent KW in the 

corpora, it will allow us to identify the differences and similarities of its 

representations towards the different readership and how these differences and 

similarities were utilised. The concordance lines, as in previous tables were extracted 

from WordSmith in sequential order in the software, ensuring no repetition in reports 

and events as much as possible.  

Table 14 Concordance lines of Yemen in Al-Arabiya corpora 

Concordance of Yemen in English  Concordance of Yemen in Arabic  

1- Yemen's exiled President Abedrabbo Mansur 

Hadi said on Saturday that his forces were 

battling Shiite Houthi militias across the country 

to check “Iranian expansion” in the region. 

،نعبدنربهنمنصورنهادي،نخاللنزيارتهنإىلن  
أعلننالرئيسناليمت 

ن ومواجهتهمنتهدفنإىلنإيقافنالخرطوم،نأننمحاربةنالحوثيي  
نالمنطقة  

نف   
 .التوسعناإليراث 

2- Yemen's conflict pits a loose array of 

government-allied forces against Houthi rebels 

and troops loyal to a former president Ali 
Abdullah Saleh. 

Omitted 

3- Gen. Assiri said the coalition was in Yemen to 

“protect the Yemeni people, including children, 

from the actions of the Houthi militia.” He cited a 

$30 million Saudi aid program for Yemen 

launched in cooperation with the UN children’s 

fund (UNICEF). 

للتعاملنوأضاف:ن"التحالفنمنذناليومناألولنللعملياتنسغن
نمعنجميعنالهيئاتنوالمنظماتنالتابعةنألممن بشكلنإيجاث  

،ن ناليمنيي   المتحدةنلتطويرنبرامجنتهدفنإىلنحمايةنالمواطني  
نامجنالذينوقعنمعن وعىلنرأسهمناألطفال،نمننأهمهانالب 

مليونندوالرندفعتنمننقبلنمركزنن30اليونيسيفنبتكلفةن
نأننيركزنالملكنسلماننلألعمالناإلغاثيةنواإلنسانية،نون كناننتمت 

نامج،نوكيفنترصفتن تقريرناألممنالمتحدةنعىلننتائجنهذانالب 
 "األممنالمتحدةنبهذهناألموالنلحمايةناألطفالنباليمن

4-Al-Qaeda militants took control of the southern 

coastal town of Ahwar in Yemen on Saturday, the 

Arabic website of Al Arabiya News Channel 

reported. 

ن "نبمحافظةنأبي   انسحبنتنظيمنالقاعدةنمننمدينةن"أبي  
نبعضن اليمنيةنبعدنساعاتنمننسيطرتهنعليهانوبدأنبتفجب 
نخاضتنمعن  

المنازلنلشخصياتناجتماعيةنبالمدينةنالتر
 .عنارصنالتنظيمنمواجهاتنعنيفةنصباحناليومنالسبت

5- Regional shifts and chaos are due to regional 

conflicts such as Iran versus the Gulf, but also due 

to internal conflicts such as the Muslim 

Brotherhood against the Egyptian state, Houthi 

rebels and former President Ali Abdullah Saleh 

against the legitimate government in Yemen. 

نتلتنثوراتنتقلباتنالمنطقةن  
ةنلالنهياراتنالتر نتيجةنمبارسر

ناليوم.ن نأعقبتهانوالمستمرةنحتر  
نالتر تلكنالسنة،نوالفوض 

.نوبفعلن نضدنالخليج    
،ناإليراث  وكذلكنبسببنالتنازعناإلقليم 

ن  
التنازعنداخلنالدولةنالواحدة،نمثلناإلخواننضدنالدولةنف 

نمعنالرئيسنالمعزولنصالحنضدنالحكومةن  
مرص،نوتمردنالحوث 
ناليمن  

عيةنف   .dالشر

6-On the upcoming visit of Mr. Ban Ki Moon to 

Kuwait where he will meet with the Yemeni 

warring factions involved in the current peace 

talks, Al-Moalimi said both Saudi Arabia and the 

UN Secretary General are very optimistic, and 

that the kingdom is “supportive” of the efforts of 

the Secrarey General’s special envoy for the 

Yemen conflict, Ismail Ould Cheikh Ahmad. 

نكوننللكويتنحيثنمننالمقررن وحولنالزيارةنالمنتظرةنلباننك 
نأنن ناألطرافناليمنيةنالمتحاورة،نأوضحنالمعلم   

أننيلتقر
نال نالسعوديةنواألمي  

 
،نمشددا

 
عامنلألممنالمتحدةنمتفائالننجدا

عىلندعمنالسعوديةنلجهودنإسماعيلنولدنالشيخنمفوضناألممن
ناليمن  

 .المتحدةنف 
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7- Saudi Arabia had reacted angrily to a UN 

decision to add the coalition to a list of children's 

rights violators after determining that it was 

responsible for 60 percent of the 785 children 

killed in Yemen last year. 

omitted 

8- It became clear for Saudi Arabia and the Gulf 

Cooperation Council (GCC) countries that Iran 
has decided to expand its areas of influence and 

that after Yemen it will its head to Bahrain, 

maybe to South Iraq and expand towards the 

west. 

،نأنن باتنواضًحانللسعودية،نودولنمجلسنالتعاوننالخليج  
،نوكذلكنتوسيعن إيراننقدنقررتنتوسيعندائرةنالرصاعناإلقليم 
مناطقننفوذها،نوأنهانبعدناليمننستذهبنللبحرين،نوربمان

 .جنوبنالعراقنوتتمددنجنوًبا

9- Hadi also admitted during the exclusive 

interview with the Saudi newspapers that Yemen 

would have fallen in four days and would have 

been an Iranian state had it not been for the 

Operation Decisive Storm launched by the Arab 

military coalition under the leadership of Saudi 

Arabia. 

نحديثنلصحيفةن"عكاظ"نالسعودية،نإنهنلوالنعاصفةن  
وقالنف 

نحكمهنمقابلنقيامنإيرانن الحزمنألصبحناليمننجزءانمننإيراننعب 
ن  
 .بدعمناالقتصادناليمت 

10- Decisiveness strengthened legitimacy in 

Yemen and it's on the path of solidifying it. It 
restored hope to the Yemenis and organized Gulf 

work to confront Iranian aggression. 

نطريقهنإىلنإتمامها،نوأعادن  
ناليمننوف   

عيةنف  الحزمنثبتنالشر
نبوجهن ،نورتبنالبيتنالخليج   األملنإىلننفوسناليمنيي  

ن  
 .العدوانناإليراث 

11- In late 2014 they seized Yemen’s capital 

Sanaa before moving into other parts of the 

country. Saudi Arabia in March 2015 formed an 

Arab coalition to begin air strikes and ground 

support for forces loyal to Hadi, who fled to 

Riyadh. 

omitted 

12- Yemen’s Minister of Local Administration 

and the Chairman of the Higher Committee for 

Relief Abdul-Raqib Saif Fath accuse Houthi 

militias of starving children in Taiz, due to the 

detention of 64 trucks loaded with humanitarian 

aid in both al-Rabihi area in the west of the city 
and al-Waziya area in the southwest. 

نرئيسناللجنةنالعليانلإلغاثةن  
وحّملنوزيرناإلدارةنالمحليةناليمت 

عبدالرقيبنفتح،نالجمعةنالميليشياتناالنقالبيةنالمسؤوليةن
قاطرةنن64الكاملةنعننتجوي    عنأبناءنمحافظةنتعزنواحتجازهان

ن  
نمنطقتر  

محملةنبالمساعداتناإلنسانيةنلمحافظةنتعزنف 
نغربنالمدينةنوالوازعية جنوبنغربنالمحافظةنالربيغ  . 

13- Previously, Iran’s foreign minister repeatedly 

rejected the reports confirming that his country 

supplied the Shiite militias in Yemen with 

missiles. 

ن  
نف  ،نمحمدنجوادنظريف،ننق   

وكاننوزيرنالخارجيةناإليراث 
نمننالسابقنإرسالنأسلحةنإىلن ،نرغمنتوقيفنعددنكبب  الحوثيي  

نكاننيقومنبنقلهانالحرسنالثورين  
شحناتناألسلحةناإليرانيةنالتر

 بغطاءنسفننصيد

14- Those who follow developments in Yemen 

are aware that there are active contacts between 

Yemen’s strong general Ali Mohsen al-Ahmar, 

who has recently joined the field, and the 

Khawlan tribe in Sanaa, which has responded to 

his calls following successes at Marib and Sirwah. 
So does this attack, which left Khawlan injured, is 

aimed to deter this distinctive bloc in the battle 

for Sanaa? 

نكمانتعرف،نوالمتا بعوننيعلموننأنهنثمةناتصاالتننشطةنبي  
نمحسنن الناليمننالقوي،نالذيننزلنالميداننمؤخًرا،نعىل 

جب 
األحمر،نوتجاوبنخوالننصنعاء،نمعه،نبعدننجاحاتنمأربن

ن  
تحريرنصنعاء،نفهلنهذهن«نعملًيا»ورصواح،نممانيعت 
ن  
خوالننصنعاء،نالهدفنمنهانردعن«نجرحت»الجريمة،نالتر

عركةنصنعاء؟هذهنالكتلةنالفارقةنبم  

15- “Saudi Arabia is perfectly entitled to defend 

itself and it is also leading the coalition to restore 

the legitimate government of Yemen,” Fallon 

said. 

omitted 
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6.3.1- Omitted concordance lines 

This section will analyse the omitted segments in Table 14, namely concordance 

lines 2, 7, 11. All were extracted from regular news reports published in 2016 and 

discuss various events in the Yemeni conflict, some of which have been discussed in 

previous reports. This section will allow the researcher to identify the differences 

between the Al-Arabiya and the BBC in their representations of Yemen, in particular, 

why these segments were omitted in translation or added to the TT and how it helped 

to build the frame for each readership. 

Hadi vows to push until Houthis defeated in Sanaa 

Concordance line 2 was extracted from a news report published in February 2016. It 

reports a statement made by Mr Hadi, the Yemeni president, regarding the conflict. 

The report was first published in English and then translated into Arabic, but the TT 

was very short in comparison to its ST because of the heavily utilised omission 

implemented. The report itself reflects strong support by Mr Hadi for the coalition’s 

operation, his adamant position against the Houthis, and his hope to restore stability 

in Yemen. The TT only translated two segments from its ST, both of which are 

quotes of what Mr Hadi stated, and implemented alterations to both in the TT. The 

example in line 2 reflects the two opposing Yemeni sides in the conflict who are on 

the ground in Yemen. It only provides background information regarding the conflict 

and the warring Yemeni parties on the ground for the English readership. This is 

targeted at the English readership for the purpose of building on the macrostructures 

of the corpus and frames that the coalition is supporting the Yemeni government, 

while simultaneously representing the Yemeni government as still having some 

power and control against the Houthis. This example is the one that concluded the 

ST with this representation of the Yemeni government and the Houthis. It is fortified 

in the cohesive syntactic structure that preceded it, reflecting the same thematic 

structures, all of which were omitted in the TT, starting with the following statement:  

Hadi said pro-government forces had achieved “a number of victories in parts of Sanaa” 

and that the military operation would not end until the Yemeni capital was “liberated from 
coup militias.” 

One can observe the meticulous wording in this segment and the chosen quotes in it 

that reflect an intended view of the conflict in Yemen by Yemenis towards the 

English readership. The phrase ‘pro-government forces’ represents forces loyal to 
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President Hadi’s government, showing them in a strong position and driving the 

Houthis out of the capital. This view is solidified when describing the Houthis as 

‘coup militias’. This segment also represents the determination of Hadi through his 

quotes and how the wording reflects his positive representation against the negative 

one of the Houthis. These representations are adherent to those that preceded them in 

the headline and lead for both reports, as follows:  

English Headline and Lead (ST) Arabic Headline and Lead (TT) 

Hadi vows to push until Houthis defeated in Sanaa  نتتوقفنقبلنتحريرنهادي:نالعملياتنالعسكريةنلنن
 صنعاءن

Yemeni President Abdrabu Mansur Hadi said 

Tuesday that military operations against Houthi 

militias would not stop until the Yemeni capital 

was liberated. 

نعبدربهنمنصورنهادي،نأننالعملياتن  
أكدنالرئيسناليمت 

ن  
نوالمقاومةنالشعبيةنف   

نيشنهانالجيشنالوطت   
العسكريةنالتر

،نلننتتوقفنإالنبتحريرن بالدهنمسنودةنبقواتنالتحالفنالعرث  
 العاصمةنصنعاءنمننالميليشياتناالنقالبية

In the ST, one can notice the utilisation of the figurative wording ‘vows to push’, 

refining the ST headlines for its readers more than its TT, which was worded to be 

more straightforward than its original. The strong connotations being projected in the 

ST headline and the representation of Hadi were downplayed in the TT, shifting the 

focus from Hadi towards the military operations in Yemen. Moving on to the lead, 

the same shift from Hadi towards the military operations is also reiterated, 

supporting the headlines of each report. In the ST lead, the same representations of 

Hadi are reiterated, adding the title of ‘President’ to reassert the frame being 

projected. The same can be said regarding the Houthis, as the lead describes them as 

‘militias’. Finally, using the term ‘liberated’ to describe the government’s aim 

implies that it is under occupation by the Houthis, based on the wording of the lead. 

The TT lead, on the other hand, implemented a dynamic translation for the Arabic 

readership, projecting the same meaning with some additions, including: describing 

the coalition and other parties more explicitly than the ST; starting the lead with the 

word ‘أكد’, meaning ‘assert’, rather than ‘said’ as in the ST; and describing the 

military operation as being conducted by ‘نالشعبية نوالمقاومة  
 meaning the ,’الجيشنالوطت 

‘national military and popular resistance’, which means the Yemeni people in 

general. Another addition that mentions the help of the coalition is ‘نبقواتن مسنودة

ن نالعرث    meaning ‘supported by the Arab coalition’. All of these additions in ,’التحالف

the translation serve to address the interests of the Arabic readership from the point 

of view of Al-Arabiya’s discourse production. Then the lead concludes with 

foregrounding the representations of the Houthis in the TT as ‘coup militias’. 
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Addition strategy at Al-Arabiya is similar to its implementation in the BBC and 

serves to reassert and build upon the representative frames projected in their STs. 

The difference is the degree of those assertions and the overall aims they are 

implemented to achieve.   

Arab coalition removed from UN blacklist 

Concordance line 7 was extracted from a news report published in June 2016. It 

discusses removing the coalition from a UN blacklist, an event that has been 

previously discussed (see section 6.2.3 line 11). This report was published after the 

coalition’s name had been removed from the blacklist. It was first published in 

Arabic and then translated into English. Line 7 describes the Saudi reaction to the 

UN’s initial decision to put the coalition in the blacklist before it was retracted. The 

example followed the lead of the English report as follows: 

Saudi Arabia had reacted angrily to a UN decision to add the coalition to 
a list of children's rights violators after determining that it was 
responsible for 60 percent of the 785 children killed in Yemen last year. 

 

omitted 

The example itself is an addition in the TT rather than an omission in the ST. In this 

case, it was added to represent the strong position of the coalition in general, and of 

Saudi Arabia in particular, and emphasise the erroneous position of the UN to the 

target readership. This can be observed in the phrase ‘reacted angrily’, describing 

Saudi Arabia’s position towards the UN. This description was never mentioned in 

the ST, yet the ST reflected the same representations and the disappointment of 

Saudi Arabia in the UN, but never used this term as in the TT. The ST also never 

mentioned the particular details mentioned in the TT lead in terms of percentage and 

number of victims, even the term ‘blacklist’, in Arabic ‘نسوداء  was only ,’قائمة

mentioned once in the ST, yet the TT mentioned it frequently, starting with the 

headline. Again, this is not considered as projecting different views between the ST 

and TT, but rather structuring and adjusting the discourse from ST to TT to 

accommodate each intended readership in a manner that would achieve the 

maximum results required by the news institution. Even if this means not only 

altering the terms used to describe parties or the speakers being positioned, but also 

describing the events themselves and the reactions of parties towards them. This can 

also be observed in the headlines and leads of each report, as follows:  
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English Headline and Lead (TT) Arabic Headline and Lead (ST) 

Arab coalition removed from UN blacklist  نمننانتهاكاتن األممنالمتحدةنتحذفناسمنالتحالفنالعرث  
 اليمن

The United Nations on Monday said it 
would remove the Saudi-led Arab coalition 

from a blacklist over the deaths of hundreds 

of children in Yemen pending a review of 

the facts. 

:نالمنطقن والحجةنوالمعلوماتنكانتنكفيلةنبتصحيحنقرارنبانننالمعلم 
نمون  .ك 

"نبقيادةنالمملكةن اقامتناألممنالمتحدةنبحذفناسمن"التحالفنالعرث  
ناليمن  

 .العربيةنالسعوديةنمننقائمةنانتهاكاتنحقوقناألطفالنف 

One can see the difference in syntactic structure between the ST and TT headlines; 

where the ST was structurally more explicit and direct, the TT headline was 

passively structured to focus on the removal. In the ST, it was clearly stated that 

نتحذف‘ نالمتحدة  meaning ‘The UN deletes’, which not only has a stronger ,’األمم

meaning but also a direct action by the UN for the coalition more so than its 

translation. One can also notice, as mentioned previously, that the term ‘blacklist’ 

was added in the translation instead of the phrase used in the ST, which is ‘انتهاكاتن

 meaning ‘Yemen Violations’. The same can be observed in the lead of both ,’اليمن

reports and how they were structured, particularly in the Arabic ST, which had a sub-

headline in the form of a quote before the lead, a feature which the TT lacked. All 

the strategies were implemented for each intended readership in accordance with the 

production aims of the news institution. 

Thus, the ST started with a statement from the Saudi ambassador to the UN, Mr 

Almualami, and then reported the UN decision in the form of a statement, unlike the 

TT, which never mentioned Almualami until later in the syntactic order and instead 

positioned the UN as the speaker for the statement in the lead. The Arabic ST 

understandably represented the strong position of the Saudi-led coalition to the 

Arabic readership who share this view. The strong view is reflected in the wording 

of the quote of the speaker positioned after the headline, ‘المنطقنوالحجةنوالمعلوماتنكانتنن

نقرار نبتصحيح  meaning ‘logic, evidence and information were enough to correct ,’كفيلة

the decision’, which implies that the UN decision to place the coalition’s name on 

the list was not based on any of these in the first place. Clearly, the lead following 

the quote in the Arabic ST reaffirms this position by advising of the UN’s removal of 

the coalition’s name. On the other hand, the TT lead, even though it conveys the 

overall meaning of its original, had a different connotation to that meaning. 

Choosing to position the UN as the source of the information instead of the Saudi 

official to be more acceptable to the target readership simultaneously avoided any 
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bias that the readers may perceive in the news institution’s discourse. Also, the TT 

holds some of the negative connotations expressed in the ST regarding the UN, in 

particular reflecting that their first decision was not based on the facts. This can be 

seen in the last phrase of the TT (pending a review of the facts), which shows that 

they are doing their due diligence in the matter, which is understandable because the 

TT positioned them as the speaker so as to be acceptable for the target readership 

and it is necessary to depict the UN in a positive rather than a negative light to 

support the representation being expressed in discourse.  

Final Yemen solution preferred over ‘short truce’ 

Line 11 was extracted from a news report published in September 2016. It discusses 

the need for a permanent resolution in Yemen rather than anything else. The report 

was first published in English and then translated into Arabic. Yet, even though the 

overall thematic structures of the ST and TT are similar, the translation underwent 

many alterations including omission, addition, syntactic order change, and the terms 

used to describe people and parties. The example itself provides background 

information on the conflict, particularly reflecting on the coalition’s actions when the 

conflict began and their aim.  

In late 2014 they seized Yemen’s capital Sanaa before moving into other parts 
of the country. Saudi Arabia in March 2015 formed an Arab coalition to begin 
air strikes and ground support for forces loyal to Hadi, who fled to Riyadh. 

 

omitted 

This example reflects the concepts of cause and effect, the cause being the Houthis 

overthrow of the Yemeni government and the effect being the Saudi response to that 

cause in support of the overthrown government. This was added to the English TT to 

build a long line of intertextual chains across the Al-Arabiya English corpora and 

their coverage of the conflict in general to the English readership, building the 

intended repertoire of the macrostructure frame. This example has been briefly 

discussed previously (see section 6.1.1 line 4), in addition to similar examples that 

have been discussed in this chapter reflecting the same thematic markers as in this 

example (see section 6.2.1 line 2).  

One point worth mentioning in this example that has not been discussed earlier is the 

description of Hadi’s action as ‘fled’ after the Houthi took control of the Yemeni 

capital. Even though this description is only mentioned twice and only in the English 

corpora, this term describing Hadi’s action has been discussed in the BBC analysis 
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in the previous chapter (see section 5.4.3 line 15), which was intended to reflect 

poorly on him. However, both times that Al-Arabiya has utilised this description for 

Hadi, it is associated with the formulation of the Arab coalition and its subsequent 

actions against the Houthis in Yemen. In other words, Al-Arabiya utilised this not 

for the same purposes as the BBC, but rather to foreground the coalition’s action and 

reasoning behind them as to help the legitimate government of Yemen in its time of 

need, which is the main frame being represented, particularly in the English corpora, 

for its readership, which is why it was only mentioned in it. 

Moreover, another important and interesting point in this particular discourse is the 

many representations it holds regarding the parties in the conflict, namely the 

Houthis, coalition, Hadi, former president Saleh, and Iran. It discursively outlays the 

representations of all these parties providing the same information but in different 

perspectives for the ST and TT readers. These representations can be observed 

clearly in three separate examples in the ST and its translation, all of which address 

the statement made by the coalition that is presented in the headline of the report. 

This representation is reflected in the lead of both reports as follows: 

The Saudi-led coalition fighting in support of Yemen’s government would prefer a broad 
political settlement to a ceasefire, its spokesman said on Monday. 

ناليمننهونأفضلنمننالهدنن  
نلألزمةنف   

ننهاثئ ناليمن،نأننالتوصلنإىلنحلنسياس   
عيةنف  نلدعمنالشر أكدنالتحالفنالعرث  

ي نلماننقلتنوكالةنالصحافةنالفرنسيةنعىلنلساننالمتحدثنباسمنالتحالفناللواءنأحمدنعسب 
 
 .المؤقتة،نوذلكنوفقا

First the ST and TT reflected the macrostructure frame of Al-Arabiya’s discursive 

production, which is the coalition’s purpose to support of the legitimate government 

in Yemen. Then it moved to the microstructure frame of the report, which is a 

permanent solution in Yemen. One can observe that the Arabic lead is more 

elaborate and explicit in its wording than its ST. This is because the ST followed the 

lead with a quote by the coalition’s spokesperson elaborating on the lead. That quote 

was omitted in the translation, hence the alteration to the TT. This reasoning is 

justified by the subsequent syntactic structures representing the other parties.  

Houthi militia leader, Saleh al-Sammad, proposed a truce on the country’s border with 

Saudi Arabia in exchange for a halt in Saudi-led air strikes on his forces. 

ناألعىل،نمبادرةنسالمنتقومنبحسبهنعىلنوقفنالتحالفن فقدنقدمنصالحنالصماد،نرئيسنمانيسمنالمجلسنالسياس 
نباألممنالمتحدةنلتحقيقنمبادرتهنهذه

 
باتهنمقابلنوقفنالهجماتنعىلنحدودنالسعودية،نمستنجدا نلرص   العرث  

Positioned in different syntactic order, both the ST and TT segments reflect similar 

information about the event, but in a very different view. The ST was more objective 
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to some degree in its representation of the event for the English readership, while the 

Arabic TT took a more sarcastic tone in its representation of the Houthi leader, 

particularly in describing his position as ‘ناألعىل نيسمنالمجلسنالسياس   meaning ,’رئيسنما

‘leader of the so-called supreme political council’ rather than ‘Houthi militia leader’ 

as in the ST. Then the last phrase in the TT showed a careful style of wording, 

stating that the Houthi leader ‘نالمتحدة نباألمم
 
 meaning ‘asking for UN ,’مستنجدا

succour’, reflecting them in a weak position against the coalition. The last example 

in this report is a representation of the ousted former present Saleh, which also 

shows alteration between the ST and TT representations of him. It is worth noting 

that the ST example came under a different subheading entitled ‘Saleh turnaround’, 

which was omitted in the Arabic translation, because the translation reflected this 

representation of him. This example was discussed previously (see section 6.1.1 line 

4). As such, it would be superfluous to reanalyse the same example.  

Boris Johnson reiterates UK ties to Saudi Arabia 

Line 15 was extracted from a news report published in December 2016. It discusses 

what the UK Foreign Minister, Mr Boris Johnson, stated regarding the relationship 

with Saudi Arabia in light of the Yemeni conflict. The report was first published in 

Arabic and then translated into English. It is worth noting that in the previous 

chapter the analysis discussed how the BBC reported this event. The translation 

underwent many alterations from its original, one of which is this example, which 

was added to the TT rather than omitted from the ST. 

 “Saudi Arabia is perfectly entitled to defend itself and it is also leading the 
coalition to restore the legitimate government of Yemen,” Fallon said. 

omitted 

The concordance line itself is a quote from the UK’s defence minister for the English 

readership supporting the coalition in general, and Saudi Arabia in particular, 

regarding their aim of reinstating the legitimate government of Yemen. The speaker 

was added to the TT in order to appeal to the target readership and what he said, 

which is in line with the macro frame of the discourse production, is more acceptable 

to them, hence foregrounding the views of its ST, as is the usual cause of utilising 

additions in the translation of news discourse, as has been observed in the analysis of 

this thesis. The TT not only positioned this speaker in this example alone, but rather 

structured the TT in general to reflect the views of the UK official, namely the 

Foreign Minister, Mr Johnson, and the Defence Minister, Mr Fallon. The ST mostly 
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focused on and reiterated what the Saudi foreign secretary had to say for the Arabic 

readership, all of which was omitted in the TT. Once again, this discourse addresses 

the implementation of selective appropriation of information between the ST and TT, 

not only in building the frame they represent, but also to achieve a maximum level of 

acceptance by each readership based on the news institution views of them. This can 

be clearly observed in the following example: 

نالسعوديةنوبريطانيانالنتقترصنعىلن ،نإننالعالقةنبي   كنمعنوزيرنالخارجيةنالسعودي،نعادلنالجبب 
نمشبر  

نمؤتمرنصحاف   
وقالنف 

نشعبي  ن نالمنطقةنيقلقنبريطانيانكمانيقلق. التجارةنواألمن،نبلنتتعدىنذلكنإىلنعالقةنبي    
نف   
نوأكدنجونسوننأننالتهديدناإليراث 

.السعودية،نوأضافنأنهمنقلقوننمنناستهدافنالسعوديةنبصواري    خنباليستيةنمصدرهاناليمن . 

He said in a joint news conference with his Saudi counterpart Adel al-Jubeir that he had deep concern 

for Yemeni suffering but recognized Riyadh “faced a grave threat from that country’s conflict”, in 

which the kingdom is leading a coalition of Arab forces against an Iranian-allied Yemeni group. 

It is clear that both sentences refer to the same event, yet each approached it from a 

different perspective for their readerships. Both the ST and the TT started the 

sentence providing the same information, then the ST reflected the long-standing 

relationship with the UK, a style often used in Arabic discourse to show the long-

standing relationship with other countries. It also reflected the UK’s position in 

supporting the coalition in general and Saudi Arabia in particular against the Iranian 

threat, particularly in Yemen. The TT, on the other hand, addressed an issue raised 

by Mr Johnson regarding the suffering of the Yemeni population, but at the same 

time expressed his support for the coalition to defend itself, as can be seen in the 

quote added between quotation marks. It implies the right of defending Saudi 

Arabia’s national security against the Iranian and Houthi threat that initiated the 

Yemeni conflict. This shows that even though both ST and TT reflected the same 

position and support for the coalition, the TT was slightly critical, which is 

understandable for the English readership rather than simply agreeing with the 

coalition’s actions as in the ST for the Arabic readership. As previously mentioned, 

even though both the ST and TT in the Al-Arabiya corpora reflect the same 

macrostructures overall, the translation helps to represent them in varying degrees to 

be more suitable for their intended readers.  

6.3.2-Faithful concordance lines 

In this section the analysis will review the concordance lines in Table 14 that were 

translated faithfully into the TT. Four of the examples were extracted from editorial 

reports, namely concordance lines 6, 8, 10, 14, while example 12 was not. Most of 

the examples in this section were extracted from editorial news reports, a type that is 
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not as frequently mentioned as in the previous chapter discussing the BBC (see 

sections 5.3.2 and 5.4.2) because it had more editorial reports in it, which were often 

longer than most reports in the Al-Arabiya corpora. This will allow the researcher to 

present a clear distinction between how this news institution represented Yemen in 

its discourse and translation for their readership compared to the BBC, based on their 

reporting of the conflict, particularly in editorial reports. 

Saudi Deputy Crown Prince meets UN chief 

Concordance line 6 was extracted from an editorial news report published in June 

2016. Unlike other editorial news reports in the Al-Arabiya corpora, this was first 

published in English and then translated into Arabic. The report discusses a meeting 

between the Deputy Crown Prince of Saudi Arabia, Prince Mohammad bin Salman, 

and the UN Secretary-General, Ban Ki-moon. Both the ST and TT began their 

syntactic structure discussing this topic; however, they ended each report on an 

entirely different note. While the English ST discussed the meeting point by point in 

a cohesive manner, the Arabic TT shifted the cohesive structure entirely from its 

middle section to the conclusion to discuss one point only. That point is the removal 

of the coalition from the UN blacklist. This change in discourse could be the reason 

why the name of the journalist who wrote the ST was not mentioned on the TT 

website page, unlike the norm for editorial news reports, where the name of the 

journalist is usually written with the TT. 

On the upcoming visit of Mr. Ban Ki Moon to Kuwait 
where he will meet with the Yemeni warring factions 
involved in the current peace talks, Al-Moalimi said 
both Saudi Arabia and the UN Secretary General are 
very optimistic, and that the kingdom is “supportive” of 
the efforts of the Secrarey General’s special envoy for 

the Yemen conflict, Ismail Ould Cheikh Ahmad. 

نكوننللكويتنحيثنمنن وحولنالزيارةنالمنتظرةنلباننك 
ناألطرا  

فناليمنيةنالمتحاورة،نأوضحنالمقررنأننيلتقر
نالعامنلألممنالمتحدةن نأننالسعوديةنواألمي   المعلم 
نعىلندعمنالسعوديةنلجهودن

 
،نمشددا

 
متفائالننجدا

ناليمن  
 .إسماعيلنولدنالشيخنمفوضناألممنالمتحدةنف 

The example itself was translated faithfully in terms of meaning and in form, apart 

from a slight omission of a phrase in the TT. The sentence ‘Yemeni warring factions 

involved in the current peace talks’ was combined in the translation to be ‘األطرافن

نالمتحاورن ةاليمنية ’, meaning ‘the negotiating Yemeni parties’. The TT omitted the term 

to describe the Yemeni parties, namely the government and the Houthis, as ‘warring’, 

which could be due to the Arabic readers, unlike their English counterparts, knowing 

the subject better. Thus, the need to reiterate it for them in the TT is redundant, 

unlike for the ST readers who may have less knowledge regarding the conflict and 

the parties in it. It is also helpful in the ST to show the severity of the conflict, 
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particularly utilising the UN Secretary-General’s quote that describes the Saudi part 

as ‘supportive’, reflecting the positive role of Saudi Arabia and the coalition in 

general to the ST readers. This was translated into the TT as ‘نعىلندعم
 
 meaning ,’مشددا

‘emphasising the support’, foregrounding the positive representation of the Saudi 

role as in the ST. The overall differences and shift of focus between the ST and TT 

can be observed in their headlines and leads as follows: 

English Headline and Lead (ST) Arabic Headline and Lead (TT) 

Saudi Deputy Crown Prince meets UN chief التقرير" اجتماعنمحمدنبننسلماننوباننأنهنأزمة"  

Saudi Arabia’s Deputy Crown Prince Mohammed bin 
Salman met with UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon 
on Wednesday. The meeting was set to discuss several 
topics relating to Saudi Arabia and the role it could 
play in resolving regional crisis. 

ن نمحمدنبننسلمان،ناألربعاء،نأمي   نالعهدناألمب  نوىل  نوىل 
التقر

نمون ن. عامناألممنالمتحدةنباننك  وتناولتنالمحادثاتنبي  
نالمنطقةنوالعالم،نودورنالمملكةن  

نتطوراتناألوضاعنف  الطرفي  
ندعمنمنظماتنالداعمن  

،نوجهودهانف  للسلمنواألمننالدوليي  
.األممنالمتحدة،نخاصةناإلنسانيةنواإلغاثية . 

In the ST headline, the focus is clearly and solely on the meeting itself, while the TT 

shifted the focus from the meeting to ‘ "التقرير" أنهنأزمة ’, meaning ‘ended the crises of 

“the report”’. This refers to the blacklisting of the coalition by the UN and removing 

it shortly after, which resulted in a strong reaction by Saudi Arabia towards the UN. 

This report indicates that it ended after the meeting with the deputy crown prince. 

This is important for the Arabic readers in general, and those in Saudi Arabia in 

particular, as it represents the strong position of Saudi and the good relations with 

the international community that they have. Each lead also reiterates and elaborates 

on its headline and sets the tone for the following segments in each report. The first 

half of the lead in the ST, stating that the meeting took place, has been translated 

faithfully, but the second half, which discusses the topic of the meeting, has been 

altered in the TT. 

Consequently, what is being referred to in the ST as ‘several topics’ had been 

iterated point by point subsequently in the discourse, all of which was omitted in the 

TT. Omission has been utilised in the TT to reflect on another point mentioned in its 

lead, as can be seen in the sentence ‘ن  
نف  نوجهودها ، نالدوليي   نواألمن نللسلم نالداعم ودورنالمملكة

نواإلغاثية ناإلنسانية نخاصة نالمتحدة، ناألمم نمنظمات .دعم ’, meaning ‘the kingdom’s role 

supporting peace and security internationally, and its support for UN’s organisations, 

particularly in humanitarian and relief efforts’. This sentence has been added to the 

TT to address the issue raised in its headline regarding the ‘UN report’ and to point 

to the UN’s mistaken choice of putting the coalition’s name in it. This point has been 
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reiterated in the second half of the TT discourse to reassert the removal of the 

coalition’s name to the Arabic readers. This was not the case in the ST, where it only 

mentioned this dismissively, pointing out that the issue has been resolved and the 

relationship between Saudi Arabia and the UN is ‘very well’. Instead the ST focused 

on issues in the Middle East, like Syria, reflecting the kingdom’s positive role in the 

region implicitly for the English readers, unlike the overt representations of the TT. 

This was done so that the news institution projects unbiased reporting to the English 

readership in the ST, unlike the TT readership, who expect as much. Thus, the 

drastic shift in the TT is the reason that unlike other editorial reports, the name of the 

journalist who wrote the ST is not included in the TT, showing that the news 

institution has full knowledge and intent of this change for the target Arabic 

readership.  

Why Yemen is more than a war project 

Line 8 was extracted from an editorial news report published in February 2016. It 

outlays the significance of the coalition’s choice to begin the Yemeni conflict against 

the Houthis. It was first published in Arabic and then translated into English, as is 

the usual procedure for editorial reports in Al-Arabiya. It is worth noting that this 

report is one of the longest in the corpora. Aside from minor alterations and 

additions in the TT, the report was mostly translated faithfully into English. This can 

be observed in the translation of concordance line 8, as follows: 

It became clear for Saudi Arabia and the Gulf 
Cooperation Council (GCC) countries that Iran has 
decided to expand its areas of influence and that after 
Yemen it will its head to Bahrain, maybe to South Iraq 
and expand towards the west. 

،ن باتنواضًحانللسعودية،نودولنمجلسنالتعاوننالخليج  
،نوكذلكن أننإيراننقدنقررتنتوسيعندائرةنالرصاعناإلقليم 

توسيعنمناطقننفوذها،نوأنهانبعدناليمننستذهبن
 .للبحرين،نوربمانجنوبنالعراقنوتتمددنجنوًبا

One can observe the faithfulness in the translation into English, yet cannot overlook 

the omission of the phrase ‘ن ناإلقليم   meaning ‘regional conflict’, referring to ,’الرصاع

Iran’s role in the Middle East. This omission in the TT was due to the difference in 

readership who may not share the same views regarding Iran’s role or simply do not 

know about them, unlike the Arabic ST readers, particularly in the Gulf States, who 

view Iran’s interference as aggression towards them and aimed to destabilise the 

region, as is happening in Yemen with the Houthis, from the discourse point of view. 

Yet, aside from this, and as mentioned previously, this is one of the most faithfully 

translated reports in the corpora, not only in the overall cohesive and thematic 

structures, but also in the syntactic order in the discourse, apart from a subheading 
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addition to the English TT. The reason behind this level of faithfulness in terms of 

meaning and form is the overall representation being presented in the discourse. It is 

structured to present not only the reason behind the conflict and the parties in it, but 

also the sequence of events that led to it and how it could have been worse if the 

coalition did not decide to take action in Yemen against the Houthis. It also connects 

what is happening in Yemen to what has been happening in Syria, comparing the 

Iranian role with the Syrian government against the Syrian people with the 

coalition’s role with the government of Yemen against the Houthis, who are backed 

by Iran. 

Therefore, unlike other news reports where omission, addition and alterations are 

utilised to accommodate the differences between the TT and ST readers, constructing 

the appropriate level of frame for each of them, this report shows little signs of that 

between the TT and ST because it outlays the sequence of events to the readers in the 

form of a story based on facts rather than taking a position against or for parties in 

the conflict. It just happens that this story supports the overall macrostructure frames 

of Al-Arabiya’s discourse production, which leads the TT to simulate its source, 

viewing both readerships as one in terms of social knowledge and beliefs. However, 

it is worth noting that one feature of the ST has been altered in the translation, 

affecting how the whole discourse is viewed by the TT readers. That feature is the 

form of the ST headline, which has been changed in the TT as follows:  

English Headline and Lead (TT) Arabic Headline and Lead (ST) 

Why Yemen is more than a war project وعنحرب نمننمشر  اليمننأكب 

While the ST headline was structured in the form of a declarative statement that the 

ST discourse supports, the TT headline is in the form of a question that the TT 

discourse is answering. It is a subtle difference, but an important one nonetheless, 

because it shifted the view from a declaration being supported to a question seeking 

an answer. The form of the question addresses the views of each readership, where 

the ST is aiming to foreground the view of the Arabic readership in support of the 

coalition, the TT is addressing the absence of a view and lack thereof by leading the 

readers towards the same representations of the ST under a different premise, based 

on the headline’s form. 
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If there had been no Operation Decisive Storm 

Line 10 was extracted from an editorial report published in March 2016. It is one of 

the shortest editorial reports in the Al-Arabiya corpora. It marks a year since the 

conflict in Yemen started, showing the importance of the coalition decision. 

Concordance line 10 was one of the last segments in both reports emphasising the 

importance of Operation Decisive Storm by the coalition and faithfully translating 

that importance into the English TT as follows: 

Decisiveness strengthened legitimacy in Yemen and it's on 
the path of solidifying it. It restored hope to the Yemenis 
and organized Gulf work to confront Iranian aggression. 

نطريقهنإىلنإتمامها،ن  
ناليمننوف   

عيةنف  الحزمنثبتنالشر
ن ،نورتبنالبيتنالخليج   وأعادناألملنإىلننفوسناليمنيي  

ن  
 .بوجهنالعدوانناإليراث 

The example was translated faithfully into English in terms of meaning, and also in 

terms of form, apart from one term that was altered in the TT. The ST described the 

gulf countries as ‘ن نالخليج    meaning ‘the Gulf house’, which is a more cultural ,’البيت

term for the people who live in the GCC countries, including the Yemeni people, 

because they share similar customs, traditions and religion, thus representing their 

strong bond particularly with regard to the coalition. However, it would not make 

much sense for the English speakers who do not share those similarities because of 

the cultural differences and, as such, was simply translated as ‘organized Gulf work’.  

Moreover, this example was positioned in the TT under a subheading that was added 

in the translation. That subheading was worded to support the coalition’s aim in 

starting the conflict to the English readership. The subheading entitled ‘Legitimacy 

and decisiveness’, the first word referring to the support of ‘legitimacy’ with regard 

to the Yemeni government, and the second is for the coalition operation in Yemen at 

the beginning of the conflict named ‘Decisive Storm’. In the TT, this subheading 

was added not just for the stylistic structure of the English discourse, as is usually 

the norm, particularly in editorial reports published not just by Al-Arabiya, but also 

in the BBC corpora, as has been examined in the previous chapter; rather, it is also to 

highlight the subsequent thematic structure under that subheading, as can be seen in 

this instance with the example above and its subheading. This is particularly true in 

Al-Arabiya discourse where the subheadings are often only utilised in the production 

of English news reports. All of which addresses the point raised in the headline of 

both reports, reaffirming the importance of the coalition’s actions in Yemen 

supporting its government.  
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Houthis starve Taiz, take hold of 64 aid trucks 

Concordance line 12 was extracted from a news report published in December 2016. 

It discusses an incident were the Houthis reportedly held aid trucks intended for Taiz. 

The report was first published in Arabic and then translated into English, and unlike 

other reports, the Arabic ST is longer than its English TT. This is because the TT 

omitted the lead and subsequent segment from the ST in the translation for no 

apparent reason from a framing point of view as they support the overall framing 

macrostructures of the Al-Arabiya corpora. Yet, the omitted segments were not 

directly linked to the event being reported, to the point where the ST had to add a 

subheading entitled ‘ نبالمساعدات 64 احتجاز نمحملة قاطرة ’, meaning ‘detention of 64 

trucks loaded with aid’. This subheading is the true headline of the ST report, where 

concordance line 12 was the lead in the ST and the TT, as follows:  

Yemen’s Minister of Local Administration and the 
Chairman of the Higher Committee for Relief Abdul-
Raqib Saif Fath accuse Houthi militias of starving 

children in Taiz, due to the detention of 64 trucks loaded 
with humanitarian aid in both al-Rabihi area in the west 
of the city and al-Waziya area in the southwest. 

نرئيسناللجنةنالعليانلإلغاثةنوحّملنوزيرناإلدارةن  
المحليةناليمت 

عبدالرقيبنفتح،نالجمعةنالميليشياتناالنقالبيةنالمسؤوليةن
قاطرةنن64الكاملةنعننتجوي    عنأبناءنمحافظةنتعزنواحتجازهان

ن  
نمنطقتر  

محملةنبالمساعداتناإلنسانيةنلمحافظةنتعزنف 
نغربنالمدينةنوالوازعيةنجنوبنغربنالمحافظة  .الربيغ 

The example discusses a statement made by a Yemeni official regarding this incident. 

The translation itself was faithful in terms of meaning and form; however, the TT 

used a less aggressive term in describing the Houthis than the one utilised in the ST. 

While both reports utilised speaker positioning strategy for their readership, in this 

case the same speaker because he represents the Yemeni people and government. 

This makes him unbiased towards any of the parties in the eyes of the readers of both 

the ST and TT. For the ST readership, Al-Arabiya chose to describe the Houthis as 

 meaning ‘coup militias’, while the TT described them as ‘Houthi ,’الميليشياتناالنقالبية‘

militias’, downscaling the label for the English readership.  

Similarly, the same implementation and labels were preformed again before the 

concluding segment in both reports using the same speaker. However, while the ST 

used the same label, the TT did not. Instead, it only referred to them as ‘the Houthis’, 

which shows that the Al-Arabiya discourse production is careful in its labelling 

towards the English readership in order not to lose credibility. This is particularly 

important in light of other news institutions using different labels to describe the 

Houthis, among other parties, based on their framing objectives for the English 
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readers, as has been seen in more than one example in the previous analysis chapter 

with the BBC corpora (see section 5.4.3 line 1). 

Furthermore, as mentioned previously, the TT omitted two segments from the ST as 

they were not directly relevant to the event being reported and only reflect the 

appalling conduct of the Houthis in Taiz in general. On the other hand, the TT 

headline reflected that in spite of the omitted segments in the translation. Even 

though the representations were downscaled in the TT, it still had the desired effect 

in the discourse towards the English readership, while maintaining objective 

reporting. 

English Headline and Lead (TT) Arabic Headline and Lead (ST) 

Houthis starve Taiz, take hold of 64 aid trucks نتحتجزن  
قاطرةنمساعداتنلتعزن64ميليشياتنالحوث   

One can observe that the TT headline omitted the phrase ‘ن  
نالحوث   meaning ,’ميليشيات

‘Houthi militias’, and replaced it with the phrase ‘Houthis starve Taiz’, which 

addresses, to some degree, the point that the ST segments omitted in the translation 

and their representations. At the same time, the term ‘militias’ was omitted in the 

headline of the TT to maintain unbiased reporting. This shows how Al-Arabiya aims 

to maintain its frames and representations of the conflict and the parties in it while 

accounting for the readers and their cultural knowledge, views and beliefs, not just 

towards the parties in the conflict, but also towards the news institution reporting 

about it. Thus, the different degrees of representations between the ST and TT are 

structured in this manner to account for those differences between the readerships of 

each discourse.  

Who targeted the funeral in Sanaa? 

Line 14 was extracted from an editorial report published in October 2016. It 

discusses the funeral incident in Sanaa, one of the main incidents reported about in 

the conflict. The report was first published in Arabic and then translated into English. 

It tries to put the blame on those who would most benefit from this incident, offering 

other possibilities and alternatives instead of blaming the coalition for it as others did. 

The example itself discusses one of the reasons that the Houthis might benefit from 

this incident as follows:  

Those who follow developments in Yemen are aware that 
there are active contacts between Yemen’s strong general 

Ali Mohsen al-Ahmar, who has recently joined the field, 

نشطةنكمانتعرف،نوالمتابعوننيعلموننأنهنثمةناتصاالتن
ن الناليمننالقوي،نالذيننزلنالميداننمؤخًرا،نعىل 

نجب  بي  
محسنناألحمر،نوتجاوبنخوالننصنعاء،نمعه،نبعدن
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and the Khawlan tribe in Sanaa, which has responded to 
his calls following successes at Marib and Sirwah. So 
does this attack, which left Khawlan injured, is aimed to 
deter this distinctive bloc in the battle for Sanaa? 

ن  
تحريرن«نعملًيا»نجاحاتنمأربنورصواح،نممانيعت 
ن  
خوالنن«نجرحت»صنعاء،نفهلنهذهنالجريمة،نالتر

صنعاء،نالهدفنمنهانردعنهذهنالكتلةنالفارقةنبمعركةن
 صنعاء؟

The example was translated faithfully in terms of meaning, yet the translation 

underwent some alterations that would not necessarily affect the meaning but rather 

its connotation, including the strength of the inclinations being projected in this 

example between the ST and TT. Aside from the first phrase in both ST ‘نتعرف،ن كما

نيعلمون  and TT (Those who follow developments in Yemen are aware that) ’والمتابعون

which are structured to reflect the factual truth of what follows in the syntactic 

structure, from a discursive point of view, even if it is not, there were other 

alterations that were implemented not to change the meaning, but to understate it. 

The phrase ‘ ن  
نيعت  نعملًيا»مما نالجريمة« نهذه نفهل نصنعاء، تحرير ’, meaning ‘which means 

practically liberating Sanaa, is this crime’ were mostly omitted apart from the last 

phrase, which was translated as ‘does this attack’ instead of ‘crime’. This understates 

the frame in the TT on a syntactic level; however, the TT example was preceded by a 

sub-heading in the form of a question that was added to the TT entitled ‘Inside job?’. 

This subheading balances the original frame represented in the ST in a more subtle 

and less aggressive manner for the TT readership, as previously demonstrated in 

other examples. This is in order for the representation of the Houthis in Yemen as the 

group that would benefit most among other parties such as Al-Qaida and/or ISIS, as 

the cohesive structure of the report indicates in a more objective-seeming manner for 

the English readership, rather than wording it in a more biased manner such as the 

ST for the Arabic readership who mostly agree with the style of the representations 

being projected to them. 

Consequently, even though this slight alteration has downplayed this example in the 

TT slightly, the overall representation of the example and thematic structure of both 

texts are almost identical because of the faithfulness of the translation. Clearly, when 

the translation utilises any alteration to downplay the frame or the representation of 

parties on a syntactic level, the TT would balance that in a different and subtle 

manner, such as that in the subheading aforementioned, which was added to the TT. 

Similarly, the last sentence in the TT report added a link to another editorial report 

that supports the views represented in this one. This link is only embedded in the TT, 

meaning that it is only intended for the TT readership to build upon the frame and 
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intertextual chains and the intertextual manifestations across reports. That sentence 

was translated faithfully in terms of meaning, but not in form, as follows:  

there are those who want to spread false rumors and lies about the 
Operation Decisive Storm through an Arab or a foreign mouthpiece. 

نحملةن  
هناكنمننيريدنرّشناإلرجافنف 

ن ،نأونأعجم  .الحزم،نأونحولها،نبلساننعرث    

As stated, there was difference in the form of the translation; however that difference 

relates to the difference in cultural norm rather than the frame itself, aside from the 

added link in the TT. This can be observed in the term ‘نالحزم  meaning ,’حملة

‘decisiveness campaign’, a term less formal than its translation in the TT as 

‘Operation Decisive Storm’ because the Arabic readership have adopted this term as 

a positive slogan for the reign of King Salman of Saudi Arabia. The news agency 

clearly knows this of their Arabic readers, particularly in Saudi Arabia, and produced 

the discourse in this manner, adopting their norm. The same can be said about the 

translation, which utilised a more relevant approach to the English readership by 

translating this into the name of the operation in Yemen and adding the link in the 

phrase ‘false rumours and lies’. This phrase refers to what several media outlets have 

been reporting about the coalition in general, and Saudi Arabia in particular, in a 

mostly negative view. Similarly, the editorial report linked to this is intended to 

change these views by providing further illustrations. This is very important for the 

English readership to see from the Arabic readership point of view. However, 

whether that point of view is adopted by the TT readership or not is a different 

matter entirely, but still it would allow them to view the conflict from a different 

point of view.  

6.3.3-Altered concordance lines 

In this last section of the analysis in this thesis, the concordance lines in Table 14 

that were altered in the translation will be reviewed. This section will be longer than 

the previous analysis sections in this chapter because of the number of examples in it, 

namely concordance lines 1, 3, 4, 5, 9, 13. The analysis will examine these lines and 

the altered translations in relation to the term ‘Yemen’ between the source and target 

texts. It will allow the researcher to identify the elements of framing and translation 

strategies that helped to build those frames in Al-Arabiya corpora, and as a 

consequence help answer the research questions.  

https://english.alarabiya.net/en/views/news/middle-east/2016/10/06/On-spreading-false-rumors-on-Yemen.html
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Hadi fighting Houthis ‘to stop Iran expansion’ 

Line 1 was extracted from a news report published in August 2015. It discusses a 

statement made by the Yemeni President during a visit to Sudan. This report, 

published five months after the conflict started, reflects Mr Hadi’s strong position 

against the Houthis and their Iranian supporters. In the English TT, the statement 

made was altered in terms of the representation of the parties being discussed, 

including the Yemeni president, as follows:  

Yemen's exiled President Abedrabbo Mansur Hadi said on 
Saturday that his forces were battling Shiite Houthi militias 
across the country to check “Iranian expansion” in the region. 

،نعبدنربهنمنصورنهادي،نخاللن  
أعلننالرئيسناليمت 

نومواجهتهمن زيارتهنإىلنالخرطوم،نأننمحاربةنالحوثيي  
نالمنطقةتهدفنإىلنإيقافنالتوسعن  

نف   
اإليراث  . 

One can observe the term ‘exiled’ to describe the Yemeni president, who is 

supported by the coalition and the Yemeni government against the Houthis in 

Yemen. It is only added in the translation and never mentioned in the ST. It would 

be unacceptable to be used in the Arabic reports as it goes against the macrostructure 

frame of legitimacy in the Al-Arabiya corpora. It is particularly odd that this term is 

used, considering that its translation (  in Arabic is utilised as a label for former )مخلوع

present Saleh, who is allied with the Houthis (see section 6.1.1 line 4). This term was 

only used to describe Mr Hadi twice, both times in this TT. This leads the researcher 

to conclude that the implementation of this term to describe Mr Hadi is an error on 

the part of the translator and, as a consequence, on the part of the news agency. In 

particular, when considering that the goal of appealing to the English readership 

towards the overall framing aims of the production of discourse is more pertinent in 

light of the analysis on the English corpora than that of the Arabic.  

Moreover, there was another term added in the TT in the example above, describing 

the Houthis as ‘Shiite’, one of the sects in Islam that is the same as Iran, which is the 

reason for this addition. It is important to note that Al-Arabiya’s discourse did not 

attempt to structure a frame of sectarian war in their framing structures; rather, it 

only stressed the importance of assisting legitimacy in Yemen by supporting the 

Yemeni government against the Houthis and simultaneously protecting the Gulf 

countries in general, and Saudi Arabia in particular, and their national security. As 

such, utilising this term in the English corpora by only adding it to the TT is 

understandable, because it attempts to provide the English readership with 

background information that they lack knowledge about from a discourse production 

view, while at the same time providing links between that knowledge and the frame 
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being projected from that readership to connect, in this case the ‘Shiite Houthis’ and 

‘Iranian expansion’. It is worth noting that this term was only used four times in the 

English corpora, three of which were to describe the Houthis and link them to Iran. 

On the other hand, the term ‘Sunni’ is only mentioned twice and also only in the 

English corpora to describe the ‘GCC’ countries. This low amount of utilisation in 

the corpora suggests that, as previously mentioned, its aim is not to project a 

sectarian war but rather present discursive implications for the TT readership that 

support the overall macrostructures of Al-Arabiya’s aims in their production and 

translation of news reports.   

Saudi-led coalition rejects UN report on Yemen 

Line 3 was extracted from a news report published in June 2016. It discusses an 

issue that was introduced earlier in the analysis regarding the UN issuing a report 

condemning the coalition’s role in the conflict then later retracting it. The news 

report was originally written for the Arabic readership. This can be deduced from the 

long ST that included multiple subheadings, a style rarely used in Al-Arabiya’s 

Arabic corpora. It can also be deduced by the period between the publication date of 

the Arabic ST and the English TT, which was published three days later, a 

considerably long time from a news reporting point of view, particularly for online 

news. The example itself is a statement made by the coalition’s spokesperson, 

General Assiri, in which he points to the fallacy of the UN report condemning the 

coalition.  

Gen. Assiri said the coalition was in 

Yemen to “protect the Yemeni people, 

including children, from the actions of the 

Houthi militia.”He cited a $30 million 

Saudi aid program for Yemen launched in 

cooperation with the UN children’s fund 
(UNICEF). 

التحالفنمنذناليومناألولنللعملياتنسغنللتعاملنبشكلنوأضاف:ن"
نمعنجميعنالهيئاتنوالمنظماتنالتابعةنألممنالمتحدةنلتطويرن إيجاث  
،نوعىلنرأسهمناألطفال،ن ناليمنيي   برامجنتهدفنإىلنحمايةنالمواطني  

نامجنالذينوقعنمعناليونيسيفنبتكلفةن مليونندوالرنن30مننأهمهانالب 
سلماننلألعمالناإلغاثيةنواإلنسانية،نندفعتنمننقبلنمركزنالملك

نامج،ن نأننيركزنتقريرناألممنالمتحدةنعىلننتائجنهذانالب  وكناننتمت 
 "وكيفنترصفتناألممنالمتحدةنبهذهناألموالنلحمايةناألطفالنباليمن

The ST was clearly more elaborative in reflecting the coalition’s positive role in 

supporting the UN’s organisations helping the people of Yemen, while the TT was 

less illustrative than its ST with regard to that role, providing the general role of the 

coalition in helping the Yemenis. The last sentence in the ST represented the 

coalition’s outraged response to the UN report by stating that it should have 

mentioned this positive role instead of adding the coalition’s name to a blacklist, and 

how the money that has been given to the UN has been spent to support the Yemenis. 
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The TT has completely omitted this and instead only focused on the coalition’s 

support to Yemen through the UN. While the ST not only rejects the UN report and 

views its fallacy in its reporting by focusing on viewing the positive role the 

coalition plays, it also reflects the disappointment in the UN and their ruling. The TT, 

on the other hand, understated the latter in its discursive structure. This can be 

related to the target readership in the sense that the discourse relates to their 

objective rationale of the event rather than how they might feel about it in the ST for 

the Arabic readers. This shift in reporting between the ST and TT is due to the shift 

in their headlines and leads. As such, each report had to adhere to them, as is the case 

in almost all the examples that have been examined in the analysis. 

English Headline and Lead (TT) Arabic Headline and Lead (ST) 

Saudi-led coalition rejects UN report on Yemen ي:نتقريرناألممن نمتوازنعسب  المتحدةنبشأنناليمننغب   

One can observe the different characterisation of speakers and the statements each 

made in both headlines. The ST headline was structured to position the coalition’s 

spokesperson, General Assiri, where he points to the prejudice of the UN report, 

describing it as ‘نمتوازن  meaning ‘imbalanced’. This has set the tone for the ST ,’غب 

thematic structures and representation of the UN and their report to the Arabic 

readers, emphasising the fallacy in it and how it would affect the coalition’s role by 

smearing its public image and reputation in the international community. This is 

reflected by the multiple subheadings that the ST report has utilised in its discourse 

such as ‘نالعام نالرأي نيضلل  meaning ‘the report misleads public opinion’ and ,’التقرير

ن‘  
ناليمت  نالمواطن  meaning ‘the future of the Yemeni citizen’, to show how this ,’مستقبل

report would hinder the coalition effort against the Houthis to end the conflict. It is 

clear that the ST report was structured with the Arabic reader in mind, emotively 

inciting their discontent in relation to the report.  

Evidently, that emotive incitation has been omitted in the TT structure, along with 

the ST subheading that indicated the bias of the UN, because the discursive aim of 

the ST cannot be applied and projected to the TT readers with the expectation that 

they will accept it. Rather, the TT focused on the UN report itself, mainly explaining 

why it is false by pointing out its errors, thus the rejection by the coalition. Even 

though some of the subheadings in the ST where mentioned from quotes by the 

coalition’s spokesperson in the translation, it lacked the aggressive manner in which 
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the ST projected them and, as a consequence, lacked the representation of the 

coalition’s reaction to this report. The aim of the TT for the English readership is not 

to show the coalition as against any critique towards it, but rather to point to the 

UN’s error in a logical manner and simultaneously represent the macro frame of its 

corpora, which is the support of the legitimate government of Yamen against the 

Houthis. This can be observed in the last three segments of the TT that were added in 

the translation in support of that aim, as follows: 

United Nations Resolution No. 2216. recognizes government of President Abd-Rabbu 

Mansour Hadi as the legitimate government of Yemen. 

“The report regrettably equates international legitimacy and the legitimacy of the government 

with militias, who are a major cause of Yemen’s instability and chaos,” he added. 

In March last year, Saudi Arabia waged “Operation Decisive Storm” against the Houthi coup 

in Yemen and in support of Hadi’s government. 

Where the first segment reflects the position of the UN based on the resolution stated 

in support of the Yemeni government, the second reflects how the report contradicts 

that position because it condemns the coalition for that support. The last segment, on 

the other hand, reiterates the coalition’s aim in the conflict in support of the Yemeni 

government against the ‘Houthi coup’. It is worth mentioning that this is the only 

time in the corpora that this phrase is used in this manner to describe the Houthi’s 

actions. It is implemented in order to reaffirm the overall frame and representations 

of the parties in the conflict based on the discourse production aims of Al-Arabiya. 

These sequential segments show that where the ST was structured to elicit an 

emotional reaction from the Arabic readers, the TT was structured in a more logical 

manner for the English readership in favour of the coalition.  

Al-Qaeda seize southern Yemen town  

Line 4 was extracted from a news report published in February 2016. It discusses 

clashes between Al-Qaida in Yemen and Yemeni forces loyal to the Yemeni 

government. Even though each discourse is basically reporting about the same event, 

the headline of the Arabic ST and its English translation reflect contradictory facts 

about the event. Similarly, the example in line 4, which is the lead in both the ST and 

TT, reflect the same contradictions as in their headlines, even though, strangely, the 

TT example has an embedded link that takes the reader to the original report in 

Arabic that the English report was translated from, as follows: 

Al-Qaeda militants took control of the southern ن" أبي  ن" انسحبنتنظيمنالقاعدةنمننمدينة بمحافظةنأبي  
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coastal town of Ahwar in Yemen on Saturday, 

the Arabic website of Al Arabiya News 

Channel reported. 

نبعضن اليمنيةنبعدنساعاتنمننسيطرتهنعليهانوبدأنبتفجب 
نخاضتنمعن  

المنازلنلشخصياتناجتماعيةنبالمدينةنالتر
سبتعنارصنالتنظيمنمواجهاتنعنيفةنصباحناليومنال . 

Noticeably, the ST reports that ‘نالقاعدة نتنظيم  ’meaning ‘Al-Qaeda withdrew ,’انسحب

from the city where the event took place, while the TT reports that ‘Al-Qaeda 

militants took control of’ the same city, painting a completely opposing picture for 

the English readership. It is not an error in the reporting or editorial processes of 

producing each discourse; rather, it is because the framing aim of that production 

caused the different views between the ST and TT about this event. The frame of the 

ST is to represent the strong position of the Yemeni government and those fighting 

on its side with the coalition’s support against the al-Qaida terrorist organisation in 

Yemen. It also shows that they are fighting terrorism while in a war with the Houthis, 

which is a positive reflection of their effort in the conflict. The TT, on the other hand, 

reflects a different view, which is that the Houthi’s coup has allowed for a terrorist 

organisation to spread its influence in Yemen and limit the Yemeni government’s 

ability to drive them out. As such, this has not only affected those in Yemen but, as a 

consequence, it would potentially cause international harm against other countries, 

particularly those in the West.  

Evidently, this is why the TT was structured in this manner for the English 

readership: to reflect the possible consequences of the Houthis actions in Yemen and 

relate it to the English readership in a manner that interests them more by raising 

their awareness of the situation in Yemen and the positive role of the coalition. It is 

important to note that neither report contains false information; rather, each 

represents a different view of the event. The ST mainly focused on how Yemeni 

fighters loyal to the government drove al-Qaida out, while the TT focused on how 

the Houthis have caused al-Qaida to be bold and attack and control a town in Yemen. 

In other words, each report selected a different time of the event to report about; in 

the ST, it was the ending, and in the TT, it was the beginning, even though it was the 

translation.  

Moreover, the translation utilised several strategies in order to reconstruct the frame 

being represented in it. These include selective appropriations and speaker 

positioning. This has allowed foregrounding of the representations being projected to 

the TT readers, as follows: 

http://www.alarabiya.net/ar/arab-and-world/yemen/2016/02/20/-%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%82%D8%A7%D8%B9%D8%AF%D8%A9-%D8%AA%D8%B3%D9%8A%D8%B7%D8%B1-%D8%B9%D9%84%D9%89-%D9%85%D8%AF%D9%8A%D9%86%D8%A9-%D8%A3%D8%AD%D9%88%D8%B1-%D8%AC%D9%86%D9%88%D8%A8%D9%8A-%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%8A%D9%85%D9%86.html
http://www.alarabiya.net/ar/arab-and-world/yemen/2016/02/20/-%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%82%D8%A7%D8%B9%D8%AF%D8%A9-%D8%AA%D8%B3%D9%8A%D8%B7%D8%B1-%D8%B9%D9%84%D9%89-%D9%85%D8%AF%D9%8A%D9%86%D8%A9-%D8%A3%D8%AD%D9%88%D8%B1-%D8%AC%D9%86%D9%88%D8%A8%D9%8A-%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%8A%D9%85%D9%86.html
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Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP) has recently been making advances in Yemen as 
the Saudi-led coalition forces, which backs the internationally recognized government, fight 

Houthi militias. 

This segment was added in the TT. It not only reflects why the ‘AQAP’ has been 

gaining more influence, but also represents the role of the coalition and the Yemeni 

government against the Houthis, who are responsible for the influence of ‘AQAP’, 

according to the discourse. Another interesting point is that the TT has used the 

acronym ‘AQAP’, which is how many Western media organisations, such as the 

BBC, refer to al-Qaida in Yemen. Unlike the other 13 times that Al-Arabiya’s 

English corpora mentioned the terrorist organisation, this is the only time that this 

acronym has been used. It speaks to the aforementioned point that the discourse is 

aiming to relate the conflict in Yemen to the English readership in a manner that 

interests them and may affect them, similar to what the ST discourse is aiming to 

relate to the Arabic readership about the strong and positive role of the coalition and 

the Yemeni government in Yemen, not only against the Houthis, but also against 

terrorist organisations.  

Gulf intervention in Yemen and the concept of deterrence 

Concordance line 5 was extracted from an editorial report published in September 

2015, six months after the conflict started. It discusses how the coalition’s response 

to the Houthi coup and reinstating the Yemeni government has stopped Iran’s plan in 

the region, as follows: 

Regional shifts and chaos are due to regional 

conflicts such as Iran versus the Gulf, but also due to 

internal conflicts such as the Muslim Brotherhood 

against the Egyptian state, Houthi rebels and former 

President Ali Abdullah Saleh against the legitimate 

government in Yemen. 

نتلتنثوراتن  
ةنلالنهياراتنالتر تقلباتنالمنطقةننتيجةنمبارسر

ناليوم.ن نأعقبتهانوالمستمرةنحتر  
نالتر تلكنالسنة،نوالفوض 

.ن نضدنالخليج    
،ناإليراث  وكذلكنبسببنالتنازعناإلقليم 

وبفعلنالتنازعنداخلنالدولةنالواحدة،نمثلناإلخواننضدن
نمعنالرئيسنالمعزن  

نمرص،نوتمردنالحوث   
ولنصالحنالدولةنف 

ناليمن  
 
عيةنف  .ضدنالحكومةنالشر

As can be surmised from previous examples in the Al-Arabiya corpora, one can 

observe that the focus on Iran’s role in the region, particularly in relation to Yemen, 

is one of the macro propositions represented in the discourse. This is unlike the 

BBC’s discourse, which often mentions Iran’s role in a dismissive manner, 

emphasising that it is the opinion of the coalition and not a fact that plays a role in 

the conflict in Yemen.  

The example itself was translated into English in a relatively similar manner in terms 

of meaning, but the form has been altered in the translation. This alteration is due to 
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a political stance against the events of the Arab spring that took place in many Arab 

countries. That stance was not carried in the translation into English. The ST was 

more explicit in its negative representations of the events that followed the Arab 

spring in 2011 in many Arab countries since it aimed at the Arabic readership. Thus, 

the TT omitted a segment from the ST that was linked to the segment that preceded it 

in the order of discourse and only focused on the Iranian role. Even though the same 

segment preceded the TT example, there was no direct link to it as there is in the ST. 

That is because the view being represented in the ST is more related to the Arabic 

readers’ interest and the discourse’s view being presented towards them than their 

English counterpart; thus, the translation reflected the same view but in a less 

apparent manner.  

Moreover, the representation of the individuals and parties in the ST were altered in 

the translation, which was structured so that there were lesser negative connotations 

for the TT readership. One notices the term ‘اإلخوان’, translated as ‘Muslim 

Brotherhood’, which is their full name, but only the latter term was used in the ST 

because it is the term most of the Arabic-speaking readership, who are also mostly 

Muslims, use to refer to them. This means that the different representations between 

the ST and TT are implemented in the ST due to the familiar norm to them, while in 

the TT the full name was provided for the English readership to familiarise them 

with it on the basis that they lacked the relevant knowledge.  

Then the example mentions the Houthis as ‘ن  
نالحوث   ,’meaning ‘Houthi's revolt ,’تمرد

which is an action unlike the TT, which translated it as ‘Houthi rebels’. While the ST 

describes the Houthis by their action in the form of a verb against the Yemeni 

government, the TT translates that into simply using an adjective ‘rebels’, which 

connotes their action but lacks the same strong negative representation of the ST.  

The last party represented is the former president of Yemen, who was ousted in the 

Arab spring. The ST used the description ‘الرئيسنالمعزول’, meaning ‘ousted President’, 

but the TT also understated this representationن to the English readership to be 

‘former president’ in the translation. Even the relation between these two parties has 

been understated in the translation. The ST described them as ‘نالرئيسنالمعزول نمع  
 .’الحوث 

The main focus here is the preposition, ‘مع’, meaning ‘with’, as in both these parties 

are in collaboration against the government. Yet, the TT utilised the word ‘and’ to 
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associate these two parties, as in both are against the government, but does not state 

their partnership or lack thereof outright. The only consistent representation between 

the ST and TT apart from Iran is ‘ناليمن  
نف  عية نالشر  translated faithfully as ‘the ,’الحكومة

legitimate government in Yemen’.  

Consequently, there are three points to examine in this example that address the issue 

of understating the frame being represented between the ST and TT. The first is that 

the news agency is producing the TT discourse in a manner that eradicates any bias 

that they may reflect in their reporting towards any of the parties. This includes not 

only supporting the coalition, but also downplaying the negative representation of 

other parties, such as Saleh, towards the English readership. This does not mean that 

the TT has a different discursive aim than its ST; rather, in order for the target 

readership to absorb the frame being represented, the TT was constructed in a less 

aggressive manner, seemingly more objective, in order to be accepted. One can 

observe this in the second point to raise, which is in the different labels associated 

with the Arabic and English reports regarding Saleh, the former president of Yemen, 

who was removed during the Arab spring and then returned to join the Houthis, a 

point both the BBC and Al-Arabiya news agencies share, based on the data in this 

research, in their Arabic and English corpora. Saleh was mentioned 63 times in both 

the English and Arabic corpora of the Al-Arabiya news institution, including this 

example, and was mostly labelled as follows:  

English Corpora Quantity Arabic corpora Quantity 

Ousted 8 18 المخلوع 

Isolated 1 6 المعزول 

The third and final point also addresses the issue of bias and objectivity between the 

ST and TT. This can be observed in the segment that preceded the example in line 5 

and which the first phrase in the ST has omitted in the translation because, as 

mentioned previously, from the point of view of the news institution it would not be 

accepted by the target readership in the same manner as the ST readers. The segment 

that preceded the example starts as follows:  

English TT Arabic ST 

There has been regional chaos since 2011 نعامن  
نف  نبشكلنكبب  نالمشهدناإلقليم  نعارمةنمنذنأننتغب  نخضمنفوض   

2011نحننف   
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It is the only time in the Arabic corpora that the discourse used the pronoun ‘نحن’ 

meaning ‘we’ to signal the relationship between the Arabic reader and the writer as 

one in discourse. This has been omitted in the English translation because the writer 

lacks that relationship with that readership. This use of the pronoun is to reflect the 

seriousness of the situation in the Arab world in the aftermath of the Arab spring, as 

the example reflects, ‘نعارمة نفوض  نخضم  
نف   meaning ‘we are in the midst of a ,’نحن

horrible chaos’. Instead, the translation utilised transitivity, constructing a passive 

form to be ‘There has been regional chaos’ to convey a similar meaning without 

signalling that relationship. Evidently, this is one of the most transparent examples in 

the Al-Arabiya corpora that reflects the different representations of frames and 

parties in their reporting between the source and target texts to each respective 

readership.  

Hadi: Over 85 percent of Yemen liberated 

Line 9 was extracted from a news report published in March 2016. It discusses an 

interview with the Yemeni president, Mr Hadi, a year after the conflict began in 

2015. The report was first published in Arabic and then translated into English. What 

is different in this report is that the name of the TT writer is mentioned, yet the name 

of the ST writer is not, the source of the ST was simply ‘Alarabiya.net’ and was 

published a day before the English TT. Thus, it completely contradicts the norm of 

online news where the translator or the person who wrote the TT is never mentioned, 

only the writer of the ST is ever in the TT whether he/she translated it or not. The 

reason for this is that the original report was published based on an interview with a 

different news institution in Saudi Arabia and was also translated by the English 

version of the same institution. This is not unusual because many news institutions 

publish some content that was reported by another news institution. This can be seen 

in the BBC as well. However, Al-Arabiya did not mention that source in the ST, as 

previously mentioned, and even though it states the source of the TT and finished the 

article with the statement, ‘A version of this article first appeared in the Saudi 

Gazette on March 3, 2016’ with a link to the source embedded in the underlined 

name, which is the name of the news institution that published the original. Yet, Al-

Arabiya’s English TT is not identical; rather, it has been edited utilising omission, 

addition, and alteration on the TT. That is why in the concluding statement above it 

says ‘a version of this’, implying that it is altered and not identical to it. The 

http://saudigazette.com.sa/article/150028/Over-85-of-Yemen-liberated-Hadi
http://saudigazette.com.sa/article/150028/Over-85-of-Yemen-liberated-Hadi
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reasoning behind this out of norm style of reporting is mainly to avoid the 

appearance of bias by Al-Arabiya to the English readership. A similar style was 

utilised in a previous example (see section 6.2.1 line 2) where Al-Arabiya’s 

discourse pointed out that the article was based on another Saudi news institution in 

the English TT, as is in this case, projecting a neutral report to the English readership 

and utilising various tools to foreground that view, one of which is illustrating every 

point in the TT, while the ST is more like bullet points.  

Hadi also admitted during the exclusive interview with the Saudi 
newspapers that Yemen would have fallen in four days and would 
have been an Iranian state had it not been for the Operation 
Decisive Storm launched by the Arab military coalition under the 
leadership of Saudi Arabia. 

نحديثنلصحيفةن"عكاظ"نالسع  
ودية،نوقالنف 

إنهنلوالنعاصفةنالحزمنألصبحناليمننجزءانمنن
نحكمهنمقابلنقيامنإيراننبدعمناالقتصادن إيراننعب 

ن  
 .اليمت 

Clearly, concordance line 9 is an example of this. The difference between the ST and 

the TT is clearly visible in this example, based on the length of each segment. One 

can notice that the ST segment describing the role of the coalition operation as 

having saved Yemen from Iran, was concise and short without providing any 

description of the parties in the conflict. The TT, on the other hand, was more 

illustrative, beginning with the phrase ‘Hadi admitted’ instead of what the ST began 

with as ‘وقال’, meaning ‘and said’. This is a utilisation of speaker positioning for the 

TT readers to foreground the frame of Iran’s role, as can be seen in Hadi’s statement 

that ‘Yemen… would have been an Iranian state had it not been for the Operation 

Decisive Storm)’. Positioning Mr Hadi as a speaker for the target readership has 

more credibility because he represents Yemen itself as its president, which also 

foregrounds the frame of his government’s legitimacy. Even though the TT it is 

similar in meaning to the ST, the form in which the TT segment was structured is far 

more descriptive, particularly in terms of Iranian and Saudi-led coalition roles in 

Yemen.  

Consequently, this has been utilised in the overall cohesive structure of the TT, 

positioning speaker as a basis to describe the conflict and illustrating the parties in it 

to suit their discursive aims and foregrounding the macrostructure frames of Al-

Arabiya news discourse. This is particularly aimed at the English readers rather than 

the Arabic readers who mostly hold a similar, if not the same, view to that being 

projected. As such, the TT in this case foregrounded the frames in the ST not just by 

using Hadi as speaker, but also by adding more information about the roles played 

by the parties in the conflict, namely the coalition, the Houthis, Iran and the Yemeni 
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military based on his statement. This illustration is also aimed to express the positive 

progress against the Houthis, which also projects Hadi’s strong leadership in the 

conflict and the coalition’s positive role in it. All of this while simultaneously 

projecting their objectivity as only reporting to the English readership, as has been 

established previously. 

Iran admits to arming Houthis with missiles 

Line 13 is the last example to be analysed in this research. It was extracted from a 

news report published in November 2016, and it discusses an English news report 

published by an Iranian news institution that stated that the Houthis are armed with 

Iranian-made missiles. The ST was published in Arabic and then translated into 

English. The TT in this example has an embedded link to the website of the Iranian 

news agency (FARS). This is added in the TT for the English readers only because 

the Arabic ST does not contain a link to the Iranian website. The example in line 13 

reflects a statement made by the Iranian foreign minister, in which he denies the 

Iranian role in arming the Houthis.  

Previously, Iran’s foreign minister repeatedly 
rejected the reports confirming that his country 

supplied the Shiite militias in Yemen with 

missiles. 

ن  
نف  ،نمحمدنجوادنظريف،ننق   

وكاننوزيرنالخارجيةناإليراث 
ن ،نرغمنتوقيفنعددنكبب  السابقنإرسالنأسلحةنإىلنالحوثيي  

ن  
نكاننيقومنبنقلهانالحرسنمننشحناتناألسلحةناإليرانيةنالتر

 الثورينبغطاءنسفننصيد

It is clear that the ST example has not been translated in terms of form, but rather the 

intended meaning of the segment itself has been transferred in the translation with 

alteration that foregrounds the frame of the ST. The ST example reflects the Iranian 

minister’s denial of arming the Houthis as ‘ن نالحوثيي   نإىل نأسلحة نإرسال نالسابق  
نف   ,’نق 

meaning ‘Previously denied sending weapons to the Houthis’, which is structured 

simply and clearly to the Arabic readers. On the other hand, the TT was more 

evoking in its structure by adding some semantic choices that deliver the sense of the 

meaning in the ST but also connotes a stronger tone. Terms such as ‘repeatedly 

rejected’ show a systematic denial instead of what the ST reflects, and also the 

phrase ‘reports confirming’ that reflects that the Iranian minister rejects a fact in the 

TT rather than a simple denial in the ST. All of this points to the foregrounding of 

the frame to the TT readers to suit their background in order for them to accept it as 

damming evidence against Iran, unlike the Arabic ST readers who mostly hold this 

view already. Another semantic choice is ‘Shiite militias’. This is implemented to 

show the English readers that the Houthis and Iran belong to the same sect of Islam 
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in order to represent a confirmation their collusion in a subtle manner. This is as 

opposed to turning the representation of the conflict into a sectarian war rather than a 

coup against the legitimate government of Yemen, thus subtly hinting that Iran is 

trying to expand its influence through other Shiite groups in the region. This 

utilisation of the term, which has been discussed in the first example in this section, 

is rarely implemented in Al-Arabiya discourse because it does not aim to reflect the 

conflict as a sectarian war, unlike in the BBC, which repeatedly reflects this 

sectarian difference between the Houthis and the coalition countries in order to 

reflect that one of the reasons for the conflict is sectarian difference.  

Moreover, to further show this framing foregrounding in the TT, one can observe the 

last two segments added to the TT in the translation that aimed to reflect Iran’s 

duplicity in the conflict. 

The official IRNA news agency quoted Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif as saying these are 
“baseless accusations.” 

The latest news comes a few weeks after news that warships from the US Navy and allied nations intercepted 
four weapons shipments from Iran to war-ravaged Yemen since April 2015, according to a US admiral. 

In the first segment, the source of the quote and the person stating the quote all play 

a role as speakers positioned for the TT readers. This positioning is aimed to 

represent Iran’s denial of playing a role in arming the Houthis, using the source and 

speaker as concrete evidence of that denial. This was structured in this manner not to 

inform the English readers of Iran’s response but, based on the segment that 

followed it, to show that they are untruthful. The subsequent segment, in which the 

ST mentioned the information but in a different form from the TT, positioned the 

source of the information that contradicts the Iranian minister’s claims as ‘the US 

navy and allied nations’. For the target English readership, this source is more 

related to them than that of the first segment. As such, the news discourse projected 

it in this manner so TT readers would accept the view in it. This is a perfect example 

of discursive interactional control of speakers, leading the readers to view both the 

contradictory statements while simultaneously positioning the speakers that the news 

institution views as more acceptable for the TT readership, to express the intended 

frame represented in the production and translation of the news discourse.   

6.4-Al-arabiya Analysis Findings 

After concluding the analysis of Al-Arabiya corpora, examining how the conflict in 

Yemen was viewed and how the parties in the conflict were represented and 
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translated by Al-Arabiya, this section of the research will be divided based on the 

strategies implemented in the translation and its relation to the research questions. 

Also, the framing strategies mentioned in the framing chapter and utilised in the 

previous example will be linked in each category. This will illustrate how these 

strategies have played a role in constructing frames in the production and translation 

of news discourse in Al-Arabiya. It will also reflect how Al-Arabiya differs in its 

representation of the conflict compared to the BBC. 

6.4.1- Omission 

Omission strategy is one of the most utilised translation strategies in Al-Arabiya 

corpora, as can be observed in the previous analysis sections. Similar to the BBC, it 

is implemented in the translation in order to customise the TT for its readers, but 

unlike the BBC, the target readers of Al-Arabiya are English speaking. In other 

words, while the BBC predominantly translates its report for Arabic readers, Al-

Arabiya predominantly translates its reports for the English readers. The point to 

make here is that while the English speakers do not have a direct link to the conflict 

and, as such, lack adequate knowledge about it, which could easily play a role in 

accepting the frame being presented in the news report. In comparison, most of the 

Arabic readers do have sufficient knowledge about the conflict, thus accepting a 

different or opposing frame is more difficult. This is arguably one of the major 

differences between the translation strategies utilised by the BBC and Al-Arabiya, 

including this one. It affected the frequency of utilising this strategy, among others, 

in Al-Arabiya discourse compared to the BBC, which had to heavily implement 

omission in their translation. Another reason that Al-Arabiya has utilised this 

strategy in translating news discourses into English is to cover the biases towards 

and against the parties in the conflict that the Arabic readers expect, but that the 

English readers would not.  

6.4.2- Addition 

Addition is another frequently used translation strategy, more so than omission. It is 

also utilised for the same translation purposes as omission but has the added benefit 

of foregrounding the frame being represented. Adding background information about 

the conflict in Yemen and the parties in it is frequent in the English translation of Al-

Arabiya news reports. Evidently, most of this addition aims to foreground the frame 
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in the Arabic ST in a manner that is more suited for the TT readers. Examples of this 

can be seen in many of the editorial reports that added subheading in their translation 

to guide the English reader to view the discursive structure in a certain view intended 

in the translation. Also, in order for Al-Arabiya to compete with Western news 

institutions like the BBC and build a rapport with the English readership, this 

strategy is heavily implemented in the translation, more so than that of the BBC (see 

section 6.2.1 line 9).  

6.4.3- Positioning  

Positioning speakers is another strategy that Al-Arabiya utilises in their translation 

for the same purposes as the BBC. Their purpose is to shield their representations to 

the target readership from any perception of bias by positioning speakers that state 

those representations. It also serves to foreground those representation in the TT by 

positioning an acceptable speaker in English that would not have the same 

acceptance in Arabic. Thus, this strategy is closely associated with the 

implementation of addition strategy in the TT. However, as previously mentioned, 

due to the difference in the target audiences between Al-Arabiya and the BBC, 

speaker positioning is less frequently implemented in the translated corpora of Al-

Arabiya compared to that of the BBC.  

6.4.4- Labelling and other strategies  

Labelling is one of the most consistently implemented strategies in the production 

and translation of news reports in the Al-Arabiya corpora. It plays a crucial role in 

designating an identity to represent the parties in the conflict that serve to build and 

solidify the macro-structured discursive frame about the conflict. Labelling the 

Houthis as ‘Militia’, among other labels, is the most frequently used to identify them 

in the corpora. This developed since the conflict began to be labelled as ‘Iranian 

backed’, solidifying the frame of Iran’s responsibility. Also, implementing the label 

‘Arab coalition’, stressing the Arab part in association with the ‘legitimate 

government’ and supporting ‘legitimacy’ against a ‘coup’ and other labels that 

represent the conflict are the cornerstone upon which Al-Arabiya has framed its 

reporting about the Yemeni conflict. These are simply structured labels aimed to 

simplify the overall view of the conflict for the readers so as to maximise its 

acceptance, in particular the readers of the English TT. Thus, in many cases where 
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labelling was utilised in the ST, the translation carried that label using alteration to it 

or to the syntactic structure surrounding it. This is because in those cases, the 

intensity of the label in the ST was strongly represented for the Arabic readers who 

mostly expect that, but that is not the case for the English readers who may view this 

as biased reporting. This is often implemented where the label concerns the Houthis, 

Saleh, or Iran, meaning they hold negative representation, but it is not the case when 

representing the Yemeni government or the coalition, the positive representation 

associated with them is mostly consistent. 

Alteration is another frequently implemented method of translation in Al-Arabiya 

news reports. As with the BBC, it is mostly aimed at tailoring the TT for the target 

English readers. Alteration in the TT is intended to accommodate the norms and 

culture of the target readership. Restructuring the syntactic order of news reports and 

implementing transitivity are some of the methods conducted in the translation, 

leading the English readership to a familiar discursive structure in order for them to 

be more susceptible to the frame being presented. Therefore, like the BBC, the 

translated discourse of Al-Arabiya adopted a target-oriented translation approach that 

simulates the ST effect for the target readers in a more suitable style. However, the 

difference between Al-Arabiya and the BBC is that Al-Arabiya has been consistent in 

terms of the representation of the conflict as a whole and the parties in it since the 

conflict started and throughout the period of the coverage. This is different to the 

BBC, which alters its frames on the micro level in accordance with the event being 

reported so as to be more adaptable, while at the same time maintaining its 

macrostructure framing aims regarding the conflict. As such, one could argue that, in 

terms of framing, the BBC was more successful in their fluid discursive framing and 

translation than Al-Arabiya. Even though Al-Arabiya remained consistent, it lacked 

the effectiveness of being proactive while the events of the conflict unfolded, and 

instead only remained responsive to those unfolding events.  

6.5 Analysis Concluding Remarks 

This concludes the analysis of the data collected for this thesis from the BBC (see 

Chapter 5) and from Al-Arabiya in this chapter. Based on the findings of the analysis, 

the translation strategies utilised by both news institutions are relatively similar and 

for the same purpose, albeit with different and opposing stances, as established in the 
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analysis. However, both differ on the frequency of utilising these strategies and also 

their intended framing aims. Another difference between the two organisations is 

their target audience. As can be determined from the analysis of both corpora, the 

BBC predominantly translated into Arabic and Al-Arabiya into English. These 

differences and similarities will be discussed and elaborated in the following chapter 

in light of the aims and questions raised in the introduction of this thesis.  
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Chapter 7: Discussion and Conclusion  

Overview 

In this final chapter, after concluding the analysis of the collected corpora from the 

BBC and Al-Arabiya English and Arabic news websites, this chapter will depict the 

outcome of that analysis, beginning with a summary of the research and providing an 

overview before moving to the discussion. This will be followed by the findings, 

which were briefly mentioned at the end of the previous analysis chapters. The 

discussion will be divided into several sections, each corresponding to one of the 

research aims mentioned in the first chapter. After that, next section in this chapter 

will revisit the research questions and answer them. Therefore, this chapter will 

outlay the various parts of this research and connect them together, connecting the 

findings to the literature, reaching the research aims and answering its questions, 

after which the research will move on to outlay its originality and contribution to the 

field, as well as its limitations and recommendations for future research.  

7.1 General Summary of the Thesis 

Even though this research is intended to investigate how news reports regarding the 

conflict in Yemen has been translated from English into Arabic and vice versa, it 

initially started by outlining the role of ideology and its relation to language, 

particularly focusing on how that ideology set the foundation of construction of 

framing in discourse. The thesis examines ideological framing in relation to language, 

translation, and online news media discourse, and links the argument raised 

regarding each for the framework of the thesis, after which an in-depth view of the 

concept of framing, as the main focus of this research, and its implementation was 

undertaken. This provides a particular focus in relation to news discourse and 

translation based on past studies of this concept.  

Then, the research moved on to discuss the analysis approach that was adapted, 

combining elements of two CDA approaches that tackle the textual, social and 

cognitive aspects of framing and reframing in news translation, in addition to 

incorporating corpus linguistics to produce a quantitative overview of the corpora 

collected to shed light on the quantitative analysis. This thesis set out to identify how 

news institutions, namely the BBC and Al-Arabiya, frame their ST and reframe their 

TT coverage of the conflict in Yemen based on their different stance and policy, 
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identify the methods of framing utilised by these news institutions and the aims of 

these methods, and to identify the translation strategies utilised to reframe the 

translated discourse for the target readership. 

Consequently, based on this scholarly knowledge, to grasp the intricate parts of the 

theoretical framework of this research, it moved on to the analysis phase and 

reviewing the corpora, beginning with analysing the corpora using WordSmith 

corpus software to produce the keywords and collocation of each corpus and its 

translation. Then a comparison based on the quantitative analysis between the two 

news institutions was conducted to show the differences and similarities in their 

representations of the parties involved. Thereafter, the analysis moved to the 

qualitative phase, based on the corpus-assisted input, to extract examples from the 

corpora based on the most frequent keywords. The extracted examples were divided 

based on the strategy used to translate them and their discursive context in the 

analysis was provided to account for the construction of the frame in the ST and its 

reconstruction in the TT. Each analysis chapter concluded with its finding based on 

each translation strategy discussed and their role in implementing the frame intended 

by both news institutions.  

7.2 Discussion of the Findings 

In this section, the research will discuss the findings of the analysis chapters and link 

those findings to the previous literature. This discussion will be separated into four 

parts based on the aims of this research. The first part will discuss the way in which 

news institutions frame the translated discourse, discussing how translation strategies 

and framing methods are implemented to construct the intended frame in the TT. The 

second part will address how the BBC and Al-Arabiya have framed the same 

conflicts and the different events within it, discussing the similarities and differences 

between each frame, both in the source and translated texts. The third part will 

discuss how these news institutions have framed their reporting on the conflict in 

Yemen for the target readership, taking into consideration that while the BBC 

primarily translates its reports from English into Arabic, Al-Arabiya mostly 

translates its reports from Arabic into English. This point is raised to shed light on 

the different background knowledge about the conflict as well as the cultural norms 

that each news institution considers in the translation and framing of their reports. 
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The fourth and final part of the discussion will reflect upon and distinguish the 

advantages of utilising CDA in collaboration with corpus linguistics to study framing 

in translated news discourse, particularly when the study is conducted on a large set 

of data similar to the corpora collected in this research, and how the utilisation of a 

corpus linguistics tool helps and informs the qualitative CDA analysis.  

7.2.1 Methods of framing in translation 

Based on the analysis, one can assert that identifying any method of framing in the 

translation of news discourse depends primarily on identifying the framing stance of 

the source texts and understanding the socio-cultural norms of the target audience. 

As stipulated by Lahlali, in order to analyse news discourses, researchers must 

analyse texts in light of the socio-cultural aspects that govern them (2011: 127). The 

same can be said about the translations of those texts: the more the original frame 

differs from the norm of the target culture, the more it is unlikely to be accepted or 

even considered. Thus, as argued by Liu (2013), translation filters the frame in 

accordance with the target readership’s expectations, while simultaneously 

maintaining the original frame, albeit in a manner more suitable for them. According 

to the analysis and findings of this research, one can contend that framing in news 

translation can be constructed and achieved through utilising three interrelated 

framing methods. Employing these methods addresses the aim of the translation and 

the difference between source and target cultures, among other factors, which 

reconstruct the frame of the ST into the TT, signalling the same views, albeit at 

different magnitude. These three methods and the fundamental translation strategies 

utilised to implement them are as follows. 

Epistemic control 

The most notable framing method of translation is epistemic control utilising 

selective appropriation strategy, and deciding what to include and what to dismiss in 

the TT. This epistemological control is an intricate part of discourse production and 

translation, as argued by Van Dijk (2015, 66-67), negotiating the socio-cognitive 

differences between the ST and TT readership to determine how the TT should be 

constructed. This is similar to what Simson has stipulated in the literature, which is 

that the discursive viewpoint that is constructed should be based on ideology that 

shapes the frame presented (1993, 2-5). Fowler (1991) also contends that socio-
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cultural and socio-political norms govern the production of discourse, consequently 

shaping the frame within it; the same can be said regarding the translation of that 

discourse. As such, and in order to control the epistemic representation in a manner 

suitable for the target audience, as argued by Schaffner (1997b), utilising selective 

appropriation in translation to reconstruct the frame of the ST for the target culture is 

a crucial strategy to maintain epistemic control over the news discourse. Valdeon 

adds to this by arguing that the implementation of selective appropriation in the 

translation act can manipulate how the TT is interpreted by the TT readership (2008: 

313). It is also utilised to mediate the socio-cognitive aspect for the target readership, 

as Van Dijk stipulates (ibid).  

A similar argument, proposed by Fairclough (1995b: 5) and Baker (2006), is that 

from a socio-cultural point of view, what is not included in the discourse is just as 

significant as what is included. This is true, as has been established in the analysis, 

not only in the translation by selecting what to show from the ST in the TT for the 

target readership, but also what to omit. This is also true in the production of the ST 

discourses and the topics being reported in them, and the topics that were never 

covered in them are of equal importance, serving the framing aims of the news 

discourse.  

In order to maintain the representation frames, either negatively or positively, the 

event being reported must be in accordance with those representations. In other 

words, even though the coalition has provided aid continuously to Yemen 

throughout the conflict, the BBC has never reported that, which could be to maintain 

the negative representations. The same can be said about Al-Arabiya coverage, 

which maintains positive representations of the coalition, all of which speaks to the 

amount of epistemic control that these news institutions abide by when adhering to 

their framing aims. Thus, agreeing with Van Dijk’s argument regarding the 

importance of understanding how discourses are accessed and, by association, 

translated, leads to an understanding of the epistemic control employed in those 

discourses because the access is interconnected with the control. Understanding this 

particular point helps to identify the power relations in the discourse and the 

ideology behind the power that seeks to shape the view of world events within a 

specific frame for the public (2003: 86). 
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Consistency of representation 

On a macro level of the corpora, consistency of representation is another significant 

method. It aims to build the intended rapport with the readers of the news discourse 

and translation. This consistency of representation can be understood along the lines 

of Van Dijk’s ideological square notion (2000a), in which the news discourse and the 

subsequent translation would focus on either the negative or the positive aspects of 

the parties in a consistent manner. This also applies to the consistent lack of 

reporting of either the negative or the positive representations of other parties, all of 

which is based on the news institution’s framing aim.  

As Van Dijk points out, macrostructures are concerned with relations of power and 

ideologies (2015: 468), in this case the news institutions’ policy and stance in their 

coverage. As such, Munday points out that understanding the macro settings of 

discourse leads to recognising the choices implemented in the translation (2007: 49). 

This evidently confirms the arguments raised by Entman (2004:26) and similarly by 

Gambier (2006:11) regarding highlighting representative frames of reference to lead 

the readers towards certain views based on the reference. This consistency builds a 

frame of reference, as argued by Gambier (ibid), that leads readers to cast judgement 

regarding the conflict or the parties in it based on these labels. That frame of 

reference can be linked to readers’ predispositions according to Valdeon (2008:300), 

and can also be linked through certain political keywords and concepts, signalling a 

specific view, as argued by Schaffner (2004: 121).  

One of the main translation strategies utilised in implementing this method is 

discursive labelling for the parties being represented. The label associated with the 

party being represented confines that party to be seen only within the parameters of 

that label, such as labelling the Houthis in the BBC corpora as ‘rebels’ while in the 

Al-Arabiya corpora, the Houthis were labelled as ‘militias’. Another labelling style 

as mentioned in the analysis is not implemented through a simple semantic item to 

describe an individual or a group, but rather though associating certain phrases 

repeatedly until the mentioning of that individual or group directly signifies that 

labelling without it being mentioned. An example of this in the BBC is the phrase 

‘air strike’ is almost always associated with the ‘Saudi-led coalition’, and in Al-

Arabiya, the use of the phrase ‘legitimacy’ in different syntactic collocation is 

associated with the ‘Arab coalition’. This consistency of representation builds an 
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inter-discursive link throughout the coverage and translation of the conflict in 

accordance with the framing policies of the news institution and their production and 

translation of discourse based on their ideological stance. This confirms Fairclough’s 

(1995b: 72) argument on this, showing how different discourses about a certain 

event are linked to one another and conditioning that event through consistency of 

representations. 

Contextual flexibility  

On a micro level of the corpora, framing news discourse utilises a method of 

contextual flexibility, for a lack of a better term, depending on the particular context 

of the event being reported within the conflict. Contextual flexibility is implemented 

to either foreground the frame of the ST, understate or even change it completely to 

represent an entirely different view from its ST. However, this flexibility will still be 

confined within the parameters of the macro-structured representations and framing 

aims of the news discourse. As argued by Freeden (2003: 109), ideologically loaded 

meaning is confounded by logical and cultural constraints; thus, the context of the 

news discourse is fluid in its frame, based on the differential of those constraints 

between the ST and TT cultures. This point addresses the difference of meaning 

between the ST and TT in terms of intensity that the target readership may perceive 

as bias on the part of the news institution.  

Utilising various translation strategies, such as positioning of speakers and changing 

the structure of the syntactic to alter the TT and make the meaning more fluid, is 

dependent on the event of the discourse and the news institution’s view of the socio-

cultural norm of the target readership. In other words, contextual flexibility helps to 

fluctuate the frame of the translated discourse in either perspective or strength 

between events being reported about in the conflict. This method points to an 

assertion made by Fowler: because language is a semiotic code, the same meaning 

can be structured in various ways and it is through analysis that one can identify how 

that structure functions in framing any discourse (1991: 10).  

This point can be clearly confirmed by observing the quantitative difference of 

certain lexical choices representing the different parties in the conflict between the 

ST and TT, in addition to positioning and adding speakers to relay certain points that 

would be more accepted from a third party rather than the news institution itself. The 
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qualitative and quantitate analysis of this research found that the construction of 

frames on a micro level of news discourse and translation have a flexibility factor, 

but that factor is still within the macro-structured frame of the corpora. Yet the 

literature, even though it mentions the difference between ST and TT in terms of 

reframing and re-contextualisation, lacks this particularity between the micro level of 

discourse production and the macro levels of discourse production and translation in 

the news. In other words, previous studies on translation of frames overgeneralise 

this point, without pointing out that the differences between the ST and TT frames 

varies depending of the event being reported about within a particular discourse, but 

the overall frame and representations are mostly similar, if not identical. This can be 

observed in the difference between the editorial news reports and the news stories 

analysed in the two previous chapters, where the former maintain the macro-

structured aims of the news institutions and, as such, are translated with a high 

degree of faithfulness, as opposed to the latter, which are often translated utilising 

multiple translation strategies to alter the form and/or meaning of the TT as 

appropriately intended, flexing the contextual frame for the target readership while 

maintaining the framing aims and representation of the corpora.  

7.2.2 Framing the conflict 

Based on the guideline stages suggested by Baker (2008: 295) in Figure 1, presented 

in the literature (see section 2.3.4), the analysis has established that both Al-Arabiya 

and the BBC share a common focus in their reporting about the conflict in Yemen 

above any other. That focus can be identified by the most frequent keyword in both 

corpora, as has been established in the quantitative analysis (see section 5.1.1). That 

word is Saudi السعودية. Even though the conflict is in Yemen and every news report 

from both agencies covers the events and aspects of that conflict, Yemen comes 

second to Saudi in terms of frequency, affirming that it is the primary focus of the 

coverage in both news institutions.  

Also, based on the collected data for this research, one can observe that the events 

being reported by the BBC and Al-Arabiya were almost completely similar, but with 

completely different views and representations of the parties regarding each event, 

based on the presented frame that reflects the news institution’s policy and stance. 

This difference in events framing is addressed by Barkho, who states that it is 

because of the assumptions of the news institution about their audience and the 
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political conditions under which the discourse is produced and translated (2007:11). 

There are many examples of this in the data, the most prominent of which were the 

funeral hall incident and the UN decision to blacklist the coalition and then retracting 

that decision.  

As mentioned in the previous section, there is a difference between the consistency 

of representation on a macro level of discourse production and translation, and 

contextual flexibility on a micro level. As such, in the comparison of the 

predominant frames projected by the BBC and Al-Arabiya throughout their coverage 

of the conflict in English and Arabic, one can distinguish two types of frames, which 

this research calls primary and auxiliary. The former represents the main focus of the 

corpora based on the policy and stance of the news institution and reflected in the 

representations of parties (i.e. power relations). It is primarily implemented in the 

editorial reports, which are mostly translated faithfully, maintaining the primary 

frame to a high degree, as can be seen in example line 11 (section 5.3.3) from the 

BBC corpora. The latter, on the other hand, while adhering to the same policy and 

stance, can be adapted to specific events being reported as the conflict continues (i.e. 

discursive interaction). It is adaptable in the sense that it builds upon the foundations 

of the primary frame to foreground or not as the context dictates, keeping it up to 

date with each new incident. An example of this can be seen in example line 11 

(section 6.2.3) from the Al-Arabiya corpora. These two types of frames will help in 

describing how both news institutions have framed their discourses and the 

translation of those discourses. What differentiates these two types from other 

framing typology such as mentioned in Chapter three (see section 3.2), is that these 

two cover the same event through different temporal periods.  

BBC frame  

Beginning with the BBC coverage, one can deduce that the focus of the frame is the 

Saudi-led coalition, with a particular emphasis on Saudi. This emphasis is aimed to 

structure a frame of negative representations of the coalition in general and of Saudi 

Arabia in particular. Even when the term Yemen is mentioned, which is the country 

where the conflict is taking place, it is almost always mentioned with the coalition 

being responsible for its calamities. Evidently, this emphasis is de-emphasised to 

some degree in the translation to Arabic, not because the BBC changed their stance, 

but rather because it has changed its audience. That is also evident because in the 
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Arabic corpus, the word Yemen is more frequently mentioned than Saudi (see tables 

5 and 6 in section 5.1.1). This points to the statement made by the former head of the 

BBC Arabic service (see section 4.2) and published by Jaber and Bauman (2011) 

that the different representation between the ST and TT in the BBC is because of 

what the news institution views as the expectations of its readership. 

The primary frame of the BBC coverage of the conflict in Yemen is aggression and 

meddling on the part of the Saudi-led coalition in another country’s internal strife. 

The coverage foregrounds the rationale behind this frame by pointing to the motives 

behind it from their view of the geo-political situation. Linking the struggle with Iran 

in the region as one of the main motives that led Saudi Arabia and the coalition 

presents a view of self-interest on the part of Saudi to expand its power in the region 

against Iran. Supporting this rationale is the weak status of Yemen, in general due to 

internal struggles, and in particular to its weak government and leadership, as 

personified by Hadi. It is supported by dismissing the role of Iran in supporting the 

Houthis, and providing other explanations and conjecture based on Yemen’s history. 

Additionally, it is also supported by marginalising the Houthis’ operational role in 

the conflict in general. This rationale is abundantly clear in the BBC corpora and 

mentioned repeatedly in numerous examples. Although the BBC coverage had not 

stated this primary frame verbatim as aggression and meddling, it has repeated the 

rationale, supporting it with systematic consistency both in English and Arabic 

translations. This lack of clearly stating the primary frame of the BBC points to the 

argument raised by Schaffner and Bassnett about purposely constructing an 

ambiguous frame to allow for audience predispositions to make sense of them (2010). 

They also argue that it is through intertextual chains across discourses that the 

meaning of that ambiguous frame is consistently signalled (ibid). Some of the most 

prominent BBC reports that reflect this frame and even foreground it in the 

translation can be observed in sections 5.3.2 (line 6) and 5.4.3 (line 7).  

On the other hand, the auxiliary frames supporting the primary in the BBC corpora 

are interrelated to its contextual premise, meaning that how they are constructed is 

dependent on the event being reported and the information regarding it. This type of 

framing is particularly noticeable in translation because, unlike the primary frame 

that reflects the macro propositions of the news institution, auxiliary frames are more 

fluid and thus more adaptable to any alterations conducted in the TT. As argued by 
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Zhang and Pan, news translation as a discursive practice is conditioned by the socio-

cultural norms of the target readership while reinforcing the power relations in its 

original from one language to another (2015: 403). While, based on the findings of 

this research, we tend to agree with this argument, one should point out that the 

translation is not always ‘reinforced’, but rather accommodates the socio-cultural 

norm, and this sometimes means understating the translation. This can be observed 

in section 5.2.1 (examples 5 and 12) in the BBC analysis and section 6.3.3 (example 

5) in the Al-Arabiya analysis.  

As previously mentioned, the auxiliary frames depend on the event being reported. 

As such, they proliferate with the continuous reporting of the conflict. Among these 

auxiliary frames is portraying the cause of the conflict as a sectarian difference 

between the ‘Shia’ Houthis and the ‘Sunni’ coalition (see section 5.3.3 line 13) and 

that it is a proxy war between Saudi Arabia and Iran in Yemen. Another is pointing 

out that the coalition’s actions led to the rise of al-Qaeda in Yemen, causing them to 

exert more influence (see section 5.3.1 line 1) and causing devastating damage (see 

section 5.3.2 line 3). These are the most notable auxiliary frames constructed in the 

BBC corpora that support the view of its primary, but as mentioned above, the 

auxiliary frames vary in the level of foregrounding or backgrounding in the TT.  

Al-Arabiya frame 

In the Al-Arabiya coverage of the conflict, the main focus is based on the most 

frequent keyword, which, like the BBC, is Saudi Arabia in the English corpus, while 

in the Arabic corpus, also like the BBC, Yemen is more frequently used, particularly 

in association with the coalition’s operation against the Houthis and providing aid to 

the Yemeni people (see tables 5 and 6 section 5.1.1). Yet, unlike the BBC, based on 

their representations in the corpora, the frame is structured to reflect positively on the 

Arab coalition in general and Saudi Arabia in particular. As most of the Al-Arabiya 

corpora is translated into English, it means that the translation emphasises the 

positive role of Saudi Arabia in the conflict to the English readership more so than 

the Arabic, reflecting the institution’s understanding of the difference between the 

readerships’ expectations of their coverage, similar to the BBC, as previously 

mentioned. It is worth noting that this emphasis in the ST and de-emphasis in the TT 

and vice versa by both news agencies confirms Entman’s assertion of what he calls 

the ‘mechanism’ of framing to shift the audience towards a desired view (2010: 333).  
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The primary structured frame of the Al-Arabiya reporting in the conflict in Yemen is 

security and legitimacy, for Saudi Arabia and Yemen’s government. Based on the 

Al-Arabiya reporting, one of the main reasons that the Arab coalition was formed 

was to support the legitimate government of Yemen. Another reason is to protect the 

national security of Saudi Arabia from the threat of the Iranian-backed Houthi militia 

on the southern border. Contradicting the BBC’s dismissive representations of 

Iranian involvement, Al-Arabiya puts Iran at the heart of the conflict and the reason 

for its continuation by providing weapons and expertise for the Houthis (see section 

6.1.2). The legitimacy part of the frame goes hand-in-hand with Saudi national 

security because, according to the analysis of the corpora, reinstating the legitimate 

Yemeni government and president Hadi ensures that security (see section 6.3.2 line 

10).  

Unlike the BBC, the primary frame of Al-Arabiya is abundantly stated and 

frequently repeated in both the English and Arabic corpora. Accentuating this frame 

in the coverage aims to validate and support the coalition’s actions in the conflict, 

particularly in the translated corpus for the English readers (see section 6.1.1 line 14). 

This accentuation of the primary frame by Al-Arabiya coverage of the conflict in 

Yemen not only reflects their institutional stance, but also points to Van Dijk’s 

assertion that maintaining consistency in news discourse helps to affirm and/or 

persuade readers with pre-existing dispositions. Based on the analysis of Al-Arabiya 

coverage, it also helps to counterbalance the negative reporting by Western news 

media, such as the BBC, to English readers. 

Evidently, the auxiliary frames of Al-Arabiya corpora are invariably constructed to 

support its primary frame, both in English and Arabic. As with the BBC, they are 

constructed based on their contextual premise; however, the difference between the 

ST and TT in Al-Arabiya is far less than that of the BBC because of the difference in 

institutional stance, as well as the difference between TT audiences in both, as will 

be discussed in section 7.1.3. Still, the fluidity aspect of the auxiliary frames is also 

maintained (see section 6.2.3 line 11) to accommodate the difference between the ST 

and TT readerships. This fluidity by Al-Arabiya, even though less drastic than that of 

the BBC, is aimed to subtly affect how the conflict is being perceived by the TT 

readership, as argued by Nelson et al. (1997:226).  
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The most prominent auxiliary frame in the corpora is the international support 

through UN and US recognition of the coalition (see section 6.2.1 line 9). Another is 

the threat of destabilising Yemen and the region as a consequence if the Houthis are 

not stopped, pointing to similar examples in Lebanon, Iraq and Syria (see section 

6.3.2 line 6). Also, one last important auxiliary frame that needs to be distinguished 

is the success of the coalition’s operations against the Houthis and the help that the 

coalition provides for the Yemeni people (see section 6.3.3 lines 9 and 3). Based on 

the analysis conducted, these were the predominant auxiliary frames projected by Al-

Arabiya that invariably helped support the primary frame that formed the basis of 

their reporting. All the auxiliary frames are aimed at emphasising the positive role of 

the Arab coalition and its actions and the rationale behind that role on the part of 

Saudi Arabia, particularly in the translated English reports. As argued by Munday, 

knowing the contextual macrostructures leads to knowing the conditions governing 

the translation and the reasons for the choices implemented in them and thus 

maintain adherence to the primary frame (2007:49). In this argument, Munday (ibid) 

points to Van Dijk’s stipulation that the macro contextual conditions control the 

micro (2007), which is clear regarding the primary and auxiliary frames in the 

production and also the translation of news discourse.  

7.2.3 Target audience 

This section will address another aim of the research, which is recognising how 

framing of news discourse is structured and translated to shape the readers’ view of 

the world around them. This section will discuss how the BBC and Al-Arabiya have 

produced and translated their news reports with their readers in mind, packaging a 

framing view that suits those readers, as argued by Gitlin (1980: 7). According to the 

analysis of the collected data in this research, we can assert that the BBC translations 

were predominantly from English into Arabic, while Al-Arabiya translated its 

reports mostly from Arabic into English. This distinction between the two news 

institutions is of paramount importance because it provides an explanation for how 

the frame of the ST is restructured in the TT for the target readership.  

As mentioned in the above section, there is a vast difference between the amount of 

translation strategies utilised in the translation of the BBC reports into Arabic and 

Al-Arabiya reports into English, where the BBC has clearly implemented them far 

more than Al-Arabiya. That is because they translate for Arabic readers who mostly 
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have background knowledge about the conflict because of its geo-political 

significance to them, unlike the English readers who Al-Arabiya translate for and 

most likely do not have the necessary knowledge about the conflict in Yemen 

because of lack of interest, among other reasons, on the socio-cultural level. This 

confirms Foss’ argument that news production consistently frames ideological views 

in accordance with the geo-political conditions and social norms of the audience 

(1996: 291). This is evidently also true of the translation of the news by 

reconstructing the frame in the TT in a manner suited for its readers, pointing to 

Toury’s definition of a translated text as ‘facts of the target culture’ (1995: 25).  

Consequently, based on the analysis, the BBC translations into Arabic revealed an 

ample number of strategies manipulating the TT for the Arabic reader’s consumption, 

heavily applying omission strategy in the translation into Arabic, as can be seen from 

the difference in word count between the BBC English and Arabic corpora (see 

section 5.1). This omission goes beyond the difference between two linguistic 

systems, to domesticating the TT and reconstructing a more familiar, or at least less 

foreign, news story, as argued by Baker (2006) and Valdeon (2005) and has been 

established in the analysis.  

However, omission alone, even though accommodating for the target audience, is not 

sufficient to convey the intended framing aim of the news coverage. As such, the use 

of addition strategy in discourse within a particular context that foregrounds the 

frame of the ST in the TT, or part of it, for the target readership is required (see 

section 5.4.3 line 11). In addition, positioning speakers in the TT to express the 

frame of the ST to be more acceptable from that speaker rather than the news 

institution itself is another strategy that is utilised. The speaker acts as a shield for 

the news institution, particularly if the view in the structured frame being represented 

is against the target readership’s norm (see section 5.3.3 line 14). All of these are 

aimed at persuading the Arabic readership of the BBC towards their reporting of the 

conflict in Yemen. These alterations in the translation point to Verschueren’s 

statements that ideologies relate to interpretations of tacit meaning, thus it is 

unmistakably a socio-cultural phenomenon related to cognition (2012: 7). The same 

can be argued about framing, as it is a manifestation of ideology in discourse, and 

the shift between the ST and TT in the BBC is a direct link to that socio-cultural 

difference in cognition. As argued by Darwish, translated news discourse forms 
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social signals based on the meaning of the ST but is not identical to it (2010). This 

has been confirmed by the analysis in this research by utilising the methods and 

strategies aforementioned (see section 7.1.1).   

Moving on to Al-Arabiya, as previously mentioned, based on the analysis in Chapter 

6, most of the reports, and particularly the editorials, have been translated from 

Arabic into English, which is opposite to the BBC translations. This means that the 

target audience of Al-Arabiya, as mentioned above, is more susceptible to be 

persuaded by the translated frame than those of the BBC. This accounts for the use 

of addition strategy in many of the translations to foreground the frame projected in 

the Arabic ST reports (see section 6.3.3 line 9). Evidently, the reliance on addition to 

the Al-Arabiya’s English TT reports can also be observed in the difference in word 

count between its Arabic and English corpora (see section 5.1). Still, like the BBC, it 

uses a more familiar tone and style for the target socio-cultural norms, avoiding the 

appearance of biases (see section 6.1.3), utilising similar strategies as the ones 

discussed above with regard to the BBC. Omission strategy is also applied, mostly 

on the labelling of the parties in the conflict, particularly negative ones to reflect a 

more objective and impartial reporting to the TT readership (see section 6.3.3 line 5). 

All of which shows that Al-Arabiya, like the BBC, utilises similar translation 

strategies in its coverage for the target audience. The difference, however, is in their 

stance and the framing aim that they project for the TT readership. This confirms the 

point raised by Bielsa and Bassnett that different news agencies differ in how they 

translate their news and what those news stories entail in terms of content, but the 

constant goal of translating the ST for a particular readership, in accordance with the 

socio-cultural and journalistic norms of that readership, is always the same (2009: 

84). Similarly, Scammell states that the content of the news is adapted to the needs 

of the target readership, which is based on the relevance of that content and the target 

readership’s background knowledge (2018: 23). This argument is clearly supported 

based on the analysis in this research, where the two news agencies have translated 

their discourse based on these criteria.  

Furthermore, one important distinction should be pointed out before moving to the 

final discussion point: the difference in the content of the translated discourse 

between the two news agencies. Due to the difference between the target readership 

of the BBC and Al-Arabiya, as has been established based on the above criteria, one 
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can observe that difference in the amount of alterations the translation undergoes in 

both news agencies. In the case of the BBC, which mostly translates into Arabic, that 

amount is considerably high, not just in the methods and strategies mentioned, but 

also reconfiguring the syntactic structure order to maximise the aimed effect for their 

target audience (see section 5.3.2 line 6). One could argue, based on the magnitude 

of that manipulation and the resulting TT, that it is a systematic standard practice in 

their translation into Arabic. In the case of Al-Arabiya, compared to the BBC, the 

manipulation process is considerably less applied in their translation into English, 

primarily for the aforementioned criteria of the target readership. This can be 

observed in the adherence to the original meaning, even in the case of clear 

alterations in the translation of the TT. Still, those alterations simulate the meaning 

of its ST as closely as possible with the target readership in mind (see section 5.3.3 

line 5). According to this, one can argue that maintaining the original message of the 

ST and emulating it as closely as possible in the TT in Al-Arabiya takes precedence 

over the target readership in their English translation.  

7.2.4 Corpus-assisted critical discourse analysis  

In this final section of the discussion, the researcher will review the role of corpus-

assisted CDA as an approach to analyse framing in the translation of news discourse. 

Based on the implementation of this approach in the analysis, one could point to 

three attributes that reflect its advantageous use. these align with Ieţcu-Fairclough’s 

statement regarding the benefits of applying CDA in translation studies and utilising 

its concepts, such as intertextuality and inter-discursivity, to reveal a text’s features 

and the socio-cultural and political conditions surrounding it (2008: 68). Adding to 

this, the corpus linguistic techniques assist and guide the qualitative analysis through 

the quantitative information they provide (Baker et al., 2008). These three attributes, 

as per the final aim of this thesis, have been identified and reaffirmed through the 

different examples in both the quantitative and qualitative stages.  

Starting with the CDA model adopted by this study, which is based on Fairclough’s 

three-dimensional approach and Van Dijk’s socio-cultural approach, to analyse the 

data (see section 4.3 and section 4.4). The combination of these two approaches 

reflects the first feature that CDA retains, which is adaptability. By that we mean that 

based on the type of data one needs to analyse and the aims of that analysis, one can 

construct a CDA model based on the approaches established in the field to suit the 
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analysis of their research. That is not suggesting haphazardly choosing elements 

from different CDA approaches; rather, an informed model based on the type of data, 

research aims and the applicability of the constructed model in the analysis is 

required. As suggested by Fairclough, depending on the proficiency of the analyst in 

the application of CDA, he/she could utilise more than one approach (2003: 7). This 

adaptability is derived from the nature of CDA as an interdisciplinary method of 

analysis, as stipulated by Wodak (2001: 16). Also, Van Dijk confirms this 

adaptability, arguing that CDA can be conducted by utilising different approaches 

including multimodal analysis (2004).  

The model designed in this study (see section 4.4.1) combined the analysis tools of 

Faircloughs’s approach and the socio-cognitive dimension from Van Dijk’s approach, 

not in total, but the elements that are relevant based on the conditions of this research, 

as stated above. As can be observed in the analysis of the BBC and Al-Arabiya data, 

the adopted CDA model provided a significant advantage in accounting for how the 

frame was produced and translated, and the difference between the two agencies, not 

just on the discursive level, but also provided an explanation for that difference 

based on the socio-cultural difference between the source and target cultures’ 

differences and how the news institution produces and translates their discourse 

accordingly.  

The second attribute of the approach is the advantage of combining quantitative and 

qualitative analysis of the data, where the former informs the latter of the linguistic 

features of the corpus. The implementation of corpus-assisted CDA in this research 

provided a quantitative vantage point for the data. By providing the keywords and 

collocations on large-scale data, such as in this research, it helps analysts make sense 

of the data to make informed decisions utilising CDA in the qualitative part of the 

analysis. Partington, who first coined this approach, argues that it aims to help 

discourse analysis approaches through incorporating computerised corpora 

(Partington, Duguid & Taylor, 2013: 10). The combination of corpus linguistics 

software generating a quantitative analysis of the data guides the qualitative analysis 

and makes it more precise, as argued by McEnry (2001). Using corpus software also 

provides insight into patterns that otherwise will not be noticed by CDA analysts, as 

argued by Partington (2003: 7), as can be observed in the quantitative analysis of this 

research utilising WordSmith software (see section 5.1) which overlays the most 
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frequent keywords and collocations of the collected data, all of which were proved in 

the qualitative analysis in terms of identifying the framing stance of each corpus and 

analysing them accordingly. That helped to formulate a hypothesis based on the 

quantitative analysis, as suggested by Baker’s guidelines (see section 2.3.4) to utilise 

the synergy of this approach (Baker et al, 2008:295).  

Another important point that this approach addresses as argued by Baker (2006), and 

one which CDA is often criticised for, is bias and cherry picking the examples to suit 

the hypothesis of the research or based on the subjectivity of the analyst who 

conducts the CDA. As suggested by Hunston (2002: 52) and Baker (2010: 10), the 

examples chosen for the qualitative analysis in the research have been randomly 

extracted from the concordances in the corpus software while trying to cover as 

much of the data as possible to maintain the credibility of the analysis. Consequently, 

corpus-assisted CDA has affirmed the advantages of utilising a quantitative and 

qualitative approach to analyse a large body of corpora in an efficient and informed 

manner, as presented in this research. 

The final attribute of CDA is not only to investigate instances of power relations and 

ideology focusing on the context, as argued by Wodak (2001), but also in comparing 

the original context with its translation into another socio-cultural norm. That 

comparison allows analysts to account for how parties have been represented 

differently within this context and whether the view of that context has shifted in the 

translation from its original. It informs the comparative analysis between the ST and 

TT, as argued by Al-Hejin (2012: 312), by linking each context to its social practice 

and utilising translation strategies, such as the one in this research, to inform the 

analysis. In this research, it accounts for how the representation of the parties in the 

conflict in Yemen were constructed by two news agencies, and how these agencies 

reflected their representations to other cultures. Valdeon argues that analysts should 

account for the shift in cognitive features and the socio-cultural conditions that 

govern them between the ST and TT, particularly in news discourse (2015: 446). 

That is precisely why the approach adopted in this research is valuable: it allows the 

analysis to identify that shift and understand the rationale behind it, unlike other 

approaches. This point is also asserted by Munday, who argues that by 

differentiating between the ST and TT readerships, researchers can account for the 

difference between the production and translation of discourse in the news (2007). 
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As has been clearly established in the analysis and argued previously in the literature 

(see section 2.3), the similarities between CDA, that views language as socially 

functioned, and translation studies, which views the translation as a product of the 

target culture, creates a harmonious interdisciplinary approach to analyse how 

frames are reconstructed in the target culture.  

7.3 Answering Research Questions 

In this section, the researcher will answer the questions raised in the introductory 

chapter. There are three research questions raised in this thesis that address the issue 

of framing in the translation of news. The first aims to identify the main methods of 

framing implemented in news translation between English and Arabic. The second 

question aims to identify the similarities and differences between the news coverage 

of the BBC and Al-Arabiya regarding the Yemeni conflict and the types of frames 

that coverage contains. The third and final question aims to recognise the benefit of 

CDA approaches in the analysis of framing of translated news discourse in 

association with corpus-assisted tools. Answering these questions correlates to the 

aims that this research has set to achieve, and in light of the discussion in the 

previous section, we will revisit the research questions and answer them accordingly. 

7.3.1 What are the methods used in the framing of translated news discourse in 

the BBC and Al-Arabiya? 

Based on the analysis conducted and the previous discussion of the findings (section 

7.2.1), this research has confirmed three methods of framing in the production and 

translation of news discourse. These methods are as follows: 

1- Epistemic control. 

2- Consistency of representations (macro level). 

3- Contextual flexibility (micro level). 

The implementation of these methods in the translations of news reports utilises 

multiple strategies. Most notably, the strategies identified in this thesis (see section 

3.5) as suggested by Baker (2006), are the strategies that facilitate the construction of 

frames in the translation of news discourse. As illustrated in Figure 2 and re-affirmed 

in the analysis, these strategies help to reposition the target audience, cast judgement 

on parties, groups and individuals in the conflict through labelling, and represent a 

particular view of events by filtering information to the target audience through 

selective appropriation.  
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7.3.2 What are the predominant types of framing implemented by the BBC and 

Al-Arabiya through translation to influence their views on other cultures? 

In the previous discussion (section 7.2.2) and based on the finding of this research, 

we have identified two types of framing in the news translations of the BBC and Al-

Arabiya. One represents the stance of the news institution’s coverage of the conflict 

in Yemen, and the other adheres to the first through the events being reported as the 

conflict continues: 

1- Primary frame (macro level) 

2- Auxiliary frames (micro level) 

The primary frame is constant through the reporting and translation to the target 

audience in both the BBC and Al-Arabiya, reflecting their ideological attitude 

regarding the conflict. In the case of the BBC, as stated in the discussion of the 

findings, its primary frame is the negative representation of the Saudi-led coalition’s 

actions as aggression and meddling in Yemen, while the auxiliary frames are mainly 

dependent on the context being reported, such as the rivalry between Saudi and Iran. 

Conversely, Al-Arabiya represented the role of the Arab coalition and Saudi 

positively. Its primary frame is security of Saudi and installing legitimacy in Yemen, 

supporting that with multiple auxiliary frames that focus on Iran’s role and drawing 

on similar conflicts such as the one in Syria that destabilised the region.  

7.3.3 How does corpus-assisted CDA as an approach assist in analysing and 

uncovering framing in the context of news translation? 

There are three attributes this research can attest to in utilising corpus-assisted CDA 

that, based on the analysis and the above discussion (see section 7.2.4), has proven to 

be an advantageous approach in uncovering and understanding instances of framing 

in news translation. These attributes each relate to one of the research areas from the 

type of data and aims to the analysis of the corpora and understanding the cross-

cultural translation of news discourse. These attributes are:   

1- Adaptability 

2- Combining qualitative and quantitative analysis 

3- Applicability in comparative multilingual analysis.  

The first attribute, noting the adaptability of CDA, addresses the model constructed 

and implemented in this research. Combining elements from the approaches 

suggested by Fairclough and Van Dijk in accordance with the research aims and type 

of data collected allowed the research to reach those aims. The second attribute 
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addresses the usefulness of corpus assistance that provided quantitative indications 

of the collected data, both in Arabic and English. The assistance guided the 

qualitative CDA analysis of the extracted examples, and being able to generalise the 

findings of these examples to the whole data (see Table 1) and simultaneously 

minimise criticism of biases in the analysis was useful. Finally, the last attribute 

addresses the translation point of view of the analysis based on the adapted model, 

comparing the TT context to the ST context and social variance. This comparative 

attribute allowed the analysis in this research not only to uncover how each frame is 

constructed and projected to the source and target audiences, but also the translation 

strategies that were utilised and the news institutions’ stances based on those frames 

in the production and translation of discourse.  

7.4 Contribution to the Field 

Based on its theoretical framework and findings, this thesis contributes in a number 

of ways to the fields of study incorporated in it as follows: 

1- This research provided a comprehensive account of the conflict in Yemen 

from two different transnational news agencies. The first chapter (section 1.4) 

outlined a background of the conflict in Yemen and its importance, in 

addition to the collected data and the approach to analyse it. The conflict 

began in March 2015, a month before this research was initiated. Thus, it was 

an opportunity to study how the conflict is being framed and translated in 

news discourse. This, to the best of the researcher’s knowledge, is the first 

research to study this conflict on the scale and scope of the data collected 

from two online news websites. This reflects the insight and importance that 

this research provides by studying how this conflict has been reported and 

translated from English into Arabic and vice versa.  

 

2- The interdisciplinary nature of this research contributes to the fields of 

linguistics and communication studies, particularly in relation to news media 

discourse. In Chapter 2, this research reviewed the concept of ideology and 

its relation to language, power and society, providing particular interest to 

how ideologies are expressed in discourses aimed to impact and persuade the 

recipients of those discourses. Chapter 3 has provided a detailed account of 

the concept of framing, drawing on arguments from different disciplines 
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portraying an extensively comprehensible view of the concept and noting its 

relation to ideology and its construction in online discourses, particularly in 

the media.  

  
3- This research primarily contributes to the field of translation studies, as can 

be seen in (section 2.2) Chapter 2, (section 3.4) Chapter 3 and (section 4.2) 

Chapter 4 by utilising pivotal theories and concepts, as previously mentioned, 

in analysing the translations of original data collected from two different 

news institutions with opposing views. This research has investigated how 

each news agency framed and represented the parties in the conflict in their 

ST reports and how those frames and representations were reconstructed in 

the TT, identifying the differences between the ST and TT readerships in 

relation to their socio-cultural and cognitive norms, the stance and policy of 

each news institution’s coverage and the translation strategies utilised in 

reconstructing the frame in the TT for the target readers.  

 
4- This research, based on the aims and conditions governing it, has created its 

own CDA model, incorporating two different CDA approaches, to be applied 

in the analysis of the data. This elements from Fairclough’s CDA approach, 

which provides a practical intake of the production and translation of the 

news discourse, and Van Dijk’s socio-cognitive approach, that provided an 

understanding of the framing representations of the ST and the TT (see 

section 4.4.1). In addition to the implementation of corpus linguistics (see 

section 2.3.4) to assist in building the corpora for this research and in 

identifying its quantitative features for the qualitative analysis, applying this 

corpus-assisted model in this research with special interest to the translation 

strategies of framing (see section 3.5) on original data collected from two 

transnational news institutions is one of the most significant contributions of 

this research. It provides a comparative linguistic analysis to the study of 

ideological framing in news discourse of the same conflict and the events 

between English and Arabic.   

 
5- This research has reviewed and constructed its analysis based on the scope 

and literature of previous studies and extended that scope in an 

interdisciplinary study, linking different areas of research relating to 
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translation strategies, CDA approaches, and framing in news media as well as 

corpus linguistics studies. All of this is implemented on an original bilingual 

corpora collected from the BBC and Al-Arabiya online news websites. This 

bilingual corpora of English and Arabic reports on the Yemeni conflict that 

has been collected is also one of the contributions of this research, as it can 

be utilised for the benefit of future studies.   

7.5 Limitations of the research 

Based on its interdisciplinary foundation, this research has contributed to multiple 

fields, as has been discussed in the previous chapter. However, as is the case in most 

studies, it has its limitations. A prominent limitation of this study is the lack of in-

depth understanding of the processes of production and translation in the BBC and 

Al-Arabiya news institutions in terms of the factors and conditions on which they 

chose their stance regarding a particular conflict or event such as the one in this 

research. We say process, and not the product itself. As can be seen in the analysis, 

the source and target texts are clearly analysed reflecting the framing implemented in 

them. Also, the analysis accounted for the differences between the ST and TT and 

the translation strategies implemented to make those differences based on the target 

audience. Yet, the reason for that frame cannot be asserted without doubt without 

conducting interviews with the people who implemented those processes and agreed 

on them. But, because of the aims and questions that formulate the basis of this 

research, it was beyond its scope to conduct those interviews. Adding to this, the 

recentness of this conflict did not allow the data to cover it in full as it is still 

ongoing, but hopefully ending soon. 

7.6 Recommendations for Future Research: 

For future studies seeking to build upon this research to further understand how 

framing is formulated and translated in news discourse, there are two main 

recommendations this research has to offer. Firstly, it would benefit researchers in 

the future to perform interviews with the source of the chosen data, whether it be a 

news outlet or government institution, to fully understand the reasons and dynamics 

that went into production of the data in question. This could involve interviewing the 

editors and those who translate the discourse about their guidelines in the translation 

that reflects the institutions policies. In addition, conducting a questionnaire on the 
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audience of that data in order to accurately measure the impact of its consumption on 

its intended socio-cultural environment. This would allow researchers not only to 

account for the processes of production of discourse, but also the consumption of 

that discourse. 

Secondly, with regard to the model of analysis that future studies would choose to 

conduct their analysis on the data, particularly in terms of online news. This research 

recommends the utilisation of a multimodal analysis adapted to the corpus-assisted 

CDA approach. In the course of performing the analysis in this thesis, we have 

noticed the difference in the images and videos, among other paralinguistic devices, 

between the source and target texts in both news institutions. These devices can 

advance the analysis to account for every strategy and feature of the discourses being 

analysed to consolidate its findings. This researcher would be very interested in 

incorporating a multimodal analysis in the future to the model adapted in this thesis 

to examine the possible benefits in developing it.   

7.7 Concluding Remarks 

This chapter began by providing a general summary of this research, including what 

has been argued in the literature and its theoretical framework. Then it moved to 

discuss the findings of the thesis, categorising that discussion based on its aims and 

relating it to what has previously been discussed in the literature. After that, this 

chapter revisited the research questions to answer them in light of the discussion of 

the findings. It then moved on to note the contribution of this study to the fields of 

translation studies, discourse studies, and communication studies in the media. 

Finally, the limitations of the research and recommendations for future studies were 

outlined, which concludes this thesis.  
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A: 

BBC English & Arabic News Reports Headlines and Webpages: 

English Articles Arabic Articles 

Yemen's rebel funeral hall attack 'kills scores' 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-37598413  

ي اليمن 140مقتل 
 
ي غارة عىل مجلس عزاء ف

 
شخصا" ف  

http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/10/16
1008_yemen_sanaa_air_stirke_killings   

Yemen conflict: Saudis blame funeral hall bombing 

on mistake 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-37666698  

 

ي صنعاء بناء 
 
التحالف بقيادة السعودية قصف مجلس العزاء ف

 عىل "معلومات مغلوطة"

http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/10/16
1015_yemen_attack_mistake 

Yemen crisis: Who is fighting whom? 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-29319423 

ي اليمن: من يحارب من؟
 
 األزمة ف

http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/10/16
1011_yemen_crisis_who_fights_whoن  

Saudis to probe deadly air strikes on Yemen funeral 

hall 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-37599900   

 

ي الغارات الجوية عىل 
 
ي اليمن: السعودية "تحقق" ف

 
الحرب ف

 مجلس العزاء بصنعاء
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/10/16

1009_saudi_probe_yemeni_air_strikesن  

Yemen conflict: Al-Qaeda joins coalition battle for 

Taiz 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-35630194  

 

ي اليمن "عىل جبهة واحدة مع التحالف 
 
مسلحو القاعدة ف

ي معركة ضد الحوثيي   
 
 السعودي" ف

http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/02/16
0222_yemen_qaeda_coalitionن  

Yemen conflict: Saudi-led air strike 'kills 25 in 

Hudaydah' 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-37438530   

 

ي اليمن 26غارة للتحالف بقيادة السعودية "تقتل 
 
شخصا" ف  

http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/09/16

0922_yemen_airstrike_hudaydahن 

Yemen conflict: Wedding attack death toll rises to 

130 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-34388463   

 

ي اليمن
 
 ارتفاع عدد ضحايا قصف حفل الزفاف ف

http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2015/09/15
0929_yemen_wedding_130_dead  

Yemen war: Saudi coalition 'causing most civilian 

casualties' 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-35842708   

 

التحالف بقيادة السعودية مسؤول عن سقوط : األمم المتحدة
 أغلب الضحايا المدنيي   باليمن

http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/03/16
0318_zeid_yemen_coalition  

Viewpoint: How far is Saudi-Iranian rivalry fuelling 

Yemen war? 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-32622680  

ي  – إىل أي مدى يؤجج التنافس السعودي: وجهة نظر
 
اإليراب

ي اليمن؟
 
 الحرب ف

http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2015/05/15
0510_yemen_war_saudi_iran_rivalry 

Yemen conflict: The view from the Saudi side 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-38239782   

ي اليمن
 
وجهة نظر الجانب السعودي: الرصاع ف  

38283989-http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast 

Yemen conflict: Rebels accused of violating ceasefire 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-37723472   

ي اليمن
 
اتهامات متبادلة بانتهاك للهدنة: الرصاع ف  

http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/10/16

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-37598413
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/10/161008_yemen_sanaa_air_stirke_killings
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/10/161008_yemen_sanaa_air_stirke_killings
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-37666698
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/10/161015_yemen_attack_mistake
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/10/161015_yemen_attack_mistake
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-29319423
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/10/161011_yemen_crisis_who_fights_who
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/10/161011_yemen_crisis_who_fights_who
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-37599900
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/10/161009_saudi_probe_yemeni_air_strikes
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/10/161009_saudi_probe_yemeni_air_strikes
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-35630194
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/02/160222_yemen_qaeda_coalition
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/02/160222_yemen_qaeda_coalition
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-37438530
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/09/160922_yemen_airstrike_hudaydah
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/09/160922_yemen_airstrike_hudaydah
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-34388463
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2015/09/150929_yemen_wedding_130_dead
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2015/09/150929_yemen_wedding_130_dead
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-35842708
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/03/160318_zeid_yemen_coalition
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/03/160318_zeid_yemen_coalition
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-32622680
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2015/05/150510_yemen_war_saudi_iran_rivalry
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2015/05/150510_yemen_war_saudi_iran_rivalry
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-38239782
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast-38283989
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-37723472
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/10/161020_yemen_truce_violations
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1020_yemen_truce_violations  

Boris Johnson: 'Profound concern' for people of 

Yemen 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-38271279   

 

لتأمي   نفسها من " أتفهم حاجة السعودية: بوريس جونسون
"قصف الحوثيي     

http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast-38274621 

Yemen conflict: Civilian deaths 'amount to war 

crimes' 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-33966542   

ي اليمن يمثل: العفو الدولية
 
"جرائم حرب" قتل المدنيي   ف  

http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2015/08/15
0818_yemen_civilian_amnesty 

Yemen conflict: At least 10,000 killed, says UN 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-38646066   

ة آالف قتيل: األمم المتحدة ي اليمن خلف عشر
 
الرصاع ف  

http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast-38646193  

Yemen crisis: Oxfam critical of UK-Saudi arms deals 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-37161486   

 أوكسفام تتهم بريطانيا بالتضليل بسبب بيع أسلحة للسعودية
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/worldnews/2016/08/1

60823_uk_weapons_saudi_arabia  

Yemen conflict: Pope Francis condemns 'diabolical' 

killing of nuns 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-35735971   

ي اليمن -
 
ي " البابا فرانسيس يدين القتل: الرصاع ف

 "الشيطاب 
 للراهبات بدار المسني   

http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/03/1
60306_yemen_pope_care_house_attack  

Can Saudi Arabia fight two wars at once? 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-35785416  

ي وقت واحد ؟
 
 هل تتمكن السعودية من خوض حربي   ف

http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/03/16
0313_saudi_two_wars  

Yemen conflict: UN official accuses world of ignoring 

crisis 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-38220785   

ي اليمن، ومسؤول أممي يتهم المجتمع تفاقم 
 
ي ف

الوضع اإلنساب 
 الدوىلي بتجاهل األزمة

http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast-38240529 

Yemen conflict: Terror of life under siege in Taiz 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-38152428   
ي اليمن

 
ي تعز: الرصاع ف

 
ي ظل الحصار ف

 
رعب الحياة ف  

http://www.bbc.com/arabic/features-38165708  

Meeting the Houthis - and their enemies 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-31907671  

 

ي اليمن
 
 لقاءات مع الحوثيي   وأعدائهم ف

http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2015/03/15
houthis_enemies_meeting_0317  

Yemen conflict: No end in sight, six months on 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-34335104  

ي اليمن
 
 نهاية بعيدة للحرب ف

http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2015/09/15
0925_yemen_conflict  

Inside Yemen's forgotten war 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-34211979  

ي اليمن" الحرب المنسية" داخل
 
ف  

http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2015/09/15
0911_yemen_forgotten_war_feature  

Sectarian power grab tears Yemen apart 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-32178058  

 قبضة القوى الطائفية تمزق اليمن
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2015/04/15

0405_yemen_crisis_analysis  

Yemen conflict: US cuts arms sales to Saudi Arabia 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-us-canada-38310870  

 

المتحدة ستحد من مبيعات األسلحة للسعودية الواليات 
ي اليمن

 
بات ف  بسبب الرص 

http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast-38311421  

Yemen conflict: 'Saudi-led coalition plane' hit funeral 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-37613440  

 

ي اليمن: السعودية "تقر" بقصف التحالف لمجلس 
 
الحرب ف

ي صنعاء
 
 العزاء ف

http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/10/16
1010_funeral_hall_attack_saudi_acceptance  

http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/10/161020_yemen_truce_violations
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-38271279
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast-38274621
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-33966542
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2015/08/150818_yemen_civilian_amnesty
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2015/08/150818_yemen_civilian_amnesty
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-38646066
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast-38646193
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-37161486
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/worldnews/2016/08/160823_uk_weapons_saudi_arabia
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/worldnews/2016/08/160823_uk_weapons_saudi_arabia
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-35735971
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/03/160306_yemen_pope_care_house_attack
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/03/160306_yemen_pope_care_house_attack
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-35785416
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/03/160313_saudi_two_wars
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/03/160313_saudi_two_wars
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-38220785
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast-38240529
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-38152428
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/features-38165708
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-31907671
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2015/03/150317_houthis_enemies_meeting
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2015/03/150317_houthis_enemies_meeting
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-34335104
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2015/09/150925_yemen_conflict
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2015/09/150925_yemen_conflict
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-34211979
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2015/09/150911_yemen_forgotten_war_feature
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2015/09/150911_yemen_forgotten_war_feature
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-32178058
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2015/04/150405_yemen_crisis_analysis
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2015/04/150405_yemen_crisis_analysis
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-us-canada-38310870
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast-38311421
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-37613440
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/10/161010_funeral_hall_attack_saudi_acceptance
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/10/161010_funeral_hall_attack_saudi_acceptance
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Yemen crisis: Why Gulf states went to war with the 

Houthis 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-32554955  

؟: أزمة اليمن لماذا شنت دول الخليج حربا عىل الحوثيي    

http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2015/05/15
 sisyemen_war_cri_0503 

Yemen conflict: UN accuses Saudis of pressure over 

blacklist 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-36494598  

ي اليمن من " تعرضت لضغوط" األمم المتحدة
 
لرفع التحالف ف

السوداءالقائمة   

http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/06/16
0609_yemen_un_saudi_coalition_pressured  

Yemen conflict: UN takes Saudi coalition off child 

blacklist 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-36467765  

ي اليمن 
 
األمم المتحدة تحذف اسم التحالف بقيادة السعودية ف

"انتظارا للمراجعة" من القائمة السوداء  

http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/06/16
0606_un_removes_saudi_coalition_blacklist_  

Yemen crisis: Kerry warns Iran over Houthi rebel 

'support' 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-32229316  

ي " الداعم" الواليات المتحدة تحذر إيران لموقفها
 
للحوثيي   ف

 اليمن
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2015/04/15

0408_us_iran_kerry_yemen  

Saudi Yemen bombing a message to Iran as damage 

mounts 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-33236209  

 الغارات السعودية عىل اليمن رسالة إليران
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2015/06/15

0623_saudi_yemen-iran_message  

Yemen conflict: Saudi-led coalition ends ceasefire 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-35214099  

التحالف بقيادة السعودية ينهي الهدنة العسكرية ويجدد غاراته 
ي اليمن

 
 ف

http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/01/16
0102_yemen_ceasefire_end  

Yemen conflict: The UK's delicate balancing act 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-37638256  
ي اليمن

 
معادلة بريطانيا الصعبة: الرصاع ف  

http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/10/16
1013_yemen_conflict_uk_delicate_balancing_act  

'Most people here die in silence': Inside the fight to 

save Yemen's health system 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-37512887  

حرب طاحنة وخدمات صحية معدومة: اليمن  

http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/10/16
1012_yemen_health_feature  

Yemen conflict: Air strike hits MSF hospital in 

Hajjah 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-37083035  

 شماىلي اليمن
ي غارة جوية أصابت مستشف 

 
 قتىل وجرىح ف

http://www.bbc.com/arabic/ 
middleeast/2016/08/160815_yemen_hospital_airstri

ke  

Yemen conflict: Saudi-led coalition targeting 

civilians, UN says 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-35423282  

تقرير أممي يتهم التحالف بقيادة السعودية باستهداف المدنيي   
 باليمن

http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/01/16

0127_saudi_led_coalition_targeting_civilians  

Iran accuses Saudis of hitting Yemen embassy 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-35251917  

ي " التحالف بقيادة السعودية يؤكد
 
سالمة السفارة اإليرانية ف

"اليمن  

http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/01/16
0107_iran_saudi_arabia_embassy_yemen  

Yemen conflict: Saudi Arabia to 'scale back' military 

operations 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-35835407  

ي اليمن" تقلص" السعودية
 
عملياتها العسكرية ف  

http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/03/16
0317_yemen_conflict_saudi_scale_back_operation

s  

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-32554955
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2015/05/150503_yemen_war_crisis
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2015/05/150503_yemen_war_crisis
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-36494598
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/06/160609_yemen_un_saudi_coalition_pressured
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/06/160609_yemen_un_saudi_coalition_pressured
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-36467765
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/06/160606_un_removes_saudi_coalition_blacklist_
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/06/160606_un_removes_saudi_coalition_blacklist_
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-32229316
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2015/04/150408_us_iran_kerry_yemen
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2015/04/150408_us_iran_kerry_yemen
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-33236209
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2015/06/150623_saudi_yemen-iran_message
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2015/06/150623_saudi_yemen-iran_message
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-35214099
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/01/160102_yemen_ceasefire_end
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/01/160102_yemen_ceasefire_end
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-37638256
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/10/161013_yemen_conflict_uk_delicate_balancing_act
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/10/161013_yemen_conflict_uk_delicate_balancing_act
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-37512887
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/10/161012_yemen_health_feature
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/10/161012_yemen_health_feature
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-37083035
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/08/160815_yemen_hospital_airstrike
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/08/160815_yemen_hospital_airstrike
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/08/160815_yemen_hospital_airstrike
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-35423282
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/01/160127_saudi_led_coalition_targeting_civilians
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/01/160127_saudi_led_coalition_targeting_civilians
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-35251917
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/01/160107_iran_saudi_arabia_embassy_yemen
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/01/160107_iran_saudi_arabia_embassy_yemen
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-35835407
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/03/160317_yemen_conflict_saudi_scale_back_operations
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/03/160317_yemen_conflict_saudi_scale_back_operations
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/03/160317_yemen_conflict_saudi_scale_back_operations
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Yemen conflict: Rebels in deadly attack on Saudi 

warship 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-38808345  

 هجوم للحوثيي   عىل فرقاطة سعودية بالبحر األحمر
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/38810422  

Yemen peace talks set to open in Kuwait, UN says 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-36094398  

ي : األمم المتحدة
 
محادثات السالم اليمنية تبدأ الخميس ف

 الكويت
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/04/16

0420_yemen_peace_talks  

Yemen conflict: Clashes rattle shaky truce 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-36011794  

ي اليمن
 
الهدنة ال تزال سارية رغم بعض االنتهاكات: الحرب ف  

http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/04/16
0410_yemen_truce_respect  

Yemen conflict: Air strike 'kills 12 civilians' in Hajja 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-38077446  

ي غارة للتحالف بقيادة السعودية عىل  12 مقتل: اليمن
 
مدنيا ف
ي البالد ان شمال غرب   حي 

http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast-38077173  

Yemen conflict: No extension to hour truce 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-38052529  

ي الرصاع 
 
ي اليمن بعد اتهامات متبادلة بي   طرف

 
ال تمديد للهدنة ف

 بخرقها
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast-38050850  

Yemen crisis: Houthi rebels are Iran stooges, says 

Hadi 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-32098607  

 

 

ي هادي
ي يد إيران: "الرئيس اليمت 

 
"الحوثيون دمية ف  

http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2015/03/15
0328_yemen_houthi_hadi_iran  

 

Appendix B:  

Al-Arabiya English & Arabic News Reports Headlines and Webpages: 

English Articles Arabic Articles 

Boris Johnson reiterates UK ties to Saudi Arabia 

https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/gulf/2016/12/11/UK-
Saudi-perfectly-entitled-to-restore-political-legitimacy-in-
Yemen.html  

 من: جونسون من السعودية
ر
 100 عالقتنا معكم تمتد ألكي

 عام

http://ara.tv/p45ye  

Al-Qaeda seize southern Yemen town 

http://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-
east/2016/02/20/Al-Qaeda-seize-southern-Yemen-town.html   

ي " أحور" من ينسحب القاعدة تنظيم.. اليمن
 
 محافظة ف

 أبي   

http://ara.tv/56ya3  

Hadi vows to push until Houthis defeated in Sanaa 

http://english.alarabiya.net/en/2016/02/02/Hadi-Non-stop-
operations-against-Houthis-to-recapture-Sanaa.html 

 قبل تتوقف لن العسكرية العمليات: هادي 

صنعاء تحرير  

http://ara.tv/gwz2s  

Coalition to probe Yemen raid that killed 140 
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-
east/2016/10/08/Saudi-denies-Yemeni-funeral-bombing.html  

ي  التحالف
 تحقيق إجراء ويؤكد بصنعاء ءعزا استهداف ينف 

 فوري
http://ara.tv/66z4d  

 

Yemen tribe calls strike on funeral a ‘conspiracy’ 
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-
east/2016/10/10/Yemen-funeral-family-calls-bombing-a-

 مؤامرة" صنعاء عزاء بمجلس حدث ما : يا الضحا أهاىلي 
 دنيئة"

http://ara.tv/w4w2w  

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-38808345
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/38810422
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-36094398
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/04/160420_yemen_peace_talks
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/04/160420_yemen_peace_talks
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-36011794
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/04/160410_yemen_truce_respect
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2016/04/160410_yemen_truce_respect
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-38077446
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast-38077173
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-38052529
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast-38050850
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-32098607
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2015/03/150328_yemen_houthi_hadi_iran
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2015/03/150328_yemen_houthi_hadi_iran
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/gulf/2016/12/11/UK-Saudi-perfectly-entitled-to-restore-political-legitimacy-in-Yemen.html
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/gulf/2016/12/11/UK-Saudi-perfectly-entitled-to-restore-political-legitimacy-in-Yemen.html
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/gulf/2016/12/11/UK-Saudi-perfectly-entitled-to-restore-political-legitimacy-in-Yemen.html
http://ara.tv/p45ye
http://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-east/2016/02/20/Al-Qaeda-seize-southern-Yemen-town.html
http://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-east/2016/02/20/Al-Qaeda-seize-southern-Yemen-town.html
http://ara.tv/56ya3
http://english.alarabiya.net/en/2016/02/02/Hadi-Non-stop-operations-against-Houthis-to-recapture-Sanaa.html
http://english.alarabiya.net/en/2016/02/02/Hadi-Non-stop-operations-against-Houthis-to-recapture-Sanaa.html
http://ara.tv/gwz2s
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-east/2016/10/08/Saudi-denies-Yemeni-funeral-bombing.html
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-east/2016/10/08/Saudi-denies-Yemeni-funeral-bombing.html
http://ara.tv/66z4d
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-east/2016/10/10/Yemen-funeral-family-calls-bombing-a-conspiracy-.html
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-east/2016/10/10/Yemen-funeral-family-calls-bombing-a-conspiracy-.html
http://ara.tv/w4w2w
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conspiracy-.html  

Houthis attempt to clean up funeral blasts site 
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-
east/2016/10/11/Houthis-clean-up-Sanaa-bomb-site-ahead-
of-investigation.html  

ي 
ي  التحقيق يستبق الحوبر

صنعاء انفجار آثار ويخف   

http://ara.tv/vfssd  

Yemen’s President Hadi calls Houthis ‘Iran's puppet’ 
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-
east/2015/03/28/President-Hadi-calls-Houthis-Iran-s-puppet-
.html  

ي بـ
مية"وصف هادي للحوبر

ُّ
ي ".. الد

حديث الشارع اليمت   

http://ara.tv/2c59m  

 

Kerry: U.S. aware of Iran’s support to Houthis 

https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-
east/2015/04/09/Kerry-U-S-aware-of-Iran-s-support-to-
Houthis-.html  

ي ي  نقف ولن للحوثيي    إيران بدعم نعلم: كي 
 
األيدي مكتوف  

http://ara.tv/6cw6e  

The axes of Yemen’s war 
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/views/news/middle-

east/2015/05/07/The-axes-of-Yemen-s-war.html  

األربعة اليمن حرب محاور  

http://ara.tv/9zmex  

 

Defending the Saudi kingdom from the Houthi threat 

https://english.alarabiya.net/en/views/news/middle-
east/2015/04/23/Defending-the-Saudi-kingdom-from-the-
Houthi-threat-.html  

 وقف التهديد من نجران إىل جدة

http://ara.tv/8a2x6  

Saudi king: Yemen war launched to foil regional plot 
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-

east/2015/05/10/Saudi-king-Yemen-war-launched-to-foil-
regional-plot.html  

السعودية لبت نداء الواجب إلنقاذ اليمن: ك سلمانالمل  

http://ara.tv/8k8h3  

 

Iran warns U.S. against hindering Yemen aid ship 
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-
east/2015/05/13/Iran-warns-U-S-against-hindering-Yemen-

aid-ship.html  

ي حال إيقاف سفنهاإيران تهدد بإ
 
شعال الخليج ف  

http://ara.tv/y3y7a  

 

Sanaa and Riyadh: The problem and solution 
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/views/news/middle-
east/2015/05/21/Sanaa-and-Riyadh-The-problem-and-
solution.html  

الخلل والحل.. صنعاء والرياض  

http://ara.tv/w29rw  

 

The war in Yemen must not be lost 
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/views/news/middle-
east/2015/06/22/The-war-in-Yemen-must-not-be-lost.html  

ي اليمن
 
 حرب غي  قابلة للخسارة ف

http://ara.tv/wd9dg  

The deadlock in Yemen 
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/views/news/middle-
east/2015/06/26/The-deadlock-in-Yemen.html  

ي اليمن
 
 الطريق المسدود ف

http://ara.tv/nnc82  

 

Gulf intervention in Yemen and the concept of 

deterrence 
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/views/news/middle-

east/2015/09/08/Gulf-intervention-in-Yemen-and-the-
concept-of-deterrence.html  

ي اليمن ومبدأ الردع
 
 تدخل الخليج ف

http://ara.tv/ncc59  

 

Saudi coalition denies hitting Iran embassy in Yemen 
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-

east/2016/01/07/Saudi-led-coalition-investigating-Iran-
embassy-attack-claim.html  

ي  إيران سفارة تستهدف لم طائراتنا: التحالف
 
صنعاء# ف  

http://ara.tv/wzb7p  

Saudi-led coalition ends Yemen ceasefire  ي يعلن انتهاء الهدنة.. ويقصف محيط التحالف العرب 

https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-east/2016/10/10/Yemen-funeral-family-calls-bombing-a-conspiracy-.html
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-east/2016/10/11/Houthis-clean-up-Sanaa-bomb-site-ahead-of-investigation.html
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-east/2016/10/11/Houthis-clean-up-Sanaa-bomb-site-ahead-of-investigation.html
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-east/2016/10/11/Houthis-clean-up-Sanaa-bomb-site-ahead-of-investigation.html
http://ara.tv/vfssd
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-east/2015/03/28/President-Hadi-calls-Houthis-Iran-s-puppet-.html
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-east/2015/03/28/President-Hadi-calls-Houthis-Iran-s-puppet-.html
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-east/2015/03/28/President-Hadi-calls-Houthis-Iran-s-puppet-.html
http://ara.tv/2c59m
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-east/2015/04/09/Kerry-U-S-aware-of-Iran-s-support-to-Houthis-.html
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-east/2015/04/09/Kerry-U-S-aware-of-Iran-s-support-to-Houthis-.html
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-east/2015/04/09/Kerry-U-S-aware-of-Iran-s-support-to-Houthis-.html
http://ara.tv/6cw6e
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/views/news/middle-east/2015/05/07/The-axes-of-Yemen-s-war.html
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/views/news/middle-east/2015/05/07/The-axes-of-Yemen-s-war.html
http://ara.tv/9zmex
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/views/news/middle-east/2015/04/23/Defending-the-Saudi-kingdom-from-the-Houthi-threat-.html
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/views/news/middle-east/2015/04/23/Defending-the-Saudi-kingdom-from-the-Houthi-threat-.html
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/views/news/middle-east/2015/04/23/Defending-the-Saudi-kingdom-from-the-Houthi-threat-.html
http://ara.tv/8a2x6
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-east/2015/05/10/Saudi-king-Yemen-war-launched-to-foil-regional-plot.html
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-east/2015/05/10/Saudi-king-Yemen-war-launched-to-foil-regional-plot.html
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-east/2015/05/10/Saudi-king-Yemen-war-launched-to-foil-regional-plot.html
http://ara.tv/8k8h3
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-east/2015/05/13/Iran-warns-U-S-against-hindering-Yemen-aid-ship.html
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-east/2015/05/13/Iran-warns-U-S-against-hindering-Yemen-aid-ship.html
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-east/2015/05/13/Iran-warns-U-S-against-hindering-Yemen-aid-ship.html
http://ara.tv/y3y7a
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/views/news/middle-east/2015/05/21/Sanaa-and-Riyadh-The-problem-and-solution.html
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/views/news/middle-east/2015/05/21/Sanaa-and-Riyadh-The-problem-and-solution.html
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/views/news/middle-east/2015/05/21/Sanaa-and-Riyadh-The-problem-and-solution.html
http://ara.tv/w29rw
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/views/news/middle-east/2015/06/22/The-war-in-Yemen-must-not-be-lost.html
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/views/news/middle-east/2015/06/22/The-war-in-Yemen-must-not-be-lost.html
http://ara.tv/wd9dg
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/views/news/middle-east/2015/06/26/The-deadlock-in-Yemen.html
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/views/news/middle-east/2015/06/26/The-deadlock-in-Yemen.html
http://ara.tv/nnc82
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/views/news/middle-east/2015/09/08/Gulf-intervention-in-Yemen-and-the-concept-of-deterrence.html
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https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-
east/2016/01/02/Saudi-led-coalition-ends-Yemen-
ceasefire.html  

 #صنعاء

http://ara.tv/8twz7  

Saudi-led coalition: New U.S. arms will enhance military 

precision 

https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-
east/2015/11/18/Saudi-led-coalition-New-U-S-arms-will-
enhance-military-precision.html 

ي: صفقة الذخائر تعزز دقة االستهداف للتحالف  #عسي 

http://ara.tv/6nct7  

 

Hadi fighting Houthis ‘to stop Iran expansion’ 
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-
east/2015/08/30/Yemen-s-Hadi-fighting-Houthis-to-stop-
Iran-expansion-.html  

محاربة الحوثيي   إليقاف توسع إيران بالمنطقة: اديه  

http://ara.tv/5vkwp  

اليمن سوف يخرج من أزمته الحالية: هادى  

http://ara.tv/p4kmm  

Saudi-led coalition to investigate claims in Yemen 

https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-
east/2016/01/31/Saudi-led-coalition-our-bases-prevent-
targeting-civilian-areas-.html  

ي " ادعاءات االنتهاكات"التحالف يشكل فريق تحقيق بـ
 
ف

 اليمن
http://ara.tv/6n3dt  

Hadi: Over 85 percent of Yemen liberated 
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-

east/2016/03/03/Hadi-Yemen-liberates-over-85-percent-of-
territories.html  

 من إيران :هادي
ً
لوال عاصفة الحزم ألصبح اليمن جزءا  

http://ara.tv/ntkeh  

 

Why Yemen is more than a war project 
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/views/news/middle-
east/2016/02/16/Why-Yemen-is-more-than-a-war-

project.html  

وع حرب  اليمن أكير من مشر
http://ara.tv/yegbv  

 

If there had been no Operation Decisive Storm 
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/views/news/middle-
east/2016/03/10/If-Operation-Decisive-Storm-hadn-t-

been.html  

الحزم؟! لو لم تكن عاصفة   

http://ara.tv/w4zyh  

Saudi-led operations in Yemen ‘coming to an end’ 
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-
east/2016/03/17/Saudi-led-coalition-combats-in-Yemen-
coming-to-an-end-.html  

المعارك شارفت عىل االنتهاء وبدء إعادة اإلعمار.. اليمن  

http://ara.tv/ppduc  

 

Saudi-led coalition rejects UN report on Yemen 
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-
east/2016/06/06/Saudi-led-coalition-rejects-misleading-
UN-report-on-Yemen.html  

ي تقرير األمم المتحدة بشأن اليمن غي  متوازن: عسي   

http://ara.tv/bcva8  

 

Arab coalition removed from UN blacklist 
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-
east/2016/06/06/Saudi-says-it-won-t-accept-the-kingdom-
to-be-placed-on-a-bad-list-.html  

 

ي من انتهاكات  األمم المتحدة تحذف اسم التحالف العرب 
 اليمن

http://ara.tv/rvp43  

نطالب بتصحيح التقرير األممي حول أطفال : السعودية
 اليمن

http://ara.tv/wpbtp  

Saudi denies threatening UN over blacklist 
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-
east/2016/06/09/Saudi-denies-threatening-UN-over-
blacklist.html  

وهذا ليس من ثقافتنا.. لم نهدد األمم المتحدة: المعلمي   

http://ara.tv/9zf9s  

 

Saudi Deputy Crown Prince meets UN chief 
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-
east/2016/06/22/Saudi-Deputy-Crown-Prince-to-meet-UN-

"التقرير" ان أنه أزمةاجتماع محمد بن سلمان وب  

http://ara.tv/bzxs6  
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chief.html   

Coalition says deadly Yemen raid hit rebels, not school 
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-
east/2016/08/14/Coalition-says-deadly-Yemen-raid-hit-
rebels-not-school-.html  

ي التحالف قصف مركز تدريب للحوثيي   وليس : عسي 
 مدرسة

http://ara.tv/ztzkz  

 

Final Yemen solution preferred over ‘short truce’ 
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-
east/2016/09/26/Yemen-militia-leader-offers-border-truce-
with-Saudi-Arabia.html  

ي  الحل الدائم لليمن أفضل من هدنة مؤقتة: التحالف العرب   

http://ara.tv/9s9ma  

 

We have courage to accept probe results: Asiri 
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-
east/2016/10/15/Coalition-given-wrong-information-
regarding-Yemen-funeral-strike.html  

ي لدينا الشجاعة لقبول نتائج التحقيق بحادث : عسي 
 صنعاء

http://ara.tv/vre32  

 

Yemeni army investigate cause of Sanaa strike 
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-
east/2016/10/16/Yemeni-army-investigated-to-determine-
who-was-responsible-for-Sanaa-strike.html  

تحقيق داخل األركان اليمنية لتحديد .. قاعة صنعاء
 المسؤول

http://ara.tv/9deg3  

 

Houthis starve Taiz, take hold of 64 aid trucks 
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/gulf/2016/12/03/Hout
hi-starve-Taiz-taking-hold-of-64-aid-trucks.html  

 

ي تحتجز
  قاطرة مساعدات لتعز 64 ميليشيات الحوبر

http://ara.tv/pk8mr  

 

When a Scud missile lands near Makkah 
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/views/news/middle-
east/2016/10/11/OPINION-When-a-Scud-missile-lands-
near-Mecca.html  

 صاروخ سكود عىل مكة
http://ara.tv/2kcyq  

 

Who targeted the funeral in Sanaa? 
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/views/news/middle-
east/2016/10/10/Who-targeted-the-funeral-in-Sanaa-.html  

  من فّجر عزاء صنعاء؟
http://ara.tv/pbhej  

 

On the funeral in Sanaa, again 

https://english.alarabiya.net/en/views/news/middle-
east/2016/10/18/On-the-funeral-in-Sanaa-again.html  

ثانية.. عزاء صنعاء  

http://ara.tv/v6vyq  

 

Yemen and two years of confronting Iran 
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/views/news/middle-
east/2017/04/03/Yemen-and-two-years-of-confronting-
Iran.html  

مواجهة إيرانعامان عىل : اليمن  

http://ara.tv/rxknt  

 

Iran admits to arming Houthis with missiles 
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-
east/2016/11/05/Iran-admits-to-arming-Houthis-.html  

ف: سلحنا الحوثيي   بصواريــــخ إيرانية  الحرس الثوري يعي 
http://ara.tv/n6r98  

 

Saudi arms: UK ministers refuse to cease support 
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/gulf/2016/11/16/Four-
British-Ministers-Refuse-to-Cease-Military-Support-for-

Saudi-Arabia.html  

وزراء بريطانيون ببيان غي  مسبوق: سنواصل تسليح 
 السعودية
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